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		 The Institute brings together different
research groups who work to improve our
understanding of disease mechanisms, as well as to
discover and/or develop new therapeutic strategies.
Basic research joins clinical research in an enriching
environment where clinical scientists and basic
researchers can exchange their experiences and
work on common projects. Our focus is thus clearly
on translational research.
		
		 Research at our Institute covers a wide range
of biomedical problems and is mostly organized in
an organ or system specific manner. The Institute
is composed of 21 research groups working in close
collaboration with the Cliniques universitaires SaintLuc, in Brussels, and Mont-Godinne, in Yvoir. The
Institute brings together more than 500 researchers
and PhD students of different horizons and provides
logistical support for both basic and clinical
research.

Jean-Luc Balligand

IREC President
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CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH (CARD)
The importance of cardiovascular disease in terms of public health is well established.
Cardiovascular diseases, mainly secondary to atherosclerosis, are responsible for about
50% of deaths in industrialized countries. Since it is not possible to study all aspects of
the cardiovascular disease, our research unit has determined its main lines of investigation
based on its expertise and know-how and also on the clinical applicability of the scientific
topics, which are addressed. Our research focus on 4 main axes :
1. Research on the role of intracellular signalling in cardiovascular diseases like type 2
diabetes, cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure.
2.Research on valvular diseases.
3.Research in cardiac imaging.
4.Research on platelet signaling and metabolism.
These 4 main research areas are highly interconnected, integrating both clinical and basic research.
Our unit has developed a number of skills ranging from molecular and cell biology to biochemistry
and population studies. Our researchers bring their own expertise to the entire research program.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH GROUP
Role of fibroblastic AMPKα1 in
left ventricular remodeling after
myocardial infarction
Cécile Dufeys, Evangelos P Daskalopoulos,
Nicolas Marquet, Christophe Beauloye,
Sandrine Horman
The term “ventricular remodelling” refers to
changes in left ventricle (LV) structure in response to physiological and pathological haemodynamic stress. Data of our group strongly support that AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)
controls key mechanisms involved in adverse
LV remodelling, such as cardiomyocytes hypertrophy and fibrosis. However, a crucial question
remains unsolved. It is not known which cardiac
cell types play the predominant role in the protective effect of AMPK. This is due to the fact
that most of the studies performed on animal
models used for genetic invalidation of AMPK
are whole-body knockout (KO) of AMPK catalytic
subunits. The generation of tissue-specific and
conditional KO animals where AMPK is selectively invalidated in specific cardiac cell types will
allow to better determine the relative impact of
each AMPK action on cardiac pathology.

We next examined mechanisms responsible for
the increased LV remodeling in Per-KO mice, focusing on Connexin 43 (Cx43) and lysyl oxidase
(Lox), two proteins critically involved in many
aspects of cardiovascular physiology. We found
that Cx43 and Lysyl oxidase (Lox) expression
were drastically reduced in CF isolated from infarcted Per-KO hearts. This result was confirmed
in vitro, in human CF transfected with a specific
siRNA targeting AMPKα1. Interestingly, the protein levels were decreased at a higher extent than
the mRNA levels, indicating that post-transcriptional mechanisms were probably involved in the
AMPKα1-dependent Cx43 and Lox regulation.
In conclusion, we report that the deletion of
AMPKα1, specifically in CF, promotes LV dilatation after MI. We identified Cx43 and Lox as two
new downstream targets of AMPKα1, and likely
mediators of its function in the control of CF biology and LV remodeling (Figure 1). The obtained
data support the emergent notion that therapeutic modulation of CF function may represent a
novel approach to the prevention and/or treatment of heart failure. ¢

The hypothesis that drives this project, and
which is strongly supported by our previous and
current studies, is that AMPKα1 from cardiac
fibroblasts (CF) is a central player in the functional and structural adaptation of the heart in
response to cardiac injury.
We therefore generated a mouse strain (Periostin-Cre+/AMPKα1fl/fl) in which AMPKα1 can be
specifically invalidated in CF in response to myocardial infarction (MI), induced by the permanent
ligation of the left anterior coronary artery (PerKO). We show that infarct size was not different
between WT and Per-KO mice. At basal state,
WT and Per-KO hearts were comparable, but 4
weeks after MI, Per-KO mice had a greater increase in end-diastolic and end-systolic dimensions in comparison to WT, reflecting an accelerated dilatative remodeling.
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Figure 1 : Role of AMPK in the ischaemic and post-ischaemic heart. AMPK prevents the progression of adverse
LV remodeling (1) by increasing the survival of cardiomyocytes during ischemia and the post-ischemic period, (2)
by contributing to the formation of a mature collagen scar
through the control of fibroblastic properties via a mechanism involving regulation of Cx43 and Lox.
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Elucidation of the molecular
mechanisms involved in the
insulin-sensitizing effect of AMPK
on cardiac glucose uptake
Julien Auquier, Audrey Ginion, Edith Renguet,
Christophe Beauloye, Sandrine Horman, Luc
Bertrand
Diabetic hearts are known to be more susceptible to myocardial infarction. Insulin resistance
and its consequence, the impairment of glucose
uptake, are partially responsible for this vulnerability. In previous work, we discovered that
pharmacological activation of AMPK, including
metformin, increases cardiac insulin sensitivity
and particularly enhances the insulin-dependent
stimulation of glucose uptake in insulin-resistant cardiomyocytes. To summarize, we showed
that insulin and AMPK activators has synergistic
action on glucose uptake since adding them together induced a higher stimulation of glucose
uptake than the sum of their respective effects.
We also discovered that the known insulin-mediated negative feedback loop involving the p70ribosomal S6 kinase was not involved in this
phenomenon (Figure 2).
Our more recent research focused on the identification of the still unknown mechanism explaining this effect. First, we demonstrated that
membrane cholesterol content, known to be
modified by AMPK activation, is not involved. We
then particularly investigated the possible interaction between AMPK and cytoskeleton known
to be involved in the translocation of the vesicle
containing the glucose transporter Glut4 to the
sarcolemmal membrane (Figure 2). We mainly
showed that AMPK activation promotes cytoskeleton reorganization facilitating Glut-4-vesicles
to translocate to the plasma membrane. We also
showed that small G proteins are involved in this
cytoskeletal reorganisation. In a clinical point
of view, our study reveals that AMPK could be
a potential therapeutic approach to treat cardiac
insulin resistance. 

Figure 2 : Molecular signalling involved in the regulation

of cardiac glucose uptake by insulin and AMPK. Insulin
binds to its receptor (IR) and activates PKB via the insulin
receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1)/phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase
(PI3K) pathway. Activated PKB stimulates glucose uptake
by phosphorylating and inactivating the Akt-substrate of
130 Kd (AS160), an inhibitory protein of the translocation
of GLUT4 vesicles. Activated AMPK acts on three elements.
Independently of insulin, AMPK inhibits AS160 similarly to
PKB (A). AMPK also increases the insulin-dependent PKB
activation by inhibiting a negative feedback loop composed
of mTOR and p70S6K (B). Finally, AMPK over-stimulates
glucose uptake by a still undefined mechanism that involves reorganization of cytoskeleton (C).

Phosphorylated acetyl-coAcarboxylase, marker and/or
metabolic player in platelet
function ?
Sophie Lepropre, Shakeel Kautbally, Patricia Buchlin,
Christophe Beauloye and Sandrine Horman
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) regulates fatty
acids synthesis and oxidation. Its enzymatic
activity can be modulated by phosphorylation.
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), a protein
playing a crucial role in the control of metabolic
homeostasis, phosphorylates ACC on Ser79 and
inhibits its activity.
We recently showed that thrombin is the only
platelet agonist leading to AMPK activation and
subsequent ACC phosphorylation in human
platelets. Platelet ACC phosphorylation also increases in vivo, during clinical circumstances
characterized by a significant activation of the
coagulation cascade and therefore a massive
thrombin generation, the post-operative state
following a major surgery.
We hypothesized that this increase in ACC phosphorylation could also apply to a thrombogenic
9
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situation other than the post-operative state,
such as atherothrombotic coronary artery disease.
Recent studies support the interest of blocking
the coagulation cascade by an anti-Xa therapy
(Rivaroxaban) or blocking thrombin action on
platelets using PAR1 antagonist (Vorapaxar) in
patients with acute coronary syndrome. These
treatments significantly reduced the recurrence
of myocardial infarction but resulted in an increase in bleeding complications including intracranial hemorrhages. Until now, no biomarker
is available to identify patients who could potentially benefit more from these therapies. In this
context, P-ACC could be used as an additional
screening tool for identifying patients at risk of
recurrent ischemic cardiovascular events.
Platelet ACC phosphorylation was analysed in
human patients referred to diagnostic coronarography and in a murine model of atherosclerosis
(SR-BI/ApoE-/-). In human patients, the severity
of coronary atheroma was defined as the number of diseased vessels. In mice, the gravity of
the disease was scored through histological assessment of lipid deposit and macrophages accumulation in the aortic root. Furthermore, mice
platelet activation was evaluated via the detection of the phosphorylation of PKC substrates.
We show that human patients with a proved coronary artery disease show a significant increase
in platelet ACC phosphorylation as compared to
control patients (patients who underwent coronary angiogram, but without any coronary artery
disease). In mice, we confirm that atherosclerosis is associated with an increase in platelet
activation and we show a correlation between
the level of platelet ACC phosphorylation and the
severity of atherosclerosis (Figure 3). In conclusion, we postulate that platelet ACC phosphorylation could be used as a new biomarker for
evaluating the severity of atherosclerosis and
more importantly, as an indicator or persistent
thrombin generation. This could identify patients
who should benefit for a long-term antithrombin
treatment.
Moreover, a persistent phosphorylation/ inhibition of ACC in platelets could affect their metabolism, alter their functions, and therefore influence
the outcome of atherosclerotic patients. ¢
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Figure 3 : Platelets ACC phosphorylation in atheros-

clerotic mice. Atherosclerotic lesions of C57BL/6 or ApoE
-/-/ SR-BIflox/flox mice fed a chow- or high-fat diet for 3
months were visualized by lipids staining with Oil-Red-O in
cross sections of the aortic root. Mice platelets were isolated and ACC phosphorylation was analyzed by western blot.

Cardiac SMIT1 mediates the
production of reactive oxygen
species induced by hyperglycemia
in the heart
Anne Van Steenbergen, Magali Balteau,
Luc Bertrand, Christophe Beauloye
In the heart, hyperglycemia (HG) stimulates
reactive oxygen species (ROS) production
through NOX2 activation, the major isoform of
NADPH oxidase. HG-induced NOX2 activation is
independent of glucose metabolism but seems
to require a sodium-glucose transporter (SGLT).
Seven SGLT isoforms (SGLT1 to 6 and SMIT1)
have been described although their expression
and function in heart remain elusive. We hypothesized that one of SGLTs confers to the cardiomyocyte the ability to detect increased glucose concentration leading to NOX2 activation.
The aim of this project was to investigate the expression of SGLTs in the heart and identify the
isoform responsible for the HG response. We
systematically investigated the expression of the
seven SGLT isoforms in mouse, rat and human
heart. The contribution of each SGLT in NOX2 activation was evaluated based on their substrate

We showed that SGLT1 and SMIT1 were the two
SGLT isoforms mainly expressed in the heart.
Under 5mM glucose background, incubation of
cardiomyocytes with 16mM galactose did not
activate NOX2. Furthermore, SGLT1 deletion did
not prevent HG-induced NOX2 activation. By
contrast, addition of 16mM MI completely reproduced toxic effects of HG, favoring NOX2 activation and ROS production. Besides, SMIT1 overexpression exacerbated glucotoxicity whereas
SMIT1 deletion prevented the HG-induced NOX2
activation. Finally, MI-induced NOX2 activation
resulted in PKCβ activation and HG-induced
ROS production was blunted by LY333531, a
PKCβ inhibitor.
In conclusion, cardiac SMIT1, which is as much
as expressed than SGLT1, senses increased glucose concentration leading to NOX2 activation
and ROS production (Figure 4). ¢
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affinity (galactose transported by SGLT1 and
myo-inositol (MI) by SMIT1). Genetic demonstration was performed in isolated cardiomyocytes from SGLT1 KO and SMIT1 KO mice and
after adenoviral SMIT1 overexpression. NOX2
activation was assessed by measuring p47phox
translocation to the plasma membrane and ROS
production.

AMPK activation blocks cardiac
hypertrophy development
independently of the previously
proposed molecular mechanisms
Roselle Gélinas, Florence Mailleux, Christophe
Beauloye, Sandrine Horman, Luc Bertrand
It has been shown that different AMPK activators, like
resveratrol, metformin or AICAR, inhibit pathological cardiac hypertrophy. Such action was correlated to the inhibition of various downstream AMPK targets including
protein synthesis, ERK1/2 and NFAT pathways (Figure
5). However, despite evidence for the anti-hypertrophic
effect of AMPK, it seems that this phenomenon is mainly circumstantial. Indeed, these AMPK activators induce
a rather non-specific AMPK activation by increasing the
AMP/ATP ratio or by mimicking AMP and no proof of
the implication of the proposed AMPK targets has been
performed.
The aim of our study was to test the ability of a more
specific AMPK activator, called A-769662, to prevent
phenylephrine (PE)-induced hypertrophy in cultured
neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVM). Using dose–
response curves of A-769662 and genetic AMPK silencing, we showed that A-769662 is able to prevent the
development of PE-induced NRVM hypertrophy by an
AMPK-dependant mechanism. This hypertrophy prevention correlates with the modification of AMPK-related
key regulators of cardiac hypertrophy including protein
synthesis but also ERK1/2 and NFAT signalling when
high concentrations of A-769662 were used. However,
while low dose of A-769662 still efficiently prevents PEinduced NRVM hypertrophy, none of the known AMPK
downstream targets are modified at this dose, showing
a discrepancy between hypertrophy prevention and previously identified AMPK targets. The same discrepancy
was observed with previously used AMPK activators
at low dose. Collectively, our results suggest a yet to be
identified mechanism by which AMPK can regulate cardiac hypertrophy. The identification of this mechanism
is under investigation. ¢

Figure 4 : Mechanisms of hyperglycemia-induced ROS
production.

Figure 5 : AMPK-mediated inhibition of cardiomyocyte

hypertrophy. AMPK blocks protein synthesis by acting on its two
major regulators, namely p70S6K and eEF2. AMPK also prevents
the activation of to gene regulation pathways involving the MAP
Kinase ERK1/2 family and the transcription factor NFAT.
11
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Leucine counteracts the insulinmediated cardiac glucose uptake
independently of its action on the
insulin negative feedback loop
Edith Renguet, Yeliz Angin, Audrey Ginion,
Sandrine Horman, Christophe Beauloye, Luc Bertrand
Among branched chain amino acids, leucine is
the most potent stimulator of the mTOR/p70S6K
pathway, which is a negative feedback of insulin
signaling. Moreover, leucine blood concentration
has been shown to be elevated in (pre)diabetic patients. It has been proposed that leucine can participate in the establishment of insulin resistance
via the stimulation of the mTOR/p70S6K-mediated insulin negative feedback loop (Figure 6).
Knowing that insulin resistance participates in the
establishment of diabetic cardiomyopathy, we
were interested in studying the impact of leucine
on glucose uptake in cardiomyocytes. We mainly
showed that leucine robustly inhibits cardiac glucose uptake and that this inhibitory effect resists
to the inhibition of the mTOR/p70S6K-dependent
negative feedback loop, ruling out the participation of this mechanism. Actually, we showed that
leucine metabolism is required for this reduction
in insulin response via the production of ketone
bodies. Leucine and ketone body-mediated glucose uptake inhibition results from the decrease
in Glut4 translocation to the plasma membrane.
The precise identification of the molecular mechanism involved in the inhibitory action of leucine and ketone bodies is under investigation. A
particular focus is made on the putative similarities with the well-known inhibitory action of fatty
acids on glucose uptake (Randle cycle). ¢

Figure 6 : Inhibition of cardiac glucose uptake by leucine, ketone bodies (KBs) and fatty acids (FAs.).
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Action of AMPK on stem cell
differentiation
Aurélie Timmermans, Christophe Beauloye,
Luc Bertrand
Stem cells are proposed to be used for cell therapy,
particularly for the treatment of ischemic heart
disease. We previously characterized the mechanisms underlying control of their metabolism
and proliferation capacity, two critical elements
for their survival and differentiation downstream
AMPK. AMPK is a key regulator known to metabolically protect cardiomyocytes against ischemic
injuries and, more generally, to inhibit cell proliferation. In summary, we showed that AMPK activation by A-769662 decreases stem cell proliferation
in a p27-dependent manner. Inasmuch as a
negative balance between proliferation and differentiation capacities is frequently found in
stem cells, we hypothesised that AMPK should
promote stem cell differentiation. Recently, we
found that pharmacological AMPK activation
by A-769662 promotes stem cell differentiation,
AMPK being involved because this effect disappears in AMPK-null stem cells. Even more interestingly, specific AMPK deletion is sufficient to
limit stem cell differentiation, demonstrating the
existence of an important role of AMPK in such
important process. ¢

PRESERVATION OF HEART GRAFTS
FOR TRANSPLANTATION BY
MACHINE PERFUSION
Olivier Van Caenegem, Sophie Lepropre, Sandrine Horman, Luc Bertrand, Christophe Beauloye, Jean-Louis Vanoverschelde
Solid organ transplantation is limited by the unavoidable cold ischemic period during preservation
of the organ between retrieval and transplantation.
During this period, no-flow ischemia results in a
rapid loss of high-energy-phosphates. Anaerobic glycolysis is then the only metabolic pathway
producing ATP, at the price of increased tissue
acidosis due to accumulation of lactate, the end
product of anaerobic glycolysis. These changes
are related with post-reperfusion organ dysfunction. In the case of heart transplantation, graft
dysfunction is the main cause of early postoperative death. We hypothesized that perfusing heart
grafts during preservation would enhance meta-

bolic preservation compared to standard static
cold preservation. In a first study, we demonstrated that machine perfusion (MP) was associated with higher phosphocreatine (PCr) and ATP
concentrations in the myocardium at the end of
the preservation period and lower lactate content
compared with cold storage (CS). After reperfusion the contractility was well maintained in the
MP group but reduced in the CS group. In a second study, we tested the possibility to use heart
grafts donated after circulatory death (DCD) and
preserved by MP. Until very recently, these grafts
were not used for transplantation because of
concerns they may have suffer irreversible damage during warm ischemia. In our study, MP
showed improved metabolic preservation of DCD
hearts as reflected by higher PCr and ATP and
lower lactate concentrations in the myocardium
at the end of the preservation period (Figure 7).
During ex vivo reperfusion, DCD grafts preserved
by MP experienced preserved contractility. Our
future work will evaluate if these hearts can sustain circulation in an in vivo model of donation after circulatory death, MP and transplantation. ¢

Figure 7 : Lactate concentrations (A), AMP/ATP ratio (B),
energy charge (C) and PCr/creatine ratio (D) in myocardial
biopsies at baseline, post-preservation, and post-reperfusion. Black bars: CS group. Grey bars: MP group. The values
are expressed as mean±standard deviation (SD); *p <0.05
and ***p <0.01.
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CLINICAL RESEARCH
GROUP
Prognostic impact of
hypertrabeculation and
non-compaction phenotype by
cardiac MRI in patients with
Dilated Cardiomyopathy
Mihaela Amzulescu, Michel Rousseau, Sylvie Ahn,
Laurianne Boileau, Christophe de Meester, David
Vancraeynest, Agnès Pasquet, Jean-Louis Vanoverschelde, Anne-Catherine Pouleur, Bernhard Gerber
Left ventricular non-compaction, is a recently recognized morphological abnormality of the left ventricle, characterized by LV dysfunction in the presence of excessive prominent trabeculations and deep inter-trabecular
recesses. The definition of LVNC is purely morphological, and is based on the noninvasive identification of
thickened myocardium with a two-layered structure
consisting of a thin compacted epicardial layer and a
much thicker, non-compacted endocardial layer.
Left ventricular non-compaction was once considered a rare form of hereditary cardiomyopathy, with
onset in early childhood, and thought to result from the
intra-uterine arrest of the normal process of myocardial compaction, causing a trabecular meshwork with
deep endomyocardial spaces. However, this phenotype is now also increasingly reported in adult patients,
probably due to the increased awareness and to the
improved imaging capabilities of echocardiography
and cardiac magnetic resonance.
To date, it remains uncertain whether left ventricular
non-compaction is a distinct type of cardiomyopathy
with different pathophysiology and outcome from other
types of dilated cardiomyopathies. Indeed different
echocardiographic and CMR diagnostic criteria have
been proposed, and their sensitivity and specificity to accurately detect left ventricular non-compaction remain
controversial. Also, highly variable clinical presentations
have been described, ranging from totally asymptomatic disease to cardioembolic complications, ventricular
arrhythmias and heart failure. To this end, the prognosis
of LVNC in adult populations remains unknown.

Figure 1 Illustration of the approach used to quantify NC/C
length. The maximal NC length in either of the 4-,3- and
2-chamber views (red line) and the corresponding C length
(green line) were measured in end-diastole.
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paction against other parameters in uni- and
multivariate survival analysis to predict overall
and cardiovascular mortality and morbidity. We
prospectively followed our patients for a median
duration of 3.5 years and recorded MACE as cardiovascular mortality, heart transplantation or LV
assist device implantation, resuscitated cardiac
death or AICD discharge, and evaluated MACE
free survival according to degree of LV non-compaction, clinical parameters, and other MR measurements.

Figure 2 Illustration of the approach used to quantify
non-compacted/compacted mass (NC/C mass) ratio.
Panel A: Compacted mass was quantified by excluding
LV trabeculations from the endocardial tracing. Panel B:
Global mass was quantified by including LV trabeculations in the endocardial tracing. Papillary muscles were
always excluded. Non-compacted mass was computed
as difference between global and compacted mass.

Figure 3 Kaplan-Meyer estimates of survival free of
MACE in the groups of patients with high and low degree
of non-compaction, expressed as NC/C-length (left) and
NC/C-mass (right).
Therefore in the current study we sought to evaluate whether the presence of the NC phenotype
and the amount of LV non-compacted myocardium, assessed by CMR, influences the prognosis of adult patients with non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy. We therefore studied 162
consecutive patients with dilated cardiomyopathy and ejection fraction <40 (mean EF 25±5%),
but without coronary artery disease using cardiac MRI, and evaluated the value of non-com14

During follow-up 29 patients experienced MACE.
Our data demonstrated that 3-year MACE
free survival was not affected by the degree of
LV non-compaction measured by either cMR
methods. Univariate Cox analysis found only
smoking, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
LV and RV volumes and ejection fraction and fibrosis by late gadolinium enhancement but not
left ventricular non-compaction either measured
by length or mass as predictors of MACE free
survival. Cox multivariate analysis demonstrated that only late gadolinium enhancement and
LVEF were independent predictors of MACE free
survival in our patients.Our data thus showed
that, increased myocardial trabeculation and
non-compaction phenotype is NOT a significant
marker of risk in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. Indeed we identified only known parameters such as left and right ventricular function
and volumes and late gadolinium enhancement
as predictors of risk in these patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. By contrast the prognosis
did not appear to be influenced by the degree of
left ventricular myocardial trabeculation. Overall
we observed low mortality, arrhythmic events
and strokes, even in the group of patients with
the highest degree of non-compaction. This argues against screening for left ventricular noncompaction and measurement by cardiac MRI
in dilated cardiomyopathy. It also argues against
adopting a more aggressive therapeutic attitude
in patients in whom a LV non-compaction phenotype is identified by cardiac MRI. By contrast, the
fact that parameters of biventricular remodeling
and function were the most important predictors
of outcome in our population, support the use of
these classical parameters for risk assessment
and selection of medical and device treatment in
dilated cardiomyopathy patients.
In conclusion our study is so far the largest study evaluating the prognosis of non-compaction
phenotype in adult patients with dilated cardio-
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myopathy. It disproves the view that left ventricular compaction is a marker of risk in adult
patients with dilated cardiomyopathy and poor
ejection fraction and that non-compaction phenotype reflects a more severe form of dilated cardiomyopathy. ¢

increases. This leads to higher Gd concentration
and shorter T1 times in areas of myocardial fibrosis, relative to normal tissue, when imaging is
performed at time when the contrast agent has
equilibrated between with blood (ie at equilibrium
or several minutes after bolus injection).

Figure 4 Kaplan-Meyer estimates of survival free of allcause mortality according to tertiles of NC/C length (left)
and NC/C mass (right).
Reference : Amzulescu MS, Rousseau MF, Ahn SA, Boileau
L, de Meester de Ravenstein C, Vancraeynest D, Pasquet
A, Vanoverschelde JL, Pouleur AC, Gerber BL. Prognostic
Impact of Hypertrabeculation and Noncompaction Phenotype in Dilated Cardiomyopathy: A CMR Study. JACC
Cardiovasc Imaging. 2015 Aug;8(8):934-46

Histological Validation of
measurement of diffuse interstitial
myocardial fibrosis by myocardial
extravascular volume fraction
from Modified Look-Locker imaging
(MOLLI) T1 mapping at 3 T
Christophe de Meester, Caroline Bouzin, Siham
Lazam,Jamila Boulif, Mihaela Amzulescu, Julie
Melchior, Agnès Pasquet, David Vancraeynest,
Anne-Catherine Pouleur, Jean-Louis Vanoverschelde. Bernhard Gerber
There is currently intense interest in the detection
of diffuse myocardial fibrosis by cardiac magnetic
resonance (cMR). Indeed cMR benefits the unique
fact that Gd based contrast agents have extravascular distribution volume, and shorten T1 time
in direct proportion to their concentration. When
myocardial tissue is replaced by focal replacement fibrosis, or when extracellular matrix proliferates due to diffuse interstitial fibrosis, the distribution volume of Gd-contrast agent in the heart

Figure 1 Example of Pre and post contrast T1 Maps s
and fitted T1 values (left panel) and c corresponding histopathology (right panel).
Accordingly it was proposed that measuring the
distribution volume of Gd (the extracellular volume ECV) from quantitative measurement of
myocardial T1 times by CMR after contrast injection might allow to estimate the magnitude of
interstitial myocardial fibrosis.
Although several studies have compared ECV
measurements by cMR against fibrosis by histopathology, all these studies were performed at 1.5
T cMR only. Currently, 3T scanners are becoming
more commonly used for cardiac imaging. Yet the
accuracy of measurement of ECV at 3T has not
yet been validated. Therefore we sought to compare measurements of ECV by 3T MOLLI against
histopathology. An additional aim of our study was
to examine the recently proposed hypothesis that
native-non contrast enhanded-T1 mapping would
be sufficient to detect fibrosis. Finally we also examined the relation between LGE and histopathology. We thus studied 33 patients with aortic stenosis, aortic regurgitation or mitral regurgitation
by 3T cMR 20 days before surgery and compared
measurement of LGE, pre- and post-contrast T1
and ECV by 3T-MOLLI vs percent fibrosis measured by picrosirus red staining of biopsies obtained
during surgery (Figure 1).
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The salient findings of our study were:



1. ECV derived from 3T cMR MOLLI T1 mapping, 15 minutes after bolus injection of Gd correlated well with the magnitude of diffuse intersititial myocardial fibrosis measured by picosirius red
staining in histopathological samples of patients
undergoing valve surgery (Figure 2).

Early surgical intervention versus
watchful waiting and outcomes
for asymptomatic severe aortic
regurgitation
Christophe de Meester, Bernhard L. Gerber, David
Vancraeynet, Philippe Noirhomme, Agnès Pasquet,
Gébrine El Khoury, Jean-Louis Vanoverschelde
The optimal timing of surgery in asymptomatic severe
AR remains controversial. Although earlier studies have
shown that the prognosis of patients with no or minimal symptoms was relatively benign and that surgery
could be safely delayed until symptoms develop, recent
evidence has accumulated that suggests the opposite.
First, large post-operative studies have demonstrated
that the presence of heart failure symptoms in the preoperative patient negatively affects post-operative outcomes, suggesting that surgical correction should be
performed before the onset of symptoms. Second, with
long standing severe AR, LV dysfunction eventually develops, which increases operative risks. Finally, the development of irreversible myocardial fibrosis in markedly
remodeled volume-overloaded LVs is a frequent cause
of persisting post-operative LV dysfunction and heart
failure, even after successful Aortic valve replacement.

Figure 2 Correlation between pre and post-contrast

myocardial T1 times and % histological fibrosis for
the whole population (panel a) and individual curves in
patients with aortic regurgitation (panel b) mitral regurgitation (panel c) and aortic stenosis (panel d).



2. By contrast, neither myocardial LGE extent
nor non-contrast-enhanced T1 mapping of the
myocardium were related to histologically measured fibrosis content.
Our results indicate that ECV determined by 3T
CMR T1 MOLLI images closely correlates with histologically determined diffuse interstitial fibrosis,
demonstrating the accuracy of this method for
non-invasive quantification of interstitial fibrosis in
patients with myocardial diseases. By opposition,
non-contrast T1 mapping and LGE were not found
to represent reliable measurements of interstitial
fibrosis in patients with valve disease at 3T. ¢
References:
de Meester de Ravenstein C, Bouzin C, Lazam S, Boulif
J, Amzulescu M, Melchior J, Pasquet A, Vancraeynest D,
Pouleur AC, Vanoverschelde JL, Gerber BL. Histological
Validation of measurement of diffuse interstitial myocardial fibrosis by myocardial extravascular volume fraction
from Modified Look-Locker imaging (MOLLI) T1 mapping
at 3 T. J Cardiovasc Magn Reson. 2015 Jun 11;17:48.
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In the past, operative mortality after AVR was undoubtedly too high to propose an early surgical correction to
asymptomatic patients with severe AR. However, with
the advent of AV repair, operative mortality and long
term outcomes have improved to such an extent than
early surgery has become a plausible option for these
patients. Accordingly, the aim of the present study was
to assess long term outcomes and incidence of cardiac
complications among patients with severe AR, who
underwent operation early, in the absence of any class
I or class IIa triggers, or were initially managed conservatively and eventually underwent operation whenever
these triggers appeared.
We thus evaluated the survival of 701 consecutive
patients diagnosed with severe AR at our Institution
between January 1 1995 and December 31 2012. From
this initial cohort, we selected only those patients who
were in NYHA class I at the time of diagnosis, and had
no class I or class IIa triggers for surgery, according to
the 2014 AHA/ACC and the 2012 ESC guidelines, and
excluded patients less than 18 years (n=12) and those
who had concomitant severe mitral regurgitation or
aortic stenosis (n=29), a non-dilated LV, defined as a LV
end-diastolic dimension <32 mm/m height (n=53),47
prior valve surgery (n=21), a glomerular filtration rate
less than 30 mL/min (n=3), or a life expectancy less
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than 1 year in the absence of AR (n=7) were secondarily excluded. The final cohort consisted of 160 patients
which were were separated into 2 groups according to
the initial treatment strategy: ie 69 patients who were
initially managed conservatively were included in the
“conservatively managed” group, and 91 patients, who
underwent operation within the first 3 months after diagnosis, were included in the “early surgery” group.
During a median follow up of 7.2 years (range, 0.1-18.6),
14 patients died, 7 in the early surgery group (2 postoperative deaths, and 1 aortic aneurysm rupture, and 4 noncardiac deaths) and 7 in the conservatively managed
group (3 cardiac deaths and 4 noncardiac deaths).
As shown in Figure 2, overall and cardiovascular survivals were similar among the unmatched early surgery
and the conservatively managed groups. Similar results
were obtained in the propensity score-matched (Figure
2B) and the IPW-adjusted (Figure 2C) cohorts. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis identified age (P
< .003; hazard ratio [HR], 1.08; 95%confidence interval
[CI], 1.03-1.13) and male gender (P < .024, HR, 0.26; 95%
CI, 0.08-0.84) as independent predictors of survival in
the unmatched population. Early surgical management
was not a predictor of overall survival (P < .45). To estimate the propensity score–adjusted HR associated
with early surgery, the propensity score was entered
with the early surgical management into a bivariate Cox
proportional hazards analysis. In this analysis as well,
early surgical management was not found to be a predictor of overall survival (P < .72). Finally, in Cox models
adjusted for IPW, early surgical management also was
not a predictor of overall survival (P < .66).

Figure 1 Flow chart of the study population. AR, Aortic
regurgitation; MR, mitral regurgitation; AS, aortic stenosis;
LV, left ventricular; LVEDD, left ventricular end-diastolic dimension; GFR, glomerular filtration rate

Thus in conclusion our results show that the survival
of asymptomatic patients with severe AR is not different between an early surgical strategy and a more
conservative strategy, provided that the conservatively
managed patients are regularly followed up and referred
to surgery as soon as operative triggers develop. Thus
in asymptomatic severe AR, delaying surgery until the
onset of class I/IIa operative triggers is safe, supporting
current guidelines. However since the outcome after
early valve repair surgery is excellent in patients with
NYHA class I, operative mortality being less than 1% and
long-term outcome being equal to that of an age- and
gender-matched population, patients who are unlikely
to benefit from close follow-up may be candidates for
early surgery. ¢
References:
de Meester C, Pasquet A, Gerber BL, Vancraeynest D, Noirhomme P, El Khoury G, Vanoverschelde JL. Valve repair
improves the outcome of surgery for chronic severe aortic
regurgitation: a propensity score analysis. J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg. 2014 Nov;148(5):1913-20

Figure 2 Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier survival curves com-

paring 10-year overall postoperative survival in patients
undergoing early surgery (blue lines) or initial medical
management (red line). Survival in the overall population
(A), propensity scorematched cohorts (B), and IPW-adjusted cohorts (C). Numbers at bottom indicate patients at
risk. IPW, Inverse probability weighted.
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Prevalence and Prognostic Impact
of Valve Area-Gradient Patterns in
Patients ≥80 Years With Moderateto-Severe Aortic Stenosis (from the
Prospective BELFRAIL Study)
Nawal Rezzoug, Bert Vaes, Agnès Pasquet, Bernhard Gerber, Christophe de Meester, Gijs Van Pottelbergh, Wim Adriaensen, C Matheï, Jan DeGryse,
Jean-Louis Vanoverschelde
In elderly patients, and particularly in elderly women, severe aortic stenosis (AS) is frequently associated with lower-than expected mean transvalvular gradients, even in the presence of preserved
left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction. The term
severe “paradoxical low gradient (LG)”-AS was recently coined to describe this new form of severe
AS and to differentiate it from the well-recognized
“low flow-low gradient” form seen in patients with
LV dysfunction.
There is considerable debate as to the prevalence
and clinical significance of severe paradoxical
LG-AS. Some investigators, indeed, consider this
new entity as a more advanced form of AS with increased interstitial fibrosis, reduced LV longitudinal function, and poor prognosis, whereas others
believe it represents a relatively benign form of AS,
with an outcome similar to that of moderate AS.
The aim of the present study was to investigate
the prevalence and prognostic impact of moderate-to-severe AS, including severe paradoxical
LG-AS, in the community. For this purpose, we
analyzed the data of the Belgium Cohort Study of
the Very Elderly study, a community-based prospective study performed in patients aged 80 years,
at the subject’s home. From November 2, 2008, to
September 15, 2009, 567 subjects were included
in the BFC80 study.
Of these patients, 25 subjects were excluded from
the present analysis, 11 because of lack of baseline echocardiographic data and 14 because of
previous aortic valve surgery. Moderate-to-severe
AS was found in 80 of 542 patients (14.7%), of
whom 32 had severe AS (5.9%) and 48 had moderate AS (9.0%). In patients with severe AS, paradoxical LG-AS was more prevalent than HG-AS (23
of 32 vs 9 of 32). Compared with patients with no
or mild AS, those with severe AS were older, more
frequently experienced NYHA class III-IV symptoms, more often presented with atrial fibrillation,
18

Figure 1 Flow chart of the study
were more likely to receive digitalis, and more frequently had a history of stroke. Thirty-one patients
exhibited LV dysfunction, 30 in the no or mild AS
subgroup and 1 in the moderate AS subgroup. No
patient with severe LG-AS or HG-AS exhibited LV
dysfunction. During a mean follow-up of 5.0 ± 0.2
years, there were 2 aortic valve replacements and
230 deaths, of which 100 (43%) were of cardiovascular origin. Of the 32 patients with severe AS, 20
patients (60%) died, of which 12 (60%) died of cardiovascular causes. As shown in Figure 2, 5-year
overall survival rate was significantly worse in patients with severe HG-AS than in any other groups
(22± 14% vs 62 ± 2% in patients with no or mild AS,
48 ± 7% in patients with moderate AS, and 43 ±
10% in severe paradoxical LG-AS, p <0.01). In patients with severe paradoxical LG-AS, survival rate
was 33 ± 16% in those with and 50 ± 13% in those
without low transvalvular flow (p ± 0.41). Similar
results were found for cardiovascular mortality
(Figure 3).
Two years after inclusion into the study, 450 subjects underwent a second, complete echocardiographic examination to evaluate disease progression. Of the 375 patients with no or mild AS on
the initial echocardiogram, 330 (88%) remained
without significant AS, 43 (11%) developed moderate AS, and 2 (0.5%) became severe AS. As shown
in Figure 4, of the 41 patients with moderate AS
on the initial echocardiogram, the mean pressure
gradient increased from 13 ± 4 to 19 ±7 mmHg
(p <0.001) and the peak transaortic flow velocity
from 2.4 ± 0.4 to 2.7 ± 0.5 m/s (p <0.01).
Thus in conclusion, in this large population-based

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier survival curves comparing overall survival in patients with mild or no AS (short dashed
line), moderate AS (medium dashed line), severe paradoxical LG-AS (dashed and dotted line), and severe HG-AS
(solid line). Numbers at bottom indicate patients at risk.
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sample of subjects ‡80 years, the prevalence of
severe AS was 5.9%. Most of these subjects presented with the severe paradoxical LG-AS and a
third of them were symptomatic. In this elderly
community, severe HG-AS is a major determinant
of prognosis, even in the absence of symptoms,
whereas severe paradoxical LG-AS seems to behave similarly to moderate AS. Furthermore paradoxical LG-AS progressed to HG stenosis. All this
suggests that paradoxical LG-AS is less severe AS
than HG-AS. ¢

STK39 and WNK1 are Hypertension
Susceptibility Genes in the
BELHYPGEN Cohort
A. Persu, S. Horman, J.A. Staessen
and M. Vikkula
Hypertension is a complex disease, influenced by
multiple genetic and environmental factors. Heritability of blood pressure has been estimated to
30 to 55%. A large body of evidence supports a
crucial role for the kidney in blood pressure regulation and pathogenesis of essential hypertension.
In particular, several rare Mendelian forms of hypertension are due to mutations of genes involved
in sodium and water reabsorption. Accordingly, it
has been hypothesized that genetic variants affecting ion channels, transporters and regulatory
proteins involved in these pathways may be at the
origin of more common forms of essential hypertension. A genomewide association study (GWAS)
performed in Amish, and then replicated in several
non-Amish populations identified STK39 as a possible hypertension susceptibility gene.6 STK39
encodes a serine/threonine kinase named STE20/
SPS1-related proline/alanine-rich kinase (SPAK),
which activates the thiazide-sensitive Na+/Cl- cotransporter (NCC), expressed at the apical membrane of epithelial cells lining the distal convoluted
tubule by phosphorylation of particular residues.
In its turn, SPAK is activated through phosphorylation by the serine/threonine “With-No-Lysine (K)
Kinase 1” (WNK1) (Figure 1, source Hypertension.
2014; 64: 1047-53).

Figure 4 Individual changes in peak flow velocity (A) and
mean pressure gradient (B) between baseline and 2-year
follow-up in patients with moderate or severe AS. Closed
circles: severe HG-AS; open circles: severe paradoxical
LG-AS; closed triangles: moderate AS.
Reference :
Rezzoug N, Vaes B, Pasquet A, Gerber B, de Meester C, Van
Pottelbergh G, Adriaensen W, Matheï C, DeGryse J, Vanoverschelde JL. Prevalence and Prognostic Impact of Valve
Area-Gradient Patterns in Patients ≥80 Years With Moderate-to-Severe Aortic Stenosis (from the Prospective
BELFRAIL Study). Am J Cardiol. 2015 Sep 15;116(6):925-32.

In the current study, we took advantage of the
BELHYPGEN cohort, including hypertensive
patients recruited from 2005 to 2010 in six tertiary referral centres from Belgium (UCL, KUL,
VUB, ULg, UGent, ULB) to look for an association between genetic variants located within or
in the vicinity of STK39 and WNK1, and hypertension and blood pressure level. Seven hundred
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seventy-nine Caucasian hypertensive patients
and 906 normotensive (NT) controls were genotyped for five SNPs - rs3754777, rs6749447,
rs35929607 (STK39), rs1468326 and rs765250
(WNK1) - using the Snapshot methodology.
The rare TT genotype at the rs3754777 locus
(STK39) was over-represented in HYP vs. NT (7.3
vs. 3.0%, p=0.0002). In the whole study population, the multivariable-adjusted odds ratio (OR)
for having hypertension associated with the TT
genotype was 5.9 (CI: 2.2-15.6), and systolic BP
was 10 mmHg higher in TT compared to wildtype subjects (140.1 vs. 130.4 mmHg, p=0.002)
(Figure 2 a/d). Similarly, the AA genotype at the
rs1468326 locus (WNK1) was twice as frequent
in HYP vs. NT (5.5 vs. 2.3%, p<0.0001), and associated with an increased adjusted OR of hypertension (4.1; 1.5-11.7) and a higher systolic BP
(139.8 vs. 130.1 mmHg, p=0.003) (Figure 2 b/e).
In the whole cohort, a dose-dependent increase
in systolic BP was observed according to the
number of at-risk genotypes (0: 129.8 mmHg; 1:
133.0 mmHg; 2: 149.3 mmHg, p= 0.02) (Figure 2
c/f). While in complex traits such as hyperten-
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sion, odds ratios are typically within the range of
1.1 to 1.3, and individual loci identified in GWAS
account for 1 mmHg blood pressure at most,
in our study, at-risk genotypes were associated with adjusted ORs of 4 to 6 and ~10 mmHg
higher mean blood pressure compared with wildtype, admittedly with a large confidence interval.
While these relatively impressive results may be
due to some sort of « winner’s curse » phenomenon, they may also result from inclusion of
severe, difficult-to-treat hypertensive patients
with early target organ damage, as expected in
a tertiary referral cohort. In the latter, the contribution of genetics is expected to be higher than
in late-onset, milder hypertension. Furthermore,
the cases were compared to strictly normotensive, healthy controls. The effectiveness of
using cases and controls at the extreme of the
distribution for a continuous trait such as blood
pressure (so-called « hypercontrols’ strategy »)
is a known way to decrease noise and increase
statistical power. Finally, statistical power may
have been increased by limiting the analysis to
patients of Caucasian descent. ¢
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COMPUTER ASSISTED AND
ROBOTIC SURGERY (CARS)
From September 2015, the initial research group was extended in order to create a new
group focused on human biomechanics. Biomechanics of human movement can be defined as the interdisciplinary which describes, analyzes, and assesses human movement
to explore biological problems. Biomechanics, as an outgrowth of both life and physical
sciences, is built on the basic body of knowledge of physics, chemistry, mathematics,
physiology, and anatomy.
Under the banner of interdisciplinary complementarity and especially around the very
privileged between clinicians and researchers’ link, the new research group is dedicated
to human Biomechanics: the study of neuro-musculoskeletal system in orthopedics and
neurological patients (1.1 & 1.2), the assistive technologies for surgery and new standards
for surgical accuracy measurements (1.3).
Engineers, orthopedic and maxillo-facial surgeons, physiotherapists and Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation therapists are found in a common scientific area to better understand
the mechanisms of orthopedics and neurologic disorders to improve the quality of care
and reduce the cost of health care. In addition, the investigators associate the harvesting
of all medical and computer data collected by high-precision tools in the surgical treatments, to better define the surgical precision.
The name of our research group will be rapidly changed.
The pole is managed by 3 researchers who divide up the tasks in the following way:
Christine DETREMBLEUR, PhD, Group Leader, Administrative management
Olivier CARTIAUX, PhD, Strategic coordination (new projects and fundings)
Philippe MAHAUDENS, PhD, Scientific coordination (staffs and congress)
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BIOMECHANICS OF MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

Orthopedic Biomechanics

- Mechanics of fracture and fracture fixation,
mechanics of implants and implant fixation,
mechanics of bones and joints, wear of natural
and artificial joints
Senior researchers
Olivier BARBIER, Olivier CORNU, Christian DELLOYE,
Pierre-Louis DOCQUIER, Ludovic KAMINSKI,
Xavier LIBOUTON, Emmanuel THIENPONT
IMPROVEMENT OF ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANT
RELATED INFECTIONS (PJI) DIAGNOSIS
Retrospective studies are conducted on the assessment
of different diagnostic tools for prosthetic joint infection.
Interest of PCR and scintigraphy are particularly under
observation. A prospective multi-center study is ongoing to assess the sensitivity of alpha defensin on joint
aspirate. An experimental study is ongoing on the influence of culture delay and benefit of milling biopsies to
improve bacterial identification in PJI by bactec, plate
cultures and Polymerase Chain Reaction.
IMPROVEMENT OF BONE FRACTURE HEALING
AND BONE RECONSTRUCTION
Fracture healing might be difficult to obtain. Healing rate
with bone marrow concentrate and demineralised bone
matrix have been observed and compared to the golden standard treatment, autografts. Limits of hardware
removal have been highlighted. Strategy to improve
fracture reduction and stability with massive allograft
has been defined for proximal humerus fractures.
IS KNEE FUNCTION BETTER WITH CONTEMPORARY
MODULAR BICOMPARTMENTAL ARTHROPLASTY
COMPARED TO TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY?
SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES OF A PROSPECTIVE
MATCHED STUDY INCLUDING 68 CASES
Bi-compartmental knee arthroplasty (BKA) was developed to treat medial tibiofemoral and patellofemoral

osteoarthritis while preserving the anterior cruciate
ligament to optimize knee kinematics. Our objective
here was to compare the probability of achieving forgotten knee status and the functional outcomes at
least two years after BKA versus total knee arthroplasty (TKA). We hypothesized that contemporary
modular BKA produced better functional outcomes
than TKA after at least two years, for patients with
similar pre-operative osteoarthritic lesions. We conducted a two-centre prospective controlled study of
34consecutive patients who underwent BKA between
January 2008 and January 2011. Each patient was
matched on age, gender, and body mass index, preoperative range of knee flexion, centre, and surgeon to
a patient treated with TKA. An independent observer
evaluated all 68 patients after six and 12months then
once a year. Forgotten knee status was defined as a
100/100 value of the Forgotten Joint Score (FJS-12)
and each of the five KOOS subscales. We also compared the two groups for knee range of motion, Knee
Society Scores (KSSs), Timed Up-and-Go test (TUG),
and UCLA Activity Score. At a mean follow-up of
3.8±1.7 years, the probability of forgotten knee status
was significantly higher in the BKA group (odds ratio,
4.64; 95% confidence interval, 1.63-13.21; P=0.007,
Chi (2) test). Mean post-operative extension was not
significantly different between the groups, whereas
mean range of knee flexion was significantly greater in the BKA group (130°±6° vs. 125°±8° after TKA;
P=0.03). The BKA group had significantly higher mean
values for the knee and function KSSs, TUG test, and
UCLA score (P<0.04 for all four comparisons). After
at least two years, contemporary unlinked BKA was
associated with greater comfort during everyday
activities (forgotten knee) and better functional outcomes, compared to TKA. These short-term results
require validation in randomised trials with longer follow-ups. (FIGURE 1).
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Almost all animals possess the ability to move. It has
often been said that the success of Homo Sapiens as
a species is due to their ability to combine movement
that are precise, accurate, and controlled with movement that require strength, flexibility, and endurance.
Generating movement from muscle forces is performed
by musculoskeletal system. It is a direct result of the
arrangement of the individual muscles and connective
tissues, and the control given to them by the central nervous system. Degeneration of neuro- musculoskeletal
system with age and disease affects mobility, and can
seriously reduce a persons’ quality of life.
Current major areas of investigation are joint injuries,
osteoarthritis, articular contact stresses as they relate
to joint degeneration, quantitative histology, imaging
biomarkers of joint health, joint arthroplasty, carpal tunnel syndrome, compromised bone mechanics in cancer
treatment.

FIGURE 1

a: pre-operative radiographs (antero-posterior, lateral,
and skyline views) of a 65-year-old woman with bicompartmental knee osteoarthritis and pre-existing genu
varums deformity;
b: radiographs (antero-posterior, lateral, and skyline
views) of the same patient three years after surgery.
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PAIN AFTER TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY: A NARRATIVE REVIEW FOCUSING ON THE STRATIFICATION
OF PATIENTS AT RISK FOR PERSISTENT PAIN
The patient with a painful arthritic knee awaiting total knee arthroplasty (TKA) requires a multidisciplinary
approach. Optimal control of acute post-operative
pain and the prevention of chronic persistent pain
remains a challenge. The aim of this paper is to evaluate whether stratification of patients can help identify
those who are at particular risk for severe acute or
chronic pain. Intense acute post-operative pain, which
is itself a risk factor for chronic pain, is more common
in younger, obese female patients and those suffering
from central pain sensitisation. Pre-operative pain, in
the knee or elsewhere in the body, predisposes to central sensitisation. Pain due to osteoarthritis of the knee
may also trigger neuropathic pain and may be associated with chronic medication like opioids, leading
to a state of nociceptive sensitisation called ‘opioidinduced hyperalgesia’. Finally, genetic and personality
related risk factors may also put patients at a higher
risk for the development of chronic pain. Those identified as at risk for chronic pain would benefit from
specific peri-operative management including reduction in opioid intake pre-operatively, the peri-operative
use of antihyperalgesic drugs such as ketamine and
gabapentinoids, and a close post-operative follow-up
in a dedicated chronic pain clinic.
CONGENITAL RADIO-ULNAR SYNOSTOSIS
AND CONGENITAL FOREARM NONUNIONS
Congenital radioulnar synostosis is a malformation of the
upperlimb in which the fusion of the proximal radius and
ulna restrict the rotation of the forearm. Congenital pseudarthrosis of the forearm is most frequently located to the ulna,
than the radius and finally on both bones. This entity is often
associated with neurofibromatosis type 1.
Diagnostic should be suspected after a detailed clinical examination on the basis of restricted rotation of the forearm.
The challenge of the surgical procedure is to prevent recurrence. Surgical treatment of radio-ulnar synostosis seems
to be indicated only in case of severe impairment in daily
life. The choice between forearm osteotomy or a technique
with the interposition of a free-vascularized adipofascial
graft is still difficult. While for congenital pseudartrosis, when
performed with meticulous microvascular technique, rigid
internal fixation, and appropriate postoperative immobilization, free vascularized fibular grafting is an effective surgical
procedure. (FIGURE 2). ¢

FIGURE 2

Osseous synostosis, type
III (A) and large fibrous
union, type IV (B).
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Biomechanics of movement :

- motion analysis (gait, spine, scoliosis,…)
Senior researchers
Olivier CORNU, Christine DETREMBLEUR, Pierre
Louis DOCQUIER, Benjamin HIDALGO, Philippe
MAHAUDENS, Maryline MOUSNY, Anne RENDERS,
Laurent PITANCE
PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow
Laura WALLARD
PhD Students
Gabriel ABEDRABBO
Julien LEBLEU
COMPUTATION OF SPINE INTERVERTEBRAL MOTIONS IN SCOLIOTIC PATIENTS: A MULTIBODY
APPROACH
The intervertebral efforts quantification in scoliotic
spines, before and after spine arthrodesis, appears to
be useful for surgical planning. An increase of 30% of
the energetic cost for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis
patients, as well as its consequences in ordinary living,
suggest that gait is a relevant motion to be considered
in our study.
The accurate computation of those efforts strongly
depends on four pillars as follows: geometrical identification, spine and pelvis kinematics, patient physiology,
and muscular forces. The geometrical identification of
the spine, using bi-planar X-rays, as well as the computation of its kinematics from a limited amount of data,
the evaluation of the spine kinematics identification during gait, for a scoliotic patient has been addressed in
more studies.
The acquisition system included:
1. Optokinetic sensors (Elite-BTS), which are reflective
markers, recording the 3D-joint coordinates;
2. A treadmill equipped with strain gauges, measuring
the 3D external forces applied to each feet;
3. Bi-planar radiographs of the spine, enabling the 3D
reconstruction of the spine geometry;
Using these data, a 3D multibody model of the human
body [3] provides the intervertebral forces and torques,
via these main consecutive steps
Joint kinematic identification: The joint coordinates q,
velocities and accelerations are numerically determined via an optimization process that estimates the
joint coordinates of the multibody model that best fit the
experimental joint kinematics.
- Full model joint kinematics: The kinematics of the
spine is completed by the 3D reconstruction of the spine
geometry (dual kriging) on the basis of bi-planar radiographs of the spine.
- Inverse dynamics: Using a recursive Newton-Euler
formalism, a 3D multibody model provides the vector Q
of the joint forces and torques during gait, as follows:

FIGURE 4
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Q = f(q; ; ; Fext;Mext; g);
where f is a function of the kinematics (q, , ) and represents the inverse dynamical model of the human
body, on the basis of the external forces Fext and
torques Mext applied to the system, and also gravity.
These equations were symbolically generated by Robotran software, developed at the CEREM-UCL, which
allows to straightforwardly interface these equations
with any numerical process, such as the kinematic
identification process presented above and the time
simulation of the trials (FIGURE 3).

The infrared cameras (a) are positioned so that at least
two visualize each reflective marker at any given time.
From the reflective markers movements we can calculate
the 3D trajectories of the body segments (b).The images
are then processed to derive the graphs of the kinematics,
that is, the joint range of movement of each lower limb
joint (c). A force platform located under the treadmill (b)
records the patient’s ground reaction forces. The joint
moments and powers, that is, kinetic data, (d) are derived from force platform measurements and kinematic
data. Energy expenditure is measured indirectly based on
the rate of oxygen consumption by the patient using an
ergospirometer (e). Finally, the mechanical work is calculated as the work performed by muscles to raise and
accelerate the center of body mass (external mechanical
work) and to move the body segments relative to the center of body mass (internal mechanical work) (f).

INCREASE OF PASSIVE STIFFNESS IN ADOLESCENT
IDIOPATHIC SCOLIOSIS

FIGURE 3

General principle of the method quantifying the intervertebral efforts during gait: data are in
italic type; processes and protocols are in normal type.

ASSESSMENT OF HIP FUNCTION BEFORE AND AFTER HIP ARTHROPLASTY WITH COMPARISON OF
THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT SURGICAL APPROACHES AND BENEFIT OF PRE-HABILITATION
PROGRAM
Hip arthroplasty surgery techniques have been highly
discussed with the development of minimal invasive
surgery and anterior approaches, allowing early patients
discharge from the hospital. Whether it is due to the approach or to a better patient selection and preparation
is unclear. Clinical assessments have not been able to
demonstrate the reason of improvement. Using a gait
analysis platform, we plan to have a more sensitive way
to compare different surgical approaches and observe
the benefit of pre-habilitation.

Adolescent Idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is a musculoskeletal spinal disease during growth. Muscle dysfunction was
observed in many AIS studies such as lower type I and II
fibers discontinuities in sarcolemmal membranes mainly
at the myotendinous junction and less strength. But few
are known as regarding to the implication of the passive
properties of the muscles in explaining the pathogenesis
of AIS.
The preliminary results showed that AIS girls presented
with a bilateral increase of elastic and total passive stiffness of ankle joint when comparing to healthy female
adolescents. The explained hypothesizes can be a gross
body stiffness, a predominance of slow muscle fibers in
ankle muscles or a predominant ankle strategy to maintain body balance. Further research is hoped to compare
these variables in the ankle joints of AIS with healthy subjects. (FIGURE 5)

FIGURE 5

Electromechanical device for assessing the viscoelastic
properties of the structures spanning the ankle.
The subject was placed in supine position with the knee extended and asked to relax. The foot was firmly attached to an
aluminum plate mounted on a horizontal rotational axis, such
that the bi-malleolar axis of rotation was aligned with that of
the footplate. Strain
gauges
mounted
on axle of the footplate measured the
resistance of the ankle to an oscillatory
flexion-extension of
5° (i.e., 2,5° around
the neutral position) imposed by
the electromotor at
frequencies of 3 to
12 Hz in steps of 1
Hz. A precision goniometer mounted
on the axle recorded
the angular displacements.
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ASSESSMENT OF LOWER LIMBS FUNCTION AND
IMPACT OF SEVERITY OF THE SYMPTOMS IN OSTEOGENESIS PATIENTS
Type I Osteogenesis imperfecta (type I-OI) is a genetic connective tissue disorder causing bone fragility,
dentinogenesis imperfecta and hearing loss. The estimated incidence of OI is 1 in 10 000 live births and
autosomal dominant is the most common pattern
of inheritance. The reduced quantity of produced
collagen may result in short stature, ligamentous hyperlaxity, muscle weakness and blue sclerae. Around
85% of children with type I-OI are generally able to
walk independently, without assistive devices for at
least household distances. Muscle weakness and reduced peak maximal oxygen consumption (VO2) may
also lead to functional limitations with easy fatigue.
The aim of this study was to quantitatively compare
the gait of type I-OI children with age-matched controls.
AGE EFFECTS ON UPPER LIMB KINEMATICS ASSESSED BY THE REAPLAN ROBOT IN HEALTHY
SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN
The use of kinematics is recommended to quantitatively evaluate upper limb movements. The aims of
this study were to determine the age effects on upper
limb kinematics and establish norms in healthy children. Ninety three healthy children, aged 3–12 years,
participated in this study. Twenty-eight kinematic
indices were computed from four tasks. Each task
was performed with the REAplan, a distal effector robotic device that allows upper limb displacements in
the horizontal plane. Twenty-four of the 28 indices
showed an improvement during childhood. Indeed,
older children showed better upper limb movements.
This study was the first to use a robotic device to
show the age effects on upper limb kinematics and
establish norms in healthy children. (FIGURE 6) ¢

BIOMECHANICS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Rehabilitation biomechanics is a field of study that
addresses the impact of disability and the effectiveness of rehabilitation therapies and interventions
on human performance. Engineering and physics
principles are applied to evaluate and analyze body
movement and manipulation. The challenge for
physical therapists is assessing the effect of disability on task performance, evaluating the risk of
injury, and optimizing the fit of an assistive device
to an individual. It is now commonly accepted that
the assessment should follow the framework of the
International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF).

Rehabilitation / Robotics

- Analyses of pathological gait in neurological
patients, mechanics of robotics, quantified
functional assessment
Senior researchers
Thierry LEJEUNE, Gaetan STOQUART
PhD-Students
Stéphanie DEHEM, Didier NAMIA NATTA, Maxime
VALET, Thibault WARLOP
Research-Student
Amelie ROLAND
DEGRADATION OF GAIT AUTOCORRELATION AS
PRECOCIOUS MARKER OF FALL RISK
IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Falls remain a major concern in Parkinson disease
(PD). However, no precocious marker of fall risk
has been highlighted. Recently, complex temporal organization of stride duration variability has
been demonstrated, displaying long-range autocorrelations (LRA). The breakdown of such temporal
dynamics is thought to be associated to dynamic
instability in locomotion. However, no studies have
included the analysis of stride duration variability in
the functional assessment of patients presenting a
neurological disease, such as PD.

FIGURE 6

View of the REAplan. 1: planar end-effector robot; 2: visual
interface for the subject; 3: physiotherapist’s interface.
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NORDIC WALKING CAN IMPROVE DYNAMIC
STABILITY OF HUMAN GAIT IN PARKINSON DISEASE
Activating the upper body during walking, Nordic
walking (NW) may be used as an external cueing to
improve spatiotemporal parameters of gait, such
as stride length or gait variability, in Parkinson dis-

All patients presented LRA in all series of walking
pattern. However, Hurst and α exponent were significantly higher during NW (p 0.001). While gait
speed remained unchanged between two walking
sessions (p = 0.320), gait cadence decreased and
stride length increased significantly (p = 0.009 and
0.003 for gait cadence and stride length, respectively). This study demonstrates the presence of
LRA during Nordic walking and that way of walking
can improve the dynamic stability of gait in Parkinson disease. Such improvement could be due to the
upper body rhythmic movements acting as rhythmical external cue to bypass their defective basal
ganglia circuitries. Therefore, Nordic walking may
constitute a powerful way to manage gait disorder
in PD. (FIGURE 7)
THE CHALLENGE OF ASSESSMENT IN REHABILATATION
Functional assessment is essential in rehabilitation, in clinical practice to establish a rehabilitation
plan, and in clinical research to objectify the effects
of a therapeutic intervention. It is now commonly
accepted that the assessment should follow the
framework of the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (www.who.
int/classifications/icf).
Assessing its first domain (Body functions and
Structures) is common practice across all medical specialties (e.g. through assessment of blood
pressure, glycaemia, muscle strength, pain, etc.).
Assessing its second and third domains (Activity; and Participation) is less common in medicine,
but fundamental in rehabilitation. Indeed, the final
purpose of rehabilitation is to improve patients’
functioning, i.e. the activities that patients perform
in their environment, and their participation in social life.

UPPER LIMB ROBOT-ASSISTED THERAPY IN
CEREBRAL PALSY: A SINGLE-BLIND RANDOMIZED
CONTROLLED TRIAL
Several pilot studies have evoked interest in robotassisted therapy (RAT) in children with cerebral
palsy (CP). Objective. To assess the effectiveness
of RAT in children with CP through a single-blind
randomized controlled trial. Patients and Methods.
Sixteen children with CP were randomized into 2
groups. Eight children performed 5 conventional
therapy sessions per week over 8 weeks (control
group). Eight children completed 3 conventional
therapy sessions and 2 robot-assisted sessions
per week over 8 weeks (robotic group). For both
groups, each therapy session lasted 45 minutes.
Throughout each RAT session, the patient attempted to reach several targets consecutively
with the REAPlan.

COMPUTER ASSISTED AND ROBOTIC SURGERY

ease (PD). Structured gait variability, revealed by the
presence of long-range autocorrelations (LRA), was
associated to dynamic stability of gait. Dynamic
stability has been defined as the ability to maintain
functional locomotion despite the presence of internal or external disturbances, which is a feature
of healthy locomotor system. This study aimed to
study beneficial effects of NW on dynamic stability of gait in PD. After three sessions of practice,
14 mild to moderate PD patients performed 2 12
min overground walking sessions (with and without pole in a randomized order) at a comfortable
speed. Gait cadence, gait speed, stride length and
temporal organization (i.e. LRA) of stride duration
variability were studied on 512 consecutive gait cycles using a uni-dimensional accelerometer placed
on the malleola of the most affected side. The presence of LRA was based on scaling properties of the
series variability (Hurst exponent) and the shape of
the power spectral density (α exponent). In order to
assess beneficial effects of NW on PD gait, a paired
t-test was used (p < 0,05).

The REAPlan is a distal effector robot that allows for
displacements of the upper limb in the horizontal
plane. A blinded assessment was performed before
and after the intervention with respect to the International Classification of Functioning framework:
body structure and function (upper limb kinematics,
Box and Block test, Quality of Upper Extremity Skills
Test, strength, and spasticity), activities (AbilhandKids, Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory),
and participation (Life Habits).
Results. During each RAT session, patients performed 744 movements on average with the
REAPlan. Among the variables assessed, the
smoothness of movement (P < .01) and manual
dexterity assessed by the Box and Block test (P
= .04) improved significantly more in the robotic
group than in the control group. Conclusions. This
single-blind randomized controlled trial provides
the first evidence that RAT is effective in children
with CP. Future studies should investigate the
long-term effects of this therapy.
(FIGURE 6)
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, FATIGUE AND EXERCISE :
THE AUTOMOVEMS PROJECT
The first aim of our project is to explore the role of
physical deconditioning in the pathological fatigue
that affects 80% of persons suffering from multiple sclerosis, with mild neurological impairments.
The second aim is to evaluate the feasibility and
the effects of a telemonitored self-management
program based on therapeutic exercises, on
physical fitness, fatigue and quality of life among
these patients. As my thesis started in October
2015, the year 2015 was mainly dedicated to the
writing of the protocol of the project and its submission to the ethics committee, as well as the
practical organization (therapists involved, material, recruitment…) of the study. At the same time,
a systematic review of the scientific literature,
‘Quality of the tools used to assess cardiorespi29
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ratory fitness in persons with multiple sclerosis: a
systematic review’, was written and submitted to
the European Journal of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine. The first patient was recruited on the
24th December 2015.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, FATIGUE AND EXERCISE:
THE AUTOMOVEMS PROJECT
The first aim of our project is to explore the role of
physical deconditioning in the pathological fatigue
that affects 80% of persons suffering from multiple
sclerosis, with mild neurological impairments. The
second aim is to evaluate the feasibility and the effects of a telemonitored self-management program
based on therapeutic exercises, on physical fitness,
fatigue and quality of life among these patients. As
my thesis started in October 2015, the year 2015 was
mainly dedicated to the writing of the protocol of the
project and its submission to the ethics committee, as
well as the practical organization (therapists involved,
material, recruitment…) of the study. At the same time,
a systematic review of the scientific literature, ‘Quality
of the tools used to assess cardiorespiratory fitness in
persons with multiple sclerosis: a systematic review’,
was written and submitted to the European Journal of
Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine. The first patient
was recruited on the 24th December 2015.

THE ASSISTANCE TECHNOLOGIES
FOR SURGERY, AND NEW STANDARD PROTOCOLS FOR ACCURACY
MEASUREMENTS IN COMPUTER
ASSISTED ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Senior researchers
Xavier BANSE, Olivier CORNU, Pierre-Louis
DOCQUIER, Ludovic KAMINSKI, Dan PUTINEANU,
Raphael OLSZEWSKI, Thomas SCHUBERT
PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow
Olivier CARTIAUX
PhD Student
Virginie CORDEMANS
Researcher Student
Alexandre ENGLEBERT

FIGURE 7

14 PD walked on overground walking (without and with
Nordic poles ), Unidimensional accelerometer was placed
on lateral malleolus. Temporal organization (i.e. LRA) of
stride duration variability is showed.
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ASSISTANCE DEVICE FOR SURGICAL REDUCTION
OF FRACTURE/DISLOCATION OF THE ANKLE-FOOT
COMPLEX
Surgical treatment of a fracture/dislocation of the ankle-foot complex is carried out in two stages. Initially,
the fracture or dislocation is reduced by means of an
external fixator for repositioning the bone fragments
in their natural positions. The patient then remains
bedridden for several days to several weeks to allow
time for the soft tissue to heal. Secondly, if necessary,
the surgeon places an internal fixation with nails or
osteosynthesis plates to promote bone fusion of the
fracture.
The project has already covered the design, manufacture
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and validation of a demonstrator allowing the surgeon
to reposition the foot and ankle bones in their natural
positions. Based on this first demonstrator manufactured by 3D printing, the project aims now to:
1. design and build a more successful version of the
device by implementing the entirety of the technical
specifications that are not yet covered by the demonstrator (material selection, sterilization, assembly /
disassembly ...)
2. assess the added value of the device for Trauma
Surgery using synthetic or cadaver bone models to
quantify the performance of the surgical procedure
performed. (FIGURE 8)

FIGURE 9

Prototype to help distal femur reduction.

FIGURE 8

Assistance device for surgical reduction of fracture/dislocation of the ankle-foot complex.

ASSISTANCE DEVICE FOR SURGICAL REDUCTION OF
DISTAL FEMUR FRACTURES
Surgical treatment of a fracture of the distal femur is
carried out in two stages. Initially, the fracture is reduced by means of nails and pins for repositioning the
two condyles in their natural positions. In a second
step, the surgeon fixes the complex formed by the two
condyles to the diaphysis by means of a bone plate or
an intramedullary nail to promote bone fusion of the
fracture.
Presently, the surgeon has difficulty in the second
phase of the operation. Indeed, if he manages to
correctly replace both condyles in the axis of the diaphysis, assembly of the condyles to the diaphysis by
means of a plate or a nail is problematic in that both
condyles tend to move when fixing. A displacement
of the condyles has to be avoided since this causes
problems during revalidation of the patient.
The project has already covered the design, manufacture and validation of a first demonstrator allowing the
surgeon to reposition the femoral fragments in their
natural positions. Based on this first demonstrator
manufactured by 3D printing, the project aims now to:
1. design and manufacture a more developed version
of the device for repositioning the femoral fragments
in their anatomical position during the installation of
an internal fixator by the surgeon.
2. evaluate the added value of the device using
synthetic or cadaver bone models to quantify the performance of the surgery. (FIGURE 9)

NEW SEMI-AUTOMATIC DETECTION METHOD OF
JOINT PENETRATION DURING TRIPLE-SCREW INTERNAL FIXATION FOR FEMORAL NECK FRACTURES
During triple-screw internal fixation of femoral neck
fractures, hip joint penetrations are difficult to detect
without medical imaging or manual measurements.
The screws may appear on conventional two-dimensional radiographs as properly inserted in the femoral
head, when in reality they penetrate the articular surface of the hip joint. A new method of joint penetration
detection was developed and implemented in the
form of computer software using the two-dimensional X-rays to identify the positions of the screws and
measure the distances to the articular surface of the
hip. The software has been validated on femoral neck
fractures on simulated synthetic bone models. The
correlation coefficient between the two operators who
identified the positions of the screws was 0.99. The
mean difference between software measurements
and mechanical reference measurements was 0.72
± 0.51 mm. All penetrating screws were detected. No
non-penetrating screw was considered a penetrating
screw. The project now aims to validate and evaluate
the clinical relevance of the new detection method by
studying its accuracy and inter- and intra-observer reproducibility on real clinical cases radiographs.
the impact of accuracy of computer-aided
orthopaedic surgery on patient-specific
biomechanical outcomes
The complexity and frequency of surgical interventions
involving bone-preparation gestures such as bonecutting and positioning implants and prostheses have
given rise to an area of research that is of international
importance. Since 90s, several assistive technologies
have been developed to improve the accuracy of these
surgical gestures, with the aim of improving functional
outcomes of the procedures. Today, several imaging
and optical navigation systems, robots, and 3D-printed mechanical guides are used during procedures
such as knee and hip arthroplasties, spinal instru31
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mentation, corrective osteotomies, among others.
In 2004, the International Society for Computer
Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery (CAOS-Int), in conjunction with the American Society for Testing
of Materials (ASTM), undertook the creation of a
new standard for assessing and comparing the
accuracy performance of surgical assistance technologies. This standard was published in 2010 as
F2554-10 and used the definition of accuracy and
precision from the standard E177-08. The F255410 standard specifically concerns evaluation of
intrinsic performance of assistance systems. In
consequence, it is not relevant for directly measuring the accuracy of assisted surgical gestures, so
its impact on patient-specific functional outcomes
remains difficult to evaluate.
Since 2008, our group has developed quantitative
models and research protocols allowing to gather
objective data on the accuracy of the actual surgical gestures in comparison with the desired
gestures regardless of the assistance technologies
that could be used during the surgery.

FIGURE 10

We are now focusing on a process of international
standardization, in conjunction with CAOS-Int and
the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), to propose recommendations allowing the
accuracy of assisted surgical gestures (as the difference with the desired gestures) to be clinically
correlated with the patient-specific functional outcomes in terms of the restoration of motor skills
and biomechanical performance. We are organizing an international workshop agreement (IWA)
process to produce a document entitled “Guidance
Principles for Defining and Measuring Accuracy
in Computer-Assisted Orthopaedic Surgery”. The
IWA kick-off meeting and first workshop session is
scheduled at the 16th annual congress of CAOS-Int
in Osaka, Japan, in June 2016.

HUMAN ADIPOSE-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM
CELLS IN CELL THERAPY: SAFETY AND FEASIBILITY
IN DIFFERENT «HOSPITAL EXEMPTION» CLINICAL
APPLICATIONS
Based on immunomodulatory, osteogenic, and proangiogenic properties of adipose-derived stem cells
(ASCs), this study aims to assess the safety and
efficacy of ASC-derived cell therapies for clinical
indications. Two autologous ASC-derived products
were proposed to 17 patients who had not experienced any success with conventional therapies:
(1) a scaffold-free osteogenic three-dimensional
graft for the treatment of bone non-union and (2)
a biological dressing for dermal reconstruction of
non-healing chronic wounds. Safety was studied
using the quality control of the final product (genetic stability, microbiological/mycoplasma/endotoxin
contamination) and the in vivo evaluation of adverse events after transplantation. Feasibility was
assessed by the ability to reproducibly obtain the
final ASC-based product with specific characteristics, the time necessary for graft manufacturing,
the capacity to produce enough material to treat
the lesion, the surgical handling of the graft, and
the ability to manufacture the graft in line with
hospital exemption regulations. For 16 patients
(one patient did not undergo grafting because of
spontaneous bone healing), in-process controls
found no microbiological/mycoplasma/endotoxin
contamination, no obvious deleterious genomic
anomalies, and optimal ASC purity. Each type of
graft was reproducibly obtained without significant
delay for implantation and surgical handling was
always according to the surgical procedure and the
implantation site. No serious adverse events were
noted for up to 54 months. We demonstrated that
autologous ASC transplantation can be considered

By investigating new methods for measuring surgical accuracy as well as human movement, we aim
to demonstrate the changes in motor skills and
biomechanical performance in patients who have
undergone computer-aided orthopaedic surgeries,
and correlate these changes with improvements
in accuracy of the assisted surgical gestures. Optimizing accuracy and reliability of measurement
technologies of surgical accuracy and human
movement should help to assess the impact of
the accuracy of assisted surgical gestures on the
restoration of motor skills and biomechanical performance. (FIGURE 10)
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The impact of accuracy of computer-aided orthopaedic
surgery on patient-specific biomechanical outcomes.

Pedicle screw placement accuracy and image-guided intraoperative breach detection
in spine surgery
Pedicle screw placement, through relevant biomechanical properties, is a widely used procedure for the
treatment of spine pathologies including trauma, scoliotic deformities, infection, degenerative and malignant
diseases. Inaccurate screw placement with a pedicle
breach can lead to spinal cord, visceral and vascular injuries, with complications in terms of patient survival.
This retrospective study aims to assess accuracy of
pedicle screw placement using a new intra-operative
cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging technique, and to compare the efficacy of this technique with conventional
postoperative CT scans for pedicle breach detection.
In 102 patients, 586 pedicle screws were inserted over
a 21 month period. In all patients, intraoperative CBCT
scans were acquired after all screws were inserted, and
retrospectively reviewed by orthopaedic surgeons for
pedicle breach detection and grading. Of the 586 inserted screws, placement assessment of 239 screws
were also carried out in conventional postoperative
CT scans using the same grading system. Reliability
tests computing Cohen’s Kappa coefficient and Gwet’s
coefficient were performed to compare the CBCT imaging technique with the conventional postoperative
CT scans for assessing screw placement accuracy and
detecting pedicle breach. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of the CBCT imaging
technique to assess screw placement accuracy were
measured, assuming that postoperative CT scanning is
the gold standard for assessing such accuracy.
Intraoperative CBCT allows for accurate assessment
of pedicle screw placement and presents the clinically
relevant potential for direct repositioning of misplaced
screws, thereby helping to reduce the radiation dose by
eliminating the need for postoperative CT scans.
(FIGURE 11)

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE SELLA TURCICA LANDMARK IN THREE DIMENSIONS USING A SELLA
TURCICA-SPECIFIC REFERENCE SYSTEM.
This study was performed to assess the reproducibility of identifying the sella turcica landmark
in a threedimensional (3D) model by using a new
sella-specific landmark reference system. Thirtytwo cone-beam computed tomographic scans (3D
Accuitomo® 170, J. Morita, Kyoto, Japan) were retrospectively collected. The 3D data were exported
into the Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine standard and then imported into the Maxilim® software (Medicim NV, Sint-Niklaas, Belgium)
to create 3D surface models. Five observers identified four osseous landmarks in order to create the
reference frame and then identified two sella landmarks. The x, y, and z coordinates of each landmark
were exported. The observations were repeated after four weeks. Statistical analysis was performed
using the multiple paired t-test with Bonferroni
correction (intraobserver precision: p⁄0.005, interobserver precision: p⁄0.0011). The intraobserver
mean precision of all landmarks was ⁄1 mm. Significant differences were found when comparing the
intraobserver precision of each observer (p⁄0.005).
For the sella landmarks, the intraobserver mean
precision ranged from 0.43±0.34 mm to 0.51±0.46
mm. The intraobserver reproducibility was generally good. The overall interobserver mean precision
was ⁄1 mm. Significant differences between each
pair of observers for all anatomical landmarks were
found (p⁄0.0011). The interobserver reproducibility
of sella landmarks was good, with ¤50% precision
in locating the landmark within 1 mm. A newly developed reference system offers high precision and
reproducibility for sella turcica identification in a
3D model without being based on two-dimensional
images derived from 3D data. (FIGURE 12)
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a safe and feasible therapy tool for extreme clinical
indications of ASC properties and physiopathology
of disease.

FIGURE 12

FIGURE 11

Zeego Pedicle screw placement accuracy and image-guided intraoperative breach detection in spine surgery.

(A) and (B) show a threedimensional model of one patient
in a top and oblique overview, respectively. In this figure,
a reference system is created by locating four landmarks
(the right and left anterior clinoid process [ACP] and the
right and left apex of the petrous part of the temporal bone
right [APT]). (C) is a close-up of the top view presented in
(A), showing the landmarks that form the reference system: (a) right and left ACP, (b) right and left APT, and (c) one
of the sella landmarks. (D) is a closeup of the oblique view,
showing landmarks (a), (b), and (c). The sella landmark (c)
was located on one of the vertical planes created from the
reference system in the Maxilim® software.
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EQUIPMENT
Serial 6-dof robot.
6-axis force sensor.
3D rapid-prototyping printer.
3D visualisation, simulation and planning platform.
3D measurement tool.
Dedicated softwares for image analysis and CAD/CAM.
3D haptic system.
Intraoperative surgical navigation system (sawing, milling).
Intraoperative robotic imaging system
Lab Gait : instrumented treadmill fitted with 3D

force sensors, 8 infrared 3D cameras, 16 channels
of Wifi EMG, ergospirometer
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EXPERIMENTAL SURGERY
AND TRANSPLANTATION
The main goal of the Experimental Surgery and Transplantation Unit is to study pathophysiological problems related to visceral surgery in order to develop new therapies implying
technical progress and/or improved fundamental knowledge. In the laboratory, the techniques used combine sophisticated surgical procedures (cardiac surgery, liver transplantation ...) and biochemical, physiological, immunological and basic molecular biological
methods.
The first domain of particular interest is “organ transplantation (allografts and xenografts)”.
The mechanisms of tolerance induction and maintenance to primarily (liver, kidney) vascularized allografts are under investigation in a unique miniature swine model (MGH-pig)
which has been selected on MHC antigens.
The second domain of particular interest is the implantation of encapsulated Pig Pancreatic cells graft into diabetic primates in order to correct diabetes without the need of
chronic immunosuppression. Although unmodified pigs are and have been used successfully to transplant pancreatic pig islets into primates, we recently had access to several
genetically engineered pigs such as Galactosyl Knock Out pigs which should provide organs or xenogeneic cells less sensitive to hyperacute rejection. We have also access to
multiple transgenic pigs for several genes involved in xeno- or allo-rejection (CD55, THr,
CTLA4Ig …) and more recently, transgenic pigs which overexpress GLP-1 to amplify the
pig insulin response to hyperglycemic challenges.
In addition, several pre-clinical and clinical studies are undertaken by members of the
University Hospital such as the impairment of hepatic regeneration by chemotherapy in
rats, research in urology areas, the bioartificial face transplantation, oral or maxillofacial
surgery, implantation of devices for correcting sleep apnea or valves repair in pigs.
Additional activity of the Laboratory is to develop and characterize rat or mouse monoclonal antibodies against multiple targeted antigens: Rat anti-mouse, rat anti-human and
anti-baboon Igs, mouse anti-rat Igs, Rat anti-bacteria.
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Functionally-enhanced pancreatic
islets from adult and neonatal pigs
for xenotransplantation
N. Mourad, P. Gianello
Pig islets represent a promising alternative to
human islet transplantation in diabetic patients
since they can be obtained in large quantities without raising ethical questions. Insulin produced
by porcine beta-cells differs from human insulin
by only one amino acid and has long been used to
treat diabetic humans. Furthermore, genetic modifications of pig cells are technically possible and
should solve several problems related to discordant islet xenotransplantation. Several preclinical
pig-to-non-human primate studies including our
own have been published during the last decade,
with promising results regarding the production of
insulin in the recipient. However, pig islets show a
relatively weak response to glucose stimulation.
When isolated pig islets are stimulated by increasing glucose concentration from resting (1-2
mM) to stimulatory (8-15 mM) levels, the increase
in insulin secretion is between 1.5 and 3-fold. In
comparison, insulin secretion is increased by 12
to 16-fold when human, primate or rodent islets
are challenged with a similar increase in glucose
concentration. This property of pig islets has sometimes raised doubts regarding their usefulness
as a treatment for diabetes when transplanted
into more insulin-demanding organisms such as
non-human primates and possibly humans. In
particular, the lower response to blood glucose
of porcine islets compared to human islets leads
to the need of transplanting a high number of pig
islets to adequately correct the human glucose
level which is also a drawback of the treatment
method as several pigs are currently used to
transplant one patient. Our ongoing work then focuses on two aspects:
Isolation and maturation of neonatal porcine
pancreatic cell clusters (NPPCs) which have
been reported to survive for longer periods than
adult islets when transplanted in the liver or under the renal capsule. Another advantage of using
neonatal pig islets is that it is easier and more
cost-effective to obtain SPF-certified animals of
1-4 weeks old than to maintain a herd of adult
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pigs under the same conditions. Pancreatic cell
clusters obtained immediately after isolation were
heterogeneous in shape, aspect and size. The
smaller ones (50-200 µm diameter) presented a
rather rounded shape, a translucent appearance
and a few were positive for dithizone (DTZ)
staining (DTZ binds to the zinc core of insulin
crystals thus staining insulin-containing cells in
orange) but most of them were bigger in size (>
400 µm), presented irregular shapes and a compact, darker appearance. Such clusters were not
stained by DTZ and consisted mainly of exocrine
pancreatic tissue. We regularly examined the
aspect and purity of our neonatal pig pancreas
preparations during their culture period. The
amount of exocrine tissue within each preparation started decreasing on the first day following
isolation. This loss of exocrine tissue continued
through the culture period so that by the fifth
day after isolation, most of it had already disappeared. In parallel to this disappearance of
exocrine tissue, the number of insulin-positive
clusters and the amount of positive cells within
the clusters increased over the culture period as
shown by DTZ staining (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Dithizone staining of live NPPCs on the first day
after isolation (left panel) and after 8 days of culture (right
panel). Orange coloration indicates insulin-containing cells.

The function, i.e. insulin secretion, of isolated
NPPCs was also evaluated. Following the 8-day
culture period, NPPCs were washed with Krebs
buffer then counted to determine the number
of IEQ per mL. NPPCs were then divided into
groups of 100 IEQ and preincubated for 1 hour
in low (1 mM) glucose Krebs buffer. The islets
were then incubated in quintuplicates for 2
hours at 37°C in a Krebs buffer containing different insulin secretagogues such as glucose,
forskolin or high potassium. At the end of the
2 hours incubation period, supernatants were
kept to measure secreted insulin and the
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islets were lysed in acid ethanol to determine intracellular insulin content. As shown in figure 2,
insulin secretion from NPPCs increased by 2.9fold in the presence of stimulatory (15 mM)
glucose concentration compared to resting (1
mM) conditions. The magnitude of NPPCs response to glucose is in line with previous data
on pig islet insulin secretion and indicates that
these pancreatic cell clusters contain mature,
responsive beta-cells. Interestingly and as
previously described for adult pig islets, glucose-induced insulin secretion from NPPCs
was greatly increased (stimulation index = 12.2)
in the presence of 1 µM forskolin which activates beta-cell adenylyl cyclase thus increasing
intracellular cAMP. NPPCs were also found to
be responsive to high potassium stimulation
which depolarizes cell membranes, increases
intracellular calcium and induces insulin granule exocytosis. 30 mM KCl thus increased
insulin secretion by 6.7-fold in the presence
of 1 mM glucose. Altogether, these data show
that NPPCs isolated and cultured for 8 days in
a specific maturation medium are responsive
to glucose stimulation and secrete insulin when
challenged with an increase of ambient glucose
concentration or KCl-induced membrane depolarization and that their secretory response is
greatly amplified by cAMP-increasing agents
such as forskolin.

Production of genetically modified pig islets with
targeted modification of islet beta-cell function
rendering the islets more responsive to glucose stimulation. The rationale behind this strategy is that
pathways other than those activated by glucose
can modulate insulin secretion from beta-cells.
Our in-vitro experiments show that pig islet secretory response to glucose is enhanced when the
islets are treated with forskolin to increase intracellular cAMP and thus activate protein kinase A
(PKA) and Epac2 or in the presence of PMA which
directly activates protein kinase C (PKC). It thus
seems beneficial to activate these pathways in
pig beta-cell in an attempt to render them more
responsive to glucose stimulation. As shown in figure 3, forskolin increased glucose-induced insulin
secretion by 1.5-fold in adult pig islets and by 4.5fold in neonatal pig islets. Direct PKC activation by
PMA increased glucose-induced insulin secretion
by 2-fold in islets isolated from adult pigs and up
to 8-fold in islets isolated from neonatal pigs, thus
improving porcine islet responsiveness to glucose. Interestingly, when we exposed pig islets to
both PMA and forskolin in the presence of 15 mM
glucose, we observed a synergy in the secretory
response which was then augmented by almost
6-fold in adult islets and 25-fold in neonate islets.
These results thus demonstrate an unexpected
synergistic effect of PKC activation and PKA activation on insulin secretion.

Figure 2 Insulin secretion from neonatal isolated pig

Figure 3 Insulin secretion from adult and neonate isolated
pig islets. Batches of 200 islets were incubated in 1 ml krebs
medium containing 15 mM glucose (G15) alone or in combination with forskolin (Fsk; 1 µM), phorbol myristate acetate
(PMA; 20 nM) or both Fsk and PMA. Insulin secretion was
measured in the incubation media and expressed as a percentage of total insulin content of each batch of islets. The
numbers above the columns represent the fold increase of
insulin secretion in test groups compared to 15 mM glucose
alone. * p<0.05. Values are means ± SEM for n=5-21 from 8
different adult preparations and n=11-43 from 11 different
neonate preparations.

islets. Batches of 100 IEQ were incubated for 2 hours
in 1 ml krebs medium containing 1 mM glucose (G1),
15 mM glucose (G15) alone or in combination with
forskolin (Fsk; 1 µM), or in low glucose combined with
high potassium (30 mM; K30). Insulin secretion was
measured in the incubation media and expressed as a
percentage of total insulin content of each batch of islets. The numbers above the columns represent the fold
increase of insulin secretion (G15/G1 ratio) for each
test group. * p<0.05. Values are means ± SEM for n=2050 from 16 different neonate preparations.
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GLP-1, natural ligand and activator of the
GPCR (G-protein-coupled receptor) which
activates adenylyl cyclase has low endogenous expression levels in islet cells. Moreover,
GLP-1 is rapidly degraded (half-life = 2 min)
by dipeptidyl peptidases (DPP) which further
shortens its effects on target cells. It would
thus be beneficial for beta-cell function to
increase GLP-1 production within islets and
to preserve it from enzymatic degradation. A
plasmid harbouring a sequence encoding the
active GLP-1 fragment (amino acid 7 to 37)
was produced. In this plasmid, the alanine
residue at position 8 of the GLP-1 sequence
was replaced by a serine to make GLP-1 Ser8
resistant to degradation by DPP. PKC pathway
can be activated upstream by engineering
constitutively active muscarinic receptors
(M3R) on beta-cells membrane. By activating the pathway at the receptor level, we avoid
the negative feedback loop as well as possible tumorigenesis related to prolonged direct
PKC activation and benefit from the calciumincreasing effect of phospholipase C (PLC)
activation. To study the effects of GLP-1 and
M3R expression in vitro in isolated pig islets,
GLP-1 Ser8 and M3R sequences were inserted in a pENTCMV adenoviral vector to permit
expression of transgenic GLP-1 (GLP-1 Ser8)
and activated muscarinic receptor (M3R) in
primary islet cells. For co-expression of GLP-1
and M3R, the two sequences were inserted in
the same bicistronic vector to study the effect
of concomitant activation of PKA and PKC on
pig islet insulin secretion.
Adult pig islets cultivated in RPMI were exposed to GLP-1, M3R or GLP-1 + M3R viral
expression vectors at a multiplicity of infection of 200 (MOI = 200) during 48 hours before
glucose challenge. Islets were placed in perifusion chambers sealed with 0.2 µm filters.
They were first perifused with 1 mM glucose
(G1) krebs medium during 30 minutes for
equilibrium then during 10 minutes in G1 with
media collection every 2 minutes followed by
30 minutes stimulation with G15. As shown
in figure 4, GLP-1 expression had virtually
no effect on acute insulin secretion. M3R
expression increased both phases of glucoseinduced insulin secretion but this increase
was greater when pig islets co-expressed
GLP-1 and M3R.

Figure 4 Insulin secretion from isolated adult pig islets.

Isolated islets were exposed to 200 MOI viral expression
vectors carrying sequences coding for GLP-1 (GLP-1 Ser8),
activated muscarinic receptor (M3R) or both (GLP-1 + M3R)
during 48 hours. Batches of 600 islets were perifused in
krebs medium containing 1 mM glucose (G1) then 15 mM
glucose (G15) as indicated on top of the figure. Insulin secretion was then measured in the effluent fractions. Values
are means ± SEM for n=3-4 from 4 different preparations.

The current work is funded by the European
research grant UE P7 Xenoislet 601827.¢

BIOactive implantable
Capsule for PANcreatic islets
immunosuppression free therapy
(BIOCAPAN)
M. Henry, P. Gianello
BIOCAPAN is a European project proposal of
a 48-month duration, which aims at developing an innovative treatment for diabetes.
The therapy is based on the implantation of
smartly microencapsulated allogeneic islet
cells, which will allow an effective long-lasting
blood glucose normalisation and stabilisation,
without the need for immunosuppression.
The first objective is the design a GMP-grade
bioactive microcapsule that will maximize
the long-term functionality and survival of
pancreatic islets by prevention of pericapsular fibrotic overgrowth, in situ oxygenation,
innovative extracellular matrix microenvironment reconstruction and immune-system
modulation. A GMP-grade microfluidic microencapsulation platform will be developed
to protect freshly harvested islets quickly in
a standardized and reproducible way. We aim
for full preclinical validation and we will establish a complete protocol in accordance with
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the provisions of the Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products Regulation, in order to start
clinical trials within one year after the end of
the project. The consortium is made of nine
partners from academia, public research sector and industry from Europe and USA. This
project will start in June 2015. Two UCL labs
will be involved in BIOCAPAN. BSMA (Bio and
Soft Matter) Unit will participate to the development of the smart bioactive treatment of
the microcapsule surface. In CHEX, empty
and filled microcapsules with human, pig or
rat islets will be evaluated in several in vivo
models including rodents, pigs and eventually
primates.

further use in humans. Safety, bio-compatibility and interoperability of MAILPAN device
combined to the islets/pseudo-islets, will be
assessed, in respect to the applied regulatory
directives. At UCL, MAILPAN is implanted in
large animal and is filled with either pig islet
cells, human endocells and human islets in
our diabetic animal models at CHEX.

This work will be funded by the European research grant UE H2020 Biocapan 646272. ¢

A bioartificial pancreas to treat
type 1 diabetes: optimization of cell
survival and function in preclinical
and clinical phases
P. Gianello
MAILPAN (MAcroencapsulation of PANcreatic
Islets) is a prototype of bioartificial pancreas
usable in the human designed to treat type 1
diabetic patients. Next step is now to bring
the prototype to the pre-clinical and clinical
phases necessary to the ensuing commercialization of MAILPAN whose ultimate goal
is to improve the life of million persons in the
world. In order to reach this goal, CeeD and
Defymed gathered a consortium made of seven partners from academia, clinical/public
health research sector and industry/SMEs
from three different European countries –Belgium, France and UK. The expertise gathered
includes encapsulation techniques, islet isolation, cell engineering, islet transplantation,
islet preconditioning, surgical implantation,
and medium formulation. The project proposal
of a 36-months duration intends to bring the
most modern and up to date improvements
that the bioartificial pancreas still needs and
can receive such as to enhance cells survival
inside the device by formulating a new adapted cell culture medium, to further lower the
rejection risk by studying the biocompatibility
and anti-inflammatory mechanisms, to test
the prototype in primates, and to validate its
40

MAILPAN implanted during 3 months without any immunosuppression does not show any fibrotic reaction.

Particular attention is taken to study the putative anti-HLA
immuno-sensitization after human islets implantation
since the recipient is not under immunosuppression.
This work is funded by the European research
grant UE P7 BioSid 305746. ¢
Project website: http://defymed.com/biosid

Anatomical research related to the
development of new clinical tools
J. Duisit, B. Lengelé (MORF), P. Gianello
Actualization of anatomical knowledge is
susceptible to improve diagnostic and/or therapeutic techniques.
Porcine ear subunit bioengineering: route towards
immunosuppression-free face transplantation
Introduction : After ten years, face allotransplantation
is still limited by the costs of lifelong immunosuppression and related long-term complications. Tissue
engineering and perfusion-decellularization (PD) have
shown promising results for organs, by providing a
complex extra-cellular matrix (ECM) with accessible
vascular network, suitable for regeneration and transplantation. We hypothesized that PD may be applied to
a facial vascularized composite tissue, with ear subunit as an emblematic model and platform to develop
radically new immunosuppression-free strategies.

Results : Ear decellularization was successfully
achieved in 7 days. Eventually, all annexes were
cleared, flap acquired a whitish appearance, baseline
shape and size were preserved. Imaging showed an
intact and patent vasculature with no extravasation
of the contrast media. Histology, DNA quantitation
and IHC confirmed cell clearance at levels with the
exception of some remnant cells within the cartilage, as expected. ECM’s major components were
preserved, including GFs critical to angiogenesis.
In comparison with positive controls, no anti-donor
antibody could be detected in untreated recipients,
with scaffold showing acceptable inflammatory response and even neovascularization.

Top - Pig ear: native (left), decellularized (middle)
and decellularized 3D angiogram (right).
Bottom - Pig ear histology (Trichrome): native (left),
decellularized (right).

Discussion : A complex vascularized organ
like the pig ear can be decellularized with SDSbased solution to obtain acellular ECM scaffolds
that maintain their basic molecular components and show an intact innate vasculature.
Decellularization of the cartilage tissue was incomplete, due to its lack of vascularization which
is however counterbalanced by its intrinsic lack
of immunogenicity, as demonstrated by the semi-identical implantations study. These findings
lay the foundation for investigations aiming at
the bioengineering of facial subunits, as first step
towards whole face bioengineering.
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Materials and Methods : 8 ear flaps were procured with their pedicles from inbred miniature
swines and perfusion-decellularized with a
detergent-based solution. Cell clearance was
evaluated by H&E, DAPI staining, immunohisto-chemistry (IHC) and DNA quantitation.
Preservation of critical ECM components (collagen, elastin, glycosaminoglycans) and growth
factors (GFs), like VEGF and TGF-β1, was assessed by qualitative (histology, SEM) and
quantitative analysis. Vascular components,
patency and network were studied with angioCT scan imaging, CD31, Von Willebrand, laminin,
type-IV collagen staining. To study in vivo tolerance, semi-identical allografts of decellularized
samples (skin, cartilage and full thickness) from
4 SLACD donors were implanted in 3 SLADD recipients, for 30 days. Recipient anti-donor serum
antibodies IgM and IgG were detected by flow
cytometry at D0, D10, D20 and D30. Animals
were followed for any signs of rejection, explants
were analysed with H&E, CD3 and VEGF IHC
staining.

This project is guided by a partnership between
MORF pole (Pr B. Lengelé - expertise in Facial
Transplantation and Anatomy), CHEX pole (Pr P.
Gianello - expertise in Organ Transplantation and
Immunology) and Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine, USA (Pr G. Orlando – expertise
in Organs Tissue Engineering). Dr J. Duisit, PhD
student, is funded by Fondation Saint-Luc research
grant. ¢

Pre-clinical development in pigs of
a medical device for sleep apnea
P. Gianello, A. Mashiach (Nyxoah S.A.)
The system consists of an Implantable Stimulator (IS), which is
implanted and placed on one of
the tongue muscles and an External Patch (EP). The system applies
electrical stimulation to the tongue muscle in an openloop mode, with parameters set by the physician. The
stimulation of the tongue prevents it from obstructing
the airway. The Implantable Stimulator is powered
by the External Patch. The Implantable Stimulator
is implanted and fixed on genio-glossus muscles.
The External Patch is configured and adjusted via an
external configuration console. This
system is now
validated to implantation
and
has been safely
implanted
in
Germany in five
humans with a significant effect on
apnea index. ¢
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SURGERY AND ABDOMINAL
TRANSPLANTATION
Exploring preservation modalities
in a pig kidney auto-transplant
model to investigate the effect
of oxygenated normothermic
perfusion
T. Darius, M. Mourad, P. Gianello
The gold standard to store and transport a
kidney for transplantation is to perfuse the
kidney with a cold perfusion solution and store
the kidney in an ice-box. During the last decade, hypothermic machine perfusion (HMP)
preservation, where the cold perfusion is
continuously perfused through the kidney, demonstrated an improved early graft function
(Moers C, NEJM 2009). During the last decade,
there has been a renewed interest into normothermic preservation. In addition to providing
oxygenation, normothermic conditions have
the advantage of restoring cellular function
and metabolism. This gives the opportunity
to treat or condition the kidney to target the
detrimental effects of ischemia-reperfusion
injury or rejection after transplantation. In addition, ex vivo normothermic perfusion (EVNP)
has the potential to be a better viability assessment method comparing to cold storage
or cold machine perfusion (figure 1). In 2013,
M.L. Nicholson and S.A. Hosgood reported the
first series of kidney transplants performed after a period of ex vivo normothermic perfusion
(EVNP)(model based on a non-transportable
pediatric cardiopulmonary bypass technology)
using a red cell-based plasma-free solution
resulting in a significant decrease of delayed
graft function (Hosgood SA, AJT 2013).
We hypothesize that oxygenated normothermic perfusion just before reperfusion is more
advantage in optimizing metabolic status and
in terms of initial kidney graft injury compared to static cold storage (SCS) /hypothermic
machine perfusion and oxygenated hypothermic machine perfusion preservation. Using
a pig kidney auto-transplant model, 6 kidney
preservation methods (7 to 10 pigs per group)
will be compared: 1) 22hrs SCS, 2) 22hrs HMP,
3) 22hrs oxygenated HMP, 4) 20hrs HMP +
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2hrs oxygenated EVNP, 5) 20hrs CS + 2hrs
oxygenated HMP, and 6) 20hrs SCS + 2hrs
oxygenated EVNP. The machine perfusion will
be realized by an adapted research device of
the Lifeport Kidney Transporter (Organ Recovery Systems). This (transportable) adapted
device is able to perfuse a kidney graft by cold
or by warm perfusion solutions with or without oxygenation in contrast to the currently
used Lifeport Kidney Transporter which is
only capable to continuously perfuse the kidney with a cold preservation solution without
oxygenation. The primary outcome measure
will be the initial graft function (graft survival and kidney function (serum creatinine and
urea levels). Secondary endpoints include: 1)
perfusate biomarkers, 2) application of histological criteria to reperfusion biopsies, and
the applicability and reliability of histological
assessment following hypothermic and normothermic machine perfusion, 3) Adverse
events, transplantation and organ discard
rates, 4) physical and chemical perfusion
parameters, and 5) metabolomic profile on
tissue, urine and plasma (in collaboration with
Prof. F. Jouret, CHU, Liège, Belgium).
This project is developed in collaboration with
Dr. SA Hosgood (department of Surgery, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom). This
work is funded by Organ Recovery Systems Astellas grant - Research gift. Dr T. Darius, PhD
student, is funded by Fondation Saint-Luc. ¢

Differences in viability assessment methods comparing
static cold storage, cold machine perfusion and warm
machine perfusion.
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Technologies linked
toto
mouse,
rat
Technologies
linked
mouse,
and
monoclonal
antibodies
rathuman
and human
monoclonal
development
antibodies development
Y. Nizet, C. Lecuivre, F. Nisol, P. Gianello
We are specialized in the development, production and marketing of monoclonal antibody from
mouse, rat, or possibly human.
We currently offer a catalogue of more than 100
monoclonal antibodies which are commercialized
by our-self or through various companies.
We also offer a service of custom antibodies, available for the laboratories of our university, or for
public and private institutions in Belgium or abroad.
In addition to the development of monoclonal antibodies, we are also specialized in the development
of new methods of immunization including DNA
vaccination for which we have developed a new
plasmid vector patented and licensed to a Belgian
biotechnology firm (Delphi Genetics) to develop a
veterinary vaccine.
We have also recently developed and patented
magnetic beads able to bind bacteria with a high
affinity. These beads are currently investigated for
the rapid analysis of bacteria in biological fluids by
mass spectrometry. ¢

Clinical Research
In the field of Digestive Surgery, Pediatric
and Adult Liver/Kidney Transplantation, Urology and Maxillofacial Surgery is ongoing and
achieved by several members of the Unit :

R. Bachmann, C. Bertrand, A. Buemi, C. Bourdeaux,
L. Coubeau, O. Ciccarelli, T. Darius, L. de Cannière, J.P. Dehoux, C. De Magnée, M. De Meyer, V.
De Moor, L. De Pauw, M. Di Gregorio, A. Feyaerts,
J.F. Gigot, C. Hubert, N. Jabbour, A. Kartheuser, J.
Lemaire, D. Léonard, J. Lerut, F. Lorge, M. Magremanne, P. Mahy, M. Mourad, B. Navez, R. Olszewski,
R.J. Opsomer, R. Reding, C. Remue, H. Reychler,
M. Romano, A. Rosière, T. Saussez, A. Stainier, S.
Thiry, M. Thone, B. Tombal, F.X. Wese
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EQUIPMENT

2 surgery rooms and post-operative care
Possibility of hosting for big mammals (pig, calf)
6 operating microscopes for microsurgery
Beta and gamma counter
Centrifuges
2 rooms of cellular culture with laminar flow
and incubators
Equipment for molecular basic biology
(PCR, Northern, Western blots ...)
Irradiator for cells and animals
Flow cytometer (FACS, BECTON DICKINSON)





TRAININGS AND SERVICES
Surgical Training for new surgical technologies:
microsurgery, implantation of artificial heart,
cardiac valves repair, laparoscopic surgery.

Training on surgical robotic (Intuitive Surgical,
American Motion, Lapman ...)

Test of new surgical devices (OPUS MEDICAL)
Use of the technique ICE* (St-Jude Medical)
Partnership Workshop of techniques of sutures (Ethicon)
Training VENTRACOR
Organ Recovery System (ORS)

SELECTED publications
1 | Orlando G, Gianello P, Salvatori M, et al. Cell
replacement strategies aimed at reconstitution
of the β-cell compartment in Type 1 diabetes.
Diabetes. 2014;63(5):1433-1444.

2 | Lerut J, Pinheiro R, Lai Q, et al. Is minimal,

(almost) steroid free, immunosuppression a safe
approach in adult liver transplantation ? Long-term
outcome of a prospective, double blind, placebocontrolled, randomized, investigator driven study.
Ann Surg. 2014;260(5):886-892.

3 | Hubert C, Dahrenmoller C, Marique L,

et al. Hepatic regeneration in a rat model is
impaired by chemotherapy agents used in
metastatic colorectal cancer. Eur J Surg Oncol.
2015;41(11):1471-1478.

4 | Cooper DK, Bottino R, Gianello P, et al. First

update of the International Xenotransplantation
Association consensus statement on conditions for
undertaking clinical trials of porcine islet products
in type 1 diabetes-Chapter 4: pre-clinical efficacy
and complication data required to justify a clinical
trial. Xenotransplantation. 2016;23(1):46-52.

5 | Cozzi E, Tönjes RR, Gianello P, et al. First

update of the International Xenotransplantation
Association consensus statement on conditions
for undertaking clinical trials of porcine islet
products in type 1 diabetes - Chapter 1: update on
national regulatory frameworks pertinent to clinical
islet xenotransplantation. Xenotransplantation.
2016;23(1):14-24.

New techniques in laparoscopy ((Ethicon +

Coviden: Johnson et Johnson), Single Access
Laparoscopy (Olympus))

Repair of porcine cardiac valves (Medtronic)
Testing new surgical glues (Omrix Biopharmaceutical)

CONTACT
Pierre GIANELLO

IREC-CHEX B1.55.04 Av. Hippocrate 55
B-1200 Brussels

( +32 2/764.55.86
6 +32 2/764.55.89
✉ pierre.gianello@uclouvain.be
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ENDOCRINOLOGY, DIABETES
AND NUTRITION (EDIN)
Ongoing research projects in the pole are dealing with the control of production and action of various hormones and paracrine factors and their alteration in endocrine diseases, with a particular
focus on diabetes, obesity, muscle atrophy, pituitary adenomas and thyroid diseases. These projects encompass basic research carried in vitro and in vivo, as well as clinical research.
Experimental Research Themes:
1. Regulation of insulin and glucagon secretion and their alteration in type 2 diabetes
2. Regulation of adipokine secretion and their role in obesity and type 2 diabetes
3. Regulation of muscle mass and metabolism by IGF-1 and Myostatin
Clinical Research Themes:
1. New approaches in prognosis and treatment of pituitary adenomas
2. Regulation and role of vasoactive peptides in cardiovascular diseases and metabolic
syndrome
3. New approaches in the treatment of diabetes mellitus (continuous glucose
monitoring, functional insulin therapy, pancreatic islet transplantation, new drugs)
4. New approaches in the treatment of thyroid cancer and thyroid ophthalmopathy
5. Metabolic and endocrine perturbations in malignant hemopathies of the young
6. Characterization of endocrine factors involved in human cancer cachexia
7. Effects of prebiotics on the metabolic syndrome in obese patients
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LP Roma, J Duprez, JC Jonas
In rat pancreatic islets, β-cell gene expression,
survival, and subsequent acute glucose stimulation of insulin secretion (GSIS) are optimally
preserved by prolonged culture at 10 mM glucose (G10) and markedly altered by culture at
G5 or G30. To test whether these beneficial then
deleterious effects of glucose during long term
culture result from the acceleration of glucose
metabolism or from other effects of glucose
such as protein glycation, we characterized the
impact of moderate pharmacological glucokinase (GK) activation during culture on these
long term glucose effects.
We found that, at its semi-maximal effective
concentration, the GK activator Ro 28-0450
differently affected β-cell survival and glucose
responsiveness depending on the glucose
concentration in the culture medium: it was
beneficial to β-cell survival and function at G5,
detrimental at G10, and ineffective at G30. In
contrast, acute GK activation with Ro increased
the glucose sensitivity of islets cultured at G10
but failed at restoring β-cell glucose responsiveness after culture at G5 or G30. In summary,
moderate pharmacological GK activation prevented the alteration of β-cell survival and
function by long-term culture at a non-stimulating glucose concentration prevailing during
fasting.
However, the same concentration of the drug
mimicked the deleterious effects of long-term
culture at G30 when added to 10 mM glucose,
a concentration that can be reached after
meals in type 2 diabetes. Our results indicate
that the complex long-term effects of glucose
on the β-cell phenotype result from changes
in glucose metabolism and not from an effect
of glucose per se. They also question previous studies showing a beneficial effect of
pharmacological GK activation on β-cell glucotoxicity. For further details, see publication 1 of
the pole. ¢
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Glucokinase activation is
beneficial or toxic to cultured
rat pancreatic islets depending
on the prevailing glucose
concentration

The control of glucagon secretion
by glucose and Katp channel
modulators
A Gómez-Ruiz, HY Chae, P Gilon
Glucagon secreted by pancreatic α-cells is a
major hyperglycemic hormone. Its secretion is
stimulated by a decrease of the blood glucose
concentration. The regulation of glucagon secretion
is markedly impaired in diabetic patients in which
hyperglucagonemia coexist with chronic hyperglycemia. Furthermore, glucagon secretion in these
patients does not increase during hypoglycemic
episodes triggered by excessive insulin administration, thereby contributing to diabetes morbidity.
The mechanisms by which glucose inhibits glucagon secretion are poorly understood. In particular, it
is still unknown whether the glucagonostatic effect
of glucose results from a direct action of the sugar
on α-cells or an indirect action involving the release
of an inhibitory paracrine factor from neighbouring
islet cells, such as insulin released by β-cells or
somatostatin released by δ-cells. The specific inhibitory effect of glucose on glucagon secretion is
all the more intriguing since KATP channels are present in α-, β- and δ-cells, and since these channels
play a key role in the stimulatory effect of glucose in
these two latter cell types.
Indeed, their closure transduce the glucose-induced increase in the cytosolic ATP/ADP ratio into
a depolarization of the plasma membrane, which
opens voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, increases
[Ca2+]c and triggers insulin and somatostatin release. Using various transgenic mouse models
and pharmacological agents, we showed that glucose is poorly effective in isolated α-cells, whereas
it strongly inhibits glucagon release from whole
islets. Its glucagonostatic effect does not seem to
result from a modulation of α-cell KATP channels. We
also observed that direct closure of KATP channels
by tolbutamide (a sulfonylurea) controls glucagon
secretion by two mechanisms: a direct stimulation
of α-cells and an indirect inhibition via somatostatin
released from δ-cells. The net effect on glucagon
release results from a balance between both effects
(see diagram in Fig. 1). This direct glucagonotropic
effect of tolbutamide should be considered during
treatment of type 2 diabetic patients by sulfonylureas because stimulation of α-cells by the drugs
could, in some situations, aggravate the unwanted
hyperglucagonemia found in diabetes.¢
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Figure 1 Mechanisms by which glucose and tolbutamide

(a blocker of KATP channels) control the secretion of insulin,
somatostatin and glucagon For a full description of the results,
the reader is referred to publications 2 and 3 from the Pôle.

Adipokines in health and diseases
M Abou-Samra, R Boursereau, S Lecompte, SM Brichard
Adipose tissue (AT) secretes adipokines, which play
central roles in energy and vascular homeostasis
as well as in immunity. Deregulation of these adipokines triggers the development of a low-grade
pro-inflammatory state, which is considered to build
the common soil for the development of obesitylinked disorders such as insulin resistance, type 2
diabetes and atherosclerosis, which are components
of the metabolic syndrome (Fig 2). Resetting the immunological balance in AT may be a crucial approach
for the future management of this syndrome.
Adiponectin (ApN), which is decreased in the metabolic syndrome, is a potent enhancer of insulin action
and fatty acid oxidation. Recently, this adipokine has
also emerged as a master regulator of inflammation/
immunity in various tissues, including AT, its own
production site. We have recently shown, thanks to
our transgenic mice overexpressing ApN specifically
in white AT, that ApN regulates in vivo the secretory
profile of downstream adipokines, decreasing those
with pro-inflammatory properties while up-regulating
those with anti-inflammatory action. Yet, the mechanisms by which ApN shifts the immune balance of
adipocytes toward a less inflammatory phenotype are
not fully elucidated. We are currently working on this
topic. Besides studying adipokines in AT, we are also
exploring their effects on skeletal muscle where ApN
may also be a promising anti-inflammatory tool.¢
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Figure 2 Potential mechanisms leading to adipose tissue
inflammation in obesity - Lipid accumulation leads to adipocyte
hypertrophy, initiating a state of cellular stress and activation
of pro-inflammatory pathways, especially Nuclear Factor-κB
(NF-κB). This upregulates the production of pro-inflammatory
adipokines. Some of these are chemokines that bind to specific receptors (CCR and CXCR) of monocytes-macrophages to
recruit them into AT. The majority of macrophages in obese AT
aggregate in “crown-like structures” completely surrounding
dead adipocytes and scavenging adipocyte debris. Increased
lipolysis by hypertrophied adipocytes and metabolic endotoxemia (increased circulating lipopolysaccharides, LPS) also
contribute to inflammation through activation of Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4). Moreover, hypoxia may also be a very early
contributor. Local inflammation worsens and propagates systemically via adipokines. CCR and CXCR designate chemokine
receptors; Mo, monocytes, FFA, free fatty acids (reprinted from
publication 4).

Regulation of skeletal muscle mass
by hormones : towards new targets
to mitigate muscle atrophy and
new biomarkers for its diagnosis
S Kalista, A Loumaye, C Barbé,
M Gueugneau, JP Thissen
Muscle atrophy, observed in catabolic states
such as cachexia, immobilization or aging
is associated with muscle functional loss
contributing to morbidity and mortality. Due to
lack of effective treatments, new approaches
have been actively investigated. Attention has
been oriented towards the potential benefits
of the Myostatin (Mstn) inhibition. This growth
factor strongly inhibits the muscle mass
development. Given its marked anabolic effect,
Mstn inhibition appears as a promising way
to treat muscle atrophy. The deciphering of
the mechanisms by which Mstn inhibition

Furthermore, high circulating levels of ActA are
associated with poor overall survival. Taken
together, these observations support the role
of ActA as a biomarker predictive of cachexia,
allowing the selection of patients susceptible
to benefit from ActA antagonists, some of
which being currently tested by our lab in
animal models. While new drugs are under
investigation to treat muscle atrophy, reliable
parameters for early diagnosis of muscle
atrophy are still lacking. The goal of our current
project is to highlight a plasma protein signature
that reflects muscle atrophy. Recent works
indicate that skeletal muscles may release into
the bloodstream several protein factors, named
myokines. As muscle atrophy results from the
induction of a subset of genes (atrogenes), it
is expected that their activity be reflected by
the release of some specific proteins into the
bloodstream. Therefore, the changes in these
circulating proteins might be indicative of the
ongoing muscle atrophy process observed.
The characterization of the changes in muscle
secretome during atrophy should lead to a better
understanding of the mechanisms involved in
muscle atrophy and will provide some putative
biomarkers. ¢

Figure 3 Molecular signaling of Activin A and Myostatin on
skeletal muscle cells - Activin A (ActA) produced by the tumor
and Myostatin (Mstn) produced by skeletal muscle fibers bind
the type 2B Activin receptor (ActRIIB) and stimulates Smad-2/3
phosphorylation. This leads to the activation of an atrophy gene
program responsible of muscle atrophy. Inhibition of Mstn/ActA
by Follistatin (FS) or the soluble ActRIIB (sActRIIB) stimulates
muscle hypertrophy and mitigates muscle atrophy.

Evaluation of Laboratory
Innovative Technologies for testing
in Endocrinology (ELITE)
D. Gruson
Laboratory medicine is an important contributor for
the evaluation of endocrine disorders and cardiovascular diseases. New biomarkers and innovative
assays for measurement of hormones and neurohormones are emerging and must be evaluated for
their analytical and clinical performances. Our ongoing evaluations are related to heart failure (HF),
diabetes, pregnancy related disorders, update of
reference values and the potential impact of assays
based on mass spectrometry.
HF is characterized by a neurohormonal activation
which plays a significant role in myocardial and multi-organ adaptations to the disease. Circulating levels
of aldosterone, arginine-vasopressine, endothelin
and natriuretic peptides are also increased in HF. We
have demonstrated that circulating levels of proBNP
1-108, myostatin, GDF-11, GDF-15 and C-terminal
fibroblast growth factor 23 are triggered in HF patients, are related to well established biomarkers of
the worsening course of HF and might contribute to
the prognosis of patients with systolic HF (Fig. 4). ¢
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stimulates muscle mass should provide critical
informations not only for understanding the
control of muscle size in general but also
for developing new therapeutic strategies.
In an early work, we showed that Mstn
inhibition prevents the muscle mass loss
caused by glucocorticoids, a classical model
of muscle atrophy. More recent work of our
lab demonstrated the crucial role of the IGF-I
pathway in the muscle hypertrophy induced by
Mstn inhibition. Using gene expression profile
analysis by microarray, our current research
focuses on the identification of the molecules
regulated by Mstn inhibition and contributing
to its hypertrophy effect. In a parallel study, we
showed that Activin A (ActA), a molecule close
to Mstn, could also cause muscle atrophy. The
interest of this observation is enhanced by the
recent finding that ActA might contribute to
cancer cachexia in several animal models. To
investigate the role of ActA in human cancer
cachexia, we assessed changes in body
composition and circulating concentrations
of ActA in cancer patients. Our results indicate
that ActA is increased in cachectic patients
and positively correlated with weight loss and
anorexia.
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Figure 4 Summary of the effects of myostatin, activing,
GDF-15 and GDF-11 contributing to cardiac remodeling and
skeletal muscle wasting.
New challenges in HF are related to the risk stratification of the patients and treatment selection
through the integration of patient characteristics
and biomarkers in multimarker strategies (MMS).
MMS represent the integration of quantitative results of laboratory tests, alone or in combination
with patient characteristics and medical/family
history, to support a medical We recently demonstrated synergism between natriuretic peptides
and PTH(1-84) for the prediction of cardiovascular death in HF patients as well as the strong and
independent predictive power for cardiovascular
mortality in chronic HF of the ratios 1,25(OH)2D
to PTH(1-84).
The development of a multidisciplinary and integrated platform for laboratory testing within the IREC
should also contribute to the evaluation of the potential added value of these emerging biomarkers
and technologies.
Further details about this research program can be
found in publications 12 to 14 of the Pôle.
We will also integrate the evaluation of point of
care testing (POCT) solutions and mobile health
(mHealth) technologies. POCT and mHealth solutions should contribute to a more dynamic
management of patients with chronic diseases and
also facilitate transitional care approaches.
The studies related to POCT and mHealth are part
of a project entitled “ Développement de laboratoire
de biologie de proximité, antennes de l’hôpital, pour
la prise en charge des patients ” and selected for FEDER funding by the government of the “ Région de
Bruxelles-Capitale ”.
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Research carried out in the Pôle EDIN was supported
by the following grants:
Action de Recherche Concertée ARC 12/17-047 to
S Brichard, P Cani, I Leclercq and JC Jonas. Coordinator JC Jonas «Inflammatory and cellular 		
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to C Beauloye, D Dufrane and P Gilon. Coordinator
P Gilon «Glucose homeostasis: from its physiological control to the consequences of its dysregulation in diabetes»
Crédit de Recherche (CDR) F.R.S.-FNRS J.0098.15
to S Brichard «Adiponectin and muscular disorders»
Convention FRSM 3.4521.12 to JC Jonas
«Molecular mechanisms of the phenotypic
plasticity of pancreatic beta cells under
pathophysiological conditions»
Grands-Fonds_FRSM_T.0212.13 to S Brichard
«Novel targets for controlling adipose tissue
inflammation and the metabolic syndrome :
miRNAs regulated by Adiponectin»
EFSD/Boehringer-Ingelheim programme – P Gilon
«Glucagon secretion and action in diabetes»
Fonds Spéciaux de Recherche – UCL to JP Thissen
«Hypertrophie musculaire induite par l’inhibition
de la myostatine : interactions avec la voie
signalétique de l’IGF-I et caractérisation du
sécrétome spécifique de l’hypertrophie musculaire»
Fondation contre le Cancer to JP Thissen
«Rôle de l’Activine A dans la cachexie cancéreuse humaine»
Fondation St-Luc to JP Thissen «Rôle de l’Activine
A dans l’atrophie musculaire de la cachexie
cancéreuse humaine»
Téléthon Belge et Association Française contre
les Myopathies (AFM-Téléthon) to S Brichard

Cell culture and molecular biology
Construction and generation of defective
adenovirus (biosecurity level 2)

Evaluation of islet cell biology

(dynamic hormone secretion in perifusion)

Hormone RIA and ELISA assays

(automatic pipetting, gamma and beta counters)

Electrophysiology (patch-clamp)
Live-cell imaging systems

(excitation and emission fluorescence ratio,
highly sensitive EMCDD cameras, photon
counting mode)

Confocal microscopy (spinning disc), TIRF
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The Division of Endocrinology
and Nutrition
UCL Saint-Luc University Hospital
The clinical division of endocrinology and nutrition of the UCL Saint-Luc university hospital is
tightly connected to several research areas developed in the pole of endocrinology, diabetes
and nutrition (EDIN) and all the academic staff
members working in our division are members of the Institute of Clinical Research (IREC).
These close relationships provide large opportunities to develop common translational
research projects, to collaborate with the other
members of the Institute and to further expand
our knowledge and understanding of the pathophysiological processes operating in diabetes,
obesity and endocrine diseases.
The division also provides a wide range of services for patients with any endocrine pathology.
Areas of special expertise include the management of patients with type 1 diabetes, severe
metabolic syndrome, insulin resistance and
obesity, other specific causes of diabetes (i.e.
mucoviscidosis and haemochromatosis), thyroid cancer, thyroid ophthalmopathy, as well
as adrenal and pituitary tumours. For many
of these diseases, an optimal decision-taking
process is made in the frame of regular multidisciplinary team meetings.
Our clinical research activities are also conducted in collaboration with colleagues from our own
and other departments (i.e. cardiology, biology,
pediatrics, endocrine surgery and neurosurgery,
ophthalmology,...) and regularly lead to important
publications in the field (see below). Among others,
recent studies have focused on new therapies in
type 2 diabetes and dyslipidaemia, reducing cardio-vascular risk in patients with the metabolic
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The Service of Endocrinology
and Diabetes
CHU Dinant-Godinne UCL Namur
Our activities are firstly those of clinicians who,
owing to a staff of two, must deal with all fields
of endocrinology including diabetes, thyroid, pituitary and adrenal diseases as well as obesity.
Therefore, this allows us to look after a large
number of patients in whom sometimes, rare
diagnoses are made providing a questioning
and a thorough search for underlying pathophysiological mechanisms. We thus favour this
daily thought process that may lead to report
interesting cases (for instance about multiple
endocrine neoplasia, Cushing syndrome, phaeochromocytoma etc). We also help the trainee
doctors to write them, which is a part of our
teaching mission. Beyond these reports, the review and analysis of clinical series enables us to
elucidate the characteristics of some diseases
and draw important messages.
As an example, we studied the incidence and
the risk factors of new onset diabetes after lung
transplantation, which was presented at the annual meeting of the European Association for the
Study of Diabetes. We also carried out studies in
close co-operation with teams of other specialities such as endocrine surgery or neurosurgery.
The former allowed us to disclose in a series of
patients with hyper- parathyroidism the importance of magnetic resonance imaging to locate
parathyroid adenoma, the latter to write a review
paper including guidelines about the management of pituitary incidentalomas. Other works

were done in collaboration with other institutions either in Belgium or abroad. In this respect,
studies in the field of prolactinomas are worth
mentioning. So, we analysed the characteristics
and the prognosis of giant prolactinomas in women. We also linked our activities with those of
basic science thanks to specialised techniques
(molecular biology or cell cultures) performed
in research laboratories. For instance, a large
amount of our research focused on the role of
the endothelin system in the pathogenesis of
thyroid cancer and on the search for prognosis
factors in pituitary tumours. Finally, we created a thyroid clinic providing a multidisciplinary
evaluation of thyroid disease including notably
fine-needle aspiration cytology and discussion
of recently published research in that field. ¢
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POLE OF EPIDEMIOLOGY
AND BIOSTATISTICS
Epidemiology and biostatistics are methods. With a methodological perspective, the scope
of the research Pole EPID is in line with the NHS definition of «clinical research», involving
patient-oriented research, epidemiological- and behavioral research, and evaluation of results and impact of care and health services.
• In patient-oriented research, EPID provides and participates in the design of clinical trials that
can be implemented by other teams, data collection, epidemiological- and statistical analysis, and
the writing of publication papers. From clinical series, EPID develops new methods to improve the
diagnosis of diseases and EPID conducts follow-up studies to assess risk and prognosis of patients.
• In the field of epidemiological- and behavioral research, EPID implements or participates
in an original work on the following topics: early detection of cardiovascular risk, control
of infectious diseases, malnutrition and micronutrients deficiencies, environmental health,
and priority health-related problems in developing countries.
• In the field of results-oriented health care, EPID addresses the following topics: evidence-based medicine, telemedicine, occupational health, maternal- and child health, urban health, and health system assessment.
Research topics of EPID are conducted in industrialized countries or in developing countries,
with collaborations as a common denominator in all research projects.
Because of its large involvement in the teaching of research methods for Master degrees
and for PhD degrees in health sciences, EPID works in close connection with many diseasesoriented research teams. These collaborations are mentioned with project presentation.
Research projects reported below are divided according to the three pillars of the NIH definition but many of these projects are overlapping two axes of this definition. For example,
epidemiological studies are often linked to disease control programs in the health system. We
choose to report each project according to its main axis.
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 BELGIUM–HF Six-month prospective registry
of a daily telemonitoring of heart rate, blood pressure, and weight to predict heart failure worsening
in patients followed by general physicians in Belgium. (www.belgium-hf.be)
Collaboration with Société scientifique de médecine générale (SSMG), Brussels Heart Center asbl,
Touring asbl, Vitalsys sa, Belgacom mobile sa.
J Col, J Ambroise, S Vercauteren, M Castadot, M
Vanhalewijn, J Ambroise, K Sawadog

 Setting up a Center of applied statistics (CESA)
and development of a PhD school to support clinical research at the Universidad Mayor San Simon,
Cochabamba, Bolivia.
Collaboration and financial support from ARESCCD (www.ares-ac.be)
W Trujilo

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS

Patient-oriented research
projects and supports

 Development of a PhD school to support clini-

cal- and epidemiological research at the University
of Medicine Pham Ngoc Thach, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam.
Collaboration and financial support from ARESCCD (www.ares-ac.be)
D The Nguyen. ¢

 Progression-free survival rate as the main end-

point for designing phase II cancer clinical trials.
Collaboration with European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancers (EORTC).
J Francart, R Sylvester

Statistical models for backscattered ultrasonic
data in order to develop a non-invasive diagnostic
procedure to detect ovarian cancers.
Collaboration with AMD HistoScanningTM.
E Vaes, D Nir



 The beta distribution for quality control of fluorescence in situ hybridation (FISH) diagnostic test.
Collaboration with IREC-SLUC.
M Santiago, H Poirel, G Ameye

Iron overload in children undergoing cancer
treatments.
Collaboration with IREC-PEDI.
M De Ville de Goyet, B Brichard



AdvISER-PYRO : Amplicon Identication using
SparsE Representation of PYROsequencing signal.
Collaboration with IREC-CTMA
J Ambroise, JL Gala



 Design of a multicenter crossover phase III trial
to compare the effect of two resins on the potassium reduction in patients with renal dialysis.
Collaboration with IREC-NEFR
L Labriola, M Jadoul
 Reliability and validity of a kinematic spine model

during active trunk movements in healthy subjects
and non-specific chronic low back pain patients.
Collaboration with IoNS - B Hidalgo, C Detrembleur

Epidemiological- and behavioral
research projects
Epidemiological-

and environmental study
of Lyme disease, anaplasmosis and tularaemia
among veterinarians, hunters, farmers, and foresters in Wallonia, Belgium.
Collaboration with Rily-Emporiatrie, Earth and Life
Sciences Institute (ELI), IREC-MBLG, Laboratory
for Vector-Borne Diseases from Queen Astrid Military Hospital, CERVA.
V Luyasu, S Vanwambeke, B Kabamba, P Heyman,
C Cochez, M Mori, M de Keukeleire

Monitoring of Lyme disease risk in scouts during
summer camps.
Collaboration with Rily-Emporiatrie, Les Scouts asbl.
V Luyasu, M Navarre, M de keukeleire
Epidemiology of sexually transmitted infections and
HIV in Burkina Faso: Implications for control programs.
F Kirakoya , N Nagot
Molecular epidemiology of multiple Plasmodium
falciparum infections in Burkina Faso. Contribution
of a demographic surveillance system and impact
on malaria control programs.
Collaboration with Muraz Biomedical Center, Nanoro, Burkina Faso. - O Samadoulougou, H Tinto
Quality of life of patients with HIV/AIDS in Burkina Faso.
Collaboration with the Public Health School of University of Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
F Bakiono, L Ouedraogo
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Epidemiology of onchocerciasis in Cameroon
for strengthening the elimination program.
Collaboration with Université libre de Bruxelles, Centre
de Recherche sur les Filarioses et autres maladies
Tropicales du Cameroun, University of Buea, and financial support from ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
J Souopgui, J Kamgno, F Dissak, G-R Kamga
Epidemiological

study of iodine deficiency or
excess, impact on maternal- and neonatal thyroid
function, and development of a control strategy in
Lubumbashi, RD Congo.
Collaboration with Université libre de Bruxelles, Cliniques universitaires de Lubumbashi, and financial
support from ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
P Donnen, P Kalenga, L Habimana

Survey on knowledge, attitude, and practices
(KAP) about goiter in Kapolowe, DR Congo.
Collaboration with Cliniques universitaires de Lubumbashi, and financial support from ARES-CCD
(www.ARES-CCD.be)
C de Meester de Ravestein, P Kalenga
Epidemiology of congenital anomalies and setting
up a registry in the Province of Binh Thuan, Vietnam.
Collaboration with UPNT, BT Health Services, IRECSLUC, and financial support from ARES-CCD (www.
ares-ac.be) - T Hoang, D Nguyen, R Reding
Epidemiology of stage 3-5 chronic kidney disease in

Vietnamese children, as compared with Belgian children.
Collaboration with Nhi Dong 2 Children Hospital
and University of Medicine Pham Ngoc Thach in
HoChiMinhCity, IREC-CHEX, and financial support
from ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
HTT Mong, D Nguyen, R Reding, F Janssen, Dang LNN

Epidemiology of kidney- and urogenital anoma-

lies in children under 6 years of age and congenital
anomaly detection. Studies at the general population level in two districts of Ho Chi Minh City.
Collaboration with Hopital des enfants Reine Fabiola (HUDERF) in Brussels, Nhi Dong 2 Hospital and
University of Medicine Pham Ngoc Thach in HoChiMinhCity, and financial support from ARES-CCD
(www.ares-ac.be)
N Dang Le Nhu, H Tran Thi Mong, F Janssen

 Pharmaco-epidemiological studies on noncancer-related drugs.
Collaboration with the Belgian Cancer Registry
J Francart, E Vaes, H De Schutter ¢
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Results-oriented health care
and health system supports
 Audit study on renal- and kidney replacement
surgery at the Cliniques Universitaires St-Luc,
between 2006 and 2010.
Collaboration with IREC-SLUC and IREC-CHEX
C Niyigaba, D Ngoumtsa, R Reding, P Gianello
Cooperation instruments in support of sector
policies. Evaluation of the health sector-wide approach (SWAP) at the district level in Tanzania.
Collaboration with ULB, ULg, WHO, and financial
support from ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
V Zinnen, D Porignon
Development of a health network for improving
children care, and congenital anomaly detection in
the Province of Dong Nai in Vietnam.
Collaboration with Nhi Dong 2 Hospital and
University of Medicine Pham Ngoc Thach in HoChiMinhCity, HUDERF, IREC-SLUC, and financial
support from ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
Hoang T, D Nguyen, P Goyens, R Reding
Public health programs to promoting physical

activities among junior high school students in
Ho Chi Minh City in order to reduce an emerging
problem of excess use of small-screen recreation
activities associated with an increasing prevalence of obesity in adolescents.
Collaboration with UPNT, and financial support
from ARES-CCD.
P Nguyen Ngoc Van, K Hong

Support

in the development of a researchoriented Master degree in public health at the
University of Lubumbashi, DR Congo.
Collaboration with ULB and financial support from
ARES-CCD (www.ares-ac.be)
P Donnen

Phytopharmacovigilance

et observatoire des
résidus de pesticides ; évaluation des risques
pour la santé humaine, la santé animale, la santé
végétale.
Groupe de travail de l’Agence nationale de sécurité
sanitaire de l’alimentation, de l’environnement et
du travail, Paris, France (www.anses.fr)
M Hulin, M Merlo ¢

Matlab software
 R project software
BMDP, SAS, SPSS, STATA, EpiInfo
softwares for statistical analysis

SOLAS software for missing data analysis
nQuery, PASS softwares for power
analysis and sample sizes computation

nTerm software for interim analysis
S.A.G.E., JMP genomics software
SigmaPlot software for graphics
PhD dissertation
in the last 10 years
1 | Distribution de l’IgF-1 chez les enfants de 0 à 5
ans au Burkina Faso (Kouanda Séni, 2008)
2 | Epidémiologie de l’insuffisance rénale chronique
chez l’enfant. Données du registre pédiatrique belge
2001-2005 et adaptation à Ho Chi Minh Ville, Vietnam
(Tran Thi Mong Hiep, 2009)
3 | Progression-free survival rate as the main endpoint for designing phase II cancer clinical trials
(Francart Julie, 2010)
4 | Evaluation of Mycobacterium ulcerans disease’s
possible determinants (Nackers Fabienne, 2010)
5 | Cooperation instruments in support of sector
policies. Evaluation of the health sector-wide approach
at the district level in Tanzania (Zinnen Véronique, 2010)
6 | Statistical models for backscattered ultrasonic
data in order to develop a non-invasive diagnostic
procedure to detect ovarian cancers – HistoScan
(Vaes Evelien, 2011)
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EQUIPMENT

PhD projects currently
in progress
1 | Paludisme et Grossesse : Efficacité et sécurité des
combinaisons thérapeutiques à base d’artémisinine
chez la femme enceinte au Burkina Faso.
Bihoun Biebo
2 | Belgian pharmacoepidemiological research on
non-cancer-related drugs in female genital cancers.
Couttenier Alexandra
3 | Spatial heterogeneity of the tick-hostpathogen system: Spatial risk factors, including land
management, of tick-borne diseases distribution in
Belgium.
De Keukeleire Mathilde
4 | Impact du traitement à l’ivermectine sous
Directives communautaires sur le niveau d’endémie et
la transmission de l’onchocercose au Cameroun.
Kamga Guy-Roger
5 | Recherche pharmaco-épidémiologique sur l’effet
des médicaments non-oncologiques sur l’évolution
des cancers digestifs.
Lacroix Olivia
6 | Antenatal care, related factors and delivery
outcomes in a rural district of Southeast Vietnam.
Ngo Thi Thuy Dung
7 | Cartographie de la tuberculose et coûts dus à
cette maladie à Cochabamba, Bolivie.
Rojas Mattos Marcelo
8 | Epidémiologie moléculaire des infections
multiples de Plasmodium falciparum au Burkina
Faso: Contribution d’un système de surveillance
démographique et impact sur les programmes de
contrôle du paludisme.
Samadoulougou Ouindpanga Sékou
9 | Télésurveillance médicale dans la prise en charge
de l’insuffisance cardiaque.
Sawadogo Kiswendsida

7 | Epidemiology of sexually transmitted infections
and HIV in Burkina Faso. Implications for control
programs (Kirakoya Fati, 2012)
8 | Impact de la carence sur la fonction thyroïdienne
maternelle et néonatale à Lubumbashi, RD-Congo.
Etude épidémiologique (Habimana Laurence, 2013)
9 | External birth defects and neonatal mortality in the
Province of Binh Thuan, Vietnam (Hoang Truong, 2013)
10 | Overweight and obesity among adolescents in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam (Nguyen Ngoc Van Phuong, 2013)
11 | Early detection of uro-nephropathies in under-six children
in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam (Dang Le Nhu Nguyet, 2015)
12 | Quality of life of people living with HIV in Burkina
Faso (Bakiono Fidèle, 2015)
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Peer reviewed publications
since 2014
1 | Comparison of long-term outcome between
white and Vietnamese children treated for acute
lymphoblastic leukemia according to the FRALLE
2000 protocol. Hoang PTV, Ambroise J, Chi VLD,
Dekairelle A-F, Dupont S, Huynh N, Nguyen TB, Robert
A, Gala J-L, Vermylen C. J Pediatr Hematol Oncol
2014;36(7):534-540.
2 | Characteristics and determinants of partial
remission in children with type 1 diabetes using the
insulin-dose-adjusted A1c definition. Pecheur A,
Barrea T, Vandooren V, Beauloye V, Robert A, Lysy PA.
J Diabetes Res 2014: doi: 10.1155/2014/851378.
3 | Amplicon identification using SparsE
representation of multiplex PYROsequencing
signal (AdvISER-M-PYRO): Application to bacterial
resistance genotyping. Ambroise J, Deccache Y,
Irenge L, Savov E, Robert A, Gala JL. Bioinformatics
2014;30(24):3590-3597.
4 | Quality of life in people living with HIV: A crosssectional study in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
Bakiono F, Ouédraogo L, Sanou M, Samadoulougou S,
Guiguemdé PWL, Kirakoya-Samadoulougou F, Robert
A. SpringerPlus 2014;3(1):1-11.
5 | Are healthcare workers at higher risk of HIV infection
than the general population in Burkina Faso? KirakoyaSamadoulougou F, Fao P, Yaro S, Defer M-C, Meda N,
Robert A, Nagot N. Epidemiol Infect 2014;(3):662-670.
6 | High seroprevalence of hepatitis B virus and
hepatitis C virus among human immunodeficiency
virus carriers in blood donors of Burkina Faso: A need
for their screening before HARRT therapy. KirakoyaSamadoulougou F, Sanou M, Samadoulougou S,
Bakiono F, Kiénou K, Koumaré A, Dahourou H, Kaboré
I, Ouattara S, Nebié Y, Speybroeck N, Robert A. J Viral
Hepat 2014;21(7):e52-e53.
7 | Impact of preoperative symptoms on
postoperative survival in severe aortic stenosis:
Implications for the timing of surgery. Piérard S,
De Meester C, Seldrum S, Pasquet A, Gerber B,
Vancraeynest D, Robert A, El Khoury G, Noirhomme
P, Vanoverschelde J-L. Ann Thorac Surg
2014;97(3):803-809.
8 | High prevalence of thyroid dysfunction among
pregnant women in lubumbashi, Democratic
Republic of Congo. Habimana L, Twite KE, Daumerie
C, Wallemacq P, Donnen P, Kalenga MK, Robert A.
Thyroid 2014;24(3):568-575.
9 | Paracheck® rapid diagnostic test for detecting
malaria infection in under five children: A populationbased survey in Burkina Faso. Samadoulougou S,
Kirakoya-Samadoulougou F, Sarrassat S, Tinto H,
Bakiono F, Nebié I, Robert A. Malar J 2014; 13(1): doi:
10.1186/1475-2875-13-101.
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10 | Multilevel and geo-statistical modeling
of malaria risk in children of Burkina Faso.
Samadoulougou S, Maheu-Giroux M, KirakoyaSamadoulougou F, De Keukeleire M, Castro
MC, Robert A. Parasit Vectors 2014;7(1): doi:
10.1186/1756-3305-7-350.
11 | Multiplex pyrosequencing assay using
AdvISER-MH-PYRO algorithm: A case for rapid
and cost-effective genotyping analysis of prostate
cancer risk-associated SNPs. Ambroise J, Butoescu
V, Robert A, Tombal B, Gala J-L. BMC Med Genet
2015;16(1): doi: 10.1186/s12881-015-0186-x.
12 | Quality of life in persons living with HIV
in Burkina Faso: a follow-up over 12 months.
Bakiono F, Wendpouiré P, Guiguimdé L, Sanou M,
Ouédraogo L, Robert A. BMC Public Health 2015,15:
doi:10.1186/s12889-015-2444-4.
13 | Psychometric properties of Moore version of
WHOQOL HIV-BREF in persons living with HIV in
Burkina Faso. Bakiono F, Guiguimdé P, Wendpouiré L,
Samadoulougou O, Kirakoya F, Niamba PA, Ouédraogo
L, Robert A. J AIDS HIV Res 2015; 7(4): 36-43.
14 | Epidemiological situation of Lyme borreliosis
in Belgium, 2003 to 2012. Bleyenheuft C, Lernout
T, Berger N, Rebolledo J, Leroy M, Robert A, Quoilin
S. Arch Public Health 2015;73(1):33: doi:10.1186/
s13690-015-0079-7.
15 | Scouts, forests, and ticks: Impact of
landscapes on human-tick contacts. De Keukeleire
M, Vanwambeke SO, Somassè E, Kabamba
B, Luyasu V, Robert A. Ticks Tick Borne Dis
2015;6(5):636-644.
16 | Prospective cardiac MRI for the analysis of
biventricular function in children undergoing cancer
treatments. de Ville de Goyet M, Brichard B, Robert
A, Renard L, Veyckemans F, Vanhoutte L, Moniotte
S. Pediatr Blood Cancer 2015;62(5):867-874.
17 | Comparative pharmacogenetic analysis of
risk polymorphisms in Caucasian and Vietnamese
children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia :
Prediction of therapeutic outcome? Vu Hoang PT,
Ambroise J, Dekairelle A-F, Durant J-F, Butoescu
V, Dang Chi VL, Huynh N, Nguyen TB, Robert
A, Vermylen C, Gala J-L. Br J Clin Pharmacol
2015;79(3):429-440.
18 | Clinical Features and Outcome of Typhoid
Fever and Invasive Non-Typhoidal Salmonellosis in
a Tertiary Hospital in Belgium: Analysis and Review
of the literature. Yombi JC, Martins l, Vandercam
B, Rodrigues H, Robert A Acta Clin Belg 2015;
70(4):265-271 .
19 | Fertility preservation in the male pediatric
population: Factors influencing the decision of
parents and children. Wyns C, Collienne C, Shenfield
F, Robert A, Laurent P, Roegiers L, Brichard B. Hum
Reprod 2015;30(9):2022-2030.
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20 | Iodine concentration in cooking salt consumed
in Lubumbashi and the iodine status of vulnerable
people: case study of pregnant women living in
underprivileged areas. Banza BI, Simbi Lumbu
JB, Donnen P, Kabange Twite E, Mikobi Kwete D,
Mwadianvita Kazadi C, Okolonken Ozoza J, Habimana
L, Kayamba Kalenga PM, Robert A. Pan Afr Med J
2016;23(129): doi:10.11604/pamj.2016.23.129.7645.
21 | Reliability and reproducibility of chest wall
expansion measurement in young healthy adult.
Debouche S, Pitance L, Robert A, Liistro G, Reychler G.
Respir Care 2016; in press.
22 | Excessive screen viewing time by adolescents
and body fatness in a developing country: Vietnam.
Nguyen PVN, Hong TK, Nguyen DT, Robert A. Asia Pac
J Clin Nutr 2016;25(1):174-183.
23 | Current status and actual need for pediatric
liver transplantation in Southern Vietnam. Nguyen
TC, Robert A, Nguyen PVN, Nguyen NM, Truong
DO, Goyens P, Reding R. Pediatr Transplant
2016;20(2):215-221.
24 | Reproducibility of the Sputum Color Evaluation
Depends on the Category of Caregivers. Reychler
G, Andre E, Couturiaux L, Hohenwarter K, Liistro G,
Pieters T, Robert A. Respir Care 2016 :
doi: 10.4187/respcare.04547.
25 | Interaction between the Kansas City
Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire and the Pocock’s
clinical score in predicting heart failure outcomes.
Sawadogo K, Ambroise J, Vercauteren S, Castadot M,
Vanhalewyn M, Col J, Robert A. Qual Life Res 2016;
PMID:26456163.
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Jean-Luc Balligand
MD, PhD

R Aurélia DePauw, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Debora Grasso, PhD Student

R Nerea Hermida Blanco, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Valérie Marchand, PhD student (FATH/REMA)

R Irina Lobysheva, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Valéry L Payen, PhD Student

R Nancy Van Overstraeten, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Florence Polet, PhD Student

R Emilie André, PhD Student

R Joao Santiago de Jesus, PhD student

R Flavia Dei Zotti, PhD Student

R Martina Sboarina, PhD Student

R Virginie Joris, PhD Student

R Quentin Spillier, PhD student

R Thomas Metzinger, PhD Student

R Vincent Van Hée, PhD Student

R Virginie Montiel, MD, PhD Student

R Laetitia Vanhoutte, MD, PhD Student

R Lucie Pothen, MD, PhD Student

R Marie-Joséphine Fontenille, Technician

R Lucie Caërou, Technician

R Laurie Gargill, Technician

R Hrag Esfahani, Technician

R Céline Guilbaud, Technician

R Adrien Strapart, Technician

R Laurenne Petit, Technician
R Morgane Tardy, Technician

Chantal Dessy, PhD

ONCO

R Piotr Bański, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Thibaut Vazeille, Technician

R Lucie Brisson, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Delphine De Mulder, Technician

R Andrea Cacace, Postdoctoral Fellow

Olivier Feron, PhD

R Cyril Corbet, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Delphine Thibou, Animal Technician

R Pierre Danhier, Postdoctoral Fellow (FATH/REMA)

R Emmanuel Vandenhooft, Animal Technician

R Ruben Martherus, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Marie-Pierre Landenne, secretary

R Jhudit Pérez-Escuredo, Postdoctoral Fellow

R Cyril Mougin, account manager

R Adan Pinto, Postdoctoral Fellow
R Paolo E Porporato, Postdoctoral Fellow
R Caroline Louis, Junior Project developer
R Bjorn Baselet, PhD Student (FATH/SCK-CEN)
R Géraldine De Preter, PhD Student (FATH/REMA)
R Bastien Doix, PhD student
R Xavier Drozac, PhD Student (FATH/MOST)

Pierre Sonveaux, PhD

R Claver Fatankawa, PhD student

PHARMACOLOGY
& THERAPEUTICS (FATH)
Traditionally oriented towards cell signaling, the 4 groups of the Pole of Pharmacology
and Therapeutics have diversified their fields of interest with 2 groups mainly involved in
cardiac and vascular biology and 2 groups in cancer biology and metabolism. While doing
so, the realization that many biological paradigms are common to the 2 fields and that
their study requires similar experimental approaches was an impetus to develop transdisciplinary projects that would allow scientific cross-fertilization and easier access to a
larger panel of shared equipment and techniques. Typical examples include collaborative
projects on angiogenesis, vascular-parenchyma/stroma interactions, tissue/cellular responses to oxidant stress or hypoxia and reciprocal regulation of metabolism and signaling.
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J.-L. Balligand, C. Dessy, O. Feron
The synthases producing nitric oxide (NO), an ubiquitous messenger radical, belong to a family of three
isoforms, each encoded by a specific gene. Our laboratory has a long-standing interest in the molecular
regulation of the activity of these NOS, particularly eNOS
(the isoform originally identified in endothelial cells),
through post-translational mechanisms. These include
allosteric modulation through protein-protein interactions with the chaperone, hsp90 and the caveolar-coat
protein, caveolin. Recently, we focused our analysis
on the impact of co-localization in rafts/caveolae of
eNOS with other effectors, such as isoforms of NADPH oxidase on NOS coupled activity (i.e. its ability to
produce NO vs. superoxide anions), NO bioavailability
and NO-dependent endothelial function. We found that
vasoactive peptides such as Angiotensin II promote the
assembly and activation of NADPH oxidase together
with eNOS in rafts/caveolae, resulting in NOS uncoupling, ROS production and endothelial dysfunction.
Similar mechanisms are being dissected in response
to other receptor-mediated signaling, e.g. beta3-adrenoreceptors, in cardiac myocytes (Fig 1). In the field of
cancer, we have recently identified the lack of caveolin and acidic conditions both observed in the tumor
vasculature as a favorable ground for nitrite-driven
angiogenesis and vasodilation; these pathways are currently explored for therapeutic purposes. ¢

Paramagnetic nitrosylated
haemoglobin as a biomarker
of vascular oxidant stress and
NO bioavailability

PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS

Biology of nitric oxide synthases (NOS)

Ir. Lobysheva, F. Dei Zotti, J-L Balligand
We have developed an EPR-based subtraction technique to quantitate paramagnetic nitrosyl-heme
complexes (Hb-NO) from hemoglobin in intact venous erythrocytes, that we correlated with NOS
activity and NO production in vessels ex vivo and
with endothelium-dependent systolic blood pressure variability. Recently, similar Hb-NO signals
were obtained in humans and correlated with endothelial function measured with peripheral arterial
tonometry (PAT). We have studied the biochemical
determinants of Hb-NO formation in erythrocytes
in pathophysiologic conditions (dependence on
oxygen, pH, temperature), the influence of endogenous antioxidants (SOD, catalase, peroxiredoxins,
glutathione) and of erythrocyte eNOS. Current development of this assay (standardization of sampling
conditions, automated EPR spectral quantitation)
and validation in prospective cohorts of patients with
cardiovascular risk factors aim at the development
of HbNO as a biomarker of NO-dependent endothelial function ex vivo.

Mechanistic studies of the
determinants of the adaptive
versus maladaptive remodeling
of the stressed heart
E. Dubois, N. Hermida , H. Esfahani,
L. Vanhoutte, O. Feron, V. Montiel
C Dessy, J.-L. Balligand

Figure 1 Integrated influence of paracrine and autocrine NO on
cardiac function. - EEndothelial NO production paracrinally increases
myocyte distensibility. eNOS in caveolae activated by muscarinic and
beta-adrenergic receptors (i.e. beta3-AR) attenuates the beta1/2adrenergic inotropic effect and potentiates the cholinergic effect,
resulting in attenuated chronotropic effects, cooperatively with pre-synaptic nNOS. The overall effect is increased lusitropy with increased
diastolic interval, which promote ventricular perfusion and filling. The
increased distensibility also promotes the recruitment of contractile reserve by stretch, which activates eNOS, a mediator of the slow
increase in calcium transient and contraction force (Anrep effect).
SR re-filling, in turn, is promoted by nNOS-derived NO, so that both
isoforms contribute to potentiation of EC coupling and diastoly and
attenuate remodeling. ec: endothelial cell; cm: cardiac myocyte; ps:
parasympathic; os: orthosympathic; sr: sarcoplasmic reticulum; ach:
acetylcholine; nad: noradrenaline. Adapted from J.-L. Balligand et al
(2009) Physiol Rev. 89(2):481-534

In response to neurohormonal, inflammatory or mechanical stress, the heart undergoes cellular and tissular
remodeling that initially participates to the adaptation of
cardiac pump function to increased load but ultimately
may lead to cardiac failure. Although probably part of a
continuum, each stage is associated with cumulative,
albeit distinctive molecular events and identification of
critical signaling driving towards a more adaptive or deleterious phenotype would improve both early diagnosis
and therapy of heart failure. We used a number of genetically-modified mouse models and compared their
phenotype in response to standardized stresses that
promote remodeling (i.e. minipump infusion of neurohormones, infarction from LAD ligation, trans-aortic
constriction, calibrated chronic exercise) allowing us to
identify several regulators of hypertrophic remodelling.
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Cardioprotection by
beta3-adrenergic receptors
Although originally identified in beige/brown fat, the
third isotype of beta-adrenoceptors is expressed in
rodent and human coronary endothelial cells and
cardiac myocytes, where it exerts effects that are
antipathetic to those of beta1- and beta2-adrenoceptors. To test whether its activation is protective
or deleterious in conditions of stress, we used transgenic mice with cardiac-specific expression of the
human beta3-adrenoceptor. We found that cardiac
beta3AR attenuate hypertrophy through activation
of eNOS and nNOS and downstream activation of
cGMP-dependent pathways that inactivate pro-hypertrophic signalling, such as NFAT. Strikingly, cardiac
myocyte expression of beta3AR modulates paracrine
signalling that attenuates fibrosis, as demonstrated
in mice with either genetic expression or selective deletion (Cre-Lox) of the beta3AR in cardiac myocytes
We modelled inter-cellular cross-talk by building a
superfusion model in vitro, and through proteomic
analysis of the “secretome” of myocytes, we identified critical pro-fibrotic cytokines and matricellular
proteinsthat are downregulatedby cardiac beta3AR.
In particular, we found that beta3AR exerts anti-oxidant effects through nNOS that results in decreased
expression and paracrine production of CCN2/CTGF.

beta3AR are upregulated in cardiac disease and
resistant to homologous desensitization, we reasoned that, given its cardiac and vascular protective
properties, it could be an attractive target in human
cardiac disease. Therefore, we designed and initiated
a multi-centric, European prospective randomized
clinical trial testing the “re-purposing” of a beta3AR
agonist, mirabegron (currently indicated in overactive
bladder disease) in patients with structural cardiac
remodelling (stage B-AHA) who have or are at risk of
developing heart failure with preserved ejection (HFpEF). Primary endpoints will be the progression of
LV mass (by cardiac MRI) and diastolic function (by
Doppler-echocardiography); secondary endpoints
will include cardiac fibrosis, VO2 max, metabolic
parameters and several biomarkers; in particular, a
substudy will examine the effect of chronic administration of mirabegron on beige/brown fat mass and
activity (by 18FDG-PET scan), as well as endothelial
function and circulating HbNO. This comprehensive
study (registered as ISRCTN 65055502) will test the
validity of the concept of myocardial protection by
beta3AR in real-life patients. This investigator-initiated trial is funded by the European Commission
through a Horizon2020 grant (see www.beta3lvh.eu)

Further work is being developed in collaboration with
colleagues at Institut du Thorax, Nantes, The Institute
for Cardiomyopathies, Heidelberg and Eppendorf Universität, Hamburg to further dissect signalling events
using, e.g., transgenic mice expressing compartmentspecific FRET reporters for cAMP and cGMP.
In addition, cardiac autoantibodies, e.g. resulting
from autoimmunity against the cardiac beta1-adrenergic receptor were documented to play an active
role in the pathogenesis of dilated cardiomyopathy.
We have generated a mouse model of hypertrophic
remodeling associated with immunization against
a peptide sequence of the second extracellular loop
of beta1-adrenoceptors. effects Comparative effects
of similar immunization have been tested in transgenic mouse models expressing a cardiac beta3AR
and their wild-type controls. Effects on several aspects of remodeling (hypertrophy, fibrosis, function/
flow) we recharacterized in these mice with a 11.7T
MRI equipped with a cardiac antenna, together with
specific algorithms for optimal imaging, and demonstrated protection by the beta3AR.
Translation to human disease: the beta3-lvh study
Because we found that, contrary to beta1-2AR,
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Figure 2 - B3AR are expressed in cardiac myocytes, endothelial cells
and adipocytes. B3AR activation in myocytes produces nitric oxide
that, together with protection from oxidant stress, contributes to protection from hypertrophy, ischemia/reperfusion and oxidative damage.
This is reinforced from paracrine NO produced following activation
of endothelial B3AR, together with vasorelaxation, angiogenesis and
improved coronary perfusion. Cardiac B3AR activation also modifies
paracrine signaling to fibroblasts resulting in decreased fibrosis. Sympathetic activation of B3AR in adipose tissue promotes “browning”
of adipocytes with increased energy expenditure (through increased
lipolysis and non-shivering thermogenesis) that contributes further
cardiovascular benefit from improved metabolic risk factors (From
Balligand JL (2016) Cardiovasc Res)

We characterized the expression of isoforms of
AQP in cardiac and vascular tissues and demonstrated that AQP1 is expressed both on cardiac
myocytes and endothelial cells. Strickingly, AQP1deficient mice exhibit microcardia, which cannot
be explained by changes in peripheral hemodynamics or renal water loss. These studies are
being extended the setting of hypertrophic remodelling using both isolated cardiac myocytes and
stressed mice from both genotypes, as well as
human cardiomyopathies.
Nitric oxide and Cardiac Progenitor cells
Cardiac progenitor cells (CPC) are increasingly
recognized as important players in myocardial
remodelling. Accordingly, we have used a model
of Sca1+ CPC isolated by MACS from adult mice
to study the influence of nitric oxide signalling on
their differentiation towards the cardiac lineage.
Using both monocultures of clonal CPC and cocultures with cardiac myocytes, we observed
that exogenous or paracrine NO promotes the
expression of cardiac differentiation markers;
when combined with mechanical stimulation
(co-culture with beating myocytes), these CPC
develop calcium transients and contractile activity upon pacing. Mechanistically, NO promotes
differentiation by inhibiting the canonical Wnt
pathway through a cGMP-dependent inhibition of
beta-catenin. The effect of paracrine NO was reproduced in vivo, where GFP-labeled CPC injected
in the peri-infarct region after coronary ligature
exhibited more differentiation in mice expressing
a cardiac-specific transgenic eNOS compared to
their wild-type controls. ¢

Pathogenic mechanisms
of endothelial dysfunction
in atherosclerosis and metabolic
syndrome
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Aquaporin and cardiac remodelling

T. Metzinger, V Joris,L. Pothen, I. Lobysheva,
J.-L. Balligand, C. Dessy
Numerous studies have emphasized the pivotal
role of endothelial dysfunction in the development,
progression or clinical complications of atherosclerosis. Although it plays multiple functions, a
reduced vasodilatory response to pharmacological stimulation constitutes a recognized indicator
of a dysfunctional endothelium. It results from a
rupture of the controlled balance between production and release of endothelial relaxing (NO, EDHF,
PGI2) and contracting factors (ET-1, TxA2 and
PGs). NAFLD and cardiovascular risk
Lifestyle-related risk factors and among them
insufficient intake of key nutrients or overconsumption of fat and energy play a key role in the
development of cardiovascular diseases. Western diets are characterized by low intake of n-3
PUFA compensated by excessive amounts of n-6
PUFA, representing a low n-3/n-6 PUFA ratio. Poor
dietary n-3 PUFA intake has consistently been associated with an increased risk for cardiovascular
events and inflammation. In collaboration with
colleagues from LDRI/UCL, we have recently developed a new experimental model to study the
impact of dietary quality on vascular function.
After 12 weeks of n-3 PUFA depletion, apoE KO
mice have developped endothelial dysfunction in
mesenteric arteries, associated with high level of
non-HDLcholesterol, low level of circulating HbNO, and hepato-steatosis linked to upregulation
of lipogenesis. Interestingly, alterations in vascular
function and lipid metabolism are totally independent of obesity and inflammation rendering it ideal
to study the effects dietary and pharmacological
interventions on endothelial function.
Thromboxane and endothelium dysfunction
The formation of prostacyclin (PGI2), thromboxane
(TxA2), and isoprostanes is markedly enhanced in
patients with atherosclerosis. Activation of TxA2
receptors (TP receptors) causes potent vasoconstriction and induces increased formation of
superoxide anions (O2-) and peroxynitrite (ONOO),
a product of rapid reaction of O2-. with NO that
accelerates NO degradation and reduces its avai65
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lability. In the last decades, numerous reports have
suggested that TP-receptors antagonism can not
only have antiplatelet effects but also impact endothelial dysfunction as well as the inflammatory
component of atherosclerosis. Failure to inhibit
deleterious isoprostanes synthesis explains why
the latter components did not live up to the expectations in clinical trials. Therapeutic interest
has thus switched to compounds that combine
thromboxane synthase inhibition and TP receptor
antagonism, such as BM-573. In previous in vitro
and ex vivo studies, BM-573 has been demonstrated as a potent dual compound able to reduce TxA2
production by TxAS inhibition and to prevent the
action of TxA2 by blocking the TP receptors. In addition to its antiplatelet and antithrombotic effects,
BM-573 has proven to be effective in different
animal models of cardiovascular diseases where
levels of TxA2 are increased. We have recently demonstrated that acute and chronic treatments with
BM-573 restore endothelial function, NO bioavailability, oxidative stress and systolic blood pressure
in apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE-KO) mice. Both
treatments were able to reduce endothelium-derived contractile factor(s). Together with a previous
report showing a prevention of plaque progression by
BM-573 in conductance vessels in the same mouse
model, our data provide additional rationale to combine antagonism of TP receptors and TxAS inhibition
as a therapeutic modality to prevent the vascular deleterious consequences of atherogenesis.
The metabolic syndrome combines several risk
factors for endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis, including dyslipidemia. Statins (HMGCoA inhibitors) are classically used to treat lipid
disorders, but are endowed with ancillary (“pleiotropic”) effects on cardiac and vascular biology.
Using genetically modified mouse models that
are resistant to lipid lowering effects of statins
(e.g. LDLr or ApoE KO mice) we identified several lipid-independent effects of statins on blood
pressure regulation, vascular NO production and
myocardial fibrosis. We assigned specific mechanisms for these beneficial effects, e.g. statininduced PPAR-gamma activation of superoxide
dismutase (SOD) expression or activation of
AMPK in cardiac fibroblasts.
“Memory effects” on the endothelium through
epigenetic mechanisms
Many “aggressors” to the endothelium, such as
high glucose, oxidized lipoproteins or elements of
the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system leave
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enduring activation marks on the endothelium
that persist despite interruption of the endothelial stress. This results in permanent endothelial
dysfunction that may even be inheritable through
epigenetic regulation of specific gene expression
in endothelial cells. We have established in vitro and in vivo models of “metabolic memory” in
endothelial cells that result in such enduring dysfunction, e.g. with increased production of reactive
oxygen species. Current work aims at unveiling the
epigenetic marks in endothelial cells that may be
common or specific to these stressors, so as to
identify potential nodal points possibly amenable
to therapeutic modulation. ¢

Alteration of the endothelial
phenotype in response to
ischemia/reperfusion, intermittent
hypoxia or radiotherapy
G. Rath, V. Montiel, T. Copetti, P. Sonveaux,
O. Feron, J.-L. Balligand, C. Dessy
Ischemia/reperfusion
Treatment of ischemic heart diseases relies on
an early return of blood flow to ischemic zones
of the myocardium. However, reperfusion on its
own has the potential to cause further irreversible
myocardial cell injury and endothelial dysfunction
as the consequence of a burst of reactive free radicals such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), and
pro-inflammatory cytokines. In 1986, the pioneer
work of Murry demonstrated that exposing the
heart to transient sublethal ischemia and reperfusion, protects the myocardium against functional
damage and cell death caused by a subsequent
sustained ischemia. This phenomenon, called ischemic preconditioning, has since proven to be
true in both animals and humans, and in many
organs including the vascular endothelium. Nitric oxide (NO) being the best characterized and,
likely, the most important endothelial factor, many
studies hypothesized its involvement in the molecular cascade that leads to preconditioning in
both myocardial and vascular tissues. Indeed, in
the vasculature, a protective effect of ischemic
preconditioning on the endothelium relaxation
has been documented to be NO-mediated. In resistance arteries, however, the control of vascular
tone not only depends on NO bioavailability but
also on the generation of endothelium-derived
hyperpolarization (EDH(F)). The key mediators of

As the consequences of ischemia/reperfusion
and ischemic preconditioning in resistance arteries remain virtually unaddressed, we have
investigated the impact of hypoxia and reoxygenation on endothelial relaxation to specifically
clarify the role of TRPV4 channels and gap junctions. By mimicking ischemia-reperfusion we
have documented impairment in NO-mediated
relaxation and an up-regulation of EDHF-mediated relaxation. Hypoxic preconditioning however
restored the NO mediated relaxation and further
improved the EDHF-mediated response. An increase in expression and activity of the TRPV4
channels associated with a higher concentration
of caveolae at the membrane probably potentiate
the EDHF response under hypoxia and promotion
of inter-cellular coupling through gap junctions
most probably trigger the vascular protective effect of preconditioning.
Thus our work provides further evidence on
how TRPV4 and connexins may participate to
preserve vasorelaxation under ischemic conditions and restore the NO-mediated pathway in
ischemic preconditioning conditions. Unexpectedly, pointing out caveolae as a common signaling
platform, our results further suggest an intimate
relationship between NO and EDH(F) signaling
that remains to be investigated.
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EDH(F) signaling are nowadays clearly identified.
Accordingly, EDH(F) is triggered by an elevation of
the cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration in endothelial
cells ([Ca2+]i) and the final opening of Ca2+-activated potassium channels (KCa) expressed either
on endothelium or on smooth muscle cells. In this
context, we have demonstrated the obligatory role
of the TRPV4 channels in the endothelium-dependent vascular relaxation, as their genetic deletion
affected both the NO and EDHF components of
the relaxation to muscarinic cholinergic stimulation. Also, in many resistance vessels, vascular
gap junction integrity is a requisite for vascular
smooth muscle cell hyperpolarization to occur.
We have demonstrated that the EDH(F)-mediated
relaxation was totally absent in caveolin-1 (cav-1)
deficient mice, where the expression of connexins
(Cx43, 40, and 37) was reduced and myo-endothelial gap junctions were altered.

Figure 3 Schematic overview on how TRPV4, connexins
and their caveolar location may participate to preserve
vasorelaxation under ischemic conditions and restore the NOmediated pathway in ischemic preconditioning conditions.
Adapted from Rath et al. 2012, Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol.
32(9):2241-9

Another aspect of ischemia/reperfusion is the
formation of tissue oedema, with adverse consequences on perfusion and cardiac function.
Trans-membrane water fluxes are acutely regulated by aquaporins, some isoforms of which are
expressed in heart and vessels. In collaboration
with NEFR/IREC, we have focused on the characterization of expression, cellular localization and
functional role of aquaporin-1, as deduced from
the cardiovascular phenotype of AQP1 KO mice.
We found unexpected influences of AQP1 on cardiac and vascular function, probably subserved
by its co-localization with other effectors in rafts/
caveolae.
Radiotherapy
Currently, the radiation protection system is based
on the assumption that for non-cancer effects
there is a threshold of low radiation dose below
which no significant effects are observed. Recent
years, however, witnessed growing epidemiological evidence of excess risk of late occurring
cardiovascular disease at much lower doses
without a clear cut threshold. Until now, these
epidemiological data are suggestive rather than
persuasive due to a lack of knowledge about the
underlying mechanisms. For the benefit of public
health, it is therefore importance to investigate
these biological and molecular mechanisms in order to obtain a more accurate risk assessment in
the low dose region and thus to improve radiation
protection. We recently found that X-ray irradiation dose-dependently alters the metabolism of
endothelial cells and their propensity to express
and release pro-atherogenic factors.¢
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Metabolic regulation
of stem cells plasticity
A. De Pauw, E. Andre, P.E. Porporato,
V.L. Payen,O. Feron, J.-L. Balligand,
P. Sonveaux
Metabolism is a basic characteristic of all cell types
controlling not only energy homeostasis, but also
redox homeostasis, biosynthesis and protein expression/modifications to name only few aspects.
Intracellular metabolic fluxes are wired with intercellular nutrient exchanges, oxygen delivery and waste
clearance, rendering cells metabolically dependent
of their (micro)environment. Although these external
influences are often well characterized in many differentiated tissues, there is still much to learn about
metabolic rearrangements occurring during cell differentiation and pathology. On the one hand, there is
increasing evidence that stemness in normal and cancer tissues is associated with metabolic rewiring, but
most of the phenotype remains to be characterized
and little is known about the external metabolic influences on stemness and differentiation. On the other
hand, several conditions such as obesity, cachexia,
cancer and inflammation - e.g. during wound healing
- are critically influenced by metabolism. If the metabolic response to existing treatments often remains
poorly characterized and may influence outcome,
metabolic characterization will also allow the identification of new therapeutic strategies.
Stem cells
are subject to intense research in regenerative heart
medicine and in cancer. While in the heart stem cell
engraftment could limit the functional consequences
of injury and in tumors stem cell impairment could
offer new therapeutic perspectives, the molecular
mechanisms governing stem cell maintenance and
differentiation are still elusive, making it difficult to anticipate cell responses to selected treatments. We are
undertaking a thorough metabolic characterization
of adult cardiac stem cells and selected cancer stem
cell lines with state-of-the-art technologies aiming to
identify common metabolic characteristics of both
cell types and defined metabolic and/or molecular interventions modulating stemness.
To acquire invasive and metastatic phenotypes, tumor cells must undergo an EMT, during which they
progressively lose several epithelial features to acquire
a fibroblastoid morphology similar to that of normal
migratory/invasive cells involved in physiological
processes such as embryogenesis, organogenesis
and wound healing. One of our ongoing projects is
aimed to test the contribution of aerobic glycolysis
and mitochondrial dysfunctions to EMT. Since tumor
cells undergoing EMT acquire cancer stem cell (CSC)
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properties and because CSCs are largely responsible
for tumor progression and relapse after therapy, a second objective of our study is to test whether aerobic
glycolysis and mitochondrial dysfunctions are associated with cancer stemness.
Control of cardiac progenitor cells differentiation
through microRNA regulation of canonical Wnt
In search of epigenetic regulation of cardiac progenitor cells (CPC) plasticity, in collaboration with
colleagues at the de Duve Institute, we found that
Sca1+ CPC isolated from adult hearts exhibit constitutively active canonical Wnt/beta-catenin pathway
that needs to be inactivated to allow their differentiation to cardiac myocytes, thereby recapitulating the
extinction of Wnt signaling during the specification of
the primary cardiac mesoderm in embryogenesis. In
search of regulators of Wnt in CPC, we found that Wif1 is upregulated during differentiation and that this
is driven by de-methylation of the Wif-1 gene. This
is driven by downregulation of a methyltransferase,
Dnmt through upregulation of a specific microRNA.
siRNA targeting of the methyltransferase promotes
CPC differentiation in vitro and in vivo, after CPC injection in infarcted hearts. This is also accompanied with
beneficial alterations of cardiac remodeling. Shotgun
proteomic analysis of the CPC “secretome” identified
several paracrine factors differentially released by the
CPC upon this epigenetic modulation that may modulate remodeling in vivo. ¢

Metabolism and signaling
pathways driven by glucose,
lactate and glutamine in tumors
A. Cacace, A. Pinto, P. Danhier, V. Van Hée,
G. De Preter, V. Marchand, M. Sboarina,
L. Brisson, J. Falces-Ramos,
P.E. Porporato, C. Corbet, L. Illan Rubio,
N. Draoui, F. Polet, X. Drozac, O. Feron,
P. Sonveaux
Cancer is a metabolic disease striving to match
ATP production and demand and to meet the
biosynthetic needs of unbridled cell proliferation.
Glycolysis and the use of glutamine when they are
both decoupled from oxidative phosphorylation
largely account for the aggressiveness of tumor
cells, providing them with an oxygen-independent source of ATP production and biosynthetic
intermediates. These metabolic peculiarities also

We have shown that the glycolytic end-product
lactate shuttles between hypoxic and oxygenated
tumor areas where it fuels oxidative tumor cells
and further initiates several signaling pathways
in tumor and endothelial cells. Lactate thereby
strongly supports tumor growth, an activity that
requires the expression of the inward lactate transporter monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) at
the outer membrane of tumor cells and tumor-associated endothelial cells. MCTs are also involved
in the release of lactate from glycolytic tumor
cells. Silencing MCT expression shows strong
antitumor effects through combined antimetabolic and anti-angiogenic activities. This work led
us to launch a drug discovery program together
with CD3 (KULeuven) to identify new MCT inhibitors. Three distinct families of MCT inhibitors were
recently obtained, with one of them offering inhibitors of lactate influx but not efflux. This latter family
is made of 7-amino carboxycoumarins and was
shown to sensitize mice bearing human tumors to
the effects of chemo- and radiotherapy.
In some cases, MCT4 can compensate for MCT1
inhibition, calling for the fundamental study of
MCT4 regulation. Furthermore, the lack of clinical tools allowing to image lactate exchanges
in tumors is problematic. Therefore, we started
to characterize MCT4 regulation in cancer and
to develop a lactate tracer for positron emission
tomography (PET). Well-established tools and
models including MCT-deficient cells and MCT1
knock-out mice are used.
We are also pursuing the evaluation of the involvement of lactate signaling in aerobic glycolysis and
the study of the mechanisms that regulate MCT1
expression in tumor cells. An area of investigation
is the coupling between the metabolic pathway of
lactate and autophagy, a process of cellular selfeating actively recycling damaged proteins and
organelles, thereby promoting tumor cell survival.
Our recent data show that lactate dehydrogenases
play an important role in the control of autophagy
in cancer. They also regulate lactate exchange
processes and lactate signaling.

Figure 4 Model depicting the pro-angiogenic activity of
lactate and the anti-angiogenic activity of MCT1 inhibitors
in cancer. Lactate activates HIF-1 in normoxic tumor and endothelial cells, thereby stimulating angiogenesis through the
paracrine VEGF pathway and the endothelial autocrine bFGF
and IL-8 pathways. These activities of lactate can be blocked
with MCT1 inhibitors.

In parallel, we are working on glutamine, the second major fuel for tumor and endothelial cells. The
focus of this research is a better understanding of
the fate of α-ketoglutarate, a major glutamine metabolite, in its capacity to feed a variety of metabolic
pathways, but also of glutamine itself to promote
the transport of essential aminoacids. This work
recently led us to focus on leukemia historically
described as the prototypical glycolytic cells. We
showed that glutamine is as critical as glucose to
maintain leukemia cell proliferation, but also that
blocking glutamine metabolism in these cells could
lead to a form of resistance. This adaptive mechanism was found to be glucose-independent, but
supported by the activation of the serine pathway.
This discovery led us to document that silencing
PHGDH (one of the enzyme of the serine pathway)
and/or the use of serine-free diet could inhibit leukemia cell growth both in vitro and in vivo, an effect
further increased when glutamine metabolism was
blocked.
We also reasoned that since glucose also supports
protein glycosylation, part of the growth inhibitory
effects resulting from glucose deprivation (instead
of merely resulting from the inhibition of glycolytic ATP production) could indirectly result from a
defect in glycosylation of glutamine transporters.
ASCT2/SLC1A5, a major glutamine transpor69
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correlate with tumor progression, metastatic burden, resistance to treatments and tumor recurrence.
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ter, was indeed deglycosylated upon inhibition of
glucose metabolism in leukemia cells. This work
also unraveled the dispensability of ASCT2 to
support leukemia cell growth but also identified
upregulation of the neutral amino acid antiport
LAT1/SLC7A5 (i.e., glutamine/leucine exchanger)
as a mechanism counteracting the inhibition of
glycosylation.
Recently, we further identified a metabolic coupling between the oxidative pathways of lactate
and glutamine metabolism in cancer cells. Lactate
oxidation promotes glutamine uptake and metabolism via a lactate-dependent activation of HIF-2α ,
HIF-2α-mediated c-Myc activation, and increased
expression of the glutamine transporter ASCT2
and glutaminase GLS-1 by c-Myc. ¢

Mitochondria at the crossroad
of metastasis and resistance
to anticancer therapy

working on the development and validation of
metastasis-prevention therapies.
While the large panel of genetic abnormalities
encountered in human cancers accounts at least
in part for different susceptibilities of cancer
cells to radiotherapy, a growing body of evidence
also indicates that mitochondria within cancer
cells actively supports radioresistance. However,
how mitochondria influence the response of tumors to radiotherapy is still largely unknown. In
addition to the oxygen-sparing effect associated
to high tumor radiosensitivity, we currently test
the existence of additional metabolic determinants of tumor radiosensitivity. In collaboration
with UCL/MIRO, we found that isogenic human
HNSCC cell lines with different metabolic activities (ranging from highly oxidative to fully
glycolytic) have different radiosensitivities.
Conversely, we evidenced profound metabolic
differences between radiosensitive and radioresistant cancer cells. The next step will be to
identify precise metabolic targets that can be
exploited in order to revert radioresistance in anticancer therapy. ¢

V.L. Payen, P.E. Porporato, D. Grasso,
P. Sonveaux
Cancers evolve a subpopulation of tumor cells
that metabolically rely on glycolysis uncoupled from oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
irrespectively of oxygen availability (aerobic glycolysis). Given that most metastases are avid
for glucose and because clinical data show a
positive correlation between lactate production
and tumor metastasis, cells performing aerobic glycolysis could constitute a population of
metastatic progenitor cells that would remain
glycolytic in the blood stream. We found a different metabolic phenotype, though. Indeed, we
identified a mitochondrial switch corresponding to an overload of the electron transport
chain with preserved mitochondrial functions
(including ATP production) but increased mitochondrial superoxide production. The switch
provided a metastatic advantage that was
phenocopied by moderate OXPHOS inhibition
associated with mild mitochondrial superoxide
increase. Thus, two different events, OXPHOS
overload and moderate OXPHOS inhibition, can
promote superoxide-dependent tumor cell migration, invasion, clonogenicity, and metastasis;
demonstrating the central role of mitochondrial
superoxide generation in the pathogenesis of
metastasis. Based on these data, we are now
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Acidosis and fatty acid metabolism
C. Corbet, R. Martherus, J. Santiago, O. Feron
Tumor cells must adapt to survive under low pO2
but also low pH. Although the impact of hypoxia
on tumor metabolism is well described, little
is known on how tumor cells adapt their metabolism to acidosis. We have documented that
chronic acidic pH exposure triggered the metabolic reprogramming of tumor cells from the
preferential use of glucose towards glutamine
metabolism. The use of glutamine as a major
fuel of the TCA cycle and other metabolic routes
in acidic pH-adapted tumor cells was proven
using a variety of techniques including 13C-glutamine metabolites tracking and SeahorseTM
measurements of cellular bioenergetics parameters. This metabolic switch was largely mediated
by SIRT1-induced HIF2-alpha deacetylation.
More recently, we aimed to determine whether
other signaling proteins were also differentially
acetylated under acidosis. The AcetylScan technology was used to identify and quantify global
differences in acetylation between native and
acidic pH-adapted tumor cells. The analysis of
the acetylome in various cancer cells led us to

To exploit or to destroy the tumor
vasculature
P.E. Porporato, C. Corbet, V.L. Payen,
P. Sonveaux, O. Feron
Tumors are highly heterogeneous in all phenotypic features including the tumor vasculature
that encompasses both mature vasoactive and
immature angiogenic blood vessels. In line with
its physiological roles, the tumor vasculature
actively participates in metabolite and oxygen
delivery and in waste removal, but these functions in tumors are under malignant influence.
Derailed angiogenesis is a typical example of an
attempted (although largely failed) enslaving of
the host vasculature by tumor cells. More successful from the metabolic point of view is the
cooption by tumors of preexisting blood vessels,
even if - and several of our previous studies were
instrumental in this field – tumor cell activities
profoundly alter the reactivity of otherwise perfectly mature blood vessels. The distribution of
tumor blood vessels into mature and immature
populations influenced by unique tumor microenvironmental features offers a rationale for
specific therapeutic interventions aimed at drug
and oxygen delivery, the latter impacting the clinical response to radiotherapy.
Our research further led to the demonstration that a FDA-approved polymer can be
used as a systemic agent to trigger reparative
angiogenesis and to accelerate the healing of ischemic and superficial wounds in mice. Together

with a consortium of partners, we are currently
translating several of these findings into new
therapeutic applications.
The knowledge derived from this dissection of the tumor vascular phenotype allowed us
to embark in several research programs aiming
to use nanoparticles to deliver therapeutic entities directly in the tumor. In particular, we are
working together with colleagues from UCL
(IMCN, LDRI) and UNamur on the optimization
of nanocarriers coupled to RGD peptidomimetics
or antibodies against tumor-associated endothelial antigens. As payload of the nanoparticles,
we are using either theranostic radioisotopes or
siRNA targeting major determinants of angiogenesis. PEGylated chitosan-based nanoparticles
for instance offer attractive platforms for siRNA
cocktail delivery into tumors. Still, therapeutic
efficacy requires us to select a rational combination of siRNAs and an efficient tumor delivery
after systemic administration. Here, we showed
that non-covalent PEGylation of chitosan-based
nanoparticles loaded with siRNA targeting two
key transporters of energy fuels for cancer
cells, namely the lactate transporter MCT1 and
the glutamine transporter ASCT2, could lead to
significant antitumor effects. As a ligand, we
tested variations of the prototypical RGD peptidomimetic (RGDp). A higher siRNA delivery was
obtained with naphthyridine-containing RGDp
randomly conjugated on the PEG chain by clip
photochemistry and the use of a lipophilic linker
than when using traditional chain-end grafting
and RGDp with a hydrophilic linker. The antiproliferative effects resulting from ASCT2 and
MCT1 silencing were validated separately in
vitro in conditions mimicking specific metabolic
profiles of cancer cells and in vivo upon concomitant delivery. The combination of those siRNA
and the selected components of targeted RGDp
nanoparticles led to a dramatic tumor growth
inhibition upon peri-tumoral but also systemic
administration in mice. Altogether these data
emphasize the convenience of using non-covalent PEGylated chitosan particles to produce
sheddable stealth protection compatible with an
efficient siRNA delivery in tumors. ¢
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identify differentially acetylated lysines from >
500 non-redundant proteins with a cut-off > 2.5fold. Surprisingly, the most dramatic change was
a net increase in global protein acetylation in the
mitochondria of acidic pH-adapted tumor cells
with more than 90% of hyperacetylated proteins.
This process is not associated with changes in
the expression of mitochondrial acetyltransferase GCN5L1 and sirtuin deacylases SIRT3-5.
Instead, we found that non-enzymatic acetylation driven by a larger pool of acetylCoA accounts
for the mitochondrial hyperacetylation observed
under acidosis. This is further supported by a
significant increase in fatty acid beta-oxidation
in acidic pH-adapted cells that largely compensates for the reduced contribution of glycolysis
to the acetylCoA generation. ¢
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Tumor hypoxia-related drug
candidates and biomarkers
R. Martherus, A. Pinto, B. Doix, C. Corbet,
O. Feron
We are conducting different translational research
programs aiming to exploit the tumor peculiarities
resulting from hypoxia to identify new drug candidates and biomarkers. Together with chemists
from UCL and biotechs, we have set up programs
of phenotypic screening and pharmacomodulation
for the identification of hypoxia-selective anticancer compounds, either acting as hypoxia-activated
prodrugs or specifically targeting hypoxia-driven
prosurvival pathways in endothelial and tumor cells.
This work led us to identify a new family of photosensitizers (PS) particularly suited for cancer
photodynamic therapy through a strict activation
by light (no off-targets) and working under both
normoxia and hypoxia. This new class of PS further
unraveled an unsuspected common mechanism of
action for PS that involves the combined inhibition
of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway and proteasomal deubiquitinases
(DUBs) USP14 and UCH37. Oxidation of mTOR and
other endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-associated proteins drives the early formation of high molecular
weight (MW) complexes of multimeric proteins,
the concomitant blockade of DUBs preventing their
degradation and precipitating cell death. Furthermore, we validated the antitumor effects of this
new type of PS in vivo and documented its highly
selective accumulation in the ER, further increasing
the ER stress resulting from 1O2 generation upon
light activation. Current development involves the
treatment of skin precancerous lesions (actinic keratosis) and squamous cell carcinoma.
In another project, we integrated the hypoxia parameter in our search for diagnostic and prognostic
biomarkers of a variety of human cancers in close
collaboration with clinical oncologists (Cliniques
St Luc, UZ Brussel, CHU Liège). The building of
new blood vessels to bring O2 and the uncoupling
of glycolysis from mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation to survive under low O2 are actually
two complementary tumor responses to hypoxia.
These somehow opposite modes of adaptation
account for local and temporal heterogeneities in
tumor O2 distribution. The extent of hypoxia and in
particular its cycling nature reflect tumor plasticity
and thus measure the capacity of tumor cells to
survive and to proliferate in a hostile environment.
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We are for instance studying how low tumor pO2
influences the immunoproteome and thereby leads
to the production of autoantibodies directed against
hypoxia-induced antigens occurring at early stages
of colorectal cancer progression. In another project,
we are working with engineers of the Ecole Polytechnique de Louvain on the prognostic potential of
a transcriptomic signature associated with cycling
hypoxia in order to optimize the stratification of
breast and colon cancer patients. ¢

Figure 5 Overview of the main alterations in cell phenotype
induced by hypoxia. While a variety of adaptive mechanisms
can in fine account for more aggressive tumors (blue), the
bioreductive environment associated to low pO2 leads to cellular stress (green) compromising tumor cell viability and thus
offering new opportunities for treatment.
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Research in HepatoGastroenterology (GAEN)
The pole of Research in Hepato-Gastroenterology brings together clinicians and scientists for the study of diseases of the liver, pancreas and digestive tract. Our goals are,
by a better understanding of the diseases’ mechanisms, to improve diagnosis and identify new therapeutic targets, and by evaluating new drugs and therapeutic strategies, to
shape better care and treatments for patients suffering from those diseases. To meet
those goals our pole of research has established fruitful collaboration with other teams
within IREC and UCL, with scientific organizations, with international teams of clinicians
and scientific leaders.
Clinical, translational and fundamental research projects co-exist and interconnect. Our
research unit is pioneer in endoscopic procedures for the treatment of diseases of the
digestive tract, biliary tree and pancreatic diseases. It largely invests in the evaluation of
new therapeutics and pharmacological treatments through clinical studies, drug trials
and strong interaction with the unit of clinical pharmacology. Our experimental research
unit has developed, constantly invests in and masters numerous animal models for the
study of liver diseases, ranging from metabolic disorders, fibrogenesis, liver regeneration and carcinogenesis. Indeed, those represent valuable tools for the understanding of
pathogenic mechanisms at play in the appropriate environment of the (diseased) organ
or organism.
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Clinical research
PH Deprez, I Borbath, H Piessevaux, T Moreels,
A Jouret- Mourin
Clinical research focuses on identification of
neoplastic and preneoplastic tumours in the
upper and lower gastrointestinal tract, in
particular with evaluation and optimization of
pioneer therapeutic endoscopy procedures.
This includes animal experiments evaluating
NOTES (Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery) and the acute phase response
associated with endoscopic and laparoscopic accesses. Prospective clinical studies
have been initiated in stenting biliary benign
and malignant strictures and esophageal stenoses with newly designed devices including
biodegradable self expandable stents, in evaluating new advanced imaging techniques in
endoscopy and endoscopic ultrasonography
(elastography, contrast enhanced echoendoscopy) and confocal endomicroscopy in
pancreatic cysts and tumours. The expertise
in advanced therapeutic endoscopy is further
applied in benign conditions such as the development of innovating treatment modalities of
achalasia (per oral endoscopic myotomy).
The pathogenesis of achalasia is also studied
as part of an international consortium for GWA
studies.
Clinical research is performed on evaluation of
tumor response in metastatic colorectal treated by different chemotherapeutic regimens in
collaboration with experts of quantitative radiology and radiomics.
Our unit conducted a National based register
on chronic pancreatitis. Pancreatic function
and improvement after ductal drainage is
prospectively studied in chronic pancreatitis. Furthermore, collaboration has started
with teams in ULB-Hopital Erasme (JL Van
Laethem and R Maréchal) and UZ Antwerpen
(M Peeters and C Rolfo) in the field of pancreatic carcinoma, to create a common biobank
(Paradigma Project) that will be the platform
basis for biomarker research and moleculardriven clinical trials. ¢
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Numerous clinical studies are performed in the field
of viral hepatitis (HBV and HCV) including since the
beginning of 2013 studies using antivirals without interferon administration (interferon free regimens). Studies
on clinical pharmacokinetics of new drugs in cirrhotic
patients and healthy volunteers are also regularly performed (Investigator, Y Horsmans).
Our unit (Investigator, I Borbath) participates to several phase 2 and phase 3 therapeutic trials in the field of
treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma, cholangiocarcinoma, pancreatic cancers and endocrine tumors of
the digestive tract for which results have been (or will
soon be) communicated at international conferences
and published; and is a driving force for establishing registries for endocrine tumors both at the Belgian (www.
bgdo.org/dnet) and European (www.enets.org) levels.
Our unit also participates to a phase 2 trial in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (investigator N. Lanthier).
The unit is also very active in the field of inflammatory
bowel diseases with participation to clinical trials evaluating new treatments and new therapeutic strategies
for Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis (Investigator,
O Dewit), as well as participation to multicentric studies
aiming at a better delineation of the epidemiology of
those diseases and of genetic determinants.
Similarly, the unit is at the forefront of pharmacologic clinical research in functional gastro-intestinal
disorders as principal investigator in several phase II
and phase III trials.. ¢
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disease. J Crohns Colitis. 2016 Jan 12.
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Translational Research
Etiology and prevention of postESD stricture formation in the
oesophagus
T Moreels, P Deprez, A Jouret-Mourin
T Moreels is studying together with P Deprez
the pathogenesis and treatment options of
oesophageal stricture formation after endoscopic resection of (pre-) malignant oesophageal
lesions. Endoscopic submucosal dissection
(ESD) has become the first line therapy of early
oesophageal cancer (stage 0-I), irrespective of
the pathological type (squamous cell vs adenocarcinoma) since it avoids aggressive treatment
with surgery and/or radiochemotherapy while
allowing radical en bloc resection regardless
of the size of the lesion. However, an important limitation of extensive oesophageal ESD is
stricture formation resulting in dysphagia, and
so reducing patients’ quality of life. Therefore,
post-ESD stricture formation remains an important challenge limiting the clinical success
rate of endoscopic treatment of early oesophageal cancer.
No information is currently available on the
possible genetic risk of post-ESD stricture formation. Based on the genetic susceptibility to
raised dermal scarring, several genetic susceptibility loci have been identified. With the help of
JL Gala (CTMA) , genetic analysis of these loci
will be performed in patients ESD to define their
possible involvement in oesophageal stricture
formation.
Based on excellent results obtained in surgical skin repair by S Monstrey (Ghent University
Hospital), we will study whether Glyaderm® (glycerol preserved acellular dermis consisting of
collagen and elastin fibres), shown to enhance
scar elasticity, prevent post-ESD oesophageal stricture formation when locally applied
immediately after the endoscopic submucosal
dissection. Glyaderm® sheet application will
be first studied in a porcine model of post-ESD
oesophageal stricture with histopathological
characterisation of the tissue remodelling process. In a second phase it will be used as a
preventive strategy in patients undergoing extensive oesophageal ESD. ¢

1 | Pimentel-Nunes P, Dinis-Ribeiro M,

Ponchon T, Repici A, Vieth M, De Ceglie A,
Amato A, Berr F, Bhandari P, Bialek A, Conio M,
Haringsma J, Langner C, Meisner S, Messmann
H, Morino M, Neuhaus H, Piessevaux H, Rugge
M, Saunders BP, Robaszkiewicz M, Seewald S,
Kashin S, Dumonceau JM, Hassan C, Deprez PH.
Endoscopic submucosal dissection: European
Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE)
Guideline. Endoscopy 2015 Sep;47(9):829-54.

2 | Chevaux JB, Piessevaux H, Jouret-Mourin

A, Yeung R, Danse E, Deprez PH. Clinical outcome
in patients treated with endoscopic submucosal
dissection for superficial Barrett’s neoplasia.
Endoscopy 2015 Feb;47(2):103-12.

Biological and behavioral control
of alcohol-dependent subjects –
pathophysiology of alcoholic and
non-alcoholic fatty liver diseases
P Starkel, N Lanthier, A Belaid, C De Saeger
Dr Starkel is studying, together with Dr Ph de
Timary, psychiatrist and co-founders of the
clinical alcohol withdrawal unit, the mechanisms implicated in biological and behavioral
control of alcohol-dependency. They highlighted the role of increased intestinal permeability
and inflammation and documented the role of
circulating inflammatory cells in the systemic
inflammation that characterized chronic alcohol abusers.
Their work also established the presence of intestinal dysbiosis in alcohol dependent patients
and distinguishes 2 sub-groups of patients:
one with minimally increased intestinal permeability and one with markedly increased
permeability. In collaboration with Dr Schnabl at
the University of San Diego, they showed that
dietary approaches might restore intestinal eubiosis and reduce ethanol-induced liver injury
in patients with alcoholic liver disease. Studies
based on cell/culture systems and animal models aim at a better understanding of the role of
the gut, gut permeability and changes to the gut
microbioma in alcohol dependance (gut-brain
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selected PUBLICATIONS

axis) and alcohol-induced liver diseases (gut-liver axis) and their metabolic consequences.
Dr N Lanthier collaborates with the University
Hospitals of Geneva in the field of alcoholic hepatitis. He recently published the results of one
study performed both in Geneva and in Brussels and plans a multicenter study in Belgium.
He actively enrolls patients with non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease in a clinical prospective study
and works at developing translational research
in the field of hepatic complications of obesity,
in collaboration with endocrinologists and surgeons implicated in bariatric procedures. He is
also implicated in a clinical study on prebiotic
supplementation in obesity, focusing on liver
steatosis and fibrosis, in collaboration with Louvain Drug Research Institute, Metabolism and
Nutrition Research Group. Finally, he is studying
insulin resistance in cirrhotic patients with a
focus on pathophysiological mechanisms. ¢
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Hepatobiliopancreatic cancers
M Komuta, P Baldin, A Jouret- Mourin, I Borbath
The focus of the pathology group is tumor heterogeneity in hepatobiliopancreatic cancer, which
represents a formidable challenge, both in
understanding the pathogenesis and the development of personalized therapies. Currently, we
have been investigating the clinicopathological
and genetic features of colorectal liver metastases, the pathological molecular classification
of primary liver cancers, the efficacy of EGFR
antagonist in cholangiocarcinomas, a novel
biomarker (des-gamma-carboxyprothrombin)
for hepatocellular carcinoma, and the pathological and molecular assessment of gall bladder
cancers in collaboration with clinicians and
molecular biologists. In addition, and in collaboration with paediatricians, we are characterizing
paediatric hepatocellular carcinomas with different aetiologies as their carcinogenesis appears
to differ from adult patients.
Research is also ongoing for a better understanding of the pathogenesis of chronic
pancreatitis and pancreatic cancers arising as
a complication of genetically determined pancreatitis. Special focus is given to the study of
Intraductal mucinous and papillary neoplasms
(IPMN), through a collaborative with the team of
82

P Jacquemain (LPAD, de Duve Institute). Basic
(i.e. the building of a transgenic mouse model
and organoids) and translational work (analysis
of the different phenotypes of IPMN resected in
Clin St-Luc) are part of the research goals. ¢
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G Dahlqvist
Liver transplantation is the only way to treat endstage liver diseases and liver diseases complicated
by hepatocellular carcinoma. Transplanted patients
often face rejection problems. The immunosuppressive drugs have to be given for a lifelong period.
Dr Dahlqvist explores the potential of immunosuppressive drugs to induce operational tolerance
and their impact on clinical evolution of the liver
transplanted patients. The pathology team, in collaboration with clinicians, geneticists and molecular
biologists study mechanisms for rejection and fibrogenesis in post- liver transplant patients. ¢

Experimental Research
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
and related fibrosis
N Lanthier, L Poekes, V Lebrun, N Feza-Bingi,
Y Horsmans, I Leclercq
The laboratory has a long standing interest and
expertise in the study of the pathogenesis of fatty liver diseases, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH) and associated fibrosis, which represent
the hepatic manifestations of the metabolic syndrome. We contributed to major milestones in
the field such as the discovery of CYP enzymes
as source of noxious lipoperoxides in NASH, the
demonstration of the lipotoxicity, the identification of leptin as a key component of the signaling
network controlling liver fibrogenesis, hepatocytes
proliferation and NASH. Now we have identified
the pivotal role of activated Kupffer cells in the initiation of hepatic insulin resistance and adiposity
in response to a high fat diet and provided experimental support to the concept of liver-derived
factors able to influence metabolism and inflammation in peripheral tissues. We are now working
at the identification of such factor(s).
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Liver transplantation

Figure 1 .Upon transition from a normal to a high fat diet,

mice develop liver steatosis, activation of Kupffer cells and
hepatic insulin resistance. Kupffer cell depletion by injection
of liposome-encapsulated clodronate prevents the initiation of
hepatic insulin resistance. The graph displays the results of the
hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp study (GIR: Glucose infusion rate; HGP: hepatic glucose production) in mice subjected to
a standard chow (ND), a high fat diet (HFD and HFD+PBS) or a
high fat diet with Kupffer cells deplketion (CLO+HFD).

Research in the field of NASH has suffered from the
lack of appropriate animal model as most of the
rodent models recapitulating the metabolic disturbances do not develop a hepatic phenotype, while
the dysmetabolic context is missing when liver injury mimicking steatophepatitis is induced. Through
international collaboration, we house the foz/foz
mice, a colony of mice selected for spontaneous
mutation in the Alström gene and developing upon
high fat feeding, obesity, diabetes and progressive
fibrosing steatohepatitis. Those mice are used:
- in pre-clincal studies to evaluated NASH drugs
under development (collaboration with several
pharmaceutical companies).
- to understand the mechanistic relationship
between altered function of the Alström gene product and the metabolic and hepatic phenotype;
- as model to understand pathogenic mechanisms for NASH. Recently we identified defective
themogenic adaptation as a major contributor of
metabolic syndrome and NASH. Although foz/foz
mice are hyperphagic, caloric restriction failed to
protect against obesity, adipose inflammation and
glucose intolerance. Physical activity and basal metabolism were unaffected (collaboration with FYCL/
IoNS). By contrast, thermogenic adaptation to highfat diet or a cold exposure was severely impaired in
foz/foz mice due to lower sympathetic tone in their
brown adipose tissue (BAT) (Figure 2).

Figure 2 .Obese foz/foz mice have a defective cold-induced

thermogenesis. PET/CT sagittal, coronal and axial images 1
hour after injection of 18F-FDG in WT and foz/foz mice exposed
to 4°C for 4 hours. Foz/foz mice have a reduced 18F-FDG uptake in their brown adipose tissue compared to WT mice. (In
collaboration with Molecular Imaging, Radiotherapy and Oncology Unit (MIRO)
83
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Intermittent cold exposure and β3 adrenergic receptor agonist treatment (CL-316,243)
restored BAT function and thereby improved
glucose tolerance Importantly, CL-316,243 prevented progression from non-alcoholic fatty
liver (NAFL) to steatohepatitis (NASH) in foz/
foz mice. (Figure 3). Our data support that failure to BAT adaptation drives HFD-induced
obesity, metabolic syndrome and NAFLD in
foz/foz mice. Induction of endogenous BAT
function had a significant therapeutic impact
on glucose tolerance and liver complications
(work presented in plenary session at EASL
2016) These results usher further investigation on strategies to enhance BAT function and
translational studies to determine whether BAT
could represent a therapeutic target in (some)
patients with NASH. ¢
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Figure 3 .CL-316,243 treatment reverses NASH develop-

ment in foz/foz mice. Liver histology in HFD-fed foz/foz mice
for 4 weeks and treated or not with CL-316,243 for 2 more
weeks. (A) Hematoxylin and eosin staining of liver sections
(bar size, 100µm). Scores for (B) NAS (C) steatosis, (D) ballooning and (E) inflammation.

Liver regeneration, role of liver
progenitor cells and liver cell
therapy
R Manco, LA Clerbaux, C Darhenmöller, A Dili,
V Lebrun, N Feza-Bingi, I Leclercq
The unique capacity of the liver to regenerate
(compensatory growth) permits the surgical removal of a substantial part of the liver mass. In
patients with normal liver function up to 70%
of the liver can be resected safely, and the liver
will recover its functional mass within weeks.
Hence surgical liver resection is among the best
treatment options for both liver metastasis and
primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
However, underlying liver disease impairs liver
regeneration. In particular, chemotherapy-associated liver injury, advanced functional and
architectural remodeling in the cirrhotic liver
(the bed of HCC) as well as non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), the increasingly frequent
liver pathology associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome, all impede regeneration.
To avoid post-operative liver failure, the extent
of resection in patients with liver disease is
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Rapidly after liver damage, unharmed hepatocytes divide to compensate for the endured
cell loss and regain normal function as do remnant hepatocytes after liver resection. However,
in case of massive and/or chronic injury this
process is insufficient due to either paucity
of hepatocytes able to engage into the regenerative process or replicative inability of the
remaining hepatocytes. In those conditions,
a dormant compartment of liver progenitor
cells (LPC) is activated, giving rise to transit
amplifying cells (termed ductular reaction in
human pathology) and considered as a possible
rescue mechanism for liver mass regeneration.
Using specific transgenic mouse models enabling lineage tracing studies (in collaboration
with F Lemaigre DDVE/UCL), we recently demonstrated that liver progenitor cells (LPC)
derive from the embryonic ductal plate. We
provided the first experimental evidence that
LPC /biliary cells are able to differentiate into
functional hepatocytes in specific conditions
of hepatocellular damage (Figure 4), but do not
participate to physiological liver mass homeostasis. We also provided experimental evidence
that the microenvironment (extracellular matrix, laminin, Kupffer cells) controls the lineage
cell commitment of LPC. Current work aims at
investigating contribution of LPC to liver regeneration in chronic liver diseases and cirrhosis.
We also test an alternative / complementary
hypothesis that LPC are essential to re-established a disrupted connection between bile
canaliculi and bile duct. In this view LPC would
alleviate liver disease by rechanneling the bile
flow and preventing cholestasis.

Figure 4 Upon-recovery from CDE-induced liver injury,
identification of YFP+/HNF4a+ hepatocytes (Hep) derived
from liver progenitor cells.
Finally, liver cell transplantation represents an alternative to orthotopic liver transplantation for the
treatment of inborn error of metabolism. Mature
hepatocytes are commonly used for liver cell therapy but the results of such a procedure remain
poor, in part because they engraft poorly into the
host liver. We demonstrated that hepatic stellate
cells and the matrix they produce protect hepatocytes and improve their homing and engraftment
into a host liver. ¢
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limited to <60% of total liver volume. This restriction halves the number of patients eligible
for surgery. Portal vein embolization (PVE) can
be employed to increase the volume of the
future remnant liver prior to resection. Time
(several weeks) is needed to achieve sufficient
growth of the anticipated remnant liver and this
postpones tumorectomy allowing for tumor
growth and spread in the interval. Strategies
that increase the growth of the liver following
resection or PVE, would allow curative surgical
intervention in patients in need of a large liver
resection and in patients with compromised
liver function. We are currently investigating
whether and how new surgical strategies and
modulation of bile acid sensors would accelerate and enhance regeneration especially in the
compromised liver.
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Hepatocellular carcinoma
P Starkel, I Borbath, R Manco, B Delire, LA Clerbaux, O Ciccarelli, M Komuta, I Leclercq
Hepatocellular carcinoma represents a major
public health problem and currently available
therapeutic options are largely deceitful. In
most instances, it arises in a setting of liver
cirrhosis. Therefore, prevention of HCC in cirrhotic patients is of major importance. We have
previously demonstrated that somatostatin
analogues as well as the Ras oncogene inhibitor FTS inhibit hepatic fibrosis and prevent
cancer in animal models. This anti-proliferative
effect has also been demonstrated on human
cancer cells. Interestingly, we have shown that
FTS sensitize transformed malignant cells to
apoptosis and that combination therapy with a
death-receptor (Trail) agonist induced apoptosis in malignant but not in healthy hepatocytes.
Those results prompted us to further investigate combination therapy in HCC in animal
pre-clinical models and to analyze the mechanisms of action of potential anti-HCC drugs. In
parallel, we also aim at a better understanding
of the synergistic relationship between HCC
and the fibrotic environment as targeting fibrosis may have a synergistic effect on the control
of cancer cell growth.
Despite its nomenclature, the cellular origin of
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) remains elusive. Previous studies and observations suggest
that both hepatocytes and facultative progenitor
cells within the biliary compartment are capable
of generating HCC. As HCCs with a progenitor
signature carry a worse prognosis, understanding the origin of HCC is of clinical relevance. In a
work recently published in J Clin Invest, we used
complementary fate-tracing approaches to label
the LPC/biliary compartment and hepatocytes
in murine hepato-carcinogenesis. In genotoxic
and genetic models, HCCs arose exclusively
from hepatocytes but never from the LPC/biliary compartment. Cytokeratin 19–, A6- and
α-fetoprotein–positive cells within tumors were
hepatocyte derived. Thus, hepatocytes represent
the cell of origin for HCC in mice, and, importantly, a progenitor signature does not reflect
progenitor origin, but dedifferentiation of hepatocyte-derived tumor cells.
In ongoing work we want to determine whether
native hepatocytes and LPC-derived hepato86

cytes are equally sensitive to carcinogenic agent.
In addition, we would like to comparatively analyze the histological and biological phenotype
of HCC that arise from various liver cell compartments (progenitor, mature hepatocytes,
pericentral hepatocytes) to identify marker for
the cell of origin. ¢
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GYNECOLOGY RESEARCH (GYNE)
The GYNE unit has focused its research activities on four main topics related to male and
female infertility:
1. Ovarian tissue and ovarian follicle cryopreservation and transplantation in order to
preserve fertility in female cancer patients.
2. Pathogenesis of endometriosis and endometriotic nodules, which are among the
most frequent benign gynecological diseases affecting women of reproductive age.
3. Investigation of new treatment modalities for uterine fibroids.
4. Andrology: Testicular tissue cryopreservation and transplantation, and differentiation of primordial germ cells derived from pluripotent cells in order to restore fertility
in male cancer patients.
In the GYNE unit, a pluridisciplinary team (gynecologists, molecular biologists, clinical biologist and veterinary surgeon) investigate reproductive tissue physiology at the molecular
and cellular level, both on patient biopsies and in experimental animal models. The team
involved in these projects works in close cooperation with the gynecology, hematology
and oncology departments of the Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc.
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A) Cryobanking
MM. Dolmans, P. Jadoul
Ovarian tissue cryopreservation is offered to
young women at risk of premature menopause
and sterility after gonadotoxic therapies such
as chemo- and radiotherapy. Cryopreservation
and transplantation of ovarian tissue is a promising approach to preserve fertility in young
cancer patients undergoing gonadotoxic treatment and the only option for prepubertal patients
and patients who do not have time to undergo
stimulation for embryo or oocyte cryopreservation. To date, transplantation of cryopreserved
ovarian tissue has led to restoration of ovarian
function and fertility in more than 60 patients
worldwide, with 8 of these births in Saint-Luc.
The ovarian tissue bank at Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc (one of the first and largest in
the world) stores tissue from more than 600 patients, with around 100 patients having donated
their tissue for research purposes, and 500 for
fertility preservation and long-term cryopreservation. Pathologies are various and include both
malignant and benign diseases requiring chemotherapy. The most frequent indications are
hematological malignancies and breast cancer.
Each year, our laboratory organizes a workshop on ovarian tissue cryopreservation and
transplantation, combining both clinical and laboratory (see 1B) aspects.
B) Assembling a transplantable artificial ovary
C. Chiti, P. Asiabi, MM. Dolmans, C.A. Amorim
AIM
The aim of this project is to develop a bioinspired artificial ovary that offers an environment in
which follicles can survive and grow. It is essential to bear in mind that just like the natural ovary,
the artificial ovary should maintain the original
structure of follicles, preserving contact between
granulosa cells and oocytes and preserving follicular interaction with the extracellular matrix
(ECM). In other words, the artificial ovary should
spatially and temporally mimic the ECM. In order
to do so, it needs to include certain design specifications, such as interaction with cells, physical
support of follicles, porosity and biodegradability,

which are all interconnected and influence each
other. It must also be biocompatible and, from a
practical point of view, capable of being sterilized
and handled.
BACKGROUND
Cryopreservation and transplantation of ovarian tissue is a promising approach to preserve
fertility in young cancer patients undergoing
gonadotoxic treatment. Transplantation of
cryopreserved ovarian tissue allows restoration of ovarian function and fertility. Although
safe xenotransplantation of ovarian tissue from
lymphoma patients has been reported in severe
combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice, the
possibility of reintroducing tumor cells into cancer patients by autografting of ovarian tissue
cannot be excluded for other indications, such as
leukemia and breast cancer. To avoid transferring malignant cells, grafting of isolated follicles
may be considered.
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Ovarian tissue and ovarian follicle
cryopreservation
and transplantation

Technique for human ovarian follicle isolation
to obtain disease-free follicle suspensions
Before grafting isolated follicles inside the artificial ovary, it is essential to ensure that there is
no contamination by malignant cells. For this, we
are constantly improving our isolation protocol
to successfully eliminate contaminating malignant cells from our follicle suspensions.
Matrices tested for the artificial ovary
We recently encapsulated isolated mouse follicles and ovarian cells (OCs) in alginate and
fibrin matrices and autotransplanted them to
immunocompetent and immunodeficient mice.
After one week of transplantation, we observed
that secondary follicles appeared to survive better than small primordial and primary follicles.
Moreover, these larger follicles were able to
increase vascularization in grafts. Such encouraging results demonstrated that the artificial
ovary can be a feasible option to restore fertility
in cancer patients.
Stromal cells for the artificial ovary
A study was recently conducted in order to determine the best origin of stromal cells for the
artificial ovary. Viability and in vivo growth and
vascularization of OCs isolated from fresh or
frozen ovarian tissue (cortex and medulla) were
compared after 7 days of xenotransplantation to
nude mice in a fibrin matrix. We found that fresh
medulla was the best source of OCs as they
could be isolated in higher numbers, showed
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higher cell viability and improved graft vascularization. The ability of these cells to be recruited to
theca cells, necessary for follicle development, is
currently being studied using a co-culture system.
C) Ovarian tissue vitrification
C.A. Amorim, M.M Binda, MM. Dolmans
Aim
The aim of this project is to investigate vitrification approaches to cryopreserve ovarian tissue
fragments, with a view to increasing survival of
the follicle population and ovarian tissue quality
after thawing/warming.
Background
In our research unit, we are continually developing new studies in order to improve the
protocol of ovarian tissue cryopreservation and
grafting. For this reason, we have now decided
to focus on a novel approach: vitrification of ovarian tissue fragments. Vitrification is defined as
the conversion of a system from a fluid to a solid solely by an increase in viscosity, without a
phase change, without any crystallization of water, and therefore in the complete absence of ice.
Based on our previous encouraging results on
vitrification and autografting of baboon ovarian
tissue, we decided to repeat our experiments
in another non-human primate model and also
evaluate the impact of the grafting procedure on
the survival and development of follicles.
D) Minimal residual disease in the ovary
MM. Dolmans, M. Soares, C.A. Amorim
Aim
To evaluate the risk of disease retransmission
through the graft.
Background
In most centers, including ours, hematological
disease represents the most frequent indication for ovarian tissue cryopreservation. In case
of leukemia, our experimental studies showed
that ovarian tissue reimplantation cannot be
safely performed in young women with the
acute lymphoblastic form because of the risk
of reintroducing the disease. For ovarian tissue
from hematological cancer patients, it is therefore of utmost importance to identify minimal
disseminated disease (MDD) before ovarian
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transplantation. Markers used to detect MDD in
ovarian tissue are disease-specific, requiring a
patient-oriented case-by-case approach. Given
the presence of leukemic cells and the possibility of disease transmission, reimplantation of
ovarian tissue in young women with the acute
form of leukemia is not recommended. One option to restore fertility in these patients could be
grafting of isolated preantral follicles.
Risk of disease retransmission through the graft
Recently, a study was conducted in order to Recently, a study was conducted to determine if
a few leukemic cells grafted inside an artificial
ovary would be able to reintroduce the disease.
We found that 10 and 100 BV-173 cells encapsulated in a fibrin matrix along with other
ovarian cells were not able to induce leukemia
in SCID mice after 20 weeks of grafting.
We also tested, with specific molecular markers, the safety of ovarian tissue transplantation
for patients with sarcoma. This study involved
collaboration with the genetics laboratory to
identify markers in primitive tumors. Ewing
sarcoma has been reported to run the risk of
ovarian metastasis (one case report), but our
large series proved that for the majority of
sarcomas (including a series of 8 Ewing sarcomas), it is safe.
Safe follicle isolation in leukemia patients
We recently investigated the safety of our follicle pick-up procedure in an ovarian tissue
suspension model artificially contaminated with
leukemic cells. We showed that this procedure
was not safe in case of relatively high contamination. However, 3 additional washes proved
effective for eliminating leukemic cells picked
up along with follicles. This improved follicle
isolation technique has now been applied to follicle suspensions obtained from ovarian tissue
of 10 leukemia patients. Suitable markers to be
used for detecting leukemic cells in each patient
were determined with the help of Prof. Pascale Saussoy (hematology laboratory, Cliniques
Universitaires Saint-Luc) and the disease-free
status of these follicles is currently being tested
by PCR.

1. Improving ovarian grafting outcome
by preparing the vascular bed in an
experimental autologous cynomolgus
monkey model.
In ovarian tissue cryopreservation and transplantation, it is well known that both freezing and
surgical techniques are of critical importance to
the survival of delicate oocytes enclosed in primordial follicles. Vitrification is already widely
and successfully used to cryopreserve embryos and oocytes. Although still considered
experimental for ovarian tissue, it is looking increasingly promising and offers an alternative
means of cryopreserving ovarian tissue, even if
almost all pregnancies to date have been achieved after slow-freezing and grafting.
The main mechanism provoking loss of follicles
after ovarian tissue transplantation is ischemia,
since initiation of graft reperfusion takes place
only on day 5. Preparation of the vascular bed
prior to grafting is also very important and needs
to be further investigated. Our studies in baboons (2013) have demonstrated that grafting to
a freshly decorticated ovarian hilum yields good
follicular survival. Therefore, in order to optimize
grafting procedures with the goal of increasing
primordial follicle survival and hence pregnancy
rates after ovarian grafting, we aimed to study
both the available cryopreservation techniques
(vitrification versus slow-freezing) and preparation of the vascular bed (healed or freshly
decorticated bed) before grafting in an experimental autologous cynomolgus monkey model.
Our study to date have demonstrated that vitrification associated with a freshly decorticated
vascular bed is the best combination to obtain
functional autografted ovarian tissue (Figure 1).
Further studies are nevertheless required, with
confirmed pregnancies and live births, before introducing the procedure into clinical practice.
2. Improving human ovarian grafting
outcome by preparing the vascular
bed using adipose-derived stem cells
in a xenografting mouse model.
In line with our previous studies in cynomolgus
monkeys, we aim to further optimize grafting
procedures with the ultimate goal of increasing
primordial follicle survival after ovarian grafting.
Taking into account the disadvantages of large

animal models and the advantages of small
animal models, we decided to continue our research on the vascular bed in smaller animals.
Our general aim is to improve the vascular bed
using cryopreserved human ovarian tissue in a
xenografting mouse model. Our specific objective is to increase follicle survival after ovarian
tissue transplantation by enhancing angiogenesis of the vascular bed using adipose-derived
stem cells (ASCs). In this project, human ovarian
tissue will be grafted to SCID mice.
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E. Improving ovarian grafting outcome :
MM Binda, D. Manavella, M-M Dolmans

3. Increasing follicle growth after
grafting by stimulation of the AKT
pathway
It is well known that the AKT and mTOR signaling pathways are important for activation of
dormant primordial follicles. Hippo signaling
disruption after ovarian fragmentation, combined with treating ovarian fragments with
phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) inhibitors and phosphoinositide-3-kinase stimulators
to augment AKT signaling, promote growth of
preantral follicles in patients with primary ovarian insufficiency.
The general aim of this project is to evaluate
whether human follicle growth can be stimulated by in vitro activation (IVA), namely disrupting
the Hippo signaling pathway (fragmenting ovarian cortex into little pieces), associated with
stimulation of AKT pathway (incubation for 48
hours with a PI3K activator and PTEN inhibitor) after 28 days of xenotransplantation. The
IVA procedure has already been performed with
vitrified human ovarian tissue, but slow-freezing
is the cryopreservation technique conventionally
applied in the majority of centers. Therefore, our
secondary aim is to evaluate if follicle growth
stimulated by disrupting these pathways has
the same effect when ovarian tissue is cryopreserved by slow-freezing or vitrification.¢

Figure 1 Histological appearance of vitrified ovarian tissue after Masson’s trichrome staining to detect fibrotic areas,
showing a higher percentage of fibrosis on a healed bed (left)
than a freshly decorticated bed (right).
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ETIOLOGY OF THE ADENOMYOTIC
NODULE OF THE RECTOVAGINAL
SEPTUM

Endometriosis is one of the most frequently encountered benign gynecological diseases. It is
now well established that three different types of
endometriosis must be considered in the pelvis:
peritoneal endometriosis, ovarian endometriosis
and deep endometriotic nodules of the rectovaginal septum. Rectovaginal endometriotic nodules
are strongly associated with pelvic pain and
dysmenorrhea in 95% of cases, rectal dyschezia
in 25% of cases, and infertility. Most deep endometriotic nodules originate from the posterior
part of the cervix (types II and III) and secondarily infiltrate the anterior wall of the rectum (type
III). Surgery is the gold standard for the management of rectovaginal endometriotic nodules, but
treatment sometimes far proved disappointing,
highlighting the importance of developing new
treatment strategies.
In order to gain further insights into the etiology
of nodules and identify potential therapeutic targets, we investigated vascularization, expression
of developmentally regulated HOXA genes, and
more recently, steroidogenesis and neurogenesis
in nodules recovered from patients.
Our study demonstrated relatively low nerve fiber
density in peritoneal and ovarian lesions, while it
was significantly higher in deep nodular lesions,
as well as their direct environment. To characterize detected nerve fibers, we investigated the
presence of neurofilament (NF) protein and found
that in lesions, around 30% of PGP9.5-positive
nerve fibers were NF-positive, and hence myelinated. Nerve fibers in lesions were therefore
mostly unmyelinated, and possibly implicated in
pain. While glandular nerve growth factor expression levels were in the same range as in other
lesion types, stromal expression levels were found
to be higher in case of deep-infiltrating lesions.
However, as the time from the onset of endometriosis to its diagnosis has been evaluated to be
8-11 years, a model was clearly needed to study
its origin and early development. Our group recently developed the first experimental model for
induction of nodular endometriosis, obtaining a
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100% induction rate. While the baboon model has
mainly been used for the study of peritoneal endometriosis, our new model enables investigation of
deeper nodular lesions, as well as invasion phenomena associated with nodular lesions. The main
advantage of this model is allowing identification
and analysis of glands that invade surrounding
organs to compare them with those that remain
in the implantation site. Based on these differences, we propose a new concept of an invasive
phenotype expressed by migrating glands, exhibiting low levels of adhesion molecules (E-cadherin,
β-catenin), a thin cellular wall, and high mitotic
activity. This strongly suggests participation of a
collective cell migration process in gland movement. We are currently studying how the disease
evolves with time, comparing lesions with different periods of induction (6 and 12 months). In
addition, we have initiated comparative studies
with human deep nodular endometriotic lesions
in order to determine similarities between our
baboon model and human disease. Finally, light
CT scanning technology, recently acquired by our
unit, allows quick and noninvasive 3D reconstruction of lesions generating a novel database of
human endometriotic samples. ¢
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GE. Courtoy, O. Donnez, M. Luyckx, J. Squifflet,
MM. Dolmans
Uterine myomas (fibroids) are benign monoclonal
hormone-sensitive smooth muscle tumors of the
uterus. They are the most commonly found tumors
of the female reproductive tract in premenopausal
women and are mostly asymptomatic. Depending
on their number, size and location in the uterus,
symptomatic myomas are responsible for abnormal
uterine bleeding leading to anemia, abdominal pain,
urinary frequency and infertility. Alleviating patient
symptoms prior to surgery is therefore a key concern.
Stopping or reducing bleeding, moderating pain and
decreasing myoma and uterine size are considered
to be beneficial to patient health and quality of life,
and favorable in terms of surgical risk, offering the
potential for less invasive surgery [1].
The main pharmacodynamic properties of ulipristal
acetate (UPA, PGL4001) include selectively modulating progesterone receptor (PR) activity with higher
affinity than progesterone itself. In PR-expressing
tissues (uterus, cervix, ovaries, hypothalamus), UPA
acts as a potent active and selective PR modulator,
being partially agonist or antagonist, probably depending on the recruited cofactors. UPA (EllaOne®)
is also the most effective form of emergency contraception and has been used for this application for
decades, assuring on its safety. Unlike GnRH agonists
(the most commonly used drugs for fibroid treatment), UPA does not reduce circulating estrogen to
castration levels, hence significantly increases safety
and tolerance of the treatment. Given the promising
pharmacological and pharmacodynamic profile of
UPA, the compound was tested as a treatment for
the management of symptoms caused by uterine
myomas prior to surgery. In a phase III study, it was
demonstrated that UPA (Esmya®) treatment for 13
weeks effectively controlled excessive bleeding due
to uterine fibroids and reduced the size of fibroids [2].
Moreover, 5 mg and 10 mg daily oral doses of UPA
were not inferior to once-monthly injections of leuprolide acetate (GnRH agonist) for controlling uterine
bleeding, and were significantly less likely to cause
hot flushes. Furthermore, unlike GnRH agonists, UPA
did not cause an initial flare-up resulting in an additional episode of bleeding [3].
More recently, a long-term study of repeated doses of

UPA demonstrated that the volume of myomas was
dramatically reduced (by about 70%) after treatment
[4]. Its efficacy in terms of abnormal uterine bleeding
management and safety was also confirmed [5-6].
Pregnancies were achieved after this therapy and no
tumor regrowth was observed [7], even after ovarian
stimulation, confirming the sustained effect on fibroid
volume regression [8].
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EVALUATION OF THE MECHANISM OF
ACTION OF SELECTIVE PROGESTERONE
RECEPTOR MODULATORS IN MYOMA
TREATMENT

The mechanisms leading to myoma volume reduction remainpoorly understood however and our
current research aims to identify them.
Using the tissue microarray method to compare
untreated myomas with short-term or long-term
UPA-treated myomas, we showed that in vivo UPA
treatment reduces proliferation of myoma cells [9].
We also reported an increase in the apoptotic index of
myoma cells in short-term-treated but not long-termtreated myomas. Most importantly, we highlighted
a dramatic reduction in the ECM volume fraction of
long-term-treated myomas and proposed that matrix
metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) may be implicated in
this phenomenon (Figure 1). Together, these findings
suggest a dynamic and multifactorial combination of
factors involved in myoma size reduction.
We are particularly investigating the ability of UPA
to control, on the one hand, expression of pro- and
antiapoptotic genes and, on the other hand, expression of ECM components and adhesion molecules.
To achieve this aim, comparative gene expression
profiling and in-depth analysis of tissue remodeling
processes according to the clinical response to UPA
are currently ongoing.
This work aims to (1) better clarify which molecular mechanisms are involved in volume reduction of
these tumors after UPA treatment, (2) elucidate the
fundamental mechanisms of growth of this poorly
understood pathology and (3) determine new applications of this therapeutic molecule.. ¢

Figure 1 .Working model of the myoma ECM remodelling under

UPA (PGL4001) treatment. Based on our results and recent literature,
we build this working model of UPA mechanism of action in myoma
cells. PGL4001 (a) directly inhibit the synthesis of collagen, (b) stimulates the expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that
degrade collagen fibers, (c) stimulates the expression of the MMP inducer EMMPRIN and (d) inhibits the MMPs inhibitor (TIMPs).
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ANDROLOGY

Due to remarkable advances in cancer therapies,
we have seen great improvements in survival rates
of pediatric and reproductive-age male patients.
Unfortunately, fertility in adult life may be severely
impaired by these treatments. Gonadotoxic therapy is also used to cure a variety of non-malignant
disorders, such as hemoglobinopathies, aplastic
anemia and autoimmune diseases, resulting in a
growing population affected by fertility-threatening
therapies. Knowledge and understanding of fertility
preservation and restoration approaches therefore
warrants broader dissemination in clinical practice.
Our research focuses on four main axes :
> A Optimization of fertility preservation methods
for prepubertal boys by cryopreservation of immature testicular tissue (ITT).
> B Development of fertility restoration techniques
from cryopreserved ITT by autotransplantation
and in vitro maturation.
> C Creation of a bioengineered artificial testicle to
be used as an in vitro study model for spermatogonial stem cell transplantation.
> D Development of fertility restoration techniques
from alternative stem cell sources, namely induced
pluripotent stem cells.

The place of selective progesterone receptor modulators
(SPRMs) in myoma therapy. Minerva Ginecologica. 2016
[Epub ahead of print]

A) Fertility preservation and restoration from
cryopreserved immature testicular tissue (ITT)
J. Poels, F. De Michele, M. Vermeulen, C. Wyns

7 | Luyckx M, Squifflet JL, Jadoul P, Votino R, Dolmans

MM, Donnez J. First series of 18 pregnancies after
ulipristal acetate treatment for uterine ﬁbroids. Fertility and
Sterility. 2014; 02(5):1404-9.

We developed a slow-freezing protocol for prepubertal human testicular tissue that has yielded good
structural integrity of cells and tissue after evaluation
in an in vivo xenotransplantation model.

8 | Luyckx M, Pirard C, Fella L, Dereume A, Mhallem
M, Debiève F, Squifflet J. Long-term non-surgical
control with ulipristal acetate of multiple uterine fibroids,
enabling pregnancy. American Journal of Obstetrics and
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Consequently, indications for spermatogonial stem
cells banking were established and banking of ITT
from prepubertal boys undergoing gonadotoxic treatments was initiated. Patient/parent satisfaction and
decisional factors were also evaluated.

9| Courtoy GE, Donnez J, Marbaix E, MM Dolmans. In

Further assessment of the functional capacity of cryopreserved human ITT after long-term xenografting
was subsequently performed. Although seminiferous
tubule integrity and the ability of spermatogonial cells
to proliferate were well preserved, complete normal
spermatogenic differentiation could not be achieved. Indeed, spermatids were slightly smaller than in
situ controls and spermatozoon-like cells with small
heads and short tails were observed. In addition, a

vivo mechanisms of uterine myoma volume reduction
upon ulipristal acetate treatment. Fertility and Sterility.
2015 ; 104(2):426-34
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B) Characterization and differentiation of primordial germ cells from induced pluripotent stem
cells to restore fertility in patients with cancer
rendered sterile by radio- and/or chemotherapy
O. Botman, C. Wyns

Successful fertility restoration with frozen-thawed ITT
in humans has not yet been reported.

As a first step, we sought to create an iPSC strain from
adult fibroblasts (fig 1). The integration of the vector into
the specific cells, the expression of undifferentiation and
pluripotency markers, AP, REX1, Oct3/4, SOX2 and SSEA4
and the capacity to form cells from the three germ layers
confirmed the reprogramming of our fibroblasts into a
pluripotent state. Moreover, we showed that our iPSCs
express TEKT1, a spermatid specific marker. These encouraging results confirm the potential of our iPSCs to
differentiate into putative germ cells. Further investigations will be necessary to isolate and enrich the germ cell
population since embryoid bodies obtained after spontaneous differentiation of reprogrammed skin fibroblasts
consist of a heterogeneous population of cells including
both PSCs and differentiated cells from all lineages.

Our current research is invesigating three different fertility restoration strategies usingcryopreserved ITT :
> A Autotransplantation of stored tissue in patients
in whom there is no risk of contamination by cancer
cells. Encapsulation matrices supplemented with
VEGF nanoparticles are being studied.
> B In vitro maturation of spermatogonial stem cells
contained in stored tissue, yielding in vitro-derived
male haploid gametes available for intracytoplasmic
sperm injection. This procedure circumvents the risk
of reintroducing malignant cells, making this approach
potentially highly beneficial for cancer patients.
> C Elaboration of a porcine bioengineered testicular scaffold to incorporate sorted human testicular
cells with a view to transplantation to patients and
differentiation of isolated spermatogonia in the presence of testicular somatic cells. This artificial testis
constitutes an in vitro spermatogonial stem cell transplantation study model.
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high proportion of spermatogonial cells were lost. Studies aimed at optimizing cryopreservation protocols
were therefore conducted. The potential of vitrification (a technique preventing ice crystal formation by
use of high concentrations of cryoprotectants and
ultrafast cooling velocity that could minimize cellular
damage) was evaluated. Vitrification of non-human
primate ITT allowed survival of spermatogonia able
to proliferate and functional Leydig cells. Moreover, in
humans, integrity of seminiferous tubules and survival and proliferation of spermatogonia were observed
in long-term organotypic culture, showing vitrification
to be a promising alternative strategy to slow-freezing
in the emerging field of ITT cryopreservation. Unexpectedly, our comparative studies of cryopreservation
methods in our in vivo xenotransplantation model
led to the conclusion that the grafting method and
transplantation environment were at least partially
responsible for spermatogonial cell loss and their incomplete differentiation, highlighting the urgent need
to develop a robust controlled environment for transplanted tissue before considering autotransplantation
of cryopreserved ITT in our patients.

For patients who cannot benefit from prior cryopreservation of their spermatozoa or immature germ cells,
use of alternative stem cell sources, namely induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) capable of differentiating
into male gametes, might be a potential strategy to allow future parenthood.
Indeed, iPSCs have the capacity to differentiate into
cells of the three embryonic layers. Since 2007, a number of laboratories have proved that somatic cells can
be reprogrammed into iPSCs after integration of a small
set of transcription factors (Takahashi et al., 2007).
More recently, postmeiotic cells were successfully obtained after in vitro differentiation of iPSCs (Eguizabal et
al., 2011). Further assays will nevertheless be required
to assess the developmental and reproductive ability of
these post-meiotic cells.

The objectives of this research project are to :
> 1 Apply this reprogramming and culture technique
in patients whose infertility is associated with a genetic
origin in order to better understand the mechanisms of
male infertility.
> 2 Develop a method of propagation and in vitro maturation of germ stem cells derived from iPSCs to restore
fertility in cancer survivors.

Fundings

Fundings

Private sponsorship, FNRS,
Fondation Salus Sanguinis

Private sponsorship,
Fondation Salus Sanguinis
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MEDICAL IMAGING
RESEARCH (IMAG)

IMAG is the medical imaging research group of the Université Catholique de Louvain originating from and
embedded within the Radiology Department of the Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc. IMAG support active
research programs in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) and Ultrasound Imaging (US) in relying on state-of-the-art facilities and by getting involved together physicists, radiologists, MD
residents, PhD students and staff technologists. By the diversity of expertise of its investigators, IMAG can
rely on knowledge in several fields such as neuroimaging, abdominal and thoracic imaging, musculoskeletal
imaging, pediatric imaging, women’s imaging, vascular and interventional imaging, animal experimentation,
physics, signal and image processing, and data mining. Research axes within IMAG are therefore numerous.
Among these axes, a privileged area of research is the development of MRI as a non-invasive morphologic and
functional imaging tool for the diagnosis, staging, treatment monitoring and follow-up of oncological patients.
The mainlines adopted by IMAG can be summarized as follows:
1. To develop, optimize and translate advanced imaging technologies into clinical practice and patient care,
and contribute to the future shape of radiological imaging.
2. To constitute an open technical platform, offering the opportunity to work with research
groups within the UCL and beyond, and favor innovation in biomedical research.
Additional activities of IMAG include the participation in multicenter trials (with other universities, EORTC, pharmaceutical industry) and the collaboration on technological tests and optimization with major imaging companies (GE,
Siemens, Philips). IMAG investigators also provide expert advice in the various fields of medical imaging techniques.
IMAG is subdivided into sectors : - Neuro Imaging - Musculoskeletal imaging - Abdominal imaging Cardiothoracic imaging - Woman imaging - Pediatric imaging
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Dynamic contrast-enhanced
computed tomography to assess
early activity of cetuximab in
squamous cell carcinoma of the
head and neck
Michoux N, Duprez T.
This project is lead by S. Schmitz and JP.
Machiels (UCL/IREC/MIRO) and developed
in collaboration with R. Lhommel (UCL/IREC/
MIRO) and with IMAG.
Cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody targeting
the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR),
has demonstrated activity in various tumor
types. Using dynamic contrast-enhanced computed tomography (DCE-CT), we investigated
the early activity of cetuximab monotherapy in
previously untreated patients with squamous
cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN).
Treatment-naïve patients with SCCHN received
cetuximab for 2 weeks before curative surgery.
Treatment activity was evaluated by DCE-CT
at baseline and before surgery. Tumor vascular
and interstitial characteristics were evaluated
using the Brix two-compartment kinetic model. Modifications of the perfusion parameters
(blood flow Fp, extravascular space ve, vascular space vp, and transfer constant PS) were
assessed between both time points. DCE data
were compared to FDG-PET and histopathological examination obtained simultaneously.
Plasmatic vascular markers were investigated
at different time points. Fourteen patients had
evaluable DCE-CT parameters at both time
points.
A significant increase in the extravascular extracellular space ve accessible to the tracer
was observed but no significant differences
were found for the other kinetic parameters
(Fp, vp or PS). Significant correlations were
found between DCE parameters and the other
two modalities. Plasmatic VEGF, PDGF-BB
and IL-8 decreased as early as 2 hours after
cetuximab infusion. Early activity of cetuximab
on tumor interstitial characteristics was detected by DCE-CT. Modifications of plasmatic
vascular markers are not sufficient to confirm

Texture Analysis of T2-Weighted
MR Images to Assess Acute
Inflammation in Brain MS Lesions
Michoux N, Duprez T.
This project is developed in collaboration
with A. Guillet (UCL/SSH/IMAQ/SMCS) and C.
Sindic (UCL/SSS/MEDE).
Brain blood barrier breakdown as assessed by
contrast-enhanced (CE) T1-weighted MR imaging is currently the standard radiological marker
of inflammatory activity in multiple sclerosis (MS)
patients. Our objective was to evaluate the performance of an alternative model assessing the
inflammatory activity of MS lesions by texture
analysis of T2-weighted MR images. Twenty-one
patients with definite MS were examined on the
same 3.0T MR system by T2-weighted, FLAIR, diffusion-weighted and CE-T1 sequences. Lesions
and mirrored contralateral areas within the normal
appearing white matter (NAWM) were characterized by texture parameters computed from the
gray level co-occurrence and run length matrices,
and by the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).
Statistical differences between MS lesions and
NAWM were analyzed. ROC analysis and leaveone-out cross-validation were performed to
evaluate the performance of individual parameters,
and multi-parametric models using linear discriminant analysis (LDA), partial least squares (PLS) and
logistic regression (LR) in the identification of CE
lesions. ADC and all but one texture parameter were
significantly different within white matter lesions
compared to within NAWM (p < 0.0167). Using LDA,
an 8-texture parameter model identified CE lesions
with a sensitivity Se = 70% and a specificity Sp =
76%. Using LR, a 10-texture parameter model performed better with Se = 86% / Sp = 84%. Using PLS,
a 6-texture parameter model achieved the highest
accuracy with Se = 88% / Sp = 81%. Texture parameter from T2-weighted images can assess brain
inflammatory activity with sufficient accuracy to be
considered as a potential alternative to enhancement on CE T1-weighted images. ¢
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anti-angiogenic cetuximab activity in vivo. Further investigation is warranted to determine to
what extent DCE-CT parameters are modified
and to evaluate whether they are able to predict treatment outcome..¢

Medical imaging research

Mapping of global R1 and R2*
values versus lipids R1 values as
potential markers of hypoxia in
human glial tumors :
A feasibility study

Oxygen Mapping within Healthy
and Acutely Infarcted Brain
Tissue in Humans Using the NMR
Relaxation of Lipids: A Proof-OfConcept Translational Study

Safronova MM, Duprez T.

Colliez F, Safronova MM, Duprez T.

This project is developed in collaboration with
Colliez F, Joudiou N, Magat J, Jordan BF and
Gallez B (Biomedical Magnetic Resonance
Research Group, Louvain Drug Research
Institute/UCL) and Raftopoulos C (Department
of Neurosurgery /CUSL).

This project is developed in collaboration
with Joudiou N, Magat J, Jordan BF and
Gallez B (Biomedical Magnetic Resonance
Research Group, Louvain Drug Research
Institute/UCL) and Peeters AP (Department
of Neurology /CUSL).

Availability of an innocuous and repeatable
technique for monitoring tumor oxygenation
throughout therapeutic course should be a key
factor for adaptative therapeutic strategies.
We previously qualified lipids R1 as a marker
of oxygen level on experimental tumor models.
The objectives of the present study were to assess the applicability of measuring lipids R1 in
primary central nervous system malignancies
in a clinical setting as well as to compare lipids
R1 with global (water+lipids) R1 and R2* which
are also sensitive to the oxygen environment.

The clinical applicability of brain oxygenation
mapping using the MOBILE (Mapping of Oxygen By Imaging Lipids relaxation Enhancement)
magnetic resonance (MR) technique was assessed in the clinical setting of normal brain and
of acute cerebral ischemia as a founding proofof-concept translational study. Changes in the
oxygenation level within healthy brain tissue can
be detected by analyzing the spin-lattice proton
relaxation (‘Global T1’ combining water and lipid
protons) because of the paramagnetic properties of molecular oxygen. It was hypothesized
that selective measurement of the relaxation of
the lipid protons (‘Lipids T1’) would result in enhanced sensitivity of pO2 mapping because of
higher solubility of oxygen in lipids than in water,
and this was demonstrated in pre-clinical models using the MOBILE technique.

25 patients with brain neuroepithelial tumors
were examined on a clinical 3T MR system.
Values obtained within regions of interest
contouring contrast-enhanced tumor (C+),
unenhanced tumor (C-), peritumoral edema,
and normal appearing white matter (NAWM)
were compared to those obtained for the normal brain parenchyma of 17 healthy volunteers.
Global R1 and lipids R1 values were significantly lower in tumors than in NAWM of patients or
healthy brain of normal volunteers. In contrast,
R2* values were not significantly different in
tumors compared to NAWM or healthy brains.
None of them showed significant difference
between C+ and C- tumors. Global R1 values
within NAWM were significantly different from
that of both tumor and peritumoral edema, but
lacked sensitivity to differentiate between tumor and peritumoral edema. In turn, lipids R1
measurements enabled discrimination between
tumor areas and peritumoral edema. In conclusion, global R1 and lipids R1 deserve further
attention as potential markers of tumor hypoxia
in primary brain tumors. ¢
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In the present study, 12 healthy volunteers and
eight patients with acute (48-72 hours) brain infarction were examined with the same clinical 3T
MR system. Both Lipids R1 (R1 = 1/T1) and Global R1 were significantly different in the infarcted
area and the contralateral unaffected brain tissue,
with a higher statistical significance for Lipids R1
(median difference: 0.408 s-1; p<0.0001) than
for Global R1 (median difference: 0.154 s-1; p =
0.027). Both Lipids R1 and Global R1 values in
the unaffected contralateral brain tissue of stroke
patients were not significantly different from the
R1 values calculated in the brain tissue of healthy
volunteers. The main limitations of the present
prototypic version of the MOBILE sequence are
the long acquisition time (4 min), hampering robustness of data in uncooperative patients, and a
2 mm slice thickness precluding accurate measurements in small infarcts because of partial
volume averaging effects. ¢

Optimization of Diffusion Kurtosis
Imaging (DKI)
Peeters F, Duchêne G, Duprez T.

Deviations from Gaussianity due to the ultrastructural barriers can then be quantified by
analyzing the shape of the PDF. A faster estimation of the kurtosis of the PDF can be obtained
by considering the second order term in the cumulant expansion of the MR signal, resulting in
Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging (DKI). Whereas anisotropic diffusion leads to a second order diffusion
tensor, kurtosis should be described in terms of
a fourth order tensor. In this project we study the
systematic and random errors on estimations
of DKI-metrics on the basis of simulations. The
influence of the b-values and gradient directions will be investigated. Optimal b-values were
already found on the basis of a bi-exponential
model for the tissue of interest. A comparison
with kurtosis values obtained from QSI was also
performed. Different kurtosis metrics will be
investigated (today, it is not well known which
metrics should be used to characterize anisotropy of a fourth order tensor for instance) with
respect to noise sensitivity, contrast on the basis
of a volunteer study. The final purpose of this
study is to find the optimal scan parameters (for
a clinical acceptable scan time) that lead to estimated maps with sufficient information about
the tissue of interest. ¢

Figure : Maps of the mean (AVG_D) and fractional ani-

sotropy (FA_D) of the diffusion tensor and mean (MK) and
a metric of anisotropy (KAs) of the kurtosis tensor from a
healthy volunteer.

Feasibility of regularized pore size
distribution estimation on clinical
MR scanners using a double
pulsed field gradient sequence
Duchêne G, Duprez T, Peeters F.
Diffusion-weighted MR imaging has the unique
capability of giving insights into the microstructure of biological tissues. Specifically, the ability
of the technique to estimate noninvasively cells’
sizes and distributions should be of major clinical
relevance since changes in such parameters are
involved in a wide range of disease processes.

Medical imaging research

Diffusion is a very powerful source of contrast
in medical MRI. Standard clinical DWI (Diffusion
Weighted Imaging) uses a simple model of free
isotropic diffusion of the water molecules leading to the calculation of the so-called Apparent
Diffusion Coefficient (ADC). Progress was made
by taking into account the anisotropy of the diffusion process due to the anisotropic presence of
ultra-structural barriers within tissues resulting
in hindered or restricted diffusion. This leaded to
the concept of Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI).
DTI also assumes a Gaussian diffusion propagator corresponding to free diffusion which
does not model in a proper way the MR signal
from biological tissues. The diffusion propagator or Probability Density Function (PDF) can be
reconstructed from so-called q-Space Imaging
(QSI), but is time consuming.

A new method for estimating pore size and
Pore Size Distribution (PSD) has been recently described using the double Pulsed Field
Gradient (dPFG) sequence which is derived
from the pioneering Stejskal- Tanner sequence.
Unfortunately, the method is weakened by an illconditioned system of equations. In this work,
we present a simulation study of PSD estimates
with a dPFG sequence using Tikhonov regularization. We assess the feasibility of the technique
on clinical MR scanners thereby encountering
the two major limitations of the clinical systems,
namely restricted gradient strength and moderate B_0 field resulting in limited signal to noise
ratio (SNR). The arbitrary choice of the experimental parameters is discussed. Our results
indicate that stable performance and robustness
of estimates may be obtained by regularization
even when a large gradient duration is used to
compensate limited strength. However, the
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maximum available gradient strength should still
be used as increased gradient durations tend
to reduce the angular dependence of the dPFG
signal. When reducing the number of measurements, for instance to reduce the scan time,
it turns out to be more efficient to decrease the
number of angles first and thereafter the number
of q values. Considering the strong impact of the
SNR on the precision of estimates, we suggest
to further explore the numerous existing regularization techniques. Finally, we give an order of
magnitude of the minimal pore size which could
be estimated by the method. ¢

Musculoskeletal
imaging
Self-resolving focal non-ossifying
myositis : a poorly known clinical and
imaging entity diagnosed with MRI
Perlepe V, Dallaudière B, Omoumi P, Hristova L, Rezzazadeh A, Vande Berg B, Malghem J, Lecouvet F.
Focal myositis is a rare benign inflammatory
pseudotumor, presenting as a painful nodular mass within a muscle, and characterized by
spontaneous resolution within weeks. The goal
of this study is to assess the clinical and imaging
findings of focal nodular myositis simulating a
neoplasm at clinical examination, with no history
of trauma.

Figure : Estimation of PSD using analytical expressions

(valid for ideal impulsive gradients) for signals generated
with clinical gradient durations and strengths. This leads
to systematic errors in the estimated PSD. When using
the so-called multiple correlation method in combination
with regularization, the correct PSD (blue curve) will be
retrieved.

This study describes the locations and appearance at ultrasonography (US), computed
tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of this condition in a series of five
patients. MRI and US displayed a solid intramuscular « tumor» and suggested a continuum
between the proximal and distal muscle fibers
that appeared thickened within the nodular
lesion, a sign that has been reported in myositis ossificans. MRI showed edema in adjacent
muscles and soft tissues, as well as intense enhancement of the mass. Intense vascular flows
were seen at Doppler analysis. CT did not reveal
the appearance of peripheral ossifications, ruling out the diagnosis of myositis ossificans. In
some patients, the diagnosis of sarcoma had
been suggested as possible by the radiologist.
Imaging follow-up with MRI showed complete
resolution of the masses over several weeks,
thus avoiding a biopsy; no recurrence was observed at long-term follow-up (more than 24
months).
This study highlights MRI and US findings in focal
non-ossifying myositis, and emphasizes the role
of MRI in suggesting this diagnosis, leading to the
careful follow-up of the lesion until its resolution,
and ruling out more aggressive lesions. ¢
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Lecouvet FE, Michoux N, Larbi A, Vande Berg B, Malghem J, Triqueneaux P.
This project is developed in collaboration with
A. Nzeusseu Toukap and MS. Stoenoiu (UCL/
IREC/Rheumatology) as well as with P. Omoumi
(Department of Diagnostic and Interventional
Radiology, Lausanne University Hospital).
Whole-body coverage using MRI was developed
almost 2 decades ago. The first applications
focused on the investigation of the skeleton to
detect neoplastic disease, mainly metastases
from solid cancers, and involvement by multiple myeloma and lymphoma. But the extensive
coverage of the whole musculoskeletal system,
combined with the exquisite sensitivity of MRI
to tissue alteration in relation to different pathologic conditions, mainly inflammation, has
led to the identification of a growing number
of indications outside oncology. Seronegative
rheumatisms, systemic sclerosis, inflammatory
diseases involving muscles or fascias, and multifocal osseous, vascular, or neurologic diseases
represent currently validated or emerging indications of whole-body MRI (WB-MRI). We first
illustrate the most valuable indications of WBMRI in seronegative rheumatisms that include
providing significant diagnostic information in
patients with negative or ambiguous MRI of the
sacroiliac joints and the lumbar spine, assessing disease activity in advanced (ankylosed)
central disease, and evaluating the peripherally
dominant forms of spondyloarthropathy. Then
we review the increasing indications of WB-MRI
in other rheumatologic and nonneoplastic disorders, underline the clinical needs, and illustrate
the role of WB-MRI in the positive diagnosis and
evaluation of disease burden, therapeutic decisions, and treatment monitoring. ¢

Intraosseous migration of
tendinous calcifications: cortical
erosions, subcortical migration
and extensive intramedullary
diffusion, a SIMS series
Malghem J, Lecouvet F, Vande Berg B.
Calcium hydroxyapatite crystal deposition is a
common disorder, which sometimes causes
acute pain as calcifications dissolve and migrate
into adjacent soft tissue. Intraosseous calcium
penetration has also been described. We illustrate the appearance of these lesions using a
series of 35 cases compiled by members of the
French Society of Musculoskeletal Imaging (Société d’Imagerie Musculo-Squelettique, SIMS).
The first group in our series (7 cases) involved
calcification-related cortical erosions of the
humeral and femoral diaphyses, in particular
at the pectoralis major and gluteus maximus
insertions. A second group (28 cases) involved
the presence of calcium material in subcortical
areas. The most common site was the greater
tubercle of the humerus, accompanying a calcifying tendinopathy of the supraspinatus. In
addition, an extensive intramedullary diffusion
of calcium deposits was observed in four of
these cases, associated with cortical erosion in
one case and subcortical lesions in three cases.
Cortical erosions and intraosseous migration of
calcifications associated with calcific tendinitis
may be confused with neoplasm or infection. It
is important to recognize atypical presentations
of hydroxyapatite deposition to avoid unnecessary investigation or surgery. ¢
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The Increasing Spectrum of
Indications of Whole-Body MRI
Beyond Oncology: Imaging
Answers to Clinical Needs
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Eosinophilic fasciitis: typical
abnormalities, variants and
differential diagnosis of fasciae
abnormalities using MR imaging

Medical imaging research

Kirchgesner T, Malghem J, Vande Berg B,
Lecouvet F, Larbi A.
This project is developed in collaboration
with Omoumi P (Department of Diagnostic
and Interventional Radiology, Lausanne
University Hospital, Switzerland), Houssiau F
(Rhumatology Department/CUSL) Dallaudière
B (Département d’imagerie, centre hospitalier
universitaire Pellegrin, Bordeaux, France),
Galant C (anatomo-pathology department/
CUSL) and Houssiau F (Rhumatology
department/CUSL).
Eosinophilic fasciitis is a rare condition. It is
generally limited to the distal parts of the arms
and legs. MRI is the ideal imaging modality
for diagnosing and monitoring this condition.
MRI findings typically evidence only fascial
involvement but on a less regular basis signal
abnormalities may be observed in neighboring
muscle tissue and hypodermic fat. Differential
diagnosis of eosinophilic fasciitis by MRI
requires the exclusion of several other superficial
and deep soft tissue disorders. ¢

Diffusion-weighted MR imaging
in musculoskeletal diseases :
current concepts
Dallaudière B, Lecouvet F, Vande Berg B, Perlepe
V, Cerny M, Malghem J, Larbi A.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Omoumi P (Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology, Lausanne University
Hospital, Switzerland)
MR imaging is currently regarded as a pivotal
technique for the assessment of a variety
of musculoskeletal conditions. Diffusionweighted MR imaging (DWI) is a relatively recent
sequence that provides information on the
degree of cellularity of lesions. Apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) value provides information on
the movement of water molecules outside the
cells. The literature contains many studies that
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have evaluated the role of DWI in musculoskeletal
diseases. However, to date they yielded
conflicting results on the use and the diagnostic
capabilities of DWI in the area of musculoskeletal
diseases. However, many of them have showed
that DWI is a useful technique for the evaluation
of the extent of the disease in a subset of
musculoskeletal cancers. In terms of tissue
characterization, DWI may be an adjunct to the
more conventional MR imaging techniques but
should be interpreted along with the signal of the
lesion as observed on conventional sequences,
especially in musculoskeletal cancers. Regarding
the monitoring of response to therapy in cancer or
inflammatory disease, the use of ADC value may
represent a more reliable additional tool but must
be compared to the initial ADC value of the lesions
along with the knowledge of the actual therapy. ¢

Whole-body 3D T1-weighted MR
imaging in patients with prostate
cancer : feasibility and evaluation
in screening for metastatic disease
Pasoglou V, Michoux N, Peeters F, Larbi A,
Selleslagh T, Vande Berg BC, Lecouvet FE.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Tombal B (Urology department/CUSL) and
Omoumi P (Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology, Lausanne University
Hospital, Switzerland)
The purpose of this project is to develop and
assess the diagnostic performance of a threedimensional (3D) whole-body T1-weighted
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging pulse
sequence at 3.0 T for bone and node staging
in patients with prostate cancer. MATERIALS
AND METHODS This prospective study was
approved by the institutional ethics committee;
informed consent was obtained from all
patients. Thirty patients with prostate cancer
at high risk for metastases underwent wholebody 3D T1-weighted imaging in addition to
the routine MR imaging protocol for node and/
or bone metastasis screening, which included
coronal two-dimensional (2D) whole-body T1weighted MR imaging, sagittal proton-density
fat-saturated (PDFS) imaging of the spine, and
whole-body diffusion-weighted MR imaging.
Two observers read the 2D and 3D images
separately in a blinded manner for bone and node

For node metastasis, diagnostic performance
(area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve) was higher for whole-body 3D T1weighted imaging (per-patient analysis; observer
1: P < .001 for 2D T1-weighted imaging vs
3D T1-weighted imaging, P = .006 for 2D T1weighted imaging + PDFS imaging vs 3D
T1-weighted imaging; observer 2: P = .006 for
2D T1-weighted imaging vs 3D T1-weighted
imaging, P = .006 for 2D T1-weighted imaging +
PDFS imaging vs 3D T1-weighted imaging), as
was sensitivity (per-lesion analysis; observer 1:
P < .001 for 2D T1-weighted imaging vs 3D T1weighted imaging, P < .001 for 2D T1-weighted
imaging + PDFS imaging vs 3D T1-weighted
imaging; observer 2: P < .001 for 2D T1-weighted
imaging vs 3D T1-weighted imaging, P < .001 for
2D T1-weighted imaging + PDFS imaging vs 3D
T1-weighted imaging). Whole-body MR imaging
is feasible with a 3D T1-weighted sequence and
provides better SNR and CNR compared with 2D
sequences, with a diagnostic performance that
is as good or better for the detection of bone
metastases and better for the detection of lymph
node metastases.¢

Diagnostic performance of
CT-arthrography and 1.5T MRarthrography for the assessment
of glenohumeral joint cartilage :
a comparative study with
arthroscopic correlation
Omoumi P, Vande Berg BC, Lecouvet FE.
This project is developed in collaboration with Dubuc
JE (Orthopaedic Department/CUSL) and Rubini A
(Medical imaging center Cortambert/Paris)
The goal of this project is to compare the
diagnostic performance of multi-detector CT
arthrography (CTA) and 1.5-T MR arthrography
(MRA) in detecting hyaline cartilage lesions
of the shoulder, with arthroscopic correlation.
CTA and MRA prospectively obtained in 56
consecutive patients following the same
arthrographic procedure were independently
evaluated for glenohumeral cartilage lesions
(modified Outerbridge grade ≥2 and grade
4) by two musculoskeletal radiologists. The
cartilage surface was divided in 18 anatomical
areas. Arthroscopy was taken as the reference
standard.
Diagnostic performance of CTA and MRA was
compared using ROC analysis. Interobserver
and intraobserver agreement was determined
by κ statistics. Sensitivity and specificity of CTA
varied from 46.4 to 82.4 % and from 89.0 to
95.9 % respectively; sensitivity and specificity of
MRA varied from 31.9 to 66.2 % and from 91.1
to 97.5 % respectively. Diagnostic performance
of CTA was statistically significantly better than
MRA for both readers (all p ≤ 0.04). Interobserver
agreement for the evaluation of cartilage
lesions was substantial with CTA (κ = 0.63) and
moderate with MRA (κ = 0.54). Intraobserver
agreement was almost perfect with both CTA
(κ = 0.94-0.95) and MRA (κ = 0.83-0.87). The
diagnostic performance of CTA and MRA for
the detection of glenohumeral cartilage lesions
is moderate, although statistically significantly
better with CTA. CTA has moderate diagnostic
performance for detecting glenohumeral
cartilage substance loss. • MRA has moderate
diagnostic
performance
for
detecting
glenohumeral cartilage substance loss. • CTA is
more accurate than MRA for detecting cartilage
substance loss. ¢
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screening. Images were read in random order.
The consensus review of MR images and the
findings at prospective clinical and MR imaging
follow-up at 6 months were used as the standard
of reference. The interobserver agreement and
diagnostic performance of each sequence were
assessed on per-patient and per-lesion bases.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-tonoise ratio (CNR) were significantly higher with
whole-body 3D T1-weighted imaging than with
whole-body 2D T1-weighted imaging regardless
of the reference region (bone or fat) and lesion
location (bone or node) (P < .003 for all).
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Prevention of bone metastases
in patients with high-risk
nonmetastatic prostate cancer
treated with zoledronic acid:
efficacy and safety results of the
Zometa European Study (ZEUS)
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Lecouvet FE.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Tammela T (Tampere University Hospital and
University of Tampere, Urology, Tampere, Finland.)
Cicalese V (Azienda Ospedaliera, Urology, Avellino,
Italy.), Gomez Veiga F (A Coruña University Hospital,
Urology, Spain), Delaere K (Atrium Medisch
Centrum, Urology, Heerlen, The Netherlands), Miller
K (Charité, Universitätsmedizin, Urology, Berlin,
Germany), Tubaro A (Sant’Andrea Hospital, Urology,
Rome, Italy), Schulze M (Private Practice Schulze,
Markkleeberg, Germany), Debruyne F (Andros
Clinic, Urology, Arnhem, The Netherlands), Huland
H (University Krankenhaus Eppendorf, Urology,
Hamburg, Germany), Patel A, Witjes W and Caris
C (European Association of Urology, Research
Foundation, Arnhem, The Netherlands).
Patients with high-risk localised prostate cancer
(PCa) are at risk of developing bone metastases
(BMs). Zoledronic acid (ZA) significantly reduces
the incidence of skeletal complications in
castration-resistant metastatic PCa versus
placebo. Randomised open-label multinational
study with patients having at least one of the
following: prostate-specific antigen ≥20 ng/ml,
node-positive disease, or Gleason score 8-10.
Standard PCa therapy alone or combined with
4mg ZA intravenously every 3 mo for ≤4 yr. BMs
were assessed using locally evaluated boneimaging procedures (BIPs), with subsequent
blinded central review. Patients with BMs, time
to BMs, overall survival, and adverse events were
compared between treatment groups.
A total of 1393 of 1433 randomised patients
were used for intention-to-treat (ITT) efficacy
analyses, with 1040 patients with BIP-BM
outcome status at 4±0.5 yr. The local urologist/
radiologist diagnosed BIP-BMs in 88 of 515
patients (17.1%) in the ZA group and 89 of
525 patients (17.0%) in the control group (chisquare test: p=0.95), with a difference between
proportions of 0.1% (95% confidence interval
[CI], -4.4 to 4.7) in favour of the control group. In
the ITT population (n=1393), the Kaplan-Meier
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estimated proportion of BMs after a median
follow-up of 4.8 yr was 14.7% in the ZA group
versus 13.2% in the control group (log-rank:
p=0.65). Low hot spot numbers on bone scans
were confirmed as metastases with additional
imaging. Central reviews of BIPs were possible
only on a subset of patients. ZA administered
every 3 mo was demonstrated to be ineffective
for the prevention of BMs in high-risk localised
PCa patients at 4 yr. ¢

Comparison of fat suppression
methods in 2D & 3D MRI of the hands
T. Kirchgesner, V. Perlepe, N. Michoux, A. Larbi, F.
Lecouvet, B. Vande Berg
This project has financial support from la
Fondation Saint-Luc (mandat de recherche).
The aim of our research is to compare the
effectiveness of fat signal suppression and
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) obtained by the
Dixon method in comparison to the CHESS
(CHEmical Shift Selective) and STIR (Short Tau
Inversion Recovery) sequences at 2D and 3D
MR imaging of normal hands. Both hands of
14 healthy volunteers were imaged with 3D T1
Dixon Gradient Echo (GE), 3D T1 CHESS GE, 3D
T1 CHESS Spin Echo (SE), 2D T1 Dixon SE, 2D T1
CHESS SE, 2D T2 Dixon SE, 2D T2 CHESS SE and
2D STIR on a 1,5T MR scanner.
Two radiologists blindly and independently
scored the effectiveness of the fat signal
suppression (0: absent; 1: partial; 2: complete)
in bone marrow of 20 joints. One radiologist
calculated the SNR in 5 locations for each hand.
Statistical analysis was based on Student t-test.
Scores of fat signal suppression effectiveness
were significantly higher in Dixon compared to
CHESS and STIR. SNR is higher on both 2D and
3D Dixon T1 but not on 2D T2 Dixon in comparison
with the corresponding CHESS sequences.
Dixon sequences should be further investigated
in patients with inflammatory hand diseases as
they yield more effective fat suppression than
currently validated sequences. ¢

Perlepe V, Michoux N, Vande Berg B, Lecouvet
FE, Malghem J.
This project is developed in collaboration with L.
Marot (UCL/IREC/PNEU).
The goal of this project is to evaluate the
ultrasonographic appearance of subcutaneous
soft-tissue
tumors
and
pseudo-tumors
with a focus on epidermal cysts. 112 small
subcutaneous nodules (mean maximum
size: 9.7mm) with US imaging and pathologic
correlation were included in this retrospective
study. The histopathology revealed 7 ganglion
cysts, 24 epidermal cysts, 10 pilomatricomas,
47 benign tumors (including 25 lipomas), 9
malignant tumors and 15 various lesions. One
MSK radiologist with 20 years of experience
analysed several US imaging features of the
lesions: morphology, margins, size, echogenicity,
Doppler signal, peripheral halo, focal intradermal penetration, relative skin thinning
opposite to the mass, posterior acoustic
enhancement, lateral shadows. ROC analysis
was performed to evaluate the performance
of individual parameters and that of a multiparametric model using logistic regression in the
specific identification of epidermal cysts. Best
imaging parameters were posterior acoustic
enhancement (AUC = 0.87, Se = 100%, Sp =
65%), lateral shadows (AUC = 0.83, Se = 75%,
Sp = 91%), Doppler signal=0 (AUC = 0.75, Se =
86%, Sp = 63%), well-defined margins (AUC =
0.74, Se = 96%, Sp = 27%), relative skin thinning
(AUC = 0.71, Se = 100%, Sp = 35%) and focal
intra-dermal penetration (AUC = 0.65, Se = 42%,
Sp = 89%), showing a performance ranging from
moderate to good.

Registration Strategies for WholeBody Diffusion-Weighted MRI
Stitching
Lecouvet FE, Michoux N.
This project is lead by J. Ceranka, M. Polfliet, J.
Vandemeulebroucke and J. de Mey (UZ Brussels/
VUB/ETRO department) and developed in
collaboration with IMAG.
With the development of ultra-fast magnetic
resonance imaging sequences, whole-body
diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(WB-DWI) becomes a popular diagnostic tool
in patient cancer screening. Modality can
improve plenty of clinical investigations such as
lymphoma, multiple melanoma or metastatic
bone cancer diagnosis. Because of vast body
coverage and MR scanner limitations, wholebody image is acquired in blocks, called stations.
Precise ’stitching’ of whole-body stations is
essential to ensure correct image formation,
yet there are not many commercially available
registration algorithms.
We developed and investigated several
registration methods based on apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) and diffusion-weighted images
(DWI) to improve station-to-station registration
and WB-DWI image quality. This paper reports
on registration results of 52 whole-body DWI
images and compares them with other already
existing
methods.
Proposed
registration
techniques based on ADC images demonstrated
superior performance over other registration
methods. ¢
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Value of US Imaging in the Diagnosis
of Epidermal Cysts

A multi-parametric model based on 4
parameters (posterior acoustic enhancement,
well-circumscribed margins, lateral shadows
and Doppler) allowed diagnosis of epidermal
cysts with a very good performance (AUC =
0.96, Se = 91%, Sp = 94%). A computer-aided
decision based on a multi-parametric model of
US imaging features of subcutaneous lesions
allows diagnosis of epidermal cysts. Further
tests on a larger cohort of patients are needed to
confirm the performance of the present model.
Ultrasound is a reliable imaging technique for the
diagnosis of epidermal cysts. ¢
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wbMRI to detect bone metastases:
critical review on diagnostic
accuracy and comparison to other
imaging modalities

Anatomical distribution of areas
of preserved cartilage in advanced
femorotibial osteoarthritis using CT
arthrography (Part 1)

Pasoglou V, Michoux N, Lecouvet FE.

Omoumi P, Michoux N, Vande Berg BC.

This project is developed in collaboration with B.
Tombal (UCL/IREC/CHEX) and F. Jamar
(UCL/IREC/MIRO).

This project is developed in collaboration with
E. Thienpont (UCL/IREC/CARS) and FW. Roemer
(Department of Radiology, Klinikum Augsburg).

Abstract Numerous imaging modalities are
available for the diagnosis of bone metastases
(BM) in patients with cancer. This paper reviews
published studies comparing wholebody (wb)
MRI to BS, PET or PET-CT to provide up-todate evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy of
wbMRI to detect BM. This review is based on
a systematic search of the literature of studies
evaluating the diagnostic performance of wbMRI
for BM detection.

The goal of this project is o determine
subregions of normal and abnormal cartilage in
advanced stages of femorotibial osteoarthritis
(OA) by mapping the entire femorotibial joint in
a cohort of pre-total knee replacement (TKR) OA
knees. We defined an areal subdivision of the
femorotibial articular cartilage surface on CT
arthrography (CTA), allowing the division of the
femorotibial articular surface into multiple (up to
n = 204 per knee) subregions and the comparison
of the same areas between different knees. Two
readers independently classified each cartilage
area as normal, abnormal or non-assessable in
41 consecutive pre-TKR OA knees.

Evidence synthesis was achieved via a
classification tree, which provides an overview
of the performance of the different imaging
techniques and of the context in which these
are assessed, and an evidence table to seek
confirmation of the diagnostic value of the
imaging techniques. Eligible studies (n = 23/301)
included patients with cancer who underwent
wbMRI for suspicion of BM or for systematic
cancer staging, compared with at least one
other imaging tool. The evidence supporting the
superiority of wbMRI over BS for BM screening is
strong. wbMRI with diffusion-weighted imaging
(DWI) sequence has higher sensitivity than
wbMRI alone.
The respective accuracies of wbMRI and FDG
PET-CT differ depending both on the type of
analysis (lesion, region or patient-based) and
primary cancer. wbMRI and PET-CT emerge as
the techniques of choice for the diagnosis of
BM. The inclusion of DWI in wbMRI protocols is
of value to optimize the sensitivity but does not
add in specificity. This indicates the importance
of the anatomical sequences in those protocols.
Further comparisons between wbMRI and DWI
alone, 18F-NaF, 11CCholine, PSMA PET-CT and
PET-MRI systems remain necessary. ¢
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A total of 6447 cartilage areas (from 41 knees)
were considered assessable by both readers.
The average proportion of preserved cartilage
was lower in the medial femorotibial joint than
in the lateral femorotibial joint for both readers
(32.0/69.8% and 33.9/68.5% (medial/lateral) for
reader 1 and 2 respectively, all P < 0.001). High
frequencies of normal cartilage were observed
at the posterior aspect of the medial condyle (up
to 89%), and the anterior aspect of the lateral
femorotibial compartment (up to 100%). The
posterior aspect of the medial condyle was the
area that most frequently exhibited preserved
cartilage in the medial femorotibial joint,
contrasting with the high frequency of cartilage
lesions in the rest of that compartment. Cartilage
at the posterior aspect of the medial condyle, and
at the anterior aspect of the lateral femorotibial
compartment, may be frequently preserved in
advanced grades of OA. ¢

Omoumi P, Michoux N, Vande Berg BC.
This project is developed in collaboration with
E. Thienpont (UCL/IREC/CARS) and FW. Roemer
(Department of Radiology, Klinikum Augsburg).
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the
thickness of cartilage at the posterior aspect of
the medial and lateral condyle in Osteoarthritis
(OA) knees compared to non-OA knees using
computed tomography arthrography (CTA).
535 consecutive knee CTAs (mean patient age
= 48.7 ± 16.0; 286 males), were retrospectively
analyzed. Knees were radiographically classified
into OA or non-OA knees according to a modified
Kellgren/Lawrence (K/L) grading scheme.
Cartilage thickness at the posterior aspect
of the medial and lateral femoral condyles
was measured on sagittal reformations, and
compared between matched OA and non-OA
knees in the whole sample population and in
subgroups defined by gender and age. The
cartilage of the posterior aspect of medial
condyle was statistically significantly thicker in
OA knees (2.43 mm (95% confidence interval
(CI) = 2.36, 2.51)) compared to non-OA knees
(2.13 mm (95%CI = 2.02, 2.17)) in the entire
sample population (P < 0.001), as well as for all
subgroups of patients over 40 years old (all P
≤ 0.01), except for females above 60 years old
(P = 0.07). Increase in cartilage thickness at
the posterior aspect of the medial condyle was
associated with increasing K/L grade in the
entire sample population, as well as for males
and females separately (regression coefficient =
0.10-0.12, all P < 0.001). For the lateral condyle,
there was no statistically significant association
between cartilage thickness and OA (either
presence of OA or K/L grade). Cartilage thickness
at the non-weight-bearing posterior aspect of
the medial condyle, but not of the lateral condyle,
was increased in OA knees compared to non-OA
knees. Furthermore, cartilage thickness at the
posterior aspect of the medial condyle increased
with increasing K/L grade. ¢

Abdominal imaging
Impact of Intraoperative
Pancreatoscopy with Intraductal
Biopsies on Surgical Management
of Intraductal Papillary Mucinous
Neoplasm of the Pancreas
Navez J, Annet L.
This project is developed in collaboration with Hubert
C, Jabbour N and Gigot JF (Unit of Hepato-biliary and
Pancreatic Surgery /CUSL), Sempoux C (Department
of Pathology /CUSL), Lannoy V (Cancer Center
Institute Roi Albert II/CUSL) and Deprez P Borbath I
(Department of Hepato-Gastro-Enterology /CUSL).
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Cartilage thickness at the posterior
medial femoral condyle is increased
in femorotibial knee osteoarthritis :
a cross-sectional CT arthrography
study (Part 2).

Because of its known malignant potential, precise
histologic diagnosis of intraductal papillary
mucinous neoplasm of the pancreas (IPMN) during
intraoperative pancreatoscopy (IOP) is essential
for complete surgical resection. The impact of IOP
on perioperative IPMN patient management was
reviewed over 20 years of practice at Cliniques
universitaires Saint-Luc, Brussels, Belgium. Among
86 IPMN patients treated by pancreatectomy
between 1991 and 2013, 21 patients had a dilated
main pancreatic duct enabling IOP and were
retrospectively reviewed. The IOP was performed
using an ultrathin flexible endoscope and biopsy
forceps, and specimens of all suspicious lesions
underwent frozen section examination. Complete
IOP with intraductal biopsies was easily and
safely performed in 21 patients, revealing 8 occult
IPMN lesions. In 5 cases (23.8%), initially planned
surgical resection was modified secondary to
IOP: 3 for carcinoma in situ and 2 for invasive
carcinoma. The postoperative morbidity rate at 3
months was 25.0% (5 of 20); 1 patient died from
septic shock postoperatively and was excluded.
Median follow-up was 93 months (range 13
to 248 months). Nineteen of 21 patients were
still alive and free of disease at last followup (90.5%); there was 1 patient with invasive
carcinoma at initial pathology (pT3 N1) who
died of pulmonary recurrence 21 months after
surgery. Intraoperative pancreatoscopy of the
main pancreatic duct combined with intraductal
biopsies plays a significant role in the surgical
management of IPMN patients and should be
used in all patients presenting a sufficiently
dilated main pancreatic duct. ¢
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Hepatocellular adenoma
management: call for shared
guidelines and multidisciplinary
approach
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Blanc JF, Annet L.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Frulio N (Service de radiologie, CHU de Bordeaux/
France), Chiche L (Service hépatobiliaire et
pancréatique, CHU de Bordeaux/France), Sempoux
C (Service d’anatomie pathologique/CUSL),
Hubert C (Service de chirurgie digestive/CUSL),
Gouw AS (Department of Pathology and Medical
Biology, University Medical Center Groningen, The
Netherlands), de Jong KP (Department of HepatoPancreato-Biliary Surgery & Liver Transplantation,
University Medical Center Groningen, 9700
Groningen, The Netherlands), Bioulac-Sage P
and Balabaud C (Service de pathologie, hôpital
Pellegrin, CHU de Bordeaux, France).
Hepatocellular adenomas are rare benign
nodules developed mainly in women taking oral
contraceptives. They are solitary or multiple.
Their size is highly variable. There is no
consensus in the literature for their management
except that once their size exceeds 5 cm nodules
are taken out to prevent 2 major complications:
bleeding and malignant transformation.
There are exceptions particularly in men
where it is recommended to remove smaller
nodules. Since the beginning of this century,
major scientific contributions have unveiled
the heterogeneity of the disease. HCA are
composed of four major subtypes. HNF1A
(coding for hepatocyte nuclear factor 1a)
inactivating mutations (H-HCA); inflammatory
adenomas (IHCA); the β-catenin-mutated
HCAs (β-HCA) and unclassified HCA (UHCA)
occurring in 30-40%, 40-50%, 10-15% and 10%
of all HCA, respectively. Half of β-HCAs are also
inflammatory (β-IHCA). Importantly, β-catenin
mutations are associated with a high risk of
malignant transformation. HCA subtypes can
be identified on liver tissue, including biopsies
using specific immunomarkers with a good
correspondence with molecular data. Recent
data has shown that TERT promoter mutation
was a late event in the malignant transformation
of β-HCA, β-IHCA. Furthermore, in addition to
β-catenin exon 3 mutations, other mutations do
exist (exon 7 and 8) with a lower risk of malignant
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transformation. With these new scientific
informations, we have the tools to better know
the natural history of the different subtypes,
in terms of growth, disappearance, bleeding,
malignant transformation and to investigate
HCA in diseased livers (vascular diseases,
alcoholic cirrhosis). A better knowledge of HCA
should lead to a more rational management
of HCA. This can be done only if the different
subspecialties, including hepatologists, liver
pathologists, radiologists and surgeons work
altogether in close relationship with molecular
biologists. It is a long way to go. ¢

Management of patients with
advanced prostate cancer:
recommendations of the St
Gallen Advanced Prostate Cancer
Consensus Conference
(APCCC) 2015
Lecouvet FE, Tombal B, within conference APCCC* 2015
*
Department of Oncology/Haematology,
Kantonsspital St Gallen, St Gallen, Switzerland.
Department of Oncology/Haematology,
Kantonsspital St Gallen, St Gallen, Switzerland.
Prostate Cancer Targeted Therapy Group and
Drug Development Unit, The Royal Marsden NHS
Foundation Trust and The Institute of Cancer
Research, Sutton, UK. Department of Genitourinary
Medical Oncology, MD Anderson Cancer Centre,
Houston Department of Genitourinary Medical
Oncology, David H. Koch Centre, The University
of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Centre, Houston,
USA Department of Clinical Therapeutics,
Alexandra Hospital, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens Medical School, Athens,
Greece. Department of Cancer Medicine,
Institut Gustave Roussy, University of Paris Sud,
Villejuif, France. Department of Biostatistics and
Bioinformatics, Duke University, Durham. Division
of Human Biology, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Centre, Seattle. Tulane Cancer Centre,
Tulane University, New Orleans. Massachusetts
General Hospital Cancer Centre, Boston. Prostate
Cancer Foundation, Santa Monica, USA. Research
Centre for Advanced Science and Technology,
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. Oregon
Health & Science University Knight Cancer
Institute, Portland. Department of Medicine, Weill

Department of Pathology and Urology, Weill Cornell
Medical College and NewYork Presbyterian, New
York, USA. Department of Urology, Radboud
University, Medical Centre, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands.
Department of Medicine, Weill Cornell Medical
College, New York Genitourinary Oncology
Service, Department of Medicine, Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Centre, New York. Department of
Oncology, Assaf Harofeh Medical Centre, Tel-Aviv
University, Sackler School of Medicine, Zerifin,
Israel. Department of Urology, Carolina Urologic
Research Centre, Myrtle Beach. Helen Diller
Family Comprehensive Cancer Centre, UCSF, San
Francisco, USA. Department of Medical Oncology,
San Camillo and Forlanini Hospitals, Rome, Italy.
Department of Urology, Toho University Sakura
Medical Center, Chiba, Japan. Department of
Medical Oncology, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
and Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, USA. Department of
Medical Oncology and Haematology, Princess
Margaret Cancer Centre, Toronto, Canada. Service
D’Urologie, Institut de Recherche Clinique,
Université Catholique de Louvain, Brussels,
Belgium.
The first St Gallen Advanced Prostate Cancer
Consensus Conference (APCCC) Expert Panel
identified and reviewed the available evidence for
the ten most important areas of controversy in
advanced prostate cancer (APC) management.
The successful registration of several drugs
for castration-resistant prostate cancer and
the recent studies of chemo-hormonal therapy
in men with castration-naïve prostate cancer
have led to considerable uncertainty as to the
best treatment choices, sequence of treatment
options and appropriate patient selection.
Management recommendations based on expert
opinion, and not based on a critical review of the
available evidence, are presented. The various
recommendations carried differing degrees of
support, as reflected in the wording of the article
text and in the detailed voting results recorded in
supplementary Material, available at Annals of
Oncology online. Detailed decisions on treatment
as always will involve consideration of disease
extent and location, prior treatments, host
factors, patient preferences as well as logistical
and economic constraints. Inclusion of men with
APC in clinical trials should be encouraged. ¢
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Le ratio ganglionnaire et la qualité
chirurgicale sont de puissants
facteurs pronostiques du cancer
du rectum : résultats d’un centre
de référence
Daniel L, Danse E.
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Ce projet a été développé en collaboration avec
Van Maanen A (Unité de support statistique/
CUSL), Remue C, Abbes Orabi N et Kartheuser
A (Unité de chirurgie colorectale/CUSL), Van
den Eynde M (Service d’hémato-Oncologie/
CUSL), Jouret-Mourin A (Service d’anatomie
pathologique/CUSL) et Scalliet P (Service de
radiothérapie oncologique/CUSL).
Le stade tumoral et en particulier le stade
ganglionnaire restent des facteurs pronostiques
primordiaux dans le cancer du rectum. L’usage
du ratio ganglionnaire (RG), ajustant le nombre de
ganglions positifs au nombre total de ganglions, a
été préconisé. Le but de cette étude est d’évaluer
l’impact du RG, comparativement à d’autres
facteurs prédictifs, sur les résultats oncologiques
à court et long terme du traitement du cancer du
rectum. Dans le cadre d’un centre de référence
tertiaire, les patients consécutifs opérés pour
cancer du rectum non métastatique ont été
extraits d’une base de données prospective.
Une analyse uni- et multivariée rétrospective
a été réalisée. Entre 1998 et 2013, 456 patients
ont été opérés pour adénocarcinome rectal. Les
patients atteints de métastases synchrones
ont été exclus, laissant 357 patients dans
cette analyse. Le nombre moyen de ganglions
prélévés était de 12,8 +/- 8,78. Le RG moyen était
de 0,74 +/- 0,16. La survie sans récidive à 5 ans
(SSR) était de 71,8% et la survie globale (SG) à
5 ans de 80,1%. L’analyse multivariée a confirmé
le RG, la qualité TME, l’absence de symptômes
au diagnostic, l’infiltration péri-neurale et l’âge
comme des facteurs pronostics indépendants
de la SG. Le LNR et l’infiltration vasculaire extramurale étaient indépendamment associés à la
SSR. Le RG est le facteur pronostique majeur
important de la SG et de la SSR. La seule
variable contrôlable était la qualité chirurgicale
optimale. ¢
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Lemierre Syndrome of the
Femoral Vein, Related to
Fusobacterium necrophorum
Abscess of Vastus Lateralis
Yombi JC, Danse E.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Bogaert T (Department of Anaesthesiology/
CUSL), Tribak K (Department of Orthopaedic
and Traumatology Surgery/CUSL)
Lemierre syndrome is an uncommon, potentially
lethal disorder combining acute oropharyngeal
infection caused by Fusobacterium necrophorum,
with jugular vein suppurative thrombosis,
complicated by anaerobic sepsis with secondary
multiple
metastatic
abscesses.
Optimal
treatment outcome with reduced or absence of
sequelae can be achieved with early diagnosis.
We present a clinical case of Fusobacterium
necrophorum abscess complicated with femoral
vein thrombosis, called atypical localization of
Lemierre syndrome.
This uncommon disease was diagnosed on the
basis of clinical, biological, and imaging tests,
with a favorable outcome, after a well-orientated
antibiotic and surgical course of therapy. WHY
SHOULD AN EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN BE
AWARE OF THIS? Since its first description in
1936, Lemierre syndrome has been reported
in locations other than its initial oropharyngeal
site. Because optimal treatment outcome is
dependent on early diagnosis, it is imperative
for emergency physicians to be aware of this
uncommon disease, because in many instances
they are the patient’s initial point of contact with
medical care. ¢

Chevaux JB, Danse E.
This project is developed in collaboration
with Piessevaux H, Yeung R and Deprez PH
(Hepato-Gastroenterology Department/CUSL),
Jouret-Mourin A (Pathology Department /CUSL)
The role of endoscopic submucosal dissection
(ESD) in Barrett’s neoplasia is ill-defined, although
it might provide a higher curative resection
rate and better histologic assessment than
endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR). We aimed
to assess efficacy, safety, and long-term results
of ESD. A retrospective analysis was done of 75
consecutive patients with Barrett’s esophagus
who underwent ESD between January 2007 and
February 2014.
ESD was performed for visible lesions that were
multiple, larger than 15 mm, or poorly lifting, or
suspected of submucosal infiltration. The primary
end point was the rate of curative resection of
carcinoma. Median patient age was 68 years
(interquartile range [IQR] 61 - 76), median followup was 20 months (IQR 8.5 - 37.5), and median
maximum specimen diameter was 52.5 mm (IQR
43 - 71). En bloc resection rate was 90 % (66
/73), and rates of curative resection of carcinoma
and high grade dysplasia/carcinoma were 85
% (47 /55) and 64 % (42 /66), respectively. G3
differentiation and invasion to greater than pT1m2
were observed in 25 % (14 /55) and 67 % (37 /55)
of patients with adenocarcinoma, respectively.
There were 5 early ( < 48 hours) adverse events
(2 delayed hemorrhages and 3 perforations), all
treated endoscopically.
No ESD-specific death occurred. Esophageal
strictures developed in 60 % of patients, all treated
endoscopically. Additional treatment (median
sessions 2 [IQR 2 - 3]) for residual Barrett’s
esophagus were recommended to 62 % (42
/68). At latest follow-up, complete remission of
neoplasia and intestinal metaplasia was found in
92 % ESD appears to be safe and effective, with a
high rate of curative resection of carcinoma. ESD
should be considered for patients with Barrett’s
neoplasia at risk of incomplete resection or poor
pathologic assessment with conventional EMR. ¢

Pathological responses after
angiogenesis or EGFR inhibitors
in metastatic colorectal cancer
depend on the chemotherapy
backbone
Carrasco J, Danse E.
This project is developed in collaboration with Gizzi
M and Canon JL (Department of Medical Oncology /
Grand Hôpital de Charleroi), Pairet G, Sempoux C and
Jouret-Mourin A (Pathology Department /CUSL),
Lannoy V and Van den Eynde M (Department of
Medical Oncology/CUSL), Lefesvre P (Department
of Molecular Pathology / Institut de Pathologie et de
Génétique (IPG), Gosselies), Gigot JF (Department
of Abdominal Surgery and Transplantation/CUSL),
Humblet Y (Medical oncology/CUSL), Chapaux
X (Department of Radiology/ Grand Hôpital de
Charleroi) and Tinton N (Department of Abdominal
Surgery/Grand Hôpital de Charleroi)

Medical imaging research

Clinical outcome in patients
treated with endoscopic
submucosal dissection for
superficial Barrett’s neoplasia

Optimal preoperative treatment before colorectal
cancer metastases (CRCM) resection remains
unclear. This study evaluated pathological responses
(pR) in CRCM resected after chemotherapy alone or
combined with angiogenesis or epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors. Pathological
response was retrospectively evaluated on 264
resected metastases from 99 patients. The
proportion of responding metastases after different
preoperative treatments was reported and compared.
Patient’s progression-free survival (PFS) and overall
survival (OS) were compared based on pR. The
combination of anti-angiogenics with oxaliplatinbased chemotherapy resulted in more pR than
when they were combined with irinotecan-based
chemotherapy (80% vs 50%; P<0.001). Inversely,
the combination of EGFR inhibitors with oxaliplatinbased chemotherapy seemed to induce fewer pR
than when they were combined with irinotecanbased treatment (53% vs 72%; P=0.049). Overall
survival at 5 years was improved for patients with a
pR in all resected metastases compared with those
who did not achieve a pR (68.5% vs 32.6%; P=0.023)
and this response was the only factor predicting OS
in a multivariate analysis. The chemotherapy partner
combined with angiogenesis or EGFR inhibitors
influenced pR in resected CRCM. In our exploratory
analysis anti-angiogenic/oxaliplatin-based regimens
and anti-EGFR/irinotecan-based regimens were
associated with the highest pR. Prospective
randomised trials should be performed to validate
these observations. ¢
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Pooled analysis of the surgical
treatment for colorectal cancer
liver metastases

Medical imaging research

Veereman G, Danse E, Demetter P, Flamen P,
Hendlisz A, Sinapi I, Vanbeckevoort D, Ysebaert
D, Peeters M.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Robays J, Verleye L and Leroy R (Belgian Health Care
Knowledge Centre (KCE), Brussels, Belgium), Rolfo
C (Department of Digestive Oncology, University
Hospital Antwerp (UZA), Edegem, Belgium), Van
Cutsem E (Department of Digestive Oncology,
University Hospitals Leuven (UZLeuven), Leuven,
Belgium), Bielen D and Vanbeckevoort D (Department
of Radiology, University Hospitals Leuven (UZLeuven),
Leuven, Belgium) , Ceelen W (Department of Digestive
Surgery, University Hospital Gent (UZ Gent), Gent,
Belgium), De Man M (Department of Digestive
Oncology, OLV Ziekenhuis, Aalst, Belgium), Demetter
P (Department of Pathology, Free University Brussels
(ULB), Brussels, Belgium), Flamen P (Department of
Nuclear Medicine, Jules Bordet Institute, Brussels,
Belgium), Hendlisz A (Department of Digestive
Oncology, Jules Bordet Institute, Brussels, Belgium),
Sinapi I (Department of Oncology, Grand Hôpital de
Charleroi), Ysebaert D (Department of Hepatobiliary
Surgery, University Hospital Antwerp (UZA), Edegem,
Belgium) and Peeters M (Department of Digestive
Oncology, University Hospital Antwerp (UZA),
Edegem, Belgium)
Liver metastases in colorectal cancer patients
decreases the expected 5 year survival rates by a
factor close to nine. It is generally accepted that
resection of liver metastases should be attempted
whenever feasible. This manuscript addresses
the optimal therapeutic plan regarding timing of
resection of synchronous liver metastases and the
use of chemotherapy in combination with resection of
synchronous metachronous liver metastases. The aim
is to pool all published results in order to attribute a level
of evidence to outcomes and identify lacking evidence
areas. A systematic search of guidelines, reviews,
randomised controlled, observational studies and
updating a meta-analysis was performed. Data were
extracted and analysed. Data failed to demonstrate
an effect of timing of surgery or use of chemotherapy
on overall survival. Concomitant resection of liver
metastases and the primary tumour may result in
lower postoperative morbidity. Systemic peri-operative
chemotherapy may improve progression free survival
compared to surgery alone. ¢
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Role of Activin A and myostatin in
human cancer cachexia
Loumaye A, Trefois P.
This project is developed in collaboration with
de Barsy M, Nachit M, Lause P and Thissen
JP (Endocrinology, Diabetology, and Nutrition
Department/CUSL),
Frateur
L
(Dietetic
Departments/CUSL), Van Maanen A (statistical
support unit /CUSL), Gruson D (Laboratory Medicine
Departments,CUSL)
Cachexia
is
a
multifactorial
syndrome,
characterized by the loss of skeletal muscle
mass and not fully reversible by nutritional
support. Recent animal observations suggest
that production of Activin A (ActA) and Myostatin
(Mstn) by some tumors might contribute to cancer
cachexia. Our goal was to investigate the role of
ActA and Mstn in the development of the human
cancer cachexia.
The ACTICA study is a cross-sectional study, which
prospectively enrolled patients from a tertiary-care
center between January 2012 and March 2014.
Subjects/Outcome Measures: One hundred fifty
two patients with colorectal or lung cancer had
clinical, nutritional and functional assessment.
Body composition was measured by CT-scan,
anthropometry, and bioimpedance. Plasma
concentrations of ActA, Mstn, and Follistatin
were determined. Cachexia was associated with
reduced lean and fat mass (p < .01 and p < .001),
reduced physical function, lower quality of life,
and increased symptoms (QLQC30; p < .001).
Anorexia (SNAQ score < 14) was more common
in cachectic patients (CC) than in noncachectic
patients (CNC) (p < .001). ActA concentrations
in CC patients were higher than in CNC patients
(+40%; p < .001) and were correlated positively with
weight loss (R = 0.323; p < .001) and negatively
with the SNAQ score (R = -0.225; p < .01). In
contrast, Mstn concentrations were decreased in
CC patients compared to CNC patients (-35%; p <
.001). These results demonstrate an association
between circulating concentrations of ActA and the
presence of the anorexia/cachexia syndrome in
cancer patients. Given the known muscle atrophic
effects of ActA, our study suggests that increased
circulating concentrations of ActA may contribute
to the development of cachexia in cancer
patients ¢

Tritschler P, Dragean CA, Michoux N, Annet L,
Van Nieuwenhove S, Tréfois P, Danse E.
The goal of this project is to assess the added
value of pre-treatment apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) in 1.5 MRI to predict response
to neoadjuvant ChemoRadioTherapy (CRT) in
patients with rectal cancer; prediction between
pre-treatment ADC values and therapy response
being still controversial. 37 rectal cancer patients
underwent MR imaging including DWI (ADC maps
were acquired by using b-values of 0 and 1000 s/
mm2) before CRT and surgery.
On single slice MR imaging, a ROI was drawn in
consensus on the ADC map by two radiologists,
both blinded to therapy outcome. Therapy
response was defined by the dworak tumor
response grading system and the TNM system.
The degree of association between ADC and the
dworak and TNM scores was evaluated (Pearson
correlation coefficient). The value of pre-CRT ADC
in predicting the dworak score was investigated
with a multiple linear regression (MLR). Prediction
of patient’s response (dworak ≥ 3 or TNM if the
ypT was lower than cT) was investigated with a
logistic regression (LR). No significant correlation
was observed between pre-CRT ADC and the
dworak (p > 0.23) or TNM (p > 0.57) scores.
Based on MLR, ADC was not found to contribute
significantly to the prediction of the dworak score
(p = 0.29).
Based on LR, ADC did not contribute significantly
to the prediction of patient’s response according
either to dworak (p = 0.29) or to TNM (p = 0.56).
Pre-CRT mean ADC value within the lesion does
not contribute significantly to the prediction of
dworak score or to patient’s response. ¢

Cardiothoracic
imaging
Value of the “spine sign” on lateral
chest views
Medjek M, Ghaye B.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Hackx M and Gevenois PA (Radiology department/
Erasme) and De Maertelaer V (Department of
Biostatistics and Medical Informatics /ULB)
The goal of this project is to determine the
performance of the spine sign in detecting
lower chest abnormalities in the lateral view.
This retrospective study included 200 patients
who had undergone lateral view and CT scans
of the chest within 1 week. Two radiologists
independently read the lateral views, and a third
radiologist, blinded to the aim of the study, read
the scans. The spine sign was considered as
positive if the progressive increase in lucency
of the vertebral bodies was altered. Interreader
agreement was calculated through k-statistics.
Sensitivity, specificity, positive- and negativepredictive values, and accuracy were calculated
compared with CT.
Agreements between readers ranged from 0.12 to
0.68. Positive spine sign could appear in two ways:
absent or inversed progressive increase in lucency
of the vertebral bodies. Sensitivity, specificity,
positive- and negative-predictive values, and
accuracy were, respectively, 60% and 70%; 64%
and 84%; 91% and 97%; 19% and 29%; and 61%
and 72% for each reader (p-value ranging from
0.026 to 0.196). Abnormalities most frequently
associated with positive spine sign were plate-like
atelectasis, ground-glass opacity, pleural effusion
and consolidation. The spine sign can present
as an absent or inversed progressive increase in
lucency of the vertebral bodies. It has a moderate
sensitivity but a good positive-predictive value,
so it can be useful especially when it appears as
inversed progressive increase in lucency of the
vertebral bodies to detect various abnormalities
usually identifiable on chest radiographs. On
lateral chest radiographs, the spine sign is useful
to detect lower chest abnormalities and is related
to various underlying abnormalities and is, per se,
non-specific. ¢
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Can pre-treatment apparent
coefficient diffusion (ADC) value
predict response to neoadjuvant
chemoradiotherapy in rectal
cancer ?

Severe COPD exacerbation :
CT features.
Hackx M, Ghaye B, Coche E.

Medical imaging research

This project is developed in collaboration
with Gevenois PA and Muylem AV (Radiology
department/Erasme)
The aim of this study is to describe CT features
associated with severe exacerbations of Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). In this
prospective ethical-committee-approved study,
44 COPD patients (34 men, 10 women, age range
49-83 years) who provided written informed
consent were included at the time of hospital
admission for severe exacerbation. Pulmonary
function tests (PFT) and chest CT scans were
performed at admission and after resolution of
the episode following a minimum of 4 weeks free
of any acute symptom. For each CT scan, two
radiologists independently scored 15 features in
each lobe and side.
CT features and PFT results were compared for
exacerbation and control through Mac-Nemar
tests and paired t-tests, respectively. Forced
expiratory volume in 1 second and vital capacity
improved significantly after exacerbation (p =
0.023 and 0.012, respectively). Bronchial wall
thickening and lymphadenopathy were graded
significantly higher at exacerbation than at
control by both readers (p ranging from < 0.001
to 0.028). Other CT features were not observed
during exacerbation, or were so only by one
reader (p ranging from < 0.001 to 0.928). Only
lymphadenopathy and bronchial wall thickening
are CT features associated with severe COPD
exacerbation, respectively in 25% and 50% of
patients. Our findings do not advocate a role for
CT in the routine work-up of patients with severe
COPD exacerbation. ¢
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Cardiac myxoma imaging features
and tissue characteristics
at cardiovascular magnetic
resonance
Colin GC, Michoux N.
This project is developed in collaboration with
S. Dymarkowski and J. Bogaert (KU Leuven,
Department of Imaging and Pathology) as well
as with B. Gerber (UCL/IREC/CARD)
Although myxoma is extremely rare, it represents
the most common primary benign cardiac tumor,
accounting for 50% of cases. Echocardiography
is the first in line imaging modality but it has a
limited tissue characterization ability, hampering
to establish the diagnosis of myxoma presenting
atypically.
Therefore,
cardiac
magnetic
resonance (CMR) is increasingly used in the
diagnostic patient work up. Because of its rarity,
our knowledge of the imaging characteristics of
myxoma at CMR, is limited to case reports and
small patient series. In this study, we report the
CMR features of a consecutive patient cohort
(n = 35, 17 men, 64 years (26–86 years)) with
histologically confirmed myxomas obtained at
two tertiary hospitals from 2005 to 2015.
CMR studies were performed on a 1.5T or 3T
system (Philips, Best, The Netherlands) using a
comprehensive approach including dark-blood
T1-weighted and T2-weighted fast spin-echo
(FSE-T1/FSE-T2), steady-state free-precession
cine imaging (SSFP), first-pass perfusion, and
post-contrast FSE-T1 and late-gadoliniumenhancement (LGE) imaging. To conclude,
myxomas not only present typical features with
regard to location to the atrial septum, but also
with regard to tissue characteristics at CMR
using a comprehensive approach. As such, CMR
may be of help in the diagnostic work-up of
patients with suspected cardiac myxoma. ¢

Texture analysis on MR images
helps predicting non-response
to NAC in breast cancer.
Michoux N, Fellah L, Leconte I.
The purpose of this project is to assess the
performance of a predictive model of nonresponse to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC)
in patients with breast cancer based on texture,
kinetic, and BI-RADS parameters measured from
dynamic MRI. Sixty-nine patients with invasive
ductal carcinoma of the breast who underwent
pre-treatment MRI were studied. Morphological
parameters and biological markers were
measured. Pathological complete response was
defined as the absence of invasive and in situ
cancer in breast and nodes. Pathological nonresponders, partial and complete responders
were identified. Dynamic imaging was performed
at 1.5 T with a 3D axial T1W GRE fat-suppressed
sequence.
Visual texture, kinetic and BI-RADS parameters
were measured in each lesion. ROC analysis
and leave-one-out cross-validation were
used to assess the performance of individual
parameters, then the performance of multiparametric models in predicting non-response
to NAC. A model based on four pre-NAC
parameters (inverse difference moment, GLN,
LRHGE, wash-in) and k-means clustering as
statistical classifier identified non-responders
with 84 % sensitivity. BI-RADS mass/nonmass enhancement, biological markers and
histological grade did not contribute significantly
to the prediction. Pre-NAC texture and kinetic
parameters help predicting non-benefit to
NAC. Further testing including larger groups
of patients with different tumor subtypes is
needed to improve the generalization properties
and validate the performance of the predictive
model. ¢

Evaluation of residual tumor
after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(NAC) in patients with breast
cancers : Can we settle on DWI-MR
sequence ?
Leconte I, Lacoste B, Latifa F, Michoux N
This project is developed in collaboration with
Galant C (Surgery Department/CUSL) and
Berlière M (Pathology Department/CUSL)
The purpose of this project is to compare the
performance of Diffusion-weighted imaging
(DWI) sequence and Dynamic Contrastenhanced (DCE) sequence in the evaluation
of response to NAC. Sixty-six patients (mean
age:54 yr-old) with invasive breast carcinoma
(76 lesions) and treated with NAC were included
in the study. Pre and post-NAC MRI were
performed on 3 different magnets (two 1.5T and
one 3T) with 3 sequences (axial T2-weighted
imaging, axial DWI [b0-b600, b0-b1000, b0b1500], axial 3D T1-weighted DCE) before
surgery (<6 weeks). Two radiologists (1 senior
and 1 junior), blinded to anatomopathologic
results, read independently post-NAC sequences
with pre-NAC MRI available to locate the tumoral
bed, and measured the largest diameter of
the lesions. Performances of DWI/DCE (ROC),
agreement with anatomopathology (BlandAltman), and intra-/inter-observer agreement
(Intra-Class Correlation) were assessed.
Performance of DWI is significantly higher than
that of DCE in the detection of the residual tumor
(DWI:Se=84%/Sp=81%, DCE:Se=91%/Sp=38%,
p=0.002). Agreement of DWI/DCE sequences
with anatomopathology on the largest diameter
of commonly detected lesions is similar:
mean_bias_senior_obsDWI vs anat=12% [-72%;+96%],
mean_bias_senior_obsDCE vs anat=10% [-101%;+121%].
Intra-/inter-observer agreements range from
good to very good: ICCintra-obs :DWI ∈ [0.94;0.97],
ICCinter-obs:DWI=0.95, ICCinter-obs:DCE=0.89. DWI
outperforms DCE in the detection of residual
tumor after NAC and may be sufficient if preNAC MRI is available to locate the initial tumoral
bed. DWI has both high repeatability and
reproducibility and may be easily used by juniors.
Optimizing DWI-MR sequence towards a higher
spatial resolution could improve the correlation
with anatomopathology. ¢
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Woman imaging

The place of extensive surgery
in locoregional recurrence and
limited metastatic disease of
breast cancer: preliminary results
Berlière M, Leconte I, Fellah L, Lecouvet F.

Medical imaging research

This project is developed in collaboration with
Duhoux FP, Taburiaux L, Lacroix V, Bouziane D,
Piette P and Lengele B from the Breast Clinic,
King Albert II Institute at CUSL
The aims of this study were first to clearly define
two different entities: locoregional recurrences
and limited metastatic disease and secondly
to evaluate the place of extensive surgery in
these two types of recurrence. Twenty-four
patients were followed from June 2004 until May
2014. All patients underwent surgery but for 1
patient this surgery was stopped because the
tumour was unresectable. The median interval
between surgery for the primary tumour and the
locoregional recurrence or metastatic evolution
was 129 months.
Eight patients had pure nodal recurrences, 4 had
nodal and muscular recurrences, 5 had muscular
+ skin recurrences, and 8 had metastatic
evolution. Currently, all patients are still alive but
2 have liver metastases. Disease free survival
was measured at 2 years and extrapolated
at 5 years and was 92% at these two time
points. No difference was observed for young
or older women; limited metastatic evolution
and locoregional recurrence exhibited the same
disease free survival. Extensive surgery has a
place in locoregional and limited metastatic
breast cancer recurrences but this option must
absolutely be integrated in the multidisciplinary
strategy of therapeutic options and needs to be
planned with a curative intent. ¢
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Isolated bilateral transverse
agenesis of the distal segments of
the lower limbs at the level of the
knee joint in a human fetus.
Christiaens AB, Clapuyt P.
This project is developed in collaboration with
Deprez PM (Atlantic Cancer Research Institute,
Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada), Amyere M,
Vikkula M and Mendola A (Human Molecular
Genetics, de Duve Institute/UCL), Gillerot Y
(Centre for Human Genetics/CUSL), Godfraind
C (Laboratory of Pathology/CUSL), Lengelé BG
and Nyssen-Behets (MORF/IREC/UCL) and
Bernard P (Department of Obstetrics /CUSL).
Congenital limb anomalies occur in Europe with
a prevalence of 3.81/1,000 births and can have a
major impact on patients and their families.
The present study concerned a female fetus
aborted at 23 weeks of gestation because she
was affected by non-syndromic bilateral absence
of the zeugopod (leg) and autopod (foot).
Autopsy of the aborted fetus, X-ray imaging,
MRI, and histochemical analysis showed that the
distal extremity of both femurs was continued by
a cartilage-like mass, without joint cavitation.
Karyotype was normal. Moreover, no damaging
variant was detected by exome sequencing.
The limb characteristics of the fetus, which to
our knowledge have not yet been reported in
humans, suggest a developmental arrest similar
to anomalies described in chicks following
surgical experiments on the apical ectodermal
ridge of the lower limbs. ¢

Gurevich M , Clapuyt P, Menten R, Dumitriu D,
Danse E, Annet L.
This project is developed in collaboration with GuyViterbo V (Laboratoire de biochimie médicale/CUSL),
Smets F Stephenne X and Sokal E, (Gastro-entérologie
et hépatologie pédiatrique/CUSL), Lefebvre C and
Balligand JL (Médecine interne/CUSL), Pirotte T,
Veyckemans F and Clety SC (Anesthésiologie/CUSL
), Detaille T and Laterre PF ( Soins intensifs/CUSL),
Sempoux C ( Services d’Anatomie Pathologique/
CUSL), Latinne D (Unité de thérapie cellulaire
hématologique/CUSL ), Lerut J (Chirurgie et
transplantation abdominale/CUSL), Janssen M,
de Magnée C and Reding R (Chirurgie pédiatrique
abdominale et générale/CUSL)
To evaluate the outcome of pediatric living donor
liver transplantation (LDLT) regarding portal vein
(PV) reconstruction, ABO compatibility, and impact
of maternal donation on graft acceptance.LDLT and
ABO-mismatched transplantation constitute feasible
options to alleviate organ shortage in children. Vascular
complications of portal hypoplasia in biliary atresia (BA)
and acute rejection (AR) are still major concerns in this
field.Data from 250 pediatric LDLT recipients, performed
at Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc between July 1993
and June 2012, were collected retrospectively. Results
were analyzed according to ABO matching and PV
complications. Uni- and multivariate analyses were
performed to study the impact of immunosuppression,
sex matching, and maternal donation on AR rate.
Overall, the 10-year patient survival rate was 93.2%.
Neither patient or graft loss nor vascular rejection, nor
hemolysis, was encountered in the ABO nonidentical
patients (n = 58), provided pretransplant levels of
relevant isoagglutinins were below 1/16. In BA
recipients, the rate of PV complications was lower after
portoplasty (4.6%) than after truncal PV anastomosis
(9.8%) and to jump graft interposition (26.9%; P = 0.027).
In parental donation, maternal grafts were associated
with higher 1-year AR-free survival (55.2%) than paternal
grafts (39.8%; P = 0.041), but only in BA patients.LDLT,
including ABO-mismatched transplantation, constitutes
a safe and efficient therapy for liver failure in children.
In BA patients with PV hypoplasia, portoplasty seems
to constitute the best technique for PV reconstruction.
Maternal donation might be a protective factor for AR.. ¢
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Louvain centre FOR Toxicology
and applied Pharmacology
(LTAP)
The Louvain Centre for Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology (LTAP) was established in
2009 to conduct advanced research on the effects of xenobiotics on human health. It
addresses both intended (applied pharmacology) and adverse health effects of chemicals
(toxicology).
The centre integrates interdisciplinary expertise (from clinical, to analytical, experimental, and epidemiological sciences) and is actively engaged in commissioned projects and
research for international, European, national and regional government bodies, major
companies, trade associations, etc.
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V Guy-Viterbo, I Delattre, P. Wallemacq
Therapeutic drug monitoring is a fast growing
field, which involves not only analytical expertise but also pharmacokinetics (population
pharmacokinetics, modelisation, pharmacogenetics), pharmacodynamics (PD biomarkers),
and the evaluation of disease evolution, aiming
at optimizing and personalizing drug dosage
regimens. “Pharmacometrics”, is the term referring to this emerging area. Our institution
played a pioneering role in this discipline more
than 30 years ago, and our group is maintaining
this leading position by contributing to research
efforts for optimizing immunosuppressants
and antibiotics drug dosages and regimens
in specific subpopulations (e.g. pediatric liver
transplantation, septic patients, elderly).
Also, our group has demonstrated the interest
of measuring intracellular drug concentrations
as better reflection of drug exposure/efficacy,
than blood or serum concentrations. About 19
peer reviewed contributions were published in
2015 until April 2016, together with a couple
of textbook chapters. Various members of
this group participated actively in international
congresses, workshops, scientific committees
and roundtables. A collaboration has been developed with the two largest French paediatric
transplantation centres (Bicêtre and Necker) to
identify the evolution of the main drug-disposition covariates during the first years of age. Dr
Vanessa Guy- Viterbo, paediatrician, will defend
her PhD thesis on this topic in 2016. Another
long-term collaboration has been reinforced
with the University Hospital Erasme in Brussels in the field of anti-infectious therapeutics.
We also develop a new approach based on
dry blood spot testing which allows sampling
reduced blood volumes, and stable samples
shipment. These advantages were explored in
our group, in collaboration with a Brasilian center (supported by a FNRS/CNPq sponsoring).
Finally our group, is involved in a FP7 multicenter project, MON4STRAT, aiming at optimizing
antibiotherapy in severe pneumonia by ultrafast TDM with PK-PD modelling, in which Dr I
Delattre is directly involved. The group was at
the origin of international consensus papers

such as Seger C, et al. (2016) Ther Drug Monit. 38(2):170-89, or Brunet M et al. (2016) Ther
Drug Monit. 38 Suppl 1:S1-S20.
Close internal collaboration is in place with
LTAP scientists such as Dr A Capron and Pr V
Haufroid. ¢

Human pharmacogenomics and
personalized medicine :
experimental and clinical
studies on the influence of
genetic polymorphisms on drug
metabolism and transport.
G. Dessilly, L. Belkhir, L. Elens, V. Haufroid
The development of new active substances is a
continuous source of progress in pharmacotherapy. However, the search for an optimal use of
existing molecules constitutes another avenue of
improvement. In conventional medicine, a common practice is to recommend a single dosage
regimen determined as an average in a given
population, assuming that patients respond in a
similar way on drug therapy. However, inter-individual variations exist in drug response, making
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) and treatment
failure major issues in daily clinical practice.
Pharmacogenomics uses genomics information to predict response to therapy and might
certainly contribute to improve the concept of
personalized medicine. The promise of pharmacogenomics is that both the choice of a drug and
its dose will be determined based on the genetic
make-up of a given patient.
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Therapeutic drug monitoring :
A multidisciplinary approach
to reach personalized medicine

Our group has been actively involved in the pharmacogenomics of immunosuppressive drugs
in solid organ transplantation for more than 10
years proposing, for instance, internationally
recognised dosing guidelines for tacrolimus therapy based on CYP3A5 genotype (Haufroid et al.
Am J Transplant. 2006). From January 2011 until October 2013, a clinical study (CYRANO study)
on 150 new patients undergoing kidney transplantation and treated by tacrolimus using the
CYP3A5-based dosing recommendation established at LTAP was initiated. The first follow-up
of the CYRANO study has been published recently in Pharmacogenomics (in press). Furthermore,
very recently (March 2015), our guidelines related
to tacrolimus use in renal transplantation have
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been translated into clinical recommendations in the
worldwide recognised PharmGKB website (https://
www.pharmgkb.org/).
International collaborations have also been
reinforced, more particularly with the Erasmus Medical Centre Rotterdam (Dr R.H.N. van Schaik) where
Laure Elens completed a post-doctoral fellowship
and investigated pharmacogenetic determinants of
drug response in several cohorts of patients. In this
respect, our group (V. Haufroid and L. Elens) is actively involved in a European network dealing with
the clinical implementation of pharmacogenetics
(Eu-Pic; http://www.eu-pic.net/). The next meeting is
scheduled in May 2016.

Cystic Fibrosis therapy :
“From bench to bed”
S. Noel, B. Dhooghe, J. Haaf, T. Leal
Under the scope of translational research, genetically
modified mice are used as models of cystic fibrosis
(CF) disease. Our aim is to study the pathophysiology
of the lung disease and to test therapeutic strategies
addressing the basic loss-of-function of the CFTR
protein or circumventing exaggerated inflammatory
responses that progressively disrupt pulmonary architecture and lead to respiratory failure.

Pharmacogenomics research has been extended on
two others classes of drugs with a low therapeutic index: antiretrovirals (funded by Saint-Luc Foundation
and “Pierre et Colette Bauchau 2015 price”, doctoral
thesis of Leïla Belkhir) and anticancer agents, more
particularly tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) (funded
by Télévie, FNRS and FSR, doctoral thesis of Géraldine Dessilly, private defense in April 2016).
In parallel to those clinical studies, experimental
approaches on modified cell lines (including selected SNPs of interest) are used in collaboration
with prof. J-B Demoulin (de Duve Institute, UCL) to
more deeply explore clinically relevant associations
observed in vivo (ABCB1, ABCC1, ABCC2,…). As an
illustration, we showed that ABCB1 1199G>A genetic
polymorphism (rs2229109) influences the intracellular accumulation and therapeutic activity of selected
TKI (imatinib and nilotinib) in HEK293 and K562 recombinant cell lines, respectively (G. Dessilly et al.,
Pharmacogenomics, in press) opening the way to
new clinical applications. ¢

The ABCB1 1199G>A polymorphism affects anti-proliferative effects of imatinib. Cell proliferation after 48h of
treatment (N=3) at different concentrations of imatinib
(0.1-10 μM). The relative proliferation of treated cells
compared to control cells is represented on graphs.
*1199G compared to 1199A *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001
(Pharmacogenomics, in press).
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Bronchial epithelium section from a cystic fibrosis patient.

A current topic of our research is the potential of
phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors (PDE5i), a class
of drugs initially approved for improving erectile
dysfunction, as a fundamental therapy for CF. CF
mice homozygous for the F508del mutation, the
most common CFTR mutation in humans, treated
with vardenafil at clinically relevant doses, by intraperitoneal injection (Lubamba et al, 2009) or by local
deposition on the nasal mucosa (Lubamba et al,
2011), showed correction of CFTR-dependent chloride transport, which is abolished or blunted in CF.
The effect of the PDE5i was identified by measuring
the nasal potential difference, an extremely delicate
diagnostic test that has been also used to evaluate
therapeutic efficacy of potential drugs during clinical
trials. We have acquired great expertise in this test,
both in mice and in patients. In the same line, we
have shown that vardenafil attenuates inflammatory responses in CF mice (Lubamba et al., 2012).
Thanks to the IREC Cell Imaging platform, we have
shown that vardenafil increases the expression of

Thanks to our F508del breeding colony, we have
contributed to a better understanding of the complex
cascade of events intricated in the pathophysiology
of lung inflammation in CF. We have shown that
inflammation is present in CF under naive, nonstimulated conditions, even in the absence of any
detectable infection (Legssyer et al, 2006). We have
identified that inflammatory responses occur earlier
and are exaggerated in CF, and that CF lung inflammation is a complex process involving multiple
cellular players and distinct pathways. Macrophages
play a key role in the inflammatory responses in CF:
infiltrated bronchoalveolar, lung resident and peritoneal macrophages are more numerous in CF
than in wild-type mice, and the macrophage-related chemokine, CCL-2/MCP-1, is about 20-fold
more abundant in the alveolar space of F508del-CF
mice (Meyer et al, 2009). Cellular differentiation processes of CF macrophages are deregulated and are
polarized through a pro-inflammatory profile favoring perpetuation of inflammation and triggering the
development of fibrosis. Excess fibrogenesis in CF
is not fully understood and may represent a therapy
target. We have demonstrated that the phenotype
of lung and skin fibroblasts is altered in mice homozygous for F508del. Using an experimental mouse
model of bleomycin-induced fibrosis, we showed
that markers of pro-inflammatory and pro-fibrotic
responses are overexpressed in CF mice. Cell proliferation and differentiation into myofibroblasts,
a specialized type of fibroblasts activated during
wound healing, were deregulated in CF fibroblasts
(Huaux et al, 2013). Interestingly, vardenafil reverted
these over-responses. These findings provide compelling new support for targeting cGMP signaling
pathway in CF pharmacotherapy.
Comparative genome sequence analyses have
shown a 78% similarity between the mouse and
the human CFTR. The nucleotide sequence of exon
10, where the F508del site is located, is highly homologous between mice and humans. There is no
mismatch around the F508del site. Therefore, it

was expected that the CF mouse with a deletion of
a phenylalanine at position 508 would express properties similar to those of the human counterpart,
with similar implications, i.e., pathological and electrophysiological abnormalities. Although much has
been learned through this mouse model, considered as the best available F508del-CF mutant mouse
model, not all features of the human CF respiratory
pathology are observed in the model. The limitation
in its ability to mimic all the human clinical manifestations of CF entails a need for the development of
new, more adequate, animal models.
We are currently developing a ‘humanized’ CFTR
mouse model by replacing mCFTR by hCFTR,
with or without the F508del mutation. Two other
models, with or without the F508del mutation, will
be generated based on point substitution in the
mCFTR to make the protein locus analogue to
the hCFTR. This new project is designed to better
understand the genotype-phenotype (dys)similarities between mouse and human CFTR.
In CF, genetic factors cause dehydration of the
airway mucus by altering epithelial ion transport. This imbalance of electrolytes alone cannot
explain the heterogeneity of phenotype across
patients. Factors controlling cohesion and integrity of the epithelium are likely to play an important
role in the pathogenesis and they may vary by
disease and stage of severity. We have recently
evidenced that loss of planar cell polarity (PCP),
crucial for lung development, could be a key event
in CF pathogenesis. This is supported by preliminary data showing that one of the core protein
controlling PCP network is constitutively downregulated in CF and that its loss of function favors
remodeling of the airway epithelium. Our project
aims to characterize how the loss of PCP signaling confers susceptibility to remodeling at early
stage of the diseases and thereby contributes to
mucus obstruction.
We are also studying the deregulation of the
expression of microRNA (miRNA) in CF lung disease. miRNAs are short, noncoding RNAs with
pleiotropic effects dependent on posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression. By interfering
with multiple transcripts, miRNAs have the potential to regulate virtually all cellular mechanisms,
and have been identified as key players in producing rapid adaptation to changing environmental
conditions. Our preliminary findings support the
view that miRNAs act as phenotype modifiers of
CF lung disease. ¢
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F508del-CFTR protein to the apical membrane of
epithelial colonic cells in mice (Dhooghe et al, 2013).
Because vardenafil and analogs are in clinical use
for other clinical applications, research on this class
of drugs might speed up the development of new
therapies for CF. We are currently funded by FRIA
and the Belgian CF Association (doctoral fellowship
for B. Dhooghe) to investigate the mode of action
of vardenafil on F508del-CFTR to particularly determine if vardenafil promotes proper folding of the
mutant protein.
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Evaluation of health hazards and
risks of chemical
P. Hoet, G. Van Maele-Fabry
Our focus is the human health hazards and risks
of chemicals, and we develop exposure and health
monitoring programmes for human health risks
associated with industrial and environmental chemicals. Two complementary approaches are
applied: (1) conducting epidemiological studies
in occupational or environmental settings and (2)
assessing existing data through critical reviews,
systematic reviews and meta-analyses.
We recently conducted studies on the biomonitoring
of trace elements (TEs), indium (In) and manganese
(Mn) exposure, cadmium (Cd) nephrotoxicity in
acute liver disease patients, we determined the reference distribution and the upper reference limits for
26 TEs (Al, As, Sb, Ba, Be, Bi, Cd, Cr, Co, Cu, In, Li, Mn,
Hg, Mo, Ni, Pd, Pt, Pb, Se, Te, Tl, Sn, U, V, Zn) in the
urine of 1022 adults from the general population in
Belgium.
Urinary concentrations of analytes are often adjusted to creatinine concentration to integrate the
effects of fluid balance on spot samples. Carrying
out this adjustment systematically for all biomarkers is questionable and concerns about the
appropriateness of such procedure have been
emerging over the last years. This issue of the relevance of systematic creatinine adjustment was
raised again when determining the reference distributions for trace elements (TEs) in the urine of the
general adult population in Belgium. Considering
the distribution of these TEs, it was evident that
creatinine adjustment of their urinary concentrations entailed very different patterns of distribution
according to the TE considered.
Based on the assumption that 24hU is the gold
standard to assess exposure to TEs, we investigated a) whether the unadjusted concentrations of
TEs in random spotU reflect their 24-hour excretion
rate, b) whether the relation is improved by creatand SG-adjustment. The aim of our study was not
to perform sophisticated statistical analyses but to
answer questions routinely raised by a large number of health professionals from the clinical biologist
to the epidemiologist as well as stakeholders establishing guidance values or the physician who has
to interpret a result for his patient. The results add to
the doubts on the reliability of a systematic creatinine adjustment of urinary tests performed on spot
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samples. Such an approach may introduce a bias
and lead to a misestimation of the exposure level
and misinterpretation of associations in epidemiological or clinical studies. These results have been
recently accepted for publication (Hoet et al., 2016).
For assessing existing data of potential human
health effects associated with exposure to environmental toxicants, systematic reviews and
meta-analyses were conducted on dietary exposure
to cadmium and risk of breast cancer in postmenopausal women as well as on domestic exposure to
pesticides and childhood cancers.
The carcinogenic and estrogenic activities of Cd
make it a contaminant of potential concern for
hormone-dependent cancers including breast cancers. Postmenopausal women represent the most
appropriate population to investigate the possible
impact of exogenous factors with potential estrogenic activity on breast cancer as, after menopause,
exogenous estrogens are predominant and contribute to breast cancer risk. Several epidemiological
studies investigating the association between dietary Cd exposure and hormone-related cancers
have reported conflicting results. We systematically reviewed available studies on the association
between dietary exposure to Cd and breast cancer
focusing on postmenopausal women and performed a meta-analysis combining the risk estimators.
No statistically significant increased risk of breast
cancer was observed. Our study does not provide
support for the hypothesis that dietary exposure to
Cd increases the risk of breast cancer in postmenopausal women (Van Maele-Fabry et al., 2016).
The role of environmental exposure to pesticides
in the etiology of childhood cancer, although
strongly postulated, is still unknown and it has
been suggested that children may be particularly
sensitive to the carcinogenic effects of pesticides.
Leukemia and brain tumors are the two most
frequent childhood cancers. Possible sources of
children exposure are from indirect contamination
from parental occupational exposure to pesticides and from a direct exposure when pesticides
are used for residential pest control. We currently
systematically review the available literature on
the possible association between domestic/residential use of pesticides and the occurrence of
brain tumors in children. Statistically significant
increased risk was observed and a publication is
in preparation.. ¢

A. Bernard
Biomarkers of effect correspond to changes
that are qualitatively or quantitatively predictive of health impairment or potential
impairment resulting from exposure. They
must be sensitive, specific, robust and measurable in a minimally invasive way. We are
currently using such biomarkers to evaluate
the health risks of exposure to various environmental stressors including cadmium, tobacco
or wood smoke, fine particles and chlorination
products. Our research activities in 2015 were
mainly focused on the epithelial hypothesis,
which is presently proposed to explain the rise
of allergic diseases in affluent countries. We
further tested this hypothesis in studies involving school children or adolescents by using
airway epithelium biomarkers measurable in
serum or nasal lavage fluid (NALF).
The results showed that the risk of allergic
sensitization or, in sensitized subjects, of
asthma or allergic rhinitis were associated
with a defective airway epithelium as revealed by decreased levels of Club cell protein in
serum or NALF or increased levels of albumin in NALF or surfactant associated protein
D in serum. These defects in airway barrier
function were associated with the exposure
to various stressors including chlorination
by-products in swimming pools, domestic
cleaning with bleach or ambient air pollution
(Bernard et al. 2015).
Our results also revealed that the nasal epithelium barrier of young children presents a high
level of immaturity as compared with that of
adolescents or adults. This immaturity combined with the increasing exposure to various
environmental stressors might explain the
window of sensitivity that represents early
life for the development of allergic diseases.
We also pursued our investigations about the
significance of low-level urine cadmium as a
biomarker of cumulative exposure to this heavy metal (Bernard 2015). ¢

Immunoregulation during particleinduced lung fibrosis and cancer :
a new pathological pathway
F. Huaux, M. Orsi
Our group has developed a specific expertise
in the respiratory toxicity of micrometric- and
nanometric-materials such as asbestos, silica
and carbon nanotubes (CNT). We investigate
the immune mechanisms by which certain
fibers and particles induce alveolitis, lung fibrosis and cancer. Over recent years, we
have accumulated experimental evidence
that not only inflammation but also immunosuppression contribute to the development
of particle-induced fibrosis and cancer. Immunosuppression is thought to represent an
endogenous mechanism limiting excessive
immune responses, thereby preventing immunopathology. In the context of lung responses
to particles, we have newly proposed that this
regulatory mechanism has deleterious consequences, as suppressive immune responses
and mediators promote fibroblast activation
and tumor development. Immunosuppressive
pathways may thus become attractive targets
for therapeutic intervention.
In 2015, we newly discovered that granulocytic and monocytic Myeloid-Derived Suppressor
Cells (respectively G-MDSC and M-MDSC) accumulate during granuloma formation and
fibrosis development. We showed that these
two immunosuppressive cell subpopulations
produce osteopontin, M-CSF and TGF-β1 that
orchestrate granulomatous responses in the
lung of mice treated with particles. Mechanistically, these MDSC-related cytokines directly
modulate macrophage and fibroblast activities
(growth, differentiation and collagen production) during the lung responses to particles. This
work was done in collaboration with Manolis
Pasparakis, University of Cologne.
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Development of non-invasive tests
to detect effects of environmental
pollutants : validation and
application in human subjects

Our recent data have shown that carcinogenesis,
like fibrosis, may also derive from mechanisms
linked to suppressive immune responses (following figure). Our current hypothesis is that
immunosuppressive cell subpopulations (mainly macrophages and M-MDSC) are accumulated
during peritoneal responses to carcinogenic
fibers and possess the ability to inhibit both
innate and adaptive immune responses, thus
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subverting immune surveillance and favoring tumor development. We showed that this
mechanism was predictive of the carcinogenic
activity of CNT and asbestos. Several experimental projects are currently running to further
investigate the exact functions of these immunosuppressive cells in the in vivo carcinogenic
process induced by asbestos and CNT (collaboration with Pierre van der Bruggen, de Duve
Institute, UCL). ¢

Particle and nanomaterial
toxicology
S. van den Brule, G. Vietti, V. Sironval,
E. Scarcello, D. Lison
Inorganic particles used in industrial applications and technological developments can
represent a risk for human health, especially
via inhalation exposure.
Nanotechnologies are currently applied in
many types of industrial and domestic products, and developments are expected to
increase sharply in the coming years. The
unique physico-chemical properties that make
nanomaterials (NM) so technologically attractive may also represent a source of concern for
human health. There is, therefore, an immense
demand for characterizing the toxicology of
NM. Our group is actively involved in experimental research on the toxicity of inorganic
particles and NM.

An early accumulation of immunosuppressive M-MDSC
is specifically associated with the peritoneal response to
carcinogenic fibers in Wistar rats. (A) Flow cytometry dot
plots show the proportions of leukocyte sub-populations
present in peritoneal lavages obtained from CNT-7-treated rats (2 mg) at day 7 and identified by using CD11b/c
and His48 markers (a=macrophages, b=M-MDSC,
c=neutrophils, d=granulocytes, i.e. eosinophils and mast
cells). Microscopic views (Diff-Quick staining, 400x) of
FACS-sorted monocytic CD11b/cint and His48hi Myeloid
Derived Suppressor Cells (M- MDSC) (b) and CD11b/cint
and His48int neutrophils (c) freshly obtained from peritoneal cells of CNT-7-treated rats at day 7. Proportion of
(B) M-MDSC and (C) neutrophils in the peritoneal lavages
performed on CNT-7- or crocidolite asbestos- (Asb) treated Wistar rats at different time points (from 1 to 30 days)
after ip injection of 2 mg particles. Each bar represents
mean ± SEM of 4-5 observations. The results were statistically analyzed using the Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison
test. ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001 indicate a statistically
significant difference with saline-treated rats (day 0).
Proportion of (D) monocytic CD11b/cint and His48hi
Myeloid Derived Suppressor Cells (M- MDSC) and (E)
inflammatory CD11b/cint and His48int neutrophils in the
peritoneal lavages performed on saline-, CNT-7- (2 mg),
crocidolite asbestos- (Asb, 2 mg), DQ12 silica- (SiO2, 2
mg) or LPS- (E. coli, 5 μg) treated Wistar rats 1 day after
ip injection. SiO2 and LPS are not mesotheliomagenic.
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In 2015, we further investigated with Giulia
Vietti (FNRS doctoral fellow) the mechanisms
of the fibrogenic activity of carbon nanotubes
in the lung. We identified membrane kinase
receptors and the intracellular ERK1/2 signaling pathway as major components of the
proliferative activity of CNT on fibroblasts. We
showed that these endpoints can be used as
predictive in vitro markers of the lung fibrogenic activity of CNT (Vietti et al, 2016a). These
results have been recently included in an effort to develop an Adverse Outcome Pathway
(AOP) for the fibrogenic activity of CNT (Vietti
et al., 2016b). Based on our experience with
experimental assessement of CNT, our group
is currently coordinating a 3-year international (USA, Germany, Romania and Belgium) and
multidisciplinary project funded by SIINN ERANET to examine experimentally how surface
functionalization of CNT affects their lung toxicity (ICONS project).
Through a long-standing collaboration with
the group of prof. B. FUBINI (Torino) we are
investigating the physico-chemical bases of
the respiratory toxicity of silica (quartz), another prototypic particle in inhalation toxicology.
We found that the biological reactivity of silica particles is determined by the presence of
disordered silanol clusters on their surface.

The respiratory tract is not the only target organ
in particle toxicology, especially for NM. Humans
are orally exposed to NM abundantly used in
food industry components. For instance, silver
nanoparticles are commonly used in food packaging for their antibiotic properties, and their
impact on the digestive tract has not been well
assessed. We have recently completed a selffunded project to determine the effect of silver
nanoparticles (nAg) on the gut microbiota in
mice. Bacterial diversity was dose-dependently
reduced by nAg. Primarily, the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio was inversed by the treatment,
an effect that is also observed in obesity, suggesting that long-term oral exposure to nAg
could lead to disturbed metabolism. Additionally, we observed that nAg aging in feed reduced
their deleterious effect on the gut microbiota,
because of surface sulfidation (in collaboration
with Dr C. Levard, CEREGE, Aix-en-Provence).
This last observation further emphasizes the
need to take into account the progressive
transformation of NP in the environment for assessing their toxicity LTAP was also involved in a
research project financed by the Walloon region
to valorize industrial steel slag dusts through
a new process of carbonation (CARMAT project) Mineral carbonation can stabilize industrial
residues and, in the steel industry, may contribute to simultaneously valorize CO2 emissions
and slag. We hypothesized that, by restricting
the leaching of metals of toxicological concern
such as Cr and V, carbonation can suppress the
toxicity of these materials. The cytotoxic activity (WST1 assay) of slag dusts collected from
a stainless and a Linz-Donawitz (LD) steel plant,
before and after carbonation, was examined in
J774 macrophages. The release of Cr, V, Fe, Mn
and Ni was measured after incubation in artificial lung fluids mimicking the extracellular and
phagolysosomal milieu to which particles are
confronted after inhalation. LD slag had the
higher Fe, Mn and V content, and was more cytotoxic than stainless steel slag. The cytotoxic

activity of LD but not of stainless dusts was reduced after carbonation. The cytotoxic activity
of the dusts towards J774 macrophages necessitated a direct contact with the cells and was
reduced in the presence of inhibitors of phagocytosis (cytochalasin D) or phagolysosome
acidification (bafilomycin), pointing to a key role
of metallic constituents released in phagolysosomes. This in vitro study supports a limited
reduction of the cytotoxic activity of LD, but not
of stainless, steel dusts upon carbonation. This
research was recently accepted for publication
(Ibouraadaten et al., 2015).
Finally, LTAP has joined an Excellence project
funded by the Walloon region on the development of paintable lithium-ion batteries for the
local storage of energy. Our task is to determine
the potential respiratory toxicity of Li particles
and to identify an in vitro endpoint to compare the toxic potential of different particles
developed during the project. We found that Liparticles persisted in mouse lungs and induced
acute and chronic inflammatory and fibrotic
reactions with different intensities. Inflammatory responses were IL-1β-dependent and
possibly mediated, in part, by Li ions and other
toxicologically relevant ions constitutive of Li
particles (Co2+ and Fe2+). ¢
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This biological reactivity can be assessed in a
simple hemolysis test that reflects the membranolytic activity of silica particles. We have
recently shown that this membranolytic activity of silica particles determines their capacity
to disrupt phagolysosomes and to activate the
inflammasome in macrophages, and the
release of IL-1β, an important mediator of inflammatory reactions in the lungs (Pavan et
al., 2015)
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EQUIPMENT

Forensic toxicology
ICP-MS for the analysis of metallic elements in
biological matrices (urine, blood, ...)

Chromatography (GC, FPLC, GC-MS, HPLC, UPLC,
LC-MS/MS)

Genotyping and phenotyping of drug- metabolizing
enzymes and transport proteins

Modelisation and population pharmacokinetics
(NONMEM, WinNonLin)

Sensitive latex immunoassays for specific proteins in

various matrices (rodent and human Clara cell protein
and albumin, retinol-binding protein, beta2-microglobulin,..)

Equipment for measuring exhaled nitric oxide ,
collecting EBC and NALF

 Automated samplers for immunoassays
Equipment for protein purification
Transportable ozone analyser for ambient air monitoring
Fully equipped and accredited facilities for in vivo
toxicology studies

Cell culture, isolation and purification (MACS, FACS),
in vitro toxicology

 Molecular biology: nucleic acid extractions, realtime PCR,
immunoassays
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MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY (MBLG)
The pole of microbiology includes the virology and the bacteriology groups and is devoted to clinical microbiology research. It acts as a Belgian National AIDS Reference Laboratory (ARL), and houses the National Reference Centers for Clostridium difficile, Yersinia
and Borrelia. Recently, the group has developed important activities in the field of Mycobacteriology and rapid diagnosis of sepsis.

Research group of bacteriology

Diagnosis and epidemiology
of C. difficile infections (CDI)
C. difficile is the main cause of hospital acquired diarrhea and has become one of the most
frequent bacterial pathogen isolated in healthcare settings. Emergence of a hyper-virulent
clone (called ‘ribotype 027’) in the first years of
this century still increased the morbidity and the
mortality linked to the disease.
Our group has acquired a nationally and internationally renowned expertise in the diagnosis and
the study of the epidemiology of C. difficile infections and became, five years ago, the National
Reference Center for this pathogen, a contract
with the national Institute of Public Health (IPH)
which was renewed in 2015 for the next 4 years.
A new national epidemiological survey was initiated in 2015 in collaboration with the IPH and 30
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Belgian hospitals. This prospective study aims at
collecting and typing all strains isolated in those
hospitals over a one year period in order to better understand the mode of transmission of the
disease. More than 1200 isolates have been collected and typed so far. New typing methods like
“multilocus variable number tandem repeats analysis” (MLVA) have been developed in addition to
the classical ribotyping.
The national surveillance program was pursued
and the trend to a decrease of ribotype 027 has
been confirmed. The center also collaborated in
several European projects studying the global
epidemiology and in the redaction of European guidelines for diagnosis, treatment and prevention. ¢

The laboratory is internationally recognized for the
identification and taxonomic classification of rare
bacteria. Phenotypic and immunologic characterization are combined with genome sequencing
approaches and mass spectrometry. ¢

Sepsis and MALDI-TOF MS
Sepsis is a severe infection associated with
high morbidity and mortality rates. The rapid
instauration of an appropriate and targeted antimicrobial treatment is of major importance. Our
laboratory developed and validated rapid identification and susceptibility testing tools aiming
at rendering results within the day of blood positivity detection. Identification of positive blood
cultures is performed with MALDI-TOF MS directly from blood or on a 5-hour subculture.
According to the identification result, chromogenic tests are similarly performed allowing
the detection of respectively third generation
cephalosporin resistant Enterobacteriaceae/
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus.
Routine application of direct and early MALDI-TOF MS allowed a reduction of mean time
to identification results by 63.6%, with results
obtained after 10.5 hours versus 28.3 with the
conventional testing. Likewise, rapid susceptibility testing allowed results after a mean time
of 11.8 hours after blood culture positivity detection. Subsequently, mean time to optimal
antimicrobial treatment administration to the
septic patient was decreased to 19.8 hours compared to 36.1 hours when conventional methods
were applied.
MALDI-TOF MS is furthermore challenged as
a rapid and easy typing tool in acute hospital-outbreaks. MALDI-TOF MS was used for
typing multiresistant Corynebacterium striatum
strains at the origin of an outbreak in an intensive care unit and for typing methicillin resistant
Staphylococcus aureus strains at the origin of
an outbreak in a neonatal intensive care unit.
MALDI-TOF MS showed good concordance with
the standard typing tools. ¢

Mycobacteriology
Since 2014, the pole of Microbiology has intensified
its efforts in the field of tuberculosis and mycobacterial infections, with the vision to improve the
diagnostic for these complex infections.
The laboratory has developed a series of innovative
assays for the rapid detection of tuberculosis drug
resistance and the identification of non-tuberculosis mycobacteria.
Following these developments, several collaborations with device manufacturers have been
launched in order to accelerate the transfer of these
developments into rapid and simplified assays.
The laboratory further works on shaping and validating commercial diagnostic tests during their
pre-marketing phase. This includes the development of connectivity solutions for devices which
are to be deployed in laboratories of low-resource
countries and for which remote supervision is required. GenXchange© is a software that has been
co-developed by UCL and the National TB Program
of DR Congo. This solution is currently being deployed in many countries for remote supervision
of large national networks of GeneXpert© PCR
automates, with the support of the World Health Organization and other international stakeholders.
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Identification of rare
micro-organisms

Finally, the laboratory is actively involved in a much
broader and multi-disciplinary effort towards TB
eradication at the global level. The laboratory participates to international studies dedicated to the
evaluation of innovative strategies for improving TB
case notification (DRC and Peru), the improvement
of pediatric TB diagnosis (DRC and Jordan), and the
elaboration of guidelines for TB eradication (Stop
TB Partnership). ¢

Borrelia burgdorferi
In 2015, the NRC contributed to the publication of
Belgian guidelines for the epidemiology, the diagnosis, the treatment and the prevention of Borreliosis.
The NRC evaluated the CXCL13 detection in the
CSF for the diagnosis of neuroborreliosis. CXCL13
measurement in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was
performed by both recomBead CXCL13 (Mikrogen
GmbH, Germany) and Euroimmun CXCL13 ELISA
(Euroimmun, Luebeck, Germany). The test is now
implemented in the KULeuven laboratory.
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An original article titled «Scouts, forests, and ticks:
Impact of landscapes on human-tick» was published
by M. De Keukeleire and al. (Ticks and Tick-borne Diseases, 2015) in collaboration with the NRC.
Another original research titled “Seroprevalence of
Borrelia burgdorferi, Anaplasma phagocytophilum and
Francisella tularensis infections in Belgium: Results of
three population-based samples” by M De Keukeleire
and al. has been submitted for publication in VectorBorne and Zoonotic Diseases.
The NRC has also performed a seroprevalence
study in 2015 on more than 3000 sera from the serobank created by the National Institute of Health. The
screening test for the detection of IgG and the confirmation test by immunoblotting were conducted by the
NRC-UCL, the results are under analysis.
A PhD study conducted by Laurence Geebelen is
ongoing with the overall objective of estimating the
health and cost burden of Lyme borreliosis and other
tick-borne infections in Belgium. This study will be
coordinated by the service ‘Epidemiology of infectious diseases’ of the OD Public Health Surveillance
of the Scientific Institute of Public Health (WIV-ISP) in
collaboration with some national and international institutions including the NRC for Lyme borreliosis. .¢

Research group of virology

Antiretroviral drug resistance
The AIDS reference laboratory (ARL) is active in the
surveillance of drug resistance transmission. In collaboration with the other Belgian ARLs and the Scientific
Institute of Public Health, we described a large transmission cluster of a NNRTI-resistant strain in the
region of Namur, and more recently a subtype F1 outbreak among MSM. The ARL of UCL is also the Belgian
board for the ESAR (European Society for translational
antiviral research) and collaborates to the drug resistance spread surveillance in Europe.
The recent widespread use of integrase inhibitors
to treat people who are infected with HIV led to a
surveillance program of potential resistance transmission. The significance and impact of several natural
polymorphisms on drug efficacy is currently investigated within national and international collaborations.
The laboratory also takes part to a project in a rural
setting of South-Africa initiated by pediatricians of the
Cliniques St-Luc. The prevalence of antiretroviral drug
resistance in infants contaminated with HIV at birth is
investigated in order to establish better guidance for
their treatment. ¢
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Towards an HIV cure
Although antiretroviral drugs considerably changed
the disease prognosis, the HIV infection cannot be
currently cured. Diverse projects aiming at cure need
specific laboratory tools that are not available for clinical routine today. In this field, we particularly focus
on the detection of residual viremia on therapy and its
clinical significance by the validation of ultrasensitive
methods for genome quantification. ¢

HIV-2
Over recent years the ARL has become the reference
for HIV-2 in Belgium and Luxemburg, for both research
and laboratory tests linked to the clinical follow-up.
The laboratory coordinates clinical data for the international collaboration AcHIeV2e and takes part to the
elaboration of genotypic interpretation rules for antiretroviral drug resistance (HIV-2 EU). HIV-2 may also
cause AIDS, but it often lead to a controlled infection
without progression to AIDS on the long term. Host
factors are responsible for that control; the laboratory
studies some antiviral restriction factor that interferes
with the viral replication. Particularly, we focus on the
interaction between a viral envelope glycoprotein and
the cell protein BST-2/tetherin, interfering with virion
release. Site-directed mutagenesis, viral culture and
protein interactions studies are performed at the lab,
while modeling studies are conducted in collaboration
with the LIH in Luxembourg. ¢
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ACUTE MEDICINE (MEDA)
The MEDA pole comprises physicians conducting research in the three acute medicine
units of the UCL Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc and CHU UCL Namur site Mont-Godinne: anesthesiology, intensive care, and emergency medicine. Our primary research
work is devoted to clinical research, from local original studies to international multicenter studies, either academic or industry-sponsored. The MEDA pole does not currently have its own experimental lab, so that some PhD students of the clinical units
develop their thesis work in other poles according to a translational research.
The research is primarily focused on the following topics: (1) sepsis and septic shock; (2)
pulmonary embolism and new anticoagulant drugs; (3) airway and respiratory management; (4) acute intoxication and poisoning; (5) neuromuscular block during surgery;
(6) nutrition; (7) acute pain management; (8) elderly patient management during cardiac
surgery; (9) organ donation following cardio-circulatory death.
Most of the researchers of this group belong to international collaborative groups,
resulting in national or European leading board coordination and some co-authoring
studies published in the highest impact factor journals. One of the challenges of this
research sector focused on acutely-ill patients is developing fundamental aspects of
clinical studies, participating in preliminary phases of drug developments, and including
patients outside working hours (at nights and weekends).
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- Combatting bacterial resistance in Europe :
our intensive care unit is actively participating in a wide European consortium between
pharmaceutical companies and universities,
aiming to give antibiotic drug development
a much-needed boost by pioneering new
ways of designing and implementing efficient
clinical trials for novel antibiotics. This COMBACTE consortium project is devoted to the
performance of clinical trials of new class of
antibiotics with a novel mode of action, like an
innovative human monoclonal antibody that
binds with high affinity Staphylococcus aureus alpha toxin. This multicenter clinical trial
will evaluate the efficacy and safety of this
specific toxin-neutralizing agent at preventing
infections in patients at risk of S. aureus surgical site infections and mechanically-ventilated
patients at risk for S. aureus pneumonia.
- Targeting innovative pathways with stem
cells for the treatment of severe sepsis:
The SEPCELL project is a Phase Ib/IIa randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled,
multicenter study designed to evaluate the
safety and efficacy of intravenously-administered suspension of allogeneic expanded
adipose-derived stem cells in patients with
severe sepsis secondary to severe community-acquired pneumonia. The completion of
this study will contribute to the production of
fundamental scientific knowledge on stem
cells and their mode of action, and presents
a wide translational character, assessing the
immunomodulatory properties of stem cells
to target other therapeutic pathways than the
traditional standard of care with antibiotics.
- Investigating a new vasopressor in severe
septic shock: PF Laterre is the world principal
investigator of an industry-sponsored study
devoted to Selepressin, a selective vasopressin
type 1a receptor agonist which increases arterial pressure and has the potential to reduce
vascular leakage and pulmonary oedema. This
trial has started in 2015, is currently conducted at 50-60 sites in Europe and the United
States and will enroll 1800 patients. This is a
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled,

phase IIb/III two-part adaptive clinical trial, designed to investigate the efficacy and safety of
multiple dosing regimens of selepressin.
- Improving the quality of care for septic patients in the intensive care unit (ICU): A major
concern of ICUs worldwide is how to qualitatively assess the standard of care, especially in
septic clinical cases. This evaluation requires
our center to join forces with a worldwide
network of ICU research centers. We participated in two multicenter studies on this topic:
- A global, prospective, observational, quality improvement study of compliance with
international guidelines (Survival Sepsis
Campaign) in patients with either severe
sepsis or septic shock. Compliance with
these guidelines was found to be low (approximately 20%) and patients whose care
included compliance with these guidelines
exhibited a 40% reduction in their risk of
dying in hospital.

ACUTE MEDICINE

Furthering our understanding
of sepsis and septic shock

- 730 participating centers in 84 countries
prospectively collected data on all adult patients admitted to their ICUs during 10 days.
The objective was to assess differences
between hospitals and countries in terms of
ICU mortality. This large database highlighted that sepsis is still a major health problem
worldwide, associated with high mortality
rates in all countries.
- Improving the treatment of sepsis and septic shock: We participated in a multicenter,
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
Phase IIb trial comparing the efficacy/safety
of two IV doses of AZD9773, a polyclonal antibody against tumor necrosis factor-α, in adult
patients with severe sepsis/septic shock. The
results demonstrated that AZD9773 rapidly
and efficiently decreased plasma tumor necrosis factor-α concentration in patients with
severe sepsis/septic shock, though this effect
did not translate into clinical benefit.
- We performed a prospective, randomized,
controlled study in patients with intra-abdominal or lower respiratory tract infections
caused by Enterobacteriaceae. This study
sought to assess the pharmacokinetics
and target attainment rates of 6g of temocillin daily over three administrations, each
delivered once every 8 h (three times daily)
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or via continuous infusion in critically-ill
patients. The conclusion was that administering 6g daily of temocillin via continuous
infusion led to a larger proportion of critically-ill patients exhibiting free drug serum
concentrations covering Enterobacteriaceae infections.
- We reviewed “bacteriophage therapy” in
its capacity as alternative to antibiotics for
treating invasive bacterial infection and
found it to be a novel alternative to antimicrobial chemotherapy. We demonstrated
that bacteriophage therapy displayed several advantages and few adverse events were
reported, though underreporting cannot be
ruled out. However, further well-conducted studies are required to define the role
and safety of phage therapy in daily clinical
practice for treating patients with various
infections.
- Furthering understanding of septic shock
and its risk stratification: We performed a
local prospective observational study on 102
patients in septic shock, the primary objective
being to determine if those who died or required sustained vasopressors at Day 7 exhibited
arginine vasopressin (AVP) deficiency compared to vasopressor-free patients. No such a
relative deficiency was found. This study further confirmed previous data on the ability of
the CT-proAVP (C-terminal of preprovasopressin) to predict patient severity in severe sepsis
and septic shock.
- Improving our understanding of Streptococcus pneumoniae in community-acquired
pneumonia (CAP) in the ICU: Myeloid-related
protein (MRP) 8/14 is a major component of
neutrophils that is released upon infection or
injury. MRP8/14 is essential for protective immunity in cases of infection involving a variety
of micro-organisms through its capacity to
chelate manganese and zinc. Here, we sought
to determine the role of MRP8/14 in pneumococcal pneumonia. The results revealed that,
in a model of CAP, MRP8/14 is misused by S.
pneumoniae, facilitating bacterial growth by
attenuating zinc toxicity toward the pathogen.
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- Impact of early exercise on signaling pathways
in muscle metabolism in patients with sepsis:
Neuromuscular impairment in patients hospitalized in intensive care unit is an important risk factor
for morbidity and mortality. Characterized by an
increased catabolism of the muscle, it generates a
significant negative impact on quality of life after
discharge from intensive care. The objective of this
project is to demonstrate that maintaining muscle
activity at an early stage in patients with severe
sepsis, restores the balance of skeletal muscle
protein. By achieving muscle micro-biopsies, we
analyze the signaling pathways of catabolism and
protein synthesis in skeletal muscle. In parallel, the
morphological analysis attempts to objectify a limitation of the loss of muscle fibers, and to detect an
impact on the appearance of myopathic and/or
neuropathic lesions which characterize this patient
population. ¢

Management of pulmonary
embolism in outpatients
and monitoring the new oral
anticoagulants (DOAC)
Franck Verschuren
- Pulmonary embolism has long been a subject
of clinical research in our center, this potentially
life-threatening condition representing a significant diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic
challenge for physicians. All aspects of pulmonary embolism have already been explored through
the efforts of original local or international
clinical studies, including its suspicion (potential significance of expired CO2 measurement
for improving diagnostic efficacy), its diagnosis
(validation of multidetector spiral CT), its ambulatory therapy (validation of the PESI score for
outpatient treatment), and its risk stratification
(the prognostic value of pro-B-Type natriuretic
peptide; the PREP study for the evaluation of the
prognostic factors). We recently participated in
two major studies validating a new cut-off value
for D-dimer measurement in suspected cases
of pulmonary embolism (JAMA publication) as
well as confirming the conditions governing use
of thrombolysis as treatment of sub-massive
pulmonary embolism (New England Journal of
Medicine publication).

- Monitoring and managing anticoagulation induced by direct thrombin inhibitors
(DOAC) in the perioperative period: This clinical research area has borne results in several
prospective local and national studies, as well
as in international studies on the perioperative
management of patients on direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs):
- to monitor hemorrhagic and thromboembolic events;
- to validate biological tests in cases involving low DOAC concentrations;
- to validate interruption of DOAC prior to
commencing loco-regional anesthesia;
- to validate bedside guidelines for help during the anesthesiology consultation for the
perioperative management of DOACs
Franck Verschuren
The Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc is one
of the only hospitals in the world currently involved in the prospective evaluation of two
reversal agents for cases of severe hemorrhage or when urgent surgery is required for
patients under DOACs. The development of
antidotes to DOACs is a major area of clinical
research. One potential antidote is called Praxbind and is a humanized antibody fragment
(Fab) which binds with a high affinity to the
Factor IIa inhibitor Dabigatran. We have participated in an international multicenter study
validating its efficacy and safety, with the preliminary data published in the New England
Journal of Medicine in 2015.
Our center has been chosen by the European
Medical Agency for an audit in order to speed
up the development of this reversal agent.
Another antidote, Andexanet alfa, is a recombinant engineered version of Human Factor
Xa designed to reverse the activity of Factor
Xa inhibitors Rivaroxaban and Apixaban. We
are involved in a large sponsored international
study to validate the efficacy and safety of this
reversal agent. ¢

Management of lung and
respiratory parameters by
improving oxygenation, intubation,
and ventilation in patients
Dr L Putz, Dr L Bairy, Dr MA Nisolle, Dr AS Dincq,
and Pr A Mayne
- Towards better teaching and thus improved understanding of airway management:
Anesthesiology is an experienced unit for teaching and improving airway management. Several
topics are currently being developed:
- Managing respiratory tract function: (1) developing “simulation medicine” teaching
techniques using simulation dummies for training doctors and nurses; (2) validating technical
and material aids for tracheal intubation.
- Understanding the impact of technical
intubation on the voice by implementing and developing treatment techniques for pathologies
of the tracheobronchial tree: (1) transbronchial
thermoplasty in refractory asthma (with the
pneumology unit), and (2) bronchial and tracheal prosthesis implantation following rigid
bronchoscopy (with the pneumology unit)
Xavier Wittebolle, Jean Roeseler,
Reychler, and Pierre-François Laterre

Gregory

Investigating whether noninvasive ventilation
should be administered in patients with acute
hypoxemic respiratory failure before considering intubation. High-flow oxygen therapy
applied through a nasal cannula may offer an
alternative in patients with hypoxemia, preventing or delaying the need for intubation. We
have participated in a large multicenter study,
recently published in the New England Journal
of Medicine, that demonstrated that treatment with high-flow oxygen, standard oxygen,
or noninvasive ventilation did not result in
significantly different intubation rates, yet administering high-flow oxygen significantly
improved 90-day mortality rates.
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Sarah Lessire, Anne-Sophie Dincq, Virginie
Dubois, Ovidiu Vornicu, Maximilien Gourdin,
François Mullier
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Emilie Bialais, Pierre-François Laterre
- Effect of mechanical ventilation on the quality of sleep in intensive care patients.
The patients at the ICU suffer deterioration of
the architecture of their sleep, associated with
an extensive fragmentation. This is especially
true in patients on mechanical ventilation. Both
mode and settings of the ventilation will affect
sleep, causing apnea and asynchrony. The objective of this study is to evaluate the impact
of ventilation in closed loop (whose settings
are automatically adjusted to the patient’s
needs: Intellivent-ASV) on sleep fragmentation
(fragmentation index = number of awakenings
per hour of sleep) of ICU patients compared
to conventional ventilation (Pressure Support
ventilation). ¢

Managing acute intoxication and
the role of genetic polymorphisms
in poisoning
Philippe Hantson
- The intensive care unit is responsible for treating individual intoxications and evaluating
potential new treatments in cases of rare and
life-threatening poisonings. Albumin dialysis
performed with the molecular adsorbent recirculating system (MARS™) offers a theoretical ability
to effectively remove protein-bound drugs like
amlodipine from the circulation, and was thus
chosen for treating a severe poisoning with
calcium channel blockers. The result revealed
amlodipine to have a relatively short elimination
half-life. We also observed insulin resistance,
leading us to then study the potential interest of
high-dose insulin for this calcium-inhibitor intoxication context.
- A recent review focused on the genetic polymorphisms of cytochrome CYP2D6 and their
relevance in amphetamine, opioid analgesic, and
antidepressant poisoning cases in humans. In
particular, we demonstrated that CYP2D6 poor
metabolizers of particular antidepressants were
generally more prone to adverse effects. ¢
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Managing deep neuromuscular
block during surgery
Pr Ph Dubois and Dr L Putz
-The induction and maintenance of profound neuromuscular block improves conditions for tracheal
intubation and for operating during intra-abdominal laparoscopic surgery. The potential benefit in
other types of surgery (orthopedics, throat, bronchial endoscopies, ...) remains unconfirmed.
- Spontaneous recovery from neuromuscular block
may last longer than the surgery. Before recovering
a clear threshold to ensure safety (TOF ratio: 0.9),
the extubated patient risks experiencing breathing
difficulties and pulmonary complications (residual
paralysis state). Pharmacological reversal of the
neuromuscular block using neostigmine only partially improves the situation.
- Sugammadex, a new reversal agent of rocuronium-induced block, has been proven able to
interrupt deeper blocks more quickly at the end of
surgery. This opens the door to many clinical opportunities that can benefit patients, anesthesiologists,
and surgeons. Much further investigation must
be undertaken to pinpoint and demonstrate these
benefits, as well as their value in terms of cost.
- Objectively monitoring the neuromuscular transmission is key to intraoperative management of
the block and preventing residual paralysis. Technical adjustments improve the function, and new
devices are currently being developed. ¢

Nutrition
- Growing evidences show that the nutritional
status of patient affects the perioperative mortality and morbidity. For oncologic patients, the
weight loss may be an independent variable
of the patient outcome. Thus, the level of malnutrition is correlated with a decrease in life
expectancy, increased morbidity, including infection, and to a lesser response to carcinolytic
treatment and the loss of independence. Our research team focuses the impact of malnutrition,
this detection and this correction before surgery
in ENT oncologic surgery and in lung transplantation surgery.
We have participated in a large multicenter stu-

Organ donation after a cardiocirculatory death: a valuable
source for increasing the organ
donation pool in Belgium
Patrick Evrard, Philippe Hantson, and Franck Verschuren

Improving pain management in
cases of pain-inducing procedures
Charles Grégoire and Franck Verschuren
Pain is the most significant symptom that causes
patients to require emergency care. Despite this,
only 60% of these patients receive analgesic medication, and often late and inefficiently at that. Pain
induced by a diagnostic or therapeutic medical procedure is typically short-lived, predictable, and may
require intravenous sedation. Dexmedetomidine is
an agonist of alpha 2 adrenergic receptors used to
induce analgesia, anxiolysis, and mild to moderate
sedation, associated with low risks of respiratory
depression. Little information exists concerning
dexmedetomidine in the current medical literature.
We investigated whether the combination of dexmedetomidine and ketamine can achieve a level of
conscious sedation within maximum safety conditions in emergency care, for which 40 patients with
either wrist fracture or dislocation, pneumothorax
requiring acute drainage or abscess requiring drainage were included. ¢

Belgium is considered a leader and pioneer in organ donation and transplantation. Our center was
the first in Belgium to implement a standard protocol for organ donation after cardio-circulatory
death (DCD) in the early 2000s. These DCDs presently account for 80 of the 282 annual donors
in Belgium. These donations may result from
“expected cardiac arrests” of patients with incurable diseases in the ICU or from “unsuccessful
resuscitation” of patients following out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The intensive care, emergency,
and anesthesiology units of our institution together play an important role in optimizing organ
procurement from DCD donors. Prof. Patrick
Evrard (UCL Mont-Godinne) has been in charge
of implementing a national protocol for this category of donors. Future developments should now
be undertaken to improve the technical approach
by implementing the use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation for multi-organ procurement,
as well as a more structured policy for increasing
the potential pool of donors in the Brussels area,
and finally in helping other Belgian centers locally
develop the same procedure. ¢
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dy assessing the effect of body mass index on
intensive care outcomes, demonstrating that
being underweight was independently associated with a higher risk of 60-day in-hospital death,
in comparison with being overweight. ¢

Assessing the fragility of older
patients during cardiac surgery
Pr M Gourdin, Pr M de Saint-Hubert, Pr I Michaux,
and Dr L Gabriel
The literature suggests to evaluate scales of
risk stratification for surgical and perioperative
morbidity in elderly patients undergoing cardiac
surgery. A study team comprising an anesthesiologist, geriatrician, intensive care physician,
and cardiologist is currently evaluating the clinical, biological, and sociological parameters of a
cohort of geriatric patients in the cardiac surgery
context.. ¢
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Molecular Imaging, Radiotherapy
& Oncology (MIRO)
The pole of Molecular Imaging, Radiotherapy and Oncology includes two independent
laboratories, the laboratory of Molecular Imaging and Radiation Oncology led by Prof.
V. Grégoire, and the laboratory of Medical Oncology led by Prof. JP Machiels. The driving force of these two laboratories including both clinical and basic scientists is to build
bridges between the clinical applications and the bench within their specific research
areas, which are introduced hereafter.
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Influence of tumor microenvironment on radiosensitivity
Tumor radioresponse and metabolic profile

Cancer is among the leading causes of
death in western countries, and its incidence is progressively increasing in part
due to aging of the population. Radiation
Oncology -delivered as single modality or
in combination with surgery and/or medical treatments- represents one of the
most effective options to cure cancer at a
local or loco-regional stage. It also has a
prominent palliative role for the management of patients with metastatic disease.
Although indisputable progresses have
been made over the last few decades in
the treatment of cancer, patients still die
from uncontrolled loco-regional disease.
Inaccurate definition of the target volumes,
insufficient or sub-optimal radiation dose
distribution, and intrinsic radiation resistance are, among others, factors that
explain these treatment failures.
In this framework, the Laboratory of
Molecular Imaging and Radiation Oncology developed several lines of research
aiming at 1) improving the radiation delivery, 2) at a better understanding of
the role of tumour microenvironment in
radiation response, 3) in comparing the
biological efficacy of Hadron and photon
beams, and 4) at integrating molecular
imaging with various PET tracers in the
radiation treatment process.
This laboratory includes various scientists with as different background as
physicians, biologists, physicists, radio-chemists and engineers. A short
description of the various ongoing projects in the Laboratory of Molecular
Imaging and Radiation Oncology is presented hereafter.

(Vanesa Bol in collaboration with Anne Bol,
Daniel Labar, John Lee, Caroline Bouzin (FATH),
Paolo Porporato (FATH), Pierre Sonveaux (FATH)
and Olivier Feron (FATH))
The Warburg phenotype identified decades ago
describes tumor cells with increased glycolysis
and decreased mitochondrial respiration even in
the presence of oxygen. This particular metabolism also termed ‘aerobic glycolysis’ reflects an
adaptation of tumor cells to proliferation in a heterogeneous tumor microenvironment. Although
metabolic alterations in cancer cells are common features, their impact on the response to
radiotherapy is not yet fully elucidated. We produced Warburg-phenotype tumor cells with impaired mitochondrial respiration (MD) and after
characterization of their metabolism we compared the response of MD cells to irradiation in vivo
and in vitro to the genetically matched parental
cells (WT). In vivo, tumor growth delay was increased in MD group, indicating an increased radiosensitivity compared to WT, while in vitro clonogenic survival showed no difference between
the two cell lines. We then hypothesized that the
increased radiosensitivity of MD tumors could
be partially explained by the impaired oxygen
consumption of these cells. Therefore, we tested this hypothesis by using different cell lines
irradiated in a closed system and then correlated
their survival fraction to their respiratory rate.
These results demonstrate that in addition to intrinsic parameters, tumor response to radiation
depends also on metabolic profile.

Molecular Imaging, Radiotherapy & Oncology

Laboratory of Molecular Imaging
and Radiation Oncology

Bol V, Bol A, Bouzin C, Labar D, Lee JA, Janssens
G, Porporato PE, Sonveaux P, Feron O, Grégoire V.
Reprogramming of tumor metabolism by targeting mitochondria improves tumor response to
irradiation. Acta Oncol. 2015 Feb;54(2):266-74.
Identification of the mechanisms of radiosensitization by human papilloma-virus (HPV) in
cancers cell lines
(Vincent Grégoire, Karolien Schneider and Vanesa Bol)
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Clinical studies have shown a greater response
to radiotherapy in HNSCC infected with human
papillomavirus than in non-infected HNSCC.
Two hypotheses may explain increased survival
for these patients: (1) a higher intrinsic radiosensitivity of the HPV-infected cells, and (2) an
involvement of tumor microenvironment, mainly
immune-based. Indeed, increased radiosensitivity of HPVinfected cells might trigger immune
response through radiation-induced exhibition
of “immunogenic cell death signals”, namely
membrane exposure of calreticulin, secretion
of High-Mobility-Group-Box 1 protein (HMGB1)
and ATP release.
In this project we determined radiation-induced
cell death and immunogenic death signals in
HPV-negative and HPV-positive human HNSCC
cell lines. HPV- (SQD9, SCC61, CAL27) and
HPV+ (UM-SCC47, UPCI:SCC90, UPCI:SCC154)
cell lines were irradiated with 2 to 10Gy. Apoptosis, mitotic catastrophe, and senescence were
determined 1, 2 and 3 days after irradiation. Cell
culture supernatants were collected at different
time points after irradiation to examine cytokine
and HMGB1 secretion, and ATP release. Membrane exposed calreticulin was detected by
immunofluorescence.
Radiation-induced increase in apoptotic and
senescent cell fraction remained under 6% and
5%, respectively. Whereas mitotic catastrophe
increased to an extent of 40% after 4Gy irradiation. However there was no obvious difference in
cell death between HPV- and HPV+ cells. Cytokine secretion was cell line dependent, although
four cytokines were secreted by all six cell lines
(GROa, MIF, IL-8, and SerpinE1). HMGB1 release
did not increase significantly after 4Gy irradiation. Only UPCI:SCC90 showed significantly
increased HMGB1 release compared to HPVcell lines. Calreticulin membrane exposure was
observed more frequently in HPV+ than in noninfected cells.
In conclusion, our results indicate no clear difference between HPV+ and HPV- HNSCC cell lines
for the exhibition of radiation-induced signals
recognized as “immunogenic cell death”. Further investigation is needed to fully understand
anti-tumor activation of the immune system after radiation treatment of HNSCC. ¢
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Radical reduction of particle range
uncertainties in proton therapy
(Edmond Sterpin, Stefaan Vynckier, Jefferson
Sorriaux, Kevin Souris, Anna Barragan, Séverine
Rossomme)
Proton therapy is a promising external radiotherapy treatment modality for improving local
tumor control with minimal side effects. Protons
stop in matter at well-defined positions depending on the initial energy of the particles and the
materials along their tracks. Compared to photon-based modalities, proton therapy shows a
reduced dose before the tumor volume and almost no dose beyond the tumor.
However, the finite range of the protons makes
the quality of proton therapy treatments very
sensitive to the uncertainties related to modification of patient anatomy and to the dose
calculation process.
In this context, the medical physics team aims
at reducing radically the uncertainties on the
range of the protons by 1) studying new types
of detectors for accurate dosimetry of proton
beams, 2) implementing an accurate and superfast Monte Carlo simulation of proton therapy
treatment, 3) incorporating actual patient data
acquired while the patient is on the treatment
couch for dose calculation, 4) performing in
vivo range verification by comparing measured
and simulated prompt gammas emitted by the
protons along their tracks; this latter program
is conducted in collaboration with IBA, and 5)
adapt the treatment to the anatomy of the day.
Monte Carlo simulations are the most accurate
dose calculation engines because they are
based on the direct sampling of physical laws of
transport.
The medical physics team of MIRO is expert
in dosimetry and Monte Carlo simulations of
advanced radiotherapy treatments. The expertise was acquired during collaboration between
MIRO, the University of Wisconsin and Accuray
aiming at developing an efficient Monte Carlo
model for helical TomoTherapy treatments. ¢



Barragán A M, Differding S, Janssens G, Lee J A and Sterpin E.
Feasibility and robustness of dose painting by numbers in proton therapy with contour-driven plan optimization Med. Phys.
42: 2006–17, 2015
Sorriaux J, Kacperek a, Rossomme S, Lee J a, Bertrand D,
Vynckier S and Sterpin E 2012 Evaluation of Gafchromic(®)
EBT3 films characteristics in therapy photon, electron and proton beams. Phys. Med. 1–10, 2015
Sterpin E, Janssens G, Smeets J, Stappen F Vander, Prieels D,
Priegnitz M, Perali I and Vynckier S. Analytical computation of
prompt gamma ray emission and detection for proton range
verification Phys. Med. Biol. 60: 4915–46, 2015.
Souris K, Lee J A and Sterpin E. Fast multi-purpose Monte Carlo simulation for proton therapy using multi- and many-core
CPU architectures 1700 1–23, 2016.

Calorimetry in hadron beams
(Séverine Rossomme, Stefaan Vynckier)
Our group developed an expertise in reference
dosimetry tools for external beam radiotherapy,
in particular in calorimetry. Within the framework of reference dosimetry, a calorimeter is
an instrument of the highest metrology, which
allows deriving the absorbed dose from its definition. Different types of calorimeters exist, in
particular water calorimeters and graphite calorimeters. Each system has advantages and
disadvantages, requiring corrections to apply
to the response of calorimeter to determine the
absorbed dose to water. Last year, MIRO acquired a water calorimeter developed at McGill
University in Canada in collaboration with MIRO.
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Schematic representation of the prompt gamma
imaging process using a prototype slit camera. Prompt
gammas are emitted along the proton track and can be
imaged during treatment (upper figure, from Smeets et
al Phys. Med. Biol 2012). The detection profiles can be
computed by Monte Carlo simulations (down-left and
down-right figures) and used as the reference for further
comparisons with measurements in clinical conditions.

View of the water calorimeter developed at McGill in collaboration with MIRO. Top: outside view; down: view from the top.

Since a few years, the treatment of cancers
using hadron beams takes an important place
in the world. At present, the majority of particle
therapy centres worldwide focused on proton
therapy, but a few centres in Japan, Germany
and Italy treat the patients using carbon ion therapy. This interest for hadrontherapy requires
important efforts to improve the accuracy of absorbed dose received by patients.
Thanks to various collaborations, MIRO performed experimental research in different hadron
therapy centres in Japan, in Sicily and in UK, with
two independent calorimeters: a graphite calorimeter developed at National Physical Laboratory
in UK and its water calorimeter. During these
studies, the first direct comparison between a
graphite calorimeter, a water calorimeter and
ionization chambers has been performed. The
goals of these investigations was (i) to determine physical properties of beams, such as the
mean energy expended in air per ion pair formed, to reduce their uncertainty and improve
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the accuracy of the calculation of physical absorbed dose and (ii) to calibrate the ionization
chambers. Our studies have been performed in
various beams: electron beams, photon beams,
clinical and non-clinical carbon ion beams and
clinical proton beams.¢
Rossomme S, Palmans H, Thomas R, Lee N, Duane S, Bailey M,
Shipley D, Bertrand D, Romano F, Cirrone P, Cuttone G, Vynckier
S. Reference dosimetry for light-ion beams based on graphite
calorimetry. Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2014 Oct;161(1-4):92-5.

Microdosimetry of hadron therapy
(Stefaan Vynckier, Sabina Chiriotti,
Edmond Sterpin,)

The mini TEPC is shown in the up-left insert. It is placed inside
the thin aluminium sleeve (the long stick in the figure).

Ion-beam therapy is increasing worldwide for
treating solid tumours that are resistant to lowLET radiations because of their favourable dose
depth distribution, enhanced biological effectiveness and reduced oxygen enhancement ratio.
Due to the strong dependence of the linear energy
transfer (LET) with energy for charged particles,
the radiation quality of these particle beams varies significantly within the irradiated tumour.
Moreover, nuclear reactions occurring along the
particle track give rise to a mixed and complex
radiation field. Therefore, a complete characterization of the clinical beam radiation quality in
terms of measurable physical properties of charged particles at the cellular/ subcellular scale
could be useful for improving treatment plans.

Different mini TEPC designs have been developed at Legnaro Laboratories (LNL, Italy) in order to minimize the cavity and its external sizes.
Experimental measurements in the past proved
that the mini TEPC can properly measure in both
therapeutic photon and proton beams.

In particular, microdosimetry can be useful for
specifying the radiation quality, because it studies the spatial and temporal distributions of the
energy imparted at the microscopic (i.e. cellular)
level. Variations of the radiation quality of complex radiation fields can be measured with tissueequivalent gas proportional counters (TEPCs).
TEPCs are the reference devices in experimental
micro-dosimetry for characterizing the radiation
quality in radiation protection and radiotherapy
environments. Usually, they are filled with tissue
equivalent gases to simulate tissue sites comparable to the cell size (1 or 2 µm).
Since clinical beams are usually characterized by
high particle fluence rates (~ 106 particles cm-2
s-1), only miniaturized TEPCs (mini TEPC) of about
1 mm3 can be used in radiotherapy to minimize
signal pile-up effects when exposed to these high
intensity beams.
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The aim of this current research, in collaboration
with the group of LNL, is to contribute to the development of miniaturized microdosimeters, in
particular mini-TEPCs, for measuring the radiation
quality of charged particle beams namely carbon
ions. To this end, the response of the mini TEPC
was characterized mainly with experimental measurements in known radiation fields but also with
simulation techniques. All the physical parameters
affecting the measured microdosimetric spectrum
such as gas multiplication characteristics, the calibration procedure, the detector’s geometry, the simulated site size and the gas filling type have been
carefully studied during this project. Then, the first
microdosimetric measurements with the mini TEPC
at the Italian therapeutic carbon-ion beam (Centro
Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica, CNAO) were
performed with monoenergetic carbon ions proving its feasibility to measure the radiation quality
at various depths in a water phantom.
Chiriotti S, Moro D, Colautti P, Conte V, Grosswendt B.
Equivalence of pure propane and propane TE gases for microdosimetric measurements. Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2015
Sep;166(1-4):242-6.
Chiriotti S, Moro D, Conte V, Colautti P, Grosswendt B, Sterpin E,
Vynckier S. Influence of the physical data to calibrate TEPCs.
Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2015 Sep;166(1-4):238-41.
Moro D, Chiriotti S, Conte V, Colautti P, Grosswendt B. Lineal
energy calibration of a spherical TEPC. Radiat Prot Dosimetry.
2015 Sep;166(1-4):233-7.
Moro D, Chiriotti S. EuTEPC: measurements in gamma and neutron fields. Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2015 Sep;166(1-4):266-70.

Preclinical imaging
(Anne Bol)
The preclinical imaging platform available in MIRO
is composed of a MOSAIC animal PET system (Philips) and a combined NanoSPECT/CT system (Mediso) that allow molecular imaging of rodents (mice
and rats) injected with different PET and SPECT
radiotracers. Moreover, the CT part of the NanoSPECT/CT enables high resolution CT images directly registered with functional PET and SPECT images
for anatomical localization.
With the support of MIRO, this imaging platform is used by different research groups from
IREC and from other institutions to study :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tumor glucose metabolism (MIRO, REMA),
tumor hypoxia (REMA),
response to treatment (ONCO),
imaging properties of new hypoxia tracers
(collaboration with Rouen, France),
biodistribution of labeled antibodies
(REMA, FATH, University of Namur),
atherosclerotic plaque imaging (CARD),
myocardial glucose metabolism (CARD),
biodistribution of ADHLSCs after intra-hepatic
transplantation in mice (PEDI),
brown adipose tissue imaging (GAEN),
micro-CT perfusion evaluation of human ear
allotransplants (MORF).

Bol, V., Bol, A., Bouzin, C., Labar, D., Lee, J., Janssens, G., Porporato, P., Sonveaux, P., Feron, V., Grégoire, V. Reprogramming of
tumor metabolism by targeting mitochondria improves tumor
response to irradiation. Acta Oncol (2015) 54: 266-274.
Tran, A., Bol, A., Labar, D., Cao-Pham, T., Jordan, B., Grégoire, V.,
Gallez, B. Predictive value of 18F-FAZA PET imaging for guiding
the association of radiotherapy with nimorazole: a preclinical
study. Radiother Oncol (2015) 114: 189-194.
Neveu, M-A, Bol, V., Bol, A., Bouzin, C., Grégoire, V., Feron, O.,
Jordan, B., Gallez, B. The increase in tumor oxygenation under
carbogen breathing induces a decrease in the uptake of [18F]fluoro-deoxy-glucose. Radiother Oncol (2015) 116: 400-403.
Karmani, L., Levêque, P., Bouzin, C., Bol, A., Dieu, M., Walrand, S.,
Feron, O., Grégoire, V., Michiels, C., Lucas, S., Gallez, B. Biodistribution of 125I-labelled anti-endoglin antibody using SPECT/CT
imaging: impact of in vivo deiodination on tumour accumulation
in mice. Submitted to Molecular Imaging and Biology.
Demeure, F., Bouzin, C., Roelants, R., Hanin, F-X, Bol, A., Gerber,
B., Pouleur, A-C, Pasquet, A., Vanoverschelde, J-L, Vancrayenest,
D. Head to head comparison of inflammation and neovascularization in human carotid plaques. Presented at ACC-2015.
Vancrayenest, D., Roelants, V., Bouzin, C., Hanin, F-X, Walrand,
S., Bol, V., Bol, A., Pouleur, A-C, Pasquet, A., Gerber, B., Lesnik, P.,
Huby, T., Jamar, F., Vanoverschelde, J-L. αVβ3 integrin-targeted

microSPECT/CT imaging of inflamed atherosclerotic plaques in
mice. Accepted in EJNMMI Research.
Poekes, L., Legry, V., Schakman, O., Bol, A., Farrell, G., Leclercq, I.
BAT stimulation as a new appoach to fight obesity and metabolic syndrome. Submitted to EASL 2016.
Amiel, H., Duisit, J., Debluts, D., Maistriaux, L., Bol, A., Gianello, P., Behets, C., Lengelé, B. Considérations artérielles de
l’allotransplantation de sous-unité auriculaire humaine: étude
par reconstruction 3D en micro-CT. Soumis au congrès des
morphologistes 2016.

Automatic segmentation of CT images using a
registration-free atlas
(John A. Lee, Guillaume Bernard)
This project aims at addressing the weaknesses
of automatic segmentation methods based on the
deformable registration of previously delineated
images (called atlases). Contours obtained with
these methods are often inaccurate, due to simplistic regularisation schemes of the deformation
map. The approach developed in the project relies alternatively on machine-learning techniques
(classifiers). The first results have shown that these
techniques can compete with registration-based
atlases. They are more generic but require more exhaustive data.
Bernard, G., Verleysen, M., Lee, J.A. Incremental classification
of objects in scenes: Application to the delineation of images
(2015) Neurocomputing, 152, pp. 45-57.

Radiochemistry
Daniel Labar, Thomas Doumont, Jacques Gillart, in collaboration with Bernard Gallez (REMA/
LDRI), Raphaël Frédérick (CMFA), Pierre Sonveaux
(FATH), Jean-Luc Balligand (FATH) and Philippe
Jubault, INSA, Rouen (France).
The radiochemistry team carries out the synthesis of radiotracers labelled by positron emitter isotopes for applications in positron emission tomography.
The isotopes routinely produced are: fluorine-18,
carbon-11, nitrogen-13, produced using the IBA
18/9 cyclotron, and germanium-69, produced
using the IBA Cyclone 30.
Our role is initially logistic with the synthesis of
radiopharmaceuticals known for their potential in
PET imaging.
Starting with [18F]-fluoride, the available radio151
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pharmaceutical tracers are those resulting from
nucleophilic [18F]-fluorination and more particularly: [18F]-FAZA (hypoxia), [18F]-FLT (proliferation),
[18F]-fluorocholine (phospholipids in the cell membranes), [18F]-NaF (bones), [18F]-FHBG (expression
of the herpes simplex virus type-1 thymidine kinase (HSV1-tk) gene and recently the [18F]-cardioPET tracer, a modified fatty acid (MFA) created
to closely resemble naturally-occurring free fatty
acids (FFAs) in the human body.
All these tracers are used in pre-clinical studies
for in vivo characterisation of different pathologic
models. [18F]-FAZA, [11C]-CO2, [11C]-methionine and
[11C]-acetate are prepared in GMP conditions and
are thus also used for clinical applications.
For pre-clinical studies, all tracers are prepared by
using homemade remote control systems developed by NI LabVIEW program. GMP syntheses are
performed in clean rooms by fully automated systems also developed and piloted by NI LabVIEW
program. Recently, MIRO hosted in it’s clean room
a Ge-68/Ga-68 Generator coupled to an automated module (GRP Scintomics) for peptides labelling and their applications in nuclear medicine.
Beside this logistic activity, we are also involved in
fundamental research. 18F labelling methodology
is a permanent research area. It has been applied
to the development of a [18F] trifluoro-methylating
agent for aryl boronic acids and aryl iodides. Trifluoromethylarenes are key moieties for the development of bioactive compounds, especially in
medicinal chemistry.
Our last research concerns the synthesis of [18F]fluorolactate, a new potential radiolabelled compounds for the monocarboxylate transporter
(MCT1) imaging. ¢
Servagi-Vernat S, Differding S, Sterpin E, Hanin FX, Labar D, Bol
A, Lee JA, Grégoire V. Hypoxia-guided adaptive radiation dose
escalation in head and neck carcinoma: a planning study. Acta
Oncol. 2015 Jul;54(7):1008-16.
Tran Ly Binh An, Bol Anne, Labar Daniel, Cao Pham Thanh Trang,
Jordan Bénédicte, Grégoire Vincent, Gallez Bernard. Predictive
value of [18F]FAZA PET imaging for guiding the association of
radiotherapy with nimorazole: a preclinical study. Radiotherapy
& Oncology (2015), 114: 189-194.
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Adaptive PET-guided intensity
modulated radiation therapy in
head and neck, and non-smallcell lung cancer: towards
an individualized treatment
(Vincent Grégoire, Sarah Differding, Dario Di Perri
Xavier Geets, Samuel Goossens, Bénédicte Henriques, John Lee, Edmond Sterpin)
Radiation therapy (RT) combined with chemotherapy or targeted agents has been recognized as one
of the main treatment modalities for locally advanced
head and neck (H&N) and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, local tumor failure remains
high in these patients, with loco-regional failure rates
in the order of 30-50%. This justifies pursuing strategies to increase local tumor control that can be
integrated with systemic treatment. Among different
approaches, increasing the radiation dose delivered
to the tumor and/or combining radiation with hypoxic cell sensitizer have been tested.
The clinical implementation of dose-intensification
protocols however remains challenging. More specifically, a uniform dose escalation delivered to the
whole tumor would certainly end up with unacceptable radiation-induced toxicities. In that regard, the
so-called “dose painting” approach appears particularly promising. It consists in identifying tumor areas
with a potential radioresistance phenotype that
might benefit from selective and targeted additional
doses, with the ultimate goal of safely improving the
local tumor control. However, many methodological
issues and clinical validations have still to be addressed before such a strategy becomes a clinical
reality.
In this framework, in locally advanced H&N tumors,
a randomized phase II studies has been designed to
tackle the issue of dose-painting escalation to voxels
expressing high FDG uptake. The main objective of
the study is to demonstrate the benefit of a molecular imaging-based adaptive dose escalation in
patients with HPV-negative locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma of the oropharynx. Considering
the expected changes both in the patient’s anatomy
and in the tumour biology with time during treatment, the dose-painting will be adapted throughout
the treatment in both arms. The primary endpoint of
the study will be the primary tumor control probability at 1 year after completion of treatment. Before
embarking into a randomized phase-II trial, a safety
study needed to be performed in a small group of 10

In parallel to the previous study, we evaluated from
a planning point of view the dose distribution of
adaptive radiation dose escalation in head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) using (18)
F-Fluoroazomycin arabinoside (FAZA) positron
emission tomography/computed tomography (PETCT). Twelve patients with locally advanced HNSCC
underwent three FAZA PET-CT before treatment,
after 7 fractions and after 17 fractions of a carboplatin-5FU chemo-radiotherapy regimen (70 Gy in 2
Gy per fraction over 7 weeks). The dose constraints
were that every hypoxic voxel delineated before and
during treatment (newborn hypoxic voxels) should
receive a total dose of 86 Gy.
A median dose of 2.47 Gy per fraction was prescribed on the hypoxic PTV defined on the pre-treatment
FAZA PET-CT; a median dose of 2.57 Gy per fraction
was prescribed on the newborn voxels identified
on the first per-treatment FAZA PET-CT; a median
dose of 2.89 Gy per fraction was prescribed on the
newborn voxels identified on the second per-treatment FAZA PET-CT. Ten of 12 patients had hypoxic
volumes. Six of 10 patients completed all the FAZA
PET-CT during radiotherapy. For the hypoxic PTVs,
the average median dose matched the prescribed dose within 2% and the homogeneity indices
reached 0.10 and 0.12 for the nodal PTV 86 Gy and
the primary PTV 86 Gy, respectively. Compared to
a homogeneous 70 Gy mean dose to the PTVs, the
dose escalation up to 86 Gy to the hypoxic volumes
did not typically modify the dose metrics on the surrounding normal tissues. From a planning point of
view, FAZA-PET-guided dose adaptive escalation is
feasible without substantial dose increase to normal
tissues above tolerance limits. Clinical prospective
studies, however, need to be performed to validate
hypoxia-guided adaptive radiation dose escalation in
head and neck carcinoma.
In NSCLC, a prospective phase II study has recently assessed the impact of FDG-PET sub-volume
dose boosting on the local tumor control (local progression free survival), as well as the safety of this
approach (acute and late toxicities). In this protocol,
a total dose of 62.5 Gy was delivered in 5 weeks to
the primary tumor and positive nodes delineated
on a gated 4D planning CT with iv contrast. The
dose per fraction was then selectively escalated on
the pre-treatment FDG-PET-based target volumes
using a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) IMRT
technique, until a set of predefined normalized doselimiting normal tissue constraints was reached for

the considered organs (i.e. spinal cord, lungs, heart,
esophagus). Mean doses to the PTVPET reached 75
Gy and 90 Gy for central and peripheral tumors. With
a median follow-up of 30 months, only 23% of patients recurred locally. Acute and late toxicities rates
were similar to conventional regimens, except one
grade 5 fatal hemoptysis in a central tumor. These
results encourage larger prospective trials on individualized dose escalations.
A step further involves the integration of a hypoxia
PET tracer (FAZA), and the morphological/biological
changes throughout the RT course. To investigate
to which extent the uncertainties related to imaging and dose delivery impact on the DP process,
we have designed the following planning study in
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC): FAZA-PET and
FDG-PET are acquired prior to treatment and during
weeks 2 and 3 of conventional chemoradiotherapy.
Based on these images, the tracer uptake distributions are compared on a voxel-by-voxel basis
between both FDG and FAZA tracers, and the spatiotemporal stability of each tracer is assessed as well.
Surprisingly, FDG and FAZA PET images share very
similar uptake patterns, even more when the most
hypoxic tumors are considered. Unexpectedly, FDG
and FAZA uptake distributions were also very stable
over treatment time. Blurring caused by the limited
spatial resolution and the predominance of sub-regional features such as cell density and blood supply
may explain these findings. Based on these results,
FAZA PET might therefore provide insufficient additional information compared to FDG PET to justify its
use for dose painting in lung tumors.
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patients. This study is ongoing.

Schematic view of FDG & FAZA PET-based adaptive dose
painting by numbers for NSCLC. Images are acquired prior to
treatment and at weeks 2 and 3. Images are aligned, and uptake
distributions are compared on a voxel-by-voxel basis between
both tracers and over time.
153
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In parallel, we have initiated a joint research project between UCL, KUL and IBA on adaptive
proton therapy. It aims at addressing the proton (PT) range uncertainty in order to exploit
the full capability of proton therapy. Key steps
of the PT workflow will be improved, including
1) the reduction of the range uncertainties related to physics and biology parameters, 2) online
evaluation of the morphological changes by onboard imaging and in-vivo range monitoring, 3)
development of clinical decision tools to assess
the impact of such modifications on the actual
dose distribution, and 4) real-time treatment replanning strategy to achieve the clinical objectives. This project falls within the framework of
the future KUL-UCL proton center, which is planed to open around 2018-2019. ¢
Leclerc M, Lartigau E, Lacornerie T, Daisne JF, Kramar A, Grégoire V. Primary tumor delineation based on (18)FDG PET for
locally advanced head and neck cancer treated by chemo-radiotherapy. Radiother Oncol. 2015 Jul;116(1):87-93.
Differding S, Sterpin E, Janssens G, Hanin FX, Lee JA, Grégoire V.
Methodology for adaptive and robust FDG-PET escalated dose
painting by numbers in head and neck tumors. Acta Oncol. 2016
Feb;55(2):217-25.
Differding S, Hanin FX, Grégoire V. PET imaging biomarkers
in head and neck cancer. Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2015
Apr;42(4):613-22.
Servagi-Vernat S, Differding S, Sterpin E, Hanin FX, Labar D, Bol
A, Lee JA, Grégoire V. Hypoxia-guided adaptive radiation dose
escalation in head and neck carcinoma: a planning study. Acta
Oncol. 2015 Jul;54(7):1008-16.
Sterpin E, Differding S, Janssens G, Geets X, Grégoire V, Lee
JA. Generation of prescriptions robust against geometric
uncertainties in dose painting by numbers. Acta Oncol. 2015
Feb;54(2):253-60.
Goossens S, Descampe A, Orban de Xivry J, Lee JA, Delor A,
Janssens G, Geets X. Impact of motion induced artifacts on automatic registration of lung tumors in Tomotherapy. Phys Med.
2015 Dec;31(8):963-8.

Nuclear medicine: molecular imaging and therapeutical projects
(François Jamar, Renaud Lhommel, Véronique
Roelants , Stéphane Walrand, Michel Hesse, Cédric Wolf, in collaboration with CARD and IONS.
The Nuclear Medicine group is mainly involved in
the clinical and trans-lational research linked to
molecular hybrid imaging and internal radiotherapy using radio-pharmaceuticals. Our expertise
includes not only imaging data acquisition, processing and quantification, but also dosimetric
modeling. We are also in charge to promote and
support the development of new radiopharmaceuticals of clinical or academic interest, in
collaboration with the hospital pharmacy and
different external partners (e.g. industry, CRC
(ULg), IRE).
Some of our present research’s interests includes:

Dose/response

assessment and dosimetric modeling based on 90Y PET/CT imaging after
intra-hepatic administration of 90Y-labelled microspheres, method developed in our laboratory.
Further work is also ongoing on accurate imaging of 90Y radio-pharmaceuticals using modified
Bremsstrahlung acquisition, with an homemade
modified gamma camera.

Imaging

of neurodegenerative disorders (in
collaboration with IONS) using PET specific biomarkers, including B-amyloid and P-TAU PET
quantification.

Monitoring of prostate cancer therapy using

new dedicated PET radiopharmaceutical (Ga68PSMA PET(/CT - /MR). Teragnostic agents with
curative intent should also be developed in the
near future.

Last, the Nuclear Medicine group continues to

work on imaging of small animals, more recently,
using a 99mTc-RGD- derivative binding to integrin
(in collaboration with CARD). The group is also
involved in the development and preclinical evaluation of nebulizers for more efficient local vs
peripheral lung deposition of small particles, such
as antibiotics, and actively supports and participates to all the internal or multicenter research’s
initiatives focused on PET/CT acquisitions (e.g.
EORTC, LYSARC, β3-LVH, …).
Walrand S, Hesse M, Jamar F. Statistical and radiobiological
analysis of the so-called thyroid stunning. EJNMMI Res. 2015
Dec;5(1):67.
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Walrand S, Hesse M, Wojcik R, Lhommel R, Jamar F. Optimal
design of anger camera for bremsstrahlung imaging: monte
carlo evaluation. Front Oncol. 2014 Jun 13;4:149.
Walrand S, Hesse M, Jamar F, Lhommel R. A hepatic
dose-toxicity model opening the way toward individualized radioembolization planning. J Nucl Med. 2014 Aug;55(8):1317-22.
Walrand S, Hesse M, Chiesa C, Lhommel R, Jamar F. The low
hepatic toxicity per Gray of 90Y glass microspheres is linked to
their transport in the arterial tree favoring a nonuniform trapping
as observed in posttherapy PET imaging. J Nucl Med. 2014
Jan;55(1):135-40.

Laboratory of Medical Oncology
The landscape of cancer treatment is changing. The development of targeted therapies has
considerably modified clinical practice during
the last ten years. Targeted therapies are new
anticancer drugs that are more selective than
chemotherapy for cancer cells because they
aim to block the proteins involved in the genesis of the cancer process. They thus spare the
normal cells while at the same time destroying
part of the tumour, resulting in treatments that
are potentially more effective and theoretically
less toxic. However, many issues still need to be
resolved since only a minority of patients benefits from this new approach. In this context, our
group (MIRO laboratory of medical oncology) is
investigating new cancer treatment approaches
(i.e. targeted therapies and immunotherapy),
predictive and prognosis biomarkers (i.e. the
role of tumor immune cell infiltration) as well as
constitutional cancer predisposition parameters
(breast cancer). Our pre-clinical models help
us to better understand the best sequences of
treatment as well as some mechanisms of treatment resistance that help us to design better
clinical trials.

Cancer Immunotherapy
(JF Baurain, AM Feyens, E. Carrié, L. Favaretto)
Our research program is based on several small
clinical trials with translational research performed in collaboration with other teams. In
the early nineties, the identification of tumour
antigen recognised by autologous cytolytic T
lymphocytes (CTL) has allowed the development
of new immunotherapeutic strategies. Melanoma vaccines comprising tumour antigens have
been investigated in numerous clinical trials.
Even though, these vaccines have been generally
very well tolerated, their clinical effectiveness
has remained low, with a minority of patients
showing objective tumour responses and clinical
benefit. These vaccines were poorly immunogenic and only a minority of patients presented
with anti-vaccine lymphocyte responses.
But it is also likely that many melanomas acquire
the ability to resist immune destruction during
their evolution, which might also explain the low
efficacy of cancer vaccines. Current strategies
explore the effectiveness of more immunogenic
vaccines, the capacity of melanoma vaccines to
prevent relapse in high-risk patients who are disease-free after complete surgery, associations
of vaccines with drugs aimed at blocking tumour
resistance mechanisms.
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Walrand S, Hesse M, Renaud L, Jamar F. The impact of image
reconstruction bias on PET/CT 90Y dosimetry after radioembolization. J Nucl Med. 2015 Mar;56(3):494-5.

Meanwhile, we are also exploring new agents
able to revert anergy of CTL, drugs able to
change the homing of CTL, and the role of antibodies binding CTLA-4 (Ipilimumab) on the
functionality of anti-tumour CTL. Finally, the
progress of genetics and molecular biology has
allow the identification of activating mutations,
BRAF, NRAS, MEK and c-KIT, in melanomas. We
are studying the impact of these mutations on
the survival of melanoma patients but also on
the response to immunotherapy.. ¢
Project 1 Using anti-EGFR antibodies to modify homing of anti-cancer T cells (In collaboration with K. Segers
(Amgen, USA)
Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) is one the most common
malignancies in Caucasian population. The effect of the immune system on the development of skin tumors has been
demonstrated in transplant patients taking immunosuppressive agents (65 fold risk increase). It has been reported
that activation of EGFR and RAS signaling pathways play
an important role in disease progression maybe through
downregulation of the immune system. We want to treat
unresectable SCC patients with an antibody against EGFR
(Vectibix, panitumumab). This antibody induce tumor re155
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Molecular targeted therapies
for head and neck cancer
(JP Machiels, S. Schmitz, A. Gillain, G van Caloen,
X Caignet, R-M Goebbels, M El Baroudi)

gression in metastatic colorectal and has been approved
for that indication. We want to measure the response rate
but also analyze the modification of expression profile of
some key proteins involved or supposed to be involved in the
signaling pathways of EFGR and in the regulation of the immune system. Some chemokines such as CLL27 has been
shown to play a critical role in the skin-associated immune
response by regulating T cell homing. The downregulation
of CCL27 is mediated by activation of EGFR/RAS/MAPK signaling pathways.

Project 2

Correlation between survival and presence of
BRAF mutation in melanoma (In collaboration with I. Theate
(IPG, Loverval) and M. Vikkula (GEHU)
Recent progress in genetics and molecular biology has allowed to identify oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes
that are frequently mutated in melanoma. For example, activating mutations in BRAF, NRAS, MEK and c-KIT are present
approximately in 50%, 20%, 8% and 1% of melanomas, whereas inactivating mutations are found in 60%, 30% and 5% of
the PTEN, CDKN2A and TP53 genes, respectively.
These genes identify the MAPK and PI3K signal transduction
pathways, as well as cycle regulation and DNA repair, as key
factors in melanocyte oncogenesis. More importantly, they
have paved the way for the clinical development of specific pathway inhibitors. Several of these drugs, Vemurafenib,
Dabrafenib, Trametinib, have recently shown a high therapeutic potential in metastatic melanoma. Presently, there is
no evidence that the presence of these mutations are correlated with a poorer or better prognosis, nor if melanoma
patients harbouring these mutations respond differently to
immunotherapy.
We will retrospectively go for a «fishing expedition» in order
to make correlation between the mutanome of our melanoma patients and their survival or response to therapy.
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We are conducting several academic clinical
trials investigating targeted agents in squamous
cell carcinoma of the head and Neck (SCCHN).
We are studying novel agents that target either
the cell cycle or the Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor (EGFR). In these studies, paired tumor
biopsies (before and after treatment) are obtained for translational research with the aims of
analyzing the molecular pathways involved and
the potential resistance mechanisms.
In addition, to better understand the resistance
mechanisms to anti-EGFR therapies and to test
novel therapies, we are establishing a biobank
of human xenografts representing the different
subsets of SCCHN. The aims of this project are:
(i) to study primary and secondary (acquired)
resistance to anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody;
(ii) to preclinically evaluate the efficacy of new
specific targeted agents; and (iii) to identify
relevant biomarkers that could lead to stratified
patient trials in clinical trials. ¢
Machiels JP, Schmitz S. Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Inhibition in Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Head and Neck.
Hematol Oncol Clin North Am. 2015 Dec;29(6):1011-32.
Schmitz S, Rommel D, Michoux N, et al. Dynamic contrastenhanced computed tomography to assess early activity
of cetuximab in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck. Radiol Oncol 2015 ; 49 :17-25.
Schmitz S, Bindea G, Albu RI, Mlecnik B, Machiels JP. Cetuximab promotes epithelial to mesenchymal transition and
cancer associated fibroblasts in patients with head and neck
cancer. Oncotarget. 2015 Oct 27;6(33):34288-99.

(F. Duhoux, C. van Marcke de Lummen and C.
Schoonjans in collaboration with M. Vikkula
(GEHU, DDUV, UCL, Bruxelles)
This study aims at the identification of new
constitutional genetic alterations predisposing
to breast cancer in patients at increased familial
breast cancer risk in whom no germline BRCA1
nor BRCA2 alterations were identified. Wholeexome sequencing is currently performed on up
to 200 patients who are being enrolled in a dedicated breast cancer consultation at the Cliniques
universitaires Saint-Luc and Grand Hôpital de
Charleroi.
The analysis is first conducted on a pre-specified set of genes already described in the
literature in families with genetic cancer predisposition, with a special focus on genes involved
in the different pathways of DNA repair, or genes
functionally associated with BRCA1 and BRCA2.
Candidate genes are validated in other affected
family members, and subsequently in a cohort
of non-related breast cancer patients. An independent validation will be performed at Institut
Curie in Paris, in collaboration with Prof. Dominique Stoppa-Lyonnet. We will also look for a
second somatic hit on the other allele in the primary tumor. Identifying novel genetic alterations
predisposing to breast cancer will enable physicians to offer patients personalized screening
and prevention, potentially leading to a reduction
in the incidence of breast cancer cases and to an
improvement in the management of some highrisk breast cancer patients.

to evaluate systemic and local immunological
biomarkers. It is in agreement that this may offer powerful prognostic information and facilitate
clinical decision-making regarding the need for
systemic therapy. For early and localized colorectal cancer, numerous data collected from large
cohorts of human cancers, demonstrated that
the number, type and location of tumor immune
infiltrates in primary tumors, are prognostic for
Disease-Free Survival (DFS) and Overall Survival (OS). A potential clinical translation of these
observations is the establishment of a simple immune score, quantifying the density and location
of immune-cells within the operated colorectal
tumor. This immune score, based on the density
of Th1/cytotoxic and memory T cells (CD3/CD8/
CD45RO), both in the center and the invasive margin of the tumors, has important prognosis value
that may be superior to the AJCC/UICC TNM–
classification. Tumor invasion was shown to be,
in fact, statistically dependent on the host-immune reaction.
The prognostic role of the tumor immune infiltration in the metastases and the possible
relation with systemic therapy (chemo and targeted therapies) is little studied in this setting. A
few publications seem to indicate that immune
infiltration is able to predict a response to postoperative chemotherapy and better its outcome. In
this project, we currently analyse the tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (type, location and density
of immune cells) in the curatively resected tumor
and liver metastases after preoperative treatment.
We will to compare this immune infiltration to
the pathological response of the tumor and the
patient disease outcome after preoperative treatment (see Figure).
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Identification of new constitutional genetic alterations in patients
with a family history of breast cancer

Characterization of immune
infiltration in the treatment
of advanced colorectal cancer
(M. Van den Eynde, Anne Mourin, JP Machiels
in collaboration with Jerome Galon (Centre de
Recherche des Cordeliers, INSERM-Université
Paris-Descartes)
Increasing literature supports the hypothesis
that colorectal cancer (CRC) development is influenced by the host immune system. A common
idea has emerged, emphasizing the critical need
157
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However, the prognostic impact of immune infiltration remains a post-surgical analysis on the
whole resected tumor. As demonstrated in other
tumor types (such as breast cancer), the tumor
immune infiltration evaluated by tumor biopsies
could potentially help the treatment decision
making it a prognostic and possibly predictive
marker. Therefore, this project proposes also to
assess and correlate the colorectal tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (CD3/CD8/CD45RO) on the
tumor biopsies before any preoperative treatment and to compare it with the resected tumor
(surgical specimen). As demonstrated for other
tumor, the aim is to validate the immune quantification on biopsies as a reliable predictive tool
for clinical patient outcome and response to
therapy. ¢

Expression and immunosuppressive role of IDO1
in colorectal cancer
M. Van den Eynde, A. Mourin in collaboration
with N. Van Baren (de Duve Institute – UCL
Brussels, Belgium)
Immunostimulatory antibodies targeting the
CTLA-4 or PD-1 pathways have demonstrated its
efficacy in several cancers. For CRC, it appeared
that only the small subgroup of patients with
MSI-H tumors (microsatellite instability-high
phenotype) responded significantly to the antiPD-1 antibody Pembrolizumab. For MSS CRC
which usually do not respond to this treatment,
other suppressive mechanism could be involved
inside the tumor and its micoenvironment. IDO1
is an enzyme involving in tryptophan degradation
that causes lymphocytes anergy and tumor local
immunosuppression. IDO1 is expressed in several human tumors including colorectal cancer
(CRC). Some authors have reported that patient
with CRC expressing IDO have a worst prognostic. These preliminary results have conducted to
the development of IDO1 inhibitors.
In CRC, IDO1 is expressed by tumor cells but
also by the tumor stroma (dendritic cells inside
lymphocytes nests and endothelial cells). As T
cell infiltration in the core (CT) and the invasive
margin (IM) of the tumor are well recognized
as prognostic for patient after CRC resection,
the immune suppressive role of IDO1 requires
strong spatial interaction with tumor infiltrating
lymphocytes. ¢
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In this project we plan :

To precise the IDO1 expression profile in CRC

and particularly the type of cells (tumor, stroma,
endothelial)

To study the correlation between CRC T cells
density, location (CT/IM) and IDO1 expression.

To evaluate the clinical impact and IDO1 – T
cells interaction taking into account the molecular
CRC profile (RAS, BRAF, MSS/MSI).

Neoadjuvant combination of
chemoradiotherapy and anti-PD-L1
antibody for patients with
locally advanced rectal cancer
M. Van den Eynde, JP. Machiels, A. Mourin in
collaboration with J. Carrasco, JL. Canon Grand
Hôpital de Charleroi, P. Coulie, (de Duve Institute
- UCL Brussels, Belgium) and J. Galon (Cordeliers Research Center, INSERM UMRS 1138,
Paris, France)
Cancer immunotherapy with immuno-stimulatory antibodies targeting the CTLA-4 or PD-1
pathways has demonstrated its efficacy in variable proportions of patients in many but not in
all types of cancer. For colorectal cancer (CRC)
it appeared that only the small subgroup of
patients with MSI-H tumors (microsatellite instability-high phenotype) responded significantly
to the anti-PD-1 antibody Pembrolizumab. MSIH tumors harbor more somatic mutations and
therefore more tumor-specific antigens encoded
by mutated genes. They are expected to be more
immunogenic than the MSI-Low tumors, and
they are more infiltrated by lymphocytes including T cells. In some MSI-H tumors the balance
reached between tumor cells and the immune
system can be changed in favor of the latter
simply by increasing the general level of T cell
activation. In the other tumors, the balance could
be modified with other or additional means. One
of them is targeted radiation therapy, which has
been shown in animal models to induce the
release of tumor antigens and proinflammatory signals able to trigger innate and adaptive
antitumor immune responses. In addition, radiotherapy modifies the tumor microenvironment
leading to increased tumor infiltration by activated T-cells, which can be one important barrier to
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tumor attack by tumor-specific T lymphocytes.
Indeed, the presence of tumor-infiltrating T cells
is a potent prognostic marker in CRC, and is
likely to be a predictive marker for immunotherapy activity
We have designed a prospective phase I/II study
for patient with locally advanced rectal cancer
(cT3-T4N0 or cTxN+) treated preoperatively by
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) with fluoropyrimidine. The study will evaluate the addition of an
anti-PDL1 monoclonal antibody (MPDL3280A)
associated to standard CRT in the pre-operative
setting. The primary end point is the complete
pathological response rate (pRR). The phase
II will be randomized only for the translational
research purpose ensuring the collection of biological samples in a group of patients that do
not received anti-PDL1 to dissect the influence
of radiotherapy from those of anti-PDL-1 on the
immune tumor environment. The figure summarizes the trial design. ¢
We expect to explore the influence of radiotherapy
combined with an immunomodulating treatment
in RC immune environment. Sequential rectal
tumor biopsies (FFPE/snap frozen) and blood
sample (plasma/serum) and the tumor resection
specimen of the patients will be collected.
The main objectives of the translational part of
this study are:

To characterize the mechanistic pathways of

RC immune response during CRT +/- immunotherapy

To assess the generation of preliminary evi-

dence for predictive biomarkers for RC response
to immunotherapy.

To adequately select immunologic RC tumor
phenotypes for future immunotherapy trial designs.
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MORPHOLOGY (MORF)
The research themes of the morphology pole focus on the tissular, cellular and molecular interactions in several experimental models and are grouped into 4 main axes:
- Oxidative stress, angiogenesis and tumorigenesis in thyroid gland and mammary gland.
-Causes, consequences and improvements of oxidative stress in eye muscles and orbitary fat in cases of Graves’ orbitopathy.
-Adaptive mechanisms of the skeletal tissues from development and growth
to senescence, in pathological conditions and at the bone-implant interface.
-Morphological (anatomic, histologic and X-ray imaging) description of particular body
regions or organs in order to develop new therapeutic approaches.
Most of our studies are currently conducted in collaboration with other research poles in
order to privilege multidisciplinary approaches.
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1. Role of caveolin-1 in autoimmune thyroid
disorders : Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and Graves’
disease
J. Craps, V. Joris, M.C. Many
With the models of caveolin-1 knockout mice
(Senou, et al., 2009) and of human Pendred disease (Senou et al., 2010), we have demonstrated that caveolin-1 has a key role to maintain a
coherent organization of the proteins involved
in thyroid hormone synthesis. Caveolin-1 is a
component of the thyroxisome assembling thyroperoxidase (TPO) and Dual oxidase2 (Duox2)
at the apical pole of the thyrocytes where iodination takes place in normal conditions. The
disruption of the thyroxisome leads to intracellular iodination and aberrant intracytoplasmic localization of TPO and Duox which generates the
cytotoxic H2O2, responsible for oxidative stress.
If not compensated by the cell antioxidant defenses, this provokes cell apoptosis aggravating
the hypothyroidism due to the loss of hormone
synthesis.
We also analyzed the caveolin-1 expression in
two opposite human autoimmune diseases,
Th1 Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT) with hypothyroidism and Th2 Graves’ disease (GD) with hyperthyroidism. This in vivo study was completed
by an in vitro analysis of the effects of Th1 and
Th2 cytokines on human thyrocytes in primary
cultures.
We have demonstrated that, in HT, the histophysiological pattern was similar to that described
in caveolin-1 knockout mice: loss of caveolin-1
expression, intracellular iodination, T4 accumulation in the cytoplasm, and oxidative stress as
shown by the increased expression of 4-Hydroxynonenal, a marker of lipid peroxidation. The
oxidative stress was not adequately compensated by antioxidant defenses (peroxiredoxin and
catalase, known to detoxify H202), and this led
to cell apoptosis and endly follicular destruction
(Marique et al, 2014).
Th1 cytokines (IL1α, IFNγ) dramatically decreased the caveolin-1 expression in human
thyrocytes in primary cultures whereas Th2 cy-

tokine (IL4) had no effect (Marique et al, 2014). In
GD thyroids, caveolin-1 was properly located at
the apical pole of the thyrocytes, as well as TPO
and Duox, and T4 was detected in the follicular
lumina of the hyperactive follicles. However, the
thyrocytes were the targets of a huge oxidative
stress. We are currently studying the pathways
involved in this oxidative stress in GD thyroid
cells. ¢

Schematic representation of hypothetical pathophysiological mechanisms in thyrocytes exposed to Th1
cytokine-driven inflammatory environment in HT.

2. PPARγ agonists and caveolin-1
J. Craps, V. Joris, M.C. Many
PPARγ is a nuclear transcription factor regulating
numerous genes and it is known to have anti-inflammatory properties. By immunohistochemistry,
we showed its high expression in GD thyroids, correlating with the apical expression of caveolin-1. At
the opposite, PPARγ was not detected in HT thyrocytes. Moreover, its mRNA and protein expression
in human thyrocytes in primary cultures was decreased by Th1 cytokines.
We are studying the effects of PPARγ agonists, pioglitazone and rosuvastatin, on the histophysiology
of the thyroid cells. Pioglitazone has been shown to
increase both PPARγ and caveolin-1 expressions
in human thyrocytes in primary cultures. It also increased the expression of catalase. PPARγ agonists
could thus be considered as potent therapeutic
agents to treat Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.
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Oxidative stress, angiogenesis and
tumorigenesis in thyroid gland and
mammary gland

4. Iodine deficiency and microvascular activation in the thyroid gland

Morphology

J. Craps, M.C. Many

Schematic representation of the role of PPARγ in thyroid
cell homeostasis.

3. Roles of NOX2 and NOX4
J. Craps, V. Joris, M.C. Many
To go further in the understanding of ROS production in HT and GD, we are analyzing the expression
of NOX2 and NOX4.

Iodine deficiency (ID) induces TSH-independent
microvascular activation in the thyroid via the reactive oxygen species (ROS)/nitric oxide (NO)-hypoxia
inducible factor (HIF)-1α-vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) pathway. We hypothesized
the additional involvement of mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR) as a positive regulator of
this pathway and 5’AMP-activated protein kinase
(AMPK) as a negative feedback regulator to explain
the transient nature of ID-induced microvascular
changes under non-malignant conditions. mTOR
and AMPK involvement was investigated using
an in vitro model (human thyrocytes in primary
cultures) and two murine models of goitrogenesis
(normal NMRI and RET-PTC mice (a papillary thyroid cancer model)).
In NMRI mice, ID had no effect on the phosphorylation of ribosomal S6 kinase (p70S6K), a
downstream target of mTOR. However, rapamycin
inhibited ID-induced thyroid blood flow and VEGF
protein expression (Fig. 1). ¢

NOX2 is known to generate superoxide radicals
(O2-) and its expression is upregulated in HT, mainly
in follicles located near inflammatory zones. This
could aggravate the ROS production due to the thyroxisome disruption.
NOX4 is known to generate H2O2 inside the
cytoplasm of human thyrocytes and we have demonstrated its increase in hyperfunctional follicles
of GD. In correlation with NOX4 expression, we also
analyze the expression of Glut1 and VEGF, two hypoxic markers regulated by NOX4-derived ROX in
several organs. ¢

Figure 1 mTOR is involved in ID-induced microvascular
changes in normal thyroids. Six-week-old NMRI mice were
treated with LID+ClO4- (1%) for 1 or 2 days and with rapamycin (4 mg/kg/day) or vehicle solution (4% ethanol, 0.2%
sodium carboxymethylcellulose, 0.25% Tween 80) during the
same period. Control mice were treated with rapamycin or
vehicle solution over 2 days. VEGF-A protein expression was
detected by immunohistochemistry. Scale bars = 10 µm.
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5.Iodine deficiency and radiations impact on
vascularization in NIS expressing organs
J. Vanderstraeten, MC. Many

In conclusion, mTOR is required for early ID-induced
thyroid microvascular activation. AMPK negatively
regulates this pathway, which may account for the
transient nature of ID-induced TSH-independent
vascular effects under benign conditions. ¢

Despite the efforts to introduce salt iodization in
iodine insufficient countries, iodine deficiency (ID)
remains a global problem. Beside its well-known
effects on fetal development, ID is also involved in
several thyroid disorders. In our laboratory, it has
been observed that thyroid cells can react to ID independently of TSH by secreting VEGF resulting in an
increased thyroid blood flow. However, other organs
express the sodium/iodide symporter and are able to
take iodide up. As different disorders in those organs
have been linked to ID, we have studied the effects
of ID on the vascularization of three of these organs
(stomach, mammary glands and salivary glands) and
compare it with the effects observed in thyroid. ¢

Figure 2 ID-induced effects on thyroid blood flow is

Figure 1 Salivary gland blood flow in NMRI mice after

not transient in AMPK-α1 knockout mice.
Six-week-old wild-type and AMPK-α1 knockout mice were
treated with LID+ClO4- (1%) for 1, 2, or
4 days. The thyroid blood flow (expressed as percentage of
control) was measured using a laser
Doppler. Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM of five
mice (n=5) from one representative experiment. *P<0.05
and **P<0.01 compared with the control (ctrl), ++ P<0.01
compared with goitrogen treatment (LID + ClO4-). $ P<0.05
compared with AMPK-α1 knockout mice.
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In the RET-PTC model, ID strongly increased the
phosphorylation of p70S6K, while rapamycin completely inhibited the ID-induced increase in p70S6K
phosphorylation, thyroid blood flow, and VEGF-A
expression. In vitro, while ID increased p70S6K
phosphorylation, the ID-stimulated HIF/VEGF pathway was inhibited by rapamycin. Activation of
AMPK by metformin inhibited ID effects both in vivo
and in vitro. In AMPK-α1 KO mice, the ID-induced
increase in thyroid blood flow and VEGF-A protein
expression persisted throughout the treatment,
while both parameters returned to control values in
wild-type mice after 4 days of ID (Fig. 2).

0 to 10 days of ID and perchlorate treatment. N=9. *P
value < 0.05 was considered significant.
Eight week NMRI mice were fed with an iodide deficient diet
and perchlorate containing water (a NIS inhibitor), with/without bevacizumab (a VEGF inhibitor). In salivary glands, ID
induced a transient increase in HIF-1α protein expression
associated with a transient, VEGF-dependent increase in
blood flow (Fig. 1 and 2). In gastric mucosa, VEGF expression
was temporarily enhanced in the mucin secreting epithelium
and in ghrelin secreting endocrine cells during ID.
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ionizing radiations (IR) on tumor development. This
project is in collaboration with the Belgian nuclear
research center. ID and IR are two risk factors responsible for the increased incidence of thyroid and
breast cancers. Experimental and epidemiological
studies suggested that the two factors could act
synergistically on thyroid cancer progression. The
aim of our project is to study the consequences
of ID, IR and combined ID/IR on signaling and regulating pathways of the VEGF gene, as well as on
microvascular and cell cycle changes, and on DNA
damage, in thyroid and in mammary glands, based
on the assumption of a mutual reinforcement
between these two risk factors.

Figure 2 Salivary gland blood flow in male NMRI mice
injected with either IgG or bevacizumab after 0 or 2 days
of ID and perchlorate treatment. N=6. *P value < 0.05
was considered significant.
In mammary glands, ID also induced a VEGF-dependent increase in blood flow in both nubile and
lactating mice. However, the increase lasted longer
in lactating mice, which are known to increase their
iodide uptake to face the progenies’ need.
The pathway was then studied more in depth in
mammary cell lines. It was shown that the activation of VEGF transcription was dependent on ROS
production and mTOR activation. ROS and mTOR
induce a stabilization of the α sub-unit of the transcription factor HIF-1, which in turn induce VEGF
transcription. ROS production and mTOR activation
were independent of each other, but were both necessary for VEGF transcription.
These data indicate that cells other than thyroid
cells can react to ID by inducing microvascular
changes, probably trying to adapt iodide inflow. As
HIF-1, VEGF and vascular activation are important
in tumor progression, our results could provide enlightenment to understand the correlation observed
between different disorders such as stomach and
breast cancer and ID.
Besides, we have shown that salivary and mammary glands increase their NIS expression during ID,
which might constitute another way to adapt iodide
intake and face ID. This increase was not observed
in stomach.
A second part of this project addresses the hypothetic synergy between iodine deficiency (ID) and
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Thyrocyte cells were exposed to ID, IR or ID/IR and
were harvested after 2 to 24 hours after exposure.
Our first results suggest that thyrocytes exposed to
ID and IR induce a longer, but not greater, reaction
than when exposed to ID or IR separately. Indeed,
an increase in the expression of factors involved
in vascularization activation, such as HIF-1a and
VEGF, was observed until 24h after ID/IR exposure,
while this increase was observed until 6 hours after exposure to ID or IR separately. The effects of
combined ID and IR on thyroid vascularization need
further investigation but our preliminary data suggest that iodide-deficient thyrocytes might be more
sensitive to the negative impact of radiations. ¢
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Causes, consequences and
improvements of oxidative stress
in eye muscles and orbitary fat
in cases of Graves’ orbitopathy
M.C. Many, C. Behets, B. Lengelé
(in collaboration with S. Brichard - EDIN)
Graves’ orbitopathy (GO) causes disturbance of visual function and facial disfigurement in about 25%
of people with Graves’ hyperthyroidism. It is an inflammatory condition of the orbital soft tissues, due
to an autoimmune reaction against TSH receptor,
this autoantigen being also responsible for Graves’
hyperthyroidism. Indeed, we have demonstrated
the abnormal expression of TSH receptor on fibroblasts in eye muscles from GO patients (Boschi et
al., 2004). Many studies investigate the role of oxidative stress as a pathogenetic mechanism for GO, by
analyzing in vitro eye fibroblasts and preadipocytes,
but little is known about the in vivo modifications of
the eye muscular cells and adipocytes.
Our work follows 3 main axes :

.

To demonstrate oxidative stress in GO muscular cells and adipocytes, to characterize the types of
ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) which are involved
and to analyze the cellular antioxidant defenses.



To analyze the impact of the reduction of glucose supply, as a cause of oxidative stress, due to
downregulation of caveolin-1 expression and Glut-4
expression.



To analyze the impact of the reduction of T3
supply, as a cause of oxidative stress, due to disruption of the balance between deiodinases (D) 2 and
3, D2 generating active T3 from T4, and D3 inactivating T4 into rT3.

Schematic model of Graves’ orbitopathy oxidative
stress mechanisms.
1. Cytokines and TSHR-Ab are responsible for OS in EOM
and in orbital adipocytes.
In GO, lymphocytes and mast cells infiltrating the orbital tissue produce TSHR-Ab and cytokines. This triggers
an important reaction on orbital fibroblasts expressing
the TSH receptor. This affects the morphological status
of EOM cells and orbital adipocytes leading to increased
OS. Some of the muscular cells appear unaffected, others
are subject to high OS and finally some are in aptoptosis.
In order to counteract this increased OS, an upregulation of antioxidant proteins (PRDX5, catalase and also
ApN) is produced in the EOM and the adipocytes. Catalase and ApN expression is upregulated by PPARγ whose
expression is also increased in GO muscular cells and adipocytes.
2. Disruption of redox homeostasis in GO.
In GO, the production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) is insufficiently compensated by the antioxidant
proteins and is related to TSHR-Ab level, to cytokines production, to smoking and to radiotherapy. Inflammation
and immune reaction can be partially controlled thanks
to corticotherapy. This increase in OS in the EOM cells
leads to elevated apoptosis rate, increased inflammation
and fibrosis. The antioxidant defenses may positively be
enforced by the therapeutic use of anti-oxidant treatment
like selenium.

Our approach mainly consists in a morphological
analysis (optic and electronic microscopy, immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence) of human eye
muscles and fat from GO and control patients. The
expression of the proteins involved in the pathogenetic mechanisms and the quantification of their mRNA
are also analyzed by Western Blot and RT-PCR.
The final goal of this study would be to limit the
production of ROS and/or to increase the cellular
antioxidant defenses for example by selenium
supplementation, selenium being a cofactor of
deiodinases. This work is made in collaboration
with EUGOGO (European Group of Graves Orbitopathy). ¢
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Adaptive mechanisms of skeletal
tissues
The skeletal tissues organization depends on several genetic, biochemical and mechanical factors.
The adaptive capacity towards specific functions or
environment is studied through different physiological, pathological or therapeutic models.
1. Sclerostin antibody improves bone parameters of vertebrae in Oim/Oim mouse model
of osteogenesis imperfecta
M. Cardinal, C. Behets, D. Manicourt (RUMA)
In children with severe type III osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), the poor bone quality is associated with
a high rate of fractures at cortical and trabecular
sites. A sclerostin neutralizing monoclonal antibody
(Scl-Ab) markedly reduced the rate of long bone
fractures by improving cortical bone mass and
strength in oim/oim mice, a well-established model
of type III OI. Therefore, we used the same murine
model to assess the effects of Scl-Ab on trabecular
bone parameters of the axial skeleton, namely fracture rate, BMD and microarchitecture.
Wildtype (WT) and OI mice (4-week-old) received
either Scl-Ab (25 mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS) twice a
week for 10 weeks. Mammography X-ray detected
fractures. pQCT measured BMD and cross sectional area (CSA) of lumbar vertebral bodies (LVB).
μCT (Skyscan 1172) assessed trabecular bone architecture parameters of the first LVB, including
bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular thickness
(Tb. Th), trabecular number (Tb. N) and trabecular
bone pattern factor (Tb. Pf; the lower values, the
better connection).
We detected fractures of the pelvis and tail only in
OI mice (figure 1). Scl-Ab reduced significantly the
number of pelvic fractures by 65 % and the number
of tail fractures by 56%.
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Figure 1 Bone deformity of pelvis and tail vertebra
compression (White arrow) in Osteogenesis Imperfecta
mouse compared to Wildtype (wt).
This effect corresponded with significant improvements in LVB trabecular bone parameters after
Scl-Ab treatment including: BMD, CSA, BV/TV, Tb.
Th, Tb. N and Tb. Pf (figure 2).
The increased bone mass and connectivity of the
lumbar vertebral trabecular network with Scl-Ab
treatment might contribute to the reduction in the
rate of fractures of the axial skeleton in OI mice.
Therefore, Scl-Ab might be a promising therapy for
human type III OI.

Results
Fractures were identified in the femurs and humerus only in the Oim(-/-) mice. No fracture was
observed in the other groups.
Soft X-ray data and µCT data of the right femur are
given in tables 1 and 2.
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crificed at 13 weeks of age. We analyzed 12 wild/
wild (WT) control mice, 12 Oim(-/-), 12 CatK(-/-)
and 12 Oim(-/-)CatK(-/-). Soft X-rays identified
limb bone fractures. Midshaft outer diameter and
cortical thickness (Ct. Th) were measured on the
digitized radiographic image. Quantitative microcomputed tomography (µCT) measured femurs at
metaphysis and midshaft.

Table 1 Midshaft outer diameter (MOD) and Ct.Th/MOD

ratio of femur in the 4 groups.
Mean ± SD. * P < 0.001 versus WT; + P < 0.01 versus Oim(/-); ++ P < 0.001 versus Oim(-/-).

MOD (mm)
WT
1.21 ± 0.11
Oim(-/-)
1.18 ± 0.07
CatK(-/-)
1.18 ± 0.07
Oim(-/-)CatK(-/-) 1.06 ± 0.05+
Figure 2 Three-dimensional µCT frontal plane images

of the first lumbar vertebral body in the 4 groups (A). µCT
data: Trabecular Bone Volume (A) and Trabecular bone
Pattern factor (B) (n= 6/groups). a = OI Veh. versus Wt
Veh.; b = Scl-Ab versus Veh.; *p <0.05; **p <0.01; *** p
<0.001.

2. Cathepsin K knockout improves cortical
bone mass and suppresses long bone fractures in the osteogenesis imperfecta mouse
model (Oim)
T. Roels, C. Behets, D. Manicourt (RUMA)
Background and Purpose
Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a severe genetic condition that results in poor bone quality and
high rates of bone fractures. As preclinical studies
consistently demonstrate that Cathepsin K (CatK)
inhibition increases bone mass and strength in
postmenopausal osteoporosis, we hypothesized
that CatK knock-out (KO) might improve the bone
mass and strength of long bones in Oim(-/-) mice,
a model of severe human OI with spontaneous
fractures.

Ct.Th/MOD (%)
18.5 ± 1.8
11.2 ± 1.5 *
27.5 ± 2.06 *
19.1 ± 1.5 ++

Table 2 µCT histomorphometry of femur epiphysis and

diaphysis in the 4 groups (n=6/group).
BMD: bone mineral density; BV/TV: bone volume/total volume;
Tb.N: trabecular number; TMD: total mineral density. Mean ±
SD. *P < 0.001 versus WT; + P < 0.001 versus Oim(-/-);.

BMD
mg/cm³
732±62

BV/TV
%
6,1±0,5

Tb. N
/mm

6,1±1,6+

1,86±0,40+

TMD
mg/cm³

1,71±0,09
Oim(-/-) 139±141*
1,8±0,9*
0,43±0,25*
CatK(-/-) 3488±1367* 27,5±12,6* 4,73±1,40*

1438±13
1412±70
1280±26*

Oim(-/-)
1.06 ± 0.05+
CatK(-/-)

1437±16

WT

Conclusion
CatK knock-out in Oim improves cancellous BMD
and cortical thick 3488±1367* ness in the femur,
but does not increase the midshaft outer diameter
or cortical TMD. These data show that CatK knockout in the Oim does not increase bone quantity but
improves different bone parameters contributing to
the absence of fractures.

Experimental approach
As inhibitors of human CatK are inefficient in the
mouse, we bred Oim(-/-) with CatK KO [CatK(-/-)]
mice to get Oim(-/-)CatK(-/-) mice. Mice were sa167
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3. The role of acid hyaluronidase (PH20) in
osteoarthritis development after meniscectomy and section of anterior cruciate ligament
in mice
S. Lafont, D. Manicourt (RUMA), C. Behets
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a joint disease characterized by degenerative wearing of articular
cartilage as well as modification in subchondral
bone structure which leads to whole joint deformation. Articular cartilage is a connective tissue
composed of chondrocytes and extracellular
matrix (ECM) which provides a smooth surface
with a very low coefficient of friction. Hyaluronan
(HA), one of the main constituents of this ECM,
is regulated by the hyaluronan synthases (HAS)
and the hyaluronidases (HYAL). Hyaluronidases
have been suggested to play a role in the HA
destruction associated with OA development.
In mice deficient in hyaluronidase 3 (HYAL3 KO)
and in acid hyaluronidase (PH20 KO), we induce
OA by resection of the medial meniscus and section of the anterior cruciate ligament at 10 weeks
of age in order to highlight a possible delay in
OA occurrence. OA development is analyzed at
several times after experiment through peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography (pQCT)
in order to investigate the subchondral bone
density, and through histology and immuno-histochemistry in order to define the modifications
in all soft tissues of the joint (cartilage, menisci,
joint capsule, etc.).

4. In vitro evaluation of peri-implantitis treatment modalities on biofilm formation and
removal
S. Toma, C. Behets, M. Brecx, J. Lasserre
Peri-implantitis is characterized by inflammatory
lesions in peri-implant tissues associated with
loss of supporting bone. Peri-implantitis is diagnosed when there is bleeding on probing (BoP)
in addition to radiographic evidence of loss of
supporting bone.
The primary etiological factor of peri-implantitis is the colonization of the implant surface by
pathogenic bacteria organized in biofilm, similar
to the etiology of periodontitis.
Removal of the dental biofilm from the implant
surface is a prerequisite for the success of
peri-implantitis treatment. Furthermore, biofilm formed after implant debridement may
jeopardize the success of the peri-implantitis
treatment and the long term stability of the treated implants. Little is known about the effect of
mechanical surface treatment on bacterial elimination and implant recolonization.
Objective: This in vitro study aimed to assess
the effect of four clinical procedures on removal
of Streptococcus gordonii biofilm grown on titanium disks and colonization of treated titanium
surfaces.

Surgical treatment of peri-implantitis using the air-powder abrasive system.
Coronal section through the knee of a PH20 KO mouse sacrificed 4 weeks after resection of meniscus and anterior
cruciate ligament section. In the medial (M) compartment
of the joint, articular cartilage is absent (arrows), subchondral bone density is increased and osteophytes (Op)
are visible.

Preliminary data show that isolated knockout
of one hyaluronidase does not prevent OA development and suggest a possible enzymatic
compensation by the remaining hyaluronidases. ¢
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Materials and Methods : S. gordonii biofilm was
grown on sterile pristine titanium disks (n=125)
for 48h and then removed with Plastic curette,
Air-abrasive device (Perio-Flow®), Titanium
brush (Ti-Brush®) and Implantoplasty. The remaining biofilm was observed with SEM and its
biomass was measured by Crystal violet. Colonization of treated disks by S. gordonii biofilm was
also assessed by Crystal Violet and SEM.

5. Clinical evaluation of three surgical modalities in the treatment of peri-implantitis: a
randomized controlled trial (preliminary data)
S. Toma, M. Brecx, C. Behets, J. Lasserre
Objectives : Mechanical treatment of the implant surface through surgical approach is
recommended to control peri-implantitis. Despite numerous previous investigations about
different interventions or combination of interventions, no reliable evidence indicates the most
effective of them for treating peri-implantitis due
to their complexity. This clinical study aimed to
compare three mechanical procedures: Plastic curette, Air-abrasive device (Perio-Flow®)
and Titanium brush (Ti-Brush®), in the surgical
treatment of peri-implantitis.

Morphology

Results : In terms of decontamination, no statistical difference was observed between the Ti
Control and the Plastic Curette group (p>0.05).
Perio-flow®, Ti-Brush® and implantoplasty induced a significant decrease of biofilm biomass
compared to the Ti control and Plastic curette
groups (p<0.01), attesting elimination of the biofilm.

Scanning electron micrographs of Streptococcus Gordonii
biofilm (48h) grown on treated titanium disks.

Colonization of the disks by S. gordonii after
treatment by Plastic curette was not reduced in
comparison with Ti control disks (p>0.05), whereas
Perio-flow®, Ti-Brush® and implantoplasty treated
disks showed significantly lower level of S. gordonii
adhesion than control disks (p<0.01). As observed
by SEM, biofilm colonies were more abundant on
the disks of the control and plastic curette groups
than on the other ones after treatment.

Scanning electron micrographs of Streptococcus Gordonii
biofilm colonization (48h) grown on previously treated titanium disks.

Conclusions : Perio-flow®, Ti-Brush® and implantoplasty were more efficient than plastic
curette to remove bacterial biofilms in vitro. S.
gordonii de novo adhesion was lower on rough
surfaces treated with Perio-flow®, Ti-Brush®
and implantoplasty than on disks of Ti control
and Plastic curette groups. ¢

Surgical approach combined with plastic curette (left), Perio-flow® (middle) and Ti-Brush® (right).

Materials and Methods : Twenty nine implants
from 19 patients with peri-implantitis were treated surgically using either 1) plastic curettes
(control group, n=9) or 2) an air-abrasive device (Perio-flow®, n=10) or 3) a titanium brush
(Ti-Brush®, n=10). Clinical and radiological
parameters: Plaque Index (PlI), Gingival Index
(GI), Probing Pocket Depth (PPD), Relative Attachment Level (RAL) and Bone Level (BL) were
assessed at baseline (T0) and 3 and 6 months
(M3 and M6) after treatment. Resolution of peri-implantitis or successful treatment outcome
was defined as implant survival with PPD ≤ 5mm
and absence of bleeding.
Results: PlI scores remained low in all groups during the entire study period. All groups presented
a similar decrease of gingival inflammation, without difference of GI from one another group at
M3 and M6. A reduction of PPD value was observed in each group at M3, with a more pronounced
reduction in Ti-Brush® group at 6 months. RAL
values were decreased in each group at M3, but
this reduction was more marked in Ti-Brush®
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group than in the other two ones. At M6, bone
loss appeared lower in Ti-Brush® than plastic
curette group. At this time (M6), treatment success was achieved in 22% of the implants in the
plastic curette group, 37% of the implants treated with Perio-flow® and 39% of the implants in
the Ti-Brush® group.

Karyotype was normal. Moreover, no damaging
variant was detected by exome sequencing. The
limb characteristics of the fetus, which to our
knowledge have not yet been reported in humans, suggest a developmental arrest similar to
anomalies described in chicks following surgical
experiments on the apical ectodermal ridge of
the lower limbs. ¢

Conclusions : The results obtained so far have to
be re-evaluated when the total sample size of 45
implants will be reached in order to confirm the
higher efficiency of Perio-flow® and Ti-Brush®
as compared with plastic curette treatment. ¢

* A. Christiaens received the “Prix de l’Académie
royale de Médecine de Belgique” for this work in
2014.

6. Isolated bilateral transverse agenesis of the
distal segments of the lower limbs at the level
of the knee joint in a human fetus
A. Christiaens*, P. Deprez, B. Lengelé, C. Behets
M. Amyere, A. Mendola, M. Vikkula (GEHU)
Congenital limb anomalies occur in Europe with
a prevalence of 3.81/1,000 births and can have a
major impact on patients and their families. The
present study concerned a female fetus aborted at 23 weeks of gestation because she was
affected by non-syndromic bilateral absence of
the zeugopod (leg) and autopod (foot). Autopsy
of the aborted fetus, X-ray imaging, MRI, and
histochemical analysis showed that the distal
extremity of both femurs was continued by a
cartilage-like mass, without joint cavitation.

Frontal (D) and profile (E) X-ray pictures of the fetus. Note
the absence of the legs and feet, while the rest of the skeleton appears normal. The right side of the fetus is indicated by the letter D.
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7. Chondroid bone in dinosaur embryos and
nestlings (Ornithischia: Hadrosauridae): Insights into the growth of the skull and the
evolution of skeletal tissues
C. Behets, B. Lengelé
A. Bailleul, B.K. Hall,J.R. Horner. (Museum of the
Rockies, USA)
In histology textbooks, the vertebrate skeleton is
represented as almost entirely made of bone and
cartilage. This is a false dichotomy and in fact,
a continuum of intermediate tissues between
bone and cartilage exists. Chondroid bone ([CB]
or chondroid tissue), one of the most well-known
intermediate tissues, has been reported in mammals, birds and crocodilians. It accommodates
(1) rapid growth of the skull and (2) the development of craniofacial sutures. Since CB is present
in the extant phylogenetic bracket of the Dinosauria, we hypothesized that it was also present
in non-avian dinosaurs.
By means of paleohistological examination and
microradiography, we report for the first time the
presence of CB in non-avian dinosaur embryos
and nestlings (Ornithischia: Hadrosauridae). It
was found in five locations: (1) scattered within
the bone trabeculae of an embryonic surangular; (2) and (3) in the coronoid process and in the
alveolar processes of an embryonic dentary; (4)
in the mandibular symphyses of an embryonic
and a post-hatching dentary; (5) at the frontopostorbital suture of an embryo. In these areas,
CB was present in large amounts, suggesting that it played an important role in the rapid
growth of the hadrosaurian skull during embryonic development. Moreover, the CB present in the
sutural borders of a Hypacrosaurus frontal suggests that it was also involved in sutural growth,
as it has been reported to be in mammalian and
avian sutures. This is the first step taken to do-

Longitudinal section in the dentary of a Hypacrosaurus
embryo under natural light with corresponding microradiographic aspect of framed areas. A. Longitudinal
section under natural light. C. Detail of the box in (B) under
natural light. Clusters of numerous cells can be observed
in the center of the bone trabeculae. D. Corresponding microradiograph of (C) showing CB (white arrows) and bone
(black arrows). The blue arrow designates an area where
micro-radiography and natural light pictures have contradicting results. E. Detail of the lower box on the coronoid
process in (A). F. Corresponding microradiograph of (E).
CB is indicated by white arrows. Ca: caudal; Co: coronoid
process; La: labial; Li: lingual; Ro: rostral.

Anatomical research related to the
development of new clinical tools
Porcine ear subunit bioengineering: route
towards immunosuppression-free face
transplantation
J. Duisit, B. Lengelé, P. Gianello (CHEX)
Introduction : After ten years, face allotransplantation is still limited by the costs of lifelong
immunosuppression and related long-term
complications. Tissue engineering and perfusion-decellularization (PD) have shown
promising results for organs, by providing a
complex extra-cellular matrix (ECM) with accessible vascular network, suitable for regeneration
and transplantation. We hypothesized that PD
may be applied to a facial vascularized composite tissue, with ear subunit as an emblematic
model and platform to develop radically new immunosuppression-free strategies.
Materials and Methods : 8 ear flaps were procured with their pedicles from inbred miniature
swines and perfusion-decellularized with a
detergent-based solution. Cell clearance was
evaluated by H&E, DAPI staining, immunohisto-chemistry (IHC) and DNA quantitation.
Preservation of critical ECM components (collagen, elastin, glycosaminoglycans) and growth
factors (GFs), like VEGF and TGF-β1, was assessed by qualitative (histology, SEM) and
quantitative analysis. Vascular components,
patency and network were studied with angioCT scan imaging, CD31, Von Willebrand, laminin,
type-IV collagen staining. To study in vivo tolerance, semi-identical allografts of decellularized
samples (skin, cartilage and full thickness) from
4 SLACD donors were implanted in 3 SLADD recipients, for 30 days. Recipient anti-donor serum
antibodies IgM and IgG were detected by flow
cytometry at D0, D10, D20 and D30. Animals
were followed for any signs of rejection, explants
were analysed with H&E, CD3 and VEGF IHC
staining.
Results : Ear decellularization was successfully
achieved in 7 days. Eventually, all annexes were
cleared, flap acquired a whitish appearance, baseline shape and size were preserved. Imaging
showed an intact and patent vasculature with
no extravasation of the contrast media. Histology, DNA quantitation and IHC confirmed cell
clearance at levels with the exception of some
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cument and understand dinosaurian sutures
from a histological perspective and it sheds light
on an old problem by reporting the presence of
CB in an additional clade within the Vertebrata. It
is parsimonious to propose that CB in the chick
embryo, Gallus gallus, the American alligator,
Alligator mississippiensis and the hadrosaurs of
the present study are homologous and that CB
arose once and was inherited from their common ancestor. ¢

Morphology

remnant cells within the cartilage, as expected.
ECM’s major components were preserved, including GFs critical to angiogenesis. In comparison
with positive controls, no anti-donor antibody
could be detected in untreated recipients, with
scaffold showing acceptable inflammatory response and even neovascularization..
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Top - Pig ear: native (left), decellularized (middle) and decellularized 3D angiogram (right).
Bottom - Pig ear histology (Trichrome): native (left), decellularized (right).

Discussion : A complex vascularized organ
like the pig ear can be decellularized with SDSbased solution to obtain acellular ECM scaffolds
that maintain their basic molecular components and show an intact innate vasculature.
Decellularization of the cartilage tissue was
incomplete, due to its lack of vascularization
which is however counterbalanced by its intrinsic lack of immunogenicity, as demonstrated by
the semi-identical implantations study. These
findings lay the foundation for investigations aiming at the bioengineering of facial subunits, as
first step towards whole face bioengineering. ¢
This project is supported by F.S.R (Fonds Spécial de Recherche), promoted by Prof. P. Gianello
(CHEX) and Prof. B. Lengelé, Fondation Saint-Luc
research grant and Fonds Dr Gaëtan Lagneaux
grant.
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NEPHROLOGY (NEFR)
Regulation of body fluid homeostasis is of vital importance for all terrestrial organisms.
In most mammals, the maintenance of the hydration status and normal plasma electrolytes levels critically depends on the appropriate handling of water and ions by the
kidneys. This essential function involves specific transport systems operating in the
epithelial cells lining kidney tubules. In the past two decades, our understanding of the
transport mechanisms across biological membranes has substantially improved with
the molecular identification and structural characterization of key proteins (channels,
transporters, or their regulators) that are expressed in the nephron. The discovery of
these molecules, initiated by classical biochemical approaches, has benefited from the
molecular genetics analysis of rare genetic diseases. The analysis of such diseases has
provided essential information about the mechanisms of water and solute handling by
the nephron. In turn, these insights improved the diagnosis, follow-up and treatment of
renal diseases and associated conditions such as dehydration, electrolyte disorders,
hypertension, growth retardation, nephrolithiasis, and progressive renal failure.
Understanding the nature and clinical relevance of fluid and ion transport across biological membranes has driven our research since the early 1990’s. Based on a multi-disciplinary approach including studies on patients, human and mouse genetics, and analysis of
mouse and cellular models, we have investigated the transport mechanisms operating
in various segments of the kidney, their regulation and ontogeny, and the pathophysiology of inherited renal disorders including tubulopathies and polycystic kidney disease.
Insights obtained through these investigations are relevant for common conditions such
as blood pressure regulation, kidney stones, progression of renal failure, and cardiovascular complications of renal diseases. The knowledge of transport mechanisms also led
us to work on the molecular basis of water and solute transport across the peritoneal
membrane, with the aim of improving peritoneal dialysis, a therapeutic modality for
patients with end-stage renal disease.
Over the years, our studies benefited from fruitful international collaborations, leading
us to initiate and participate in several European networks. These collaborations allow us to develop our projects using genome, transcriptome and proteome analyses;
genome-wide association studies; conditional KO and randomly mutagenised mice; in
translation with studies of human tubular disorders collected at the European level.
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1. Physiology of transport mechanisms :

• Mechanisms and regulation of endocytosis in
the proximal tubule

• Salt and water handling by distal nephron segments
• Mechanisms of differentiation of epithelial cells
• Genome-wide association studies for renal
function parameters

2. Pathophysiology of inherited kidney disorders :

• Mechanisms and consequences of proteinuria
• Pathophysiology of inherited forms of chronic
interstitial nephritis, including uromodulinassociated kidney disorders

• Gitelman syndrome and salt-losing tubulopathies
• Clinical and genetic aspects of polycystic kidney
and liver diseases

3. Mechanisms of water and solute transport across
the peritoneal membrane :

Methodology and resources
• Transgenic mouse models, conditional knockout, segment-specific invalidation

• Immortalized cell lines and primary cell culture
systems

• Manipulation of gene expression in cell lines
and primary cultures

• Promoter analysis (in silico, in vitro)
• In situ hybridization, advanced quantitative
RT-PCR

• Immunoblotting, immunoprecipitation,
and immunohisto-/cyto-chemistry

• Intracellular distribution studies: subcellular
fractionation, immunogold, biotinylation

• Transport studies in cells and native tissues
(Ussing chamber)

• Mouse phenotyping: metabolic cages,

special diets, pharmacology interventions

• Multisystemic phenotyping: cardiovascular,
osmoregulation & thirst

• Improving the efficiency of water and solute

• Biochemical profiling on dedicated platform

• Role and regulation of water channels in endothelial cells
• Development of mouse models of peritoneal dialysis
• Mechanisms of osmosis, characterization of

• Development and automation of ELISA
• Water and solute transport in mouse model of

removal during peritoneal dialysis

alternate osmotic agents

• Genetic influence on transport parameters.

NephrOlogy

Research projects

optimalized for rodent samples

peritoneal dialysis

• Biobanking: end-stage kidney samples

(200+); kidney biopsies (500+); urine samples
from isolated populations (N=6000);
peritoneal biopsies (100+)

• DNA cohorts: ADPKD (N=300);

rare inherited kidney disorders (N=200);
renal transplant (N=300); peritoneal dialysis (N=800)

• EU-funded EUNEFRON, Genecure, EUROSPAN
and EURenOmics consortia ¢
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Links and informations

NephrOlogy

EU-funded programs :
EUNEFRON : www.eunefron.org
Genecure: www.genecure.eu
EURenOmics: www.eurenomics.eu
Other multi-centric programs:
NCCR Kidney.CH: www.nccr-kidney.ch
ERA-EDTA Working Group on Inherited Kidney
Disorders: WGiKD
Scientific societies:
International Society of Nephrology:
www.isn-online.org
American Society of Nephrology:
www.asn-online.org
European Renal Association-EDTA:
www.era-edta.org
American Physiological Society: www.the-aps.org
International Society for Peritoneal
Société de Néphrologie: www.soc-nephrologie.org
Fondation du Rein: www.fondation-du-rein.org
Académie Royale de Médecine de Belgique:
www.armb.be
Editorial Boards:
Kidney Int : www.nature.com/ki
Pflügers Arch :
http://www.springerlink.com/content/100448/
Nephrol Dial Transplant:
http://ndt oxfordjournals.org/
Perit Dial Int : www.pdiconnect.com
Patient organizations and resources:
Orphanet : www.orpha.net
AIRG Europe : www.airg-france.org/airg_europe.htm
PKD Foundation : www.pkdcure.org
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PEDIATRIC RESEARCH & STEM CELL
BASED REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
The research pole PEDI, historically dedicated to pediatric research, is focusing on liver diseases in general,
and more deeply on cell and stem cell based regenerative medicine. The target diseases include congenital
& metabolic liver diseases, acquired diseases of the liver, and pancreas endocrine diseases. By accumulating
and combining significant expertise in cell/stem cell biology, GMP compliant cell isolation/banking as well as
in liver disease mechanisms, the unit aims at developing advanced therapy medicinal products.
The unit research activity focuses on the improvement of in situ engraftment of transplanted hepatocytes
and hepatic stem/progenitor cells through deep investigations of the mechanistic pathways that govern
liver parenchymal regeneration. Furthermore, our research unit is i) working on the development of
the best stem cell candidate displaying high expansion stability, hepatogenic differentiation, Beta cell
differentiation, and immuno-modulatory properties, ii) assessing the experimental conditions that allow
the 3D reconstitution of the stem cells niche and their interactions with neighbouring cells in vitro. The
unit is also tackling the safety issues related to the development of clinical stem cell therapy including in
situ bio-distribution and the modulation of host immune cells functions.
The PEDI team is conducting these research programs thanks to an advanced equipped cell culture
platform that efficiently allows the isolation of stem cells (from several adult tissues like bone
marrow, umbilical cord, skin, pancreas and liver), their expansion, characterization, differentiation and
development. As for instance, hepatic stem cells have been developed to study drug metabolism and to
reproduce in vivo the replication of hepato-tropic viruses.
PEDI has developed multiple collaborations within IREC and other UCL Institutes, universities and
biotech partners with significant track records. The unit works in close collaboration with the Paediatric
department, the Paediatric Clinical Investigation Center and is also closely involved in the Liver & Liver
stem cell tissue Bank -of Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc.
In 2009, PEDI launched its spinoff “Promethera Biosciences” which develops the regenerative medicine
of the liver from candidate stem cells identified in PEDI into clinics.
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Liver Cell Transplantation (LCT) is a technique aimed to restore liver function deficiencies, be they
congenital or acquired, and consists in transplanting a liver cell suspension via the portal vein
system into the patient. If conditions are favorable,
the engrafted cells will proliferate, spread, and restore parenchymal structure and function over the
long term. By preserving the native liver, LCT is by
far less radical and invasive than orthotopic liver
transplantation (OLT), and cell infusions can be
repeated with no harm caused to the patient. Furthermore, the cell suspension infusion procedure
is simple, thus significantly decreasing hospitalization time while avoiding potential mortality/
morbidity risks.
We previously conducted clinical trials using adult
hepatocytes, the smallest and pivotal functional entity of the liver, isolated under GMP setting.
Besides the demonstration of its feasibility and
safety aspects, we have shown that LCT is able to
bring the missing metabolic functions. However,
increasing donor shortage and altered quality of
hepatocytes (after primary culture & cryopreservation) significantly hamper its wide implementation
and routine clinical use. Hence, alternative strategies have been considered among which the
development of other cell sources, i.e. stem cells as
a second generation cell therapy products. ¢

Improvement of the quality of the
cell suspension
The laboratory has recently coordinated a large
collaborative project funded by “Région Bruxelloise” and involving teams from universities
located at Brussels area [UCL (1), VUB (2) and
ULB (1)]. The data obtained have demonstrated that co-transplantation of hepatocytes with
liver stellate cells significantly improve cryopreserved hepatocyte engraftment compared
to hepatocytes transplanted alone. Such project collaborations also allow i) a significant
improvement in data collection regarding the
non-parenchymal liver stellate cells ii) deciphering one of the pathways that govern their
activation in vitro. These results represent thus
a promising strategy for the improvement of liver cell therapy efficacy and durability. ¢

Improvement of the differentiation
potential of the selected stem/
progenitor cells
One of our unit’s main interests is to understand the mechanisms triggering hepatogenic
differentiation of stem/progenitor cells. This
issue would be useful for both studying
post-natal liver regeneration as well as the
development of liver cell-based therapies. We
recently demonstrated that Sox9, a key transcription factor of mesenchymal stem cells,
may play a pivotal role in hepatocyte lineage
development including for adult liver mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells. Further studies
on the identification of pathways regulated by
or regulating Sox9, are ongoing to gain insight
into the molecular networks deeply controlling
the hepatogenic differentiation. ¢

Potential use of bioscaffolds to
increase adult-derived human liver
progenitor cells retention, activity
and differentiation
Research from our laboratory has shown that
ADHLSCs have the capacity to differentiate into
hepatocyte like cells when subjected to a specific
protocol in vitro. They are also able to engraft into the
host liver following cell transplantation and to differentiate in vivo. However, the level of engraftment
is fairly low and cell differentiation remains partial.
We are therefore studying the possibility of increasing cell retention and improving differentiation using
bioscaffolds. We have compared scaffolds generated from a lyophilized, demineralized bone matrix
and scaffolds made of alginate. Our studies have
shown that both types of scaffolds are favorable to
sustained cell viability and lead to improved expression of hepatic markers. However, cell retention
was low in the bone-derived scaffolds, while alginate scaffolds showed a limited seeding capacity.
We therefore evaluated the possibility of combining
the use of alginate and bone-derived scaffolds and
found that this method offers optimal cell seeding
and cell retention. Preliminary studies comparing
scaffolds seeded with hepatic progenitor cells alone
or with hepatic progenitors cells and hepatocytes
did not suggest any benefic support from the hepatocytes. Despite promising results, the procurement
of bone-derived scaffolds proved to be a limitation
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for our studies as bones available for research are
limited and only 4 scaffolds can be obtained from
the same donor, increasing the variability of the results. We are currently evaluating other candidates
such as decellularized liver pieces, which seem to
be an ideal scaffold for hepatic cells. In addition, we
are investigating the potential use of microcarriers to
increase cell retention after transplantation. ¢

Biodistribution of adult-derived
human liver progenitor cells
Ensuring that the injected cells engraft in the
target organ without spreading to surrounding organs is a major safety aspect in cell therapy. In
addition, the optimal injection route for hepatic
targeting needs to be balanced between invasiveness, engraftment and donor cell viability. For
this study, we compared the biodistribution of
adult-derived human liver mesenchymal-like
stem cells (ADHLSCs) transplanted via intra-hepatic (IH) and intra-splenic (IS) routes, as the
former causes minimal loss of cells, and the latter
may deliver cells via the portal vein while avoiding
direct injury to the liver.
The biodistribution of ADHLSCs was monitored
non-invasively thanks to the radiolabeling of the
cells with 18F- fludeoxyglucose prior to transplantation followed by 1) positron emission
tomography (PET) combined with computed
tomography (CT) 2) the expression of a reporter
protein, renilla luciferase detected by bioluminescence (BLI). No signal was observed on day
3 post-surgery from the ventral view of mice
injected with ADHLSCs directly into the left lateral lobe (LLL), whereas the signal was detectable
when the mice were placed left side up (Fig. 1A),
highlighting the fact that BLI is limited by depth
of signal in the tissue and its detection is significantly affected by the position of the animal.
From week 1 to week 4 post-transplantation, the
IH group constantly showed a confined signal at
the injection site (Fig. 1A). In contrast, the IS mice
displayed a more dispersed distribution in the
upper abdominal liver area (Fig. 1A). In addition,
the BLI intensities generated by the donor cells
were more pronounced in the IS mice all over
the observation periods (Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B). As
liver diseases commonly exhibit diffused lesions,
the IS transplantation may result in a better therapeutic effect due to efficient cell transport to
the liver and even distribution. ¢
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Figure 1 . Longitudinal monitoring of ADHSLCs following IH and IS transplantation. Female SCID/beige mice
were injected with 1 million adult derived human liver stem/
progenitor cells (ADHLSCs)-expressing a triple fusion reporter into either left lateral lobe of liver or spleen. (A) In
vivo biodistribution of ADHLSCs was visualized after the
injection of the substrates for renilla luciferase, ViviRen,
and captured by Photon Imager RT (Biospace Lab, France)
at indicated timepoints. Representative results are shown.
Red dotted line separates different tested mice (B) Quantification of the in vivo BLI intensities. Data shown are mean ±
standard error of the mean.

Engraftment of adult-derived
human liver progenitor cells
Engraftment is one of the keys to achieving
an efficient cell therapy. Unfortunately Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC) infusions have been
shown to lead to poor engraftment levels. Our
laboratory is studying liver progenitor cell engraftment and evaluating strategies to improve
it. To this end, we have focused our work on
the first part of the engraftment process, the
adhesion of the cells to the endothelium. First,
we have confirmed that ADHLSCs, like most
MSCs, do not express any Selectin ligand that
would allow them to roll on the endothelium.
Our results showed that using the cell surface’s biochemical properties to add a Selectin
Ligand (Sialyl Lewis X) leads to improved liver
progenitor cell adhesion to E-selectin, the main
selectin of the endothelium, but not to the hu-

Chronic liver diseases represent the 7th cause
of mortality worldwide and may have different
etiologies including viral, autoimmune, drug
induced, cholestatic and metabolic diseases.
Liver fibrosis, which can evolve towards cirrhosis, is characterized by an accumulation of
extracellular matrix in the liver parenchyma, a
consequence of an activation of hepatic stellate cells (HSC) into myofibroblasts.
The activation of the liver resident quiescent
hepatic stellate cell into fibrogenic myofibroblast-like cells is the most important cellular
event during fibrogenesis. In the healthy liver,
HSCs are characterized by the presence of
vitamin A-containing cytoplasmic lipid droplets, low contractility and proliferation and a
balanced ECM production. During activation
the cells lose the majority of their lipid droplets, strongly increase their proliferation and
contractility and have a completely altered ECM
production. Today, HSC-derived myofibroblasts
are regarded as the most downstream cellular
effectors of liver fibrosis and thus the primary
target for the development of new anti-fibrotic
therapies.
Mesenchymal stem cells transplantation is
currently positioned as a promising emerging
perspective for the treatment of liver fibrosis.
Because the unit demonstrated the ability of
ADHLSC to inhibit the in vitro proliferation of
activated human liver stellate cells-by blocking their cycle- and to decrease their secretion
of anti-fibrotic molecules, the potential of
ADHLSC to inhibit fibrosis in vivo is assessed
in different animal models (juvenile fibrotic rat
and adult mice) at the level of tissue remodeling, serum and expression specific markers. ¢

Immunogenicity and
Immunomodulatory properties of
hepatic cells
The success of cell therapy relies on several
key points, including the capacity of the injected cells to engraft into the target organ and
differentiate without triggering a response from
the host immune system. The liver is traditionally regarded as an immunoprivileged organ.

Indeed, transplanted livers are less frequently
rejected than other organs. In fact, the liver is
sometimes co-transplanted with a second organ such as the kidney to induce tolerance of
the latter. In addition, our research so far supports the idea that human liver progenitor
cells are poorly immunogenic in vitro. However, immunosuppressors are still administered
in the context of liver cell transplantation as a
precautionary measure. One of our projects,
funded by the Région Wallonne, aimed to determine whether it is possible to identify potential
markers of tolerance or rejection in patients undergoing liver cell therapy. We have recruited
12 liver cell therapy patients, who were seen
before cell transplantation, as well as 14 days,
1, 3, 6, 8 and 12 months post infusion. For
each patient, we harvested serum samples
to detect potential anti-donor HLA antibodies as well as HLA-G (a marker of tolerance),
sCD30 and CD40L (markers of rejection), and
harvested blood samples in order to isolate peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). The
patients’ PBMCs were frozen until all the timepoints from the same patient were available,
and then placed in co-culture with the human
hepatic progenitor cells that were used in the
infusion. The immune response of the patient
was evaluated by ELIspot for IFN-γ, proliferation assay, measure of cytokine production in
the supernatants and immunophenotyping of
the T helper cell subpopulations. In addition,
the presence of donor cells in liver biopsies of
the recipient was evaluated using droplet digital PCR and immunohistochemistry. Overall,
this study has shown a very low to absent immune response to the hepatic progenitor cells,
confirming the idea that they are poorly immunogenic. However, statistical analyses are
still underway to determine whether we can
correlate a specific immune response to the
absence or presence of donor cells in the liver
of the recipient and the absence or presence of
clinical effects.
In addition, we are studying the immunomodulatory properties of ADHLSCs. Indeed, MSCs
have been known to modulate the immune
system. We have shown that ADHLSCs can
lower the proliferative response of PBMCs in
a mixed-lymphocyte reaction, and that this effect is at least partially mediated through the
non-classical MHC type I molecule HLA-G.
Moreover, secretomics analysis of ADHLSC
supernatants suggests a potential anti-inflam181
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man umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC).
Second, we hypothesize that the enzymatic
dissociation used to detach the cells damages
the integrins involved in adhesion to endothelial proteins (mainly VCAM-1). To try and
circumvent this negative effect, ADHLSCs were
grown on a thermosensitive polymer, which
changes conformation at room temperature
and gently releases the cells in the culture
medium. To further facilitate cell release and
decrease mechanical damage to the cells, we
additionally used a non-enzymatic solution
to detach cell aggregates that appeared as a
consequence of cell growth on the polymer.
This method improved cell adhesion no only
to VCAM but also to HUVECs. We are currently
performing flow cytometric analyses to determine if this method increases the expression of
some of the integrins involved in the adhesion
to endothelial proteins. We will also perform
blocking experiments to further confirm the role
of these proteins in progenitor cell adhesion to
the endothelial cells. Finally, we will determine
whether this harvest method improves progenitor cell adhesion to the endothelium in vivo. ¢

in the correction of the disease. Phenobarbital treatment significantly increased exosomal
UGT1A1 mRNA production from ADHLSCs. On
the other hand, we have evaluated the interactions of EVs and hepatocytes by staining each
cell type with a different lipophilic fluorescent
dye followed by fluorescence microscopy. Our
data showed a clear colocalization of hepatocytes and EVs after 1 day of coincubation,
suggesting the docking of EVs on the hepatocytes (Fig. 2). Next we will label the EVs’ mRNA
will a fluorescent dye in order to visualize horizontal transfer of the EVs’ mRNA content to
UGT1A1-deficient hepatocytes; in addition we
will assess the resulting enzyme activity. ¢

Role of exosomes and
microparticles in ADHLSC-derived
therapeutic effects
Despite using cutting edge techniques to try
and accurately evaluate the amount of donor
progenitor cells engrafted in the host liver, the
numbers obtained in pre-clinical and clinical
settings seem to remain low in comparison to
what could be expected from the improvement
seen in the recipient’s hepatic parameters, suggesting that more intricate mechanisms maybe
at play than initially thought. Recent evidence
suggests an important role for the molecules
secreted by the injected cells in cell therapy.
In addition to cytokines and growth factors,
increasing interest is currently being paid to
extracellular vesicles (EVs) such as microparticles (MPs) and exosomes. We have shown
that ADHLSCs do release MPs and exosomes.
We have characterized these EVs by electron microscopy, western blotting and FACS.
Real time-qPCR analysis of the EVs’ content
revealed a high level of UGT1A1 mRNA (gene
which is mutated in Crigler Najjar syndrome,
a bilirubin conjugation disorder) in exosomes,
suggesting a potential role for these vesicles
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Figure 2 . Interactions between EVs and hepatocytes.

Hepatocytes, MP/EXO and cell nuclei were stained with
PKH67 (green), PKH26 (red) and DAPI (blue) , respectively.
Hepatocytes were co-cultured with MP (A) and EXO (B) for
1 day. Interactions were then visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar: 100mm

The next step in our study will be to confirm the
prevention of thrombosis induced by the cellular
infusion by using a combination of anticoagulant
drugs (antithrombin activator and thrombin inhibitor), used in previous in vitro studies.
The final step will be to study the effect of the use
of anticoagulant drugs on ADHLSCs implantation
in an animal model of Crigler Najjar syndrome, the
Gunn rat. ¢
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matory role for these cells. Studies are currently
under way to determine the immunomodulatory
effects of ADHLSCs under inflammatory conditions and confirm their potential therapeutic use
in the context of inflammatory liver diseases.
We are therefore evaluating the impact of the
pro-inflammatory environment on the principal features of ADHLSC in vitro: cell viability,
proliferation, expression profile, hepatogenic differentiation and immunomodulation potential.
In vivo, we are currently assessing the posttransplantation efficiency in an animal model in
which the liver gradient of CXCL12 is completely aborted. This feature which may alter the
migration of immune cells could help in the improvement of cell homing and acceptance. ¢

Study of the mechanism
of thrombosis induced by
transplantation of ADHLSC using
intravital microscopy
Our laboratory studies the development of hepatocytes and adult derived human liver stem cell
(ADHLSC) transplantation as a treatment for human metabolic diseases. Nowadays when the usual
treatment that consists of strict diets and scavenger
treatment fails, orthotopic liver transplantation is the
only treatment option left. However, this procedure is
invasive and organ shortage is a real problem. Cell
transplantation is a rapidly expanding alternative
treatment, but the thrombogenic risk induced by
these cells is a major concern.
The principal goal of our research is to reduce the
thrombogenic risk in patients who received hepatic stem cells, without reducing the implantation of
the cells. Last year, we started studying the mechanism of thrombus formation induced by ADHLSCs
in vivo. By a technique called intravital microscopy
(IVM), we analyse the liver parenchyma and vasculature 24h after ADHLSCs transplantation in
Wistar rat. ADHLSCs are tracked using Cell tracker
red, microvasculature is visualized by IV injection
of FITC-Dextran and cell nuclei are stained with
Hoechst. We could observe that when ADHLCs
are seen, less FITC-Dextran is present (Fig.3). This
suggests that ADHLSCs form clots in the liver vasculature so that FITC-Dextran cannot diffuse in that
part of the liver. After anatomopathological examination we could confirm this theory by visualization of
necrotic areas nearby thrombi formed by fibrin clots
containing ADHLSCs (Fig.4).

Figure 3 3D reconstruction by IVM of ADHLSCs (red)
and liver vasculature (green) 24h after ADHLSCs transplantation in Wistar rat.

Figure 4 H.E. staining of liver parenchyma 24h after
ADHLSCs transplantation in Wistar rat. Thrombi can be
observed in portal veins, ADHLSCs (white arrows) are
trapped in a fibrin clot (black arrow).
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Type 1 diabetes
Beta-cell engineering
Type 1 diabetes (T1D) results from an inadequate mass of functional β cells therefore the
replacement of pancreatic β cells is an attractive
potential therapy. Because of current limitations
of human islet transplantation, there is a need
for new sources of transplantable cells with
β cell-like functionality. The pancreas itself
contains cells with β-cell differentiation potential, the most promising being epithelial duct
cells and acinar cells. Although easily isolated,
these cell types have not yet been successfully
expanded in vitro. In our laboratory, we showed
the possibility to derive cells from human pancreatic ducts that have sustained proliferation
capacities and produce immature β cells. Purified human CA19-9+ duct cells were subjected
to growth factor-based differentiation and
produced insulin-positive cells with secretion
capacities while remaining glucose-insensitive.
In order to increase the output of pancreatic
endocrine cells from our original duct cell populations, we developed transcription factor-based
differentiation strategies and observed that
fast and reliable endocrine reprogramming can
be obtained after over-expression of NGN3 or
MAFA factors. In a collaborative effort with the
Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT in Boston, we
are evaluating the potential of new small molecules to drive our duct cells towards β cells in a
timely fashion. Preliminary results show that the
BRD-7552 compound is able and sufficient to
obtain β-like cells in vitro. Our future objective is
to evaluate whether our transcription factor and
small molecule-based differentiation strategies
allow robust differentiation and persistence of
functional insulin secretion activity after transplantation into murine models of diabetes. ¢

Use of stem cells as an in vitro
tool to decipher HBV infection
events
HBV and HCV infection are global health problems. Both viruses have a hepatocyte tropism.
In vitro models of HBV and HCV infection are
crucial to better study the physiopathology of
viral infection, which is needed for the further
development of specific novel drugs against the
disease. However, adequate models are currently lacking. Hepatocyte tropism of HBV and
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HCV seems to be related to the existence of liver-specific viral receptors limiting viral entry.
Human hepatocytes are difficult to obtain and
maintain in culture, while other models such as
HepAD38 (HBV) or HUH7 (HCV) present significant limitations.
We previously developed the umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cell model (UCMSC) regarding
their interesting hepatocyte-like differentiation
potential. Such cells are permissive to HBV and
able to sustain the entire viral cycle after in vitro
hepatogenic differentiation. To better understand the molecular steps underlying UCMSC’s
susceptibility to HBV, we are investigating the
involvement of the the sodium taurocholate
cotransporter polypeptide (NTCP) in the early
events related to HBV entry because its expression and activity are significantly up-regulated in
differentiated UCMSC. The impact of modulated
NTCP expression and activity on HBV entry is
specifically checked in normal and geneticallymodified UCMSC. ¢

Allograft fibrosis in paediatric
liver transplant recipients : finding
predisposing and predictive
factors
Given the long-term survival in paediatric liver
transplantation (LT), maintaining stable liver
function and preserving allograft histology are
paramount. Protocol biopsies (PBs) from LT
recipient children revealed frequent allograft inflammation and fibrosis, in stable LT recipients
without predisposing factors. The etio-pathogenesis of these “idiopathic” changes is unknown.
As at St Luc more than 1000 paediatric LT have
been performed we sought to evaluate our experience concerning the “idiopathic” allograft
changes by analysing serial PBs. This study is
nearing its completion wherein 89 stable and
complication-free children with a total of 281
serial PBs were analysed. The aspects that were
studied included various clinical, histological,
humoral antibodies (including HLA and non-HLA
antibodies) and genetic factors. The evolution of
fibrosis and inflammation and related predisposing factors were analysed using cumulative
logistic mixed-effect models. This was the first
study till date, to use serial PBs to delineate idiopathic fibrosis or inflammation evolution in the
allograft and explore their respective predictors.

We additionally are working towards predicting
the development of fibrosis. For this we hypothesized that quantifying ASMA could predict
severity of future fibrosis after liver transplantation (LT). Activated hepatic stellate cells express
cytoplasmic alpha-smooth muscle actin (ASMA)
prior to secreting collagen and consequent liver
fibrosis. For this, 32 pairs of protocol biopsies i.e.
“baseline” and “follow-up” biopsies taken at 1-2
year intervals from 18 stable pediatric LT recipients, transplanted between 2006-20012 were
selected. Morphometric quantification of “ASMA
positive area percentage” was performed on the
baseline biopsy.

Accredited Bank of Hepatocytes
and Hepatic Stem Cells
Human adult hepatocytes are routinely isolated from whole or resected human livers. The
recovered hepatocyte suspensions are transplanted, banked or cultured to generate hepatic
stem cells. Both types of cells are used to cure
children suffering from liver diseases. More than
135 liver cell isolations have been conducted
so far. Since the Bank’s inception, 15 patients
have been transplanted with hepatocytes and 7
others with hepatic stem cells. ¢
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We conclusively demonstrated that allograft inflammation eventually results in fibrosis which
dispels the long standing contrary notion.
Histological inflammation was found to be associated with the presence of post-LT Class II
donor specific HLA antibodies and also persistent non-HLA antibodies. The HLA DRB1*03/04
allele was found to be a genetic predisposition
for higher fibrosis. The ongoing aspects of this
work include the characterization of the HLA antibodies, finding a clinically relevant MFI cut off
and determining factors that predispose to their
development.

Pediatric Clinical Investigation
Center
The Pediatric Clinical Investigation Center brings
together the strengths of all paediatric subspecialties aiming to provide an efficient platform
for high quality clinical investigations in accordance to ICH-GCP rules. The Center currently
manages more than 20 paediatric clinical protocols in every field of the Paediatrics, from phase
I to IV. ¢

Histological and fibrosis assessment using Metavir and liver allograft fibrosis scores (LAFSc),
was performed on all biopsies. The difference
of fibrosis severity between the “baseline” and
“follow-up” was termed “prospective change
in fibrosis”. Significant association was seen
between extent of ASMA positivity on baseline biopsy and “prospective change in fibrosis”
using Metavir (p value = 0.02), cumulative LAFSc
(p value = 0.02), and portal LAFSc (p value = 0.01)
values. ASMA positive area percentage >1.05
predicted increased fibrosis on next biopsy with
90.0% specificity. Additionally an association
was observed between extent of ASMA positivity and concomitant ductular reaction (p=0.06)
but not with histological inflammation in the
portal tract or lobular area. Hence ASMA quantification was found to predict the future course
of fibrosis. ¢
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PNEUMOLOGY, ENT
and DERMATOLOGY (PNEU)
The importance of respiratory and skin diseases for public health is increasingly recognized.
This ranges from lethal disorders such as lung cancer or severe COPD which continue to
increase despite current treatments, to chronic diseases that affect a large part of the population - such as asthma, sleep apnea, rhinitis or atopic dermatitis (WHO predicts allergy
will affect 50% of the population by 2020) – and to orphan diseases such as lung fibrosis.
Our research pole has been focusing on the study of:
1. Physiology and pathology of breathing and sleep.
2. Mucosal immunobiology and inflammation of the airways and skin.
3. Biology of lung cancer.
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(a) pitfalls of CPAP treatment
in sleep apnea
B. Mwenge, G. Desuter & Ph. Rombaux
Support : Financement extérieur (firme Imthera).
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) represents
the paradigm of the complex interactions
between breathing and sleep. Some people
develops asphyxia when asleep, resulting in
sleep destructuration and reduced survival.
Treatment with continuous positive airway
pressure applied all and every night normalizes sleep and breathing as well as survival.
However, a third of patients is unable to accept/tolerate the treatment .
Firstly, the effect of a specific training of oropharyngeal muscles on OSA syndrome is currently
evaluated, as well as assessment of compliance
to specific measures in postural OSA.
Secondly, new treatments are needed for
patients with obstructive sleep apnea intolerant to CPAP. A new modality of treatment
consists of electro-stimulation of the hypoglossal nerve either on its proximal main
trunk or its terminal branches, via an implanted stimulator and electrode with internal
battery or via an implanted stimulator using
transdermic electrical transmission. Our studies are the first world assessments of this
type of treatment. The initial results show a
significant improvement in a large majority of
patients, with a benefit persisting several days
after stimulation has been stopped (1). New
hypoglossal trial (IMTHERA III), peripheral
nerve stimulation (NYXOAH) and mechanical
advancement of the base of the tongue (REVENT) are also under investigation.
Third, interactions between non-invasive ventilation and sleep are studied, in patients with
respiratory failure due to restrictive or obstructive disorders and in obese patients with
hypoventilation syndrome. Both the effects
of sleep on respiratory failure and the effects
of non-invasive ventilation on breathing and
sleep are assessed (2). ¢

(b) Drug delivery by nebulization
G. Reychler, Ph. Rombaux, F. Jamar & G. Liistro.
Support : Diffusion Techniques Française,
SSS-IREC (mandate G. Reychler).
Drug delivery by nebulization has been mainly
studied in spontaneously breathing patients
and in patients who are mechanically ventilated
through endotracheal tubes. New technology
(drug targeting) and specific conditions as sinus nebulization or combination of a nebulizer
to non-invasive ventilation were investigated.
We showed for the first time that choosing 2
different specific drug targeting nebulization
modes does not influence the amount of drug
delivered into the lung in healthy male subjects.
Moreover, the modes do not modify the site of
deposition under the conditions of our study.
The effectiveness of sonic nebulized and oral
administration of corticosteroids in chronic
sinusitis was demonstrated on orthonasal olfaction. The clinical benefit is better than with
nasal spray.
In another study, we showed that with vibrating
mesh nebulizers, their position between the exhalation port in the NIV circuit and lung model
are more efficient for drug delivery compared
with jet or ultrasonic nebulizers. In this position,
the improved efficiency of vibrating mesh nebulizers was due to an increase in the inhaled dose
and a reduction in the exhaled wasted dose
compared with placement between the ventilator and the expiratory port. Because of the high
total lost dose, the ultrasonic device should not
be recommended. Nebulizer placement before
the exhalation port increased the inhaled dose
and decreased the expiratory wasted dose, except for the jet nebulizer.
The impact of different nebulization devices and
modalities are studied (3), both on the emitted
dose and on lung deposition by using nuclear
imaging and pharmacokinetics. A unique research track concerns the study of deposition
of nebulized drugs into sinonasal cavities, for
the topical treatment of chonic rhino-sinusitis.
Finally, exercise capacity is assessed in patients
with chronic airflow limitation and undergoing
pulmonary rehabilitation. ¢
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Physiology and pathology
of breathing and sleep :
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Mucosal immunology
and inflammation in the airways
and the skin: altered function
of the respiratory epithelium
and dendritic cells
M. Baeck, A.Froidure, S. Gohy, C. Hupin, M. Ladjemi, C. Shen, B. Detry, M. Lecocq, F. Pirson, Ph.
Rombaux, Y. Sibille, O. Vandenplas & Ch. Pilette
Supports : FNRS (FRSM 3.4540.11, 3.4512.12
& 3.4522.12), Région wallonne (WELBIO 2012-037, FIRST postdoc “ITARA”),
UCL-FSR (mandate S. Gohy), SSS-IREC (C. Shen),
Fondation St-Luc (A. Froidure).

released by epithelial cells, understanding how
the airway epithelium and DCs are aberrantly
programmed in asthma (Fig. 1) and chronic
lung disease should provide new therapeutic
strategies to these disorders.
Patients
with
allergic
contact
dermatitis to corticosteroids have been
reclassified, with important consequences for
clinical management. In addition, detailed tissue immunophenotyping has been carried out
in collaboration with L. Dumoutier (DDUV),
who showed that skin infiltration is dominated
by Th2-biased T cells and includes IL-4 producing γδ T cells (7). This unique observation is
the ground of further investigation with other
contact allergens.¢

Asthma and chronic inflammatory diseases of
the airways (chronic rhino-sinusitis, COPD) or
skin (dermatitis) are very common conditions
that affect many people usually throughout lifetime, although with a highly variable clinical
expression.
Our first focus assessed in the bronchial epithelium expression of the pIgR (polymeric
immunoglobulin receptor), the receptor transcytosing into secretions IgA, the main
immunoprotein protecting mucosal surfaces
against inhaled materials. We showed that the
impaired bronchial expression of the pIgR correlates with disease severity. In addition, this
epithelial defect was recapitulated in the in
vitro reconstituted bronchial epithelium from
such patients, as a consequence of TGF-β
upregulation (4). In the upper airway, pIgR
downregulation is also observed in a subset
of patients with chronic rhinitis, namely allergic rhinitis and eosinophilic rhino-sinusitis,
suggesting an unexpected link between pIgR
downregulation, epithelial dedifferentiation,
and eosinophilic/Th2 inflammation (4).
In patients with allergic rhinitis and asthma,
we previously showed that myeloid dendritic
cells (DCs), which are rapidly recruited upon
allergen exposure, display impaired expression of IL-10 and type 1 signals (IL-12) and
induce in allogeneic CD4+ T cells a preferential
Th2 and Th17 polarisation. We observed that
this proTh2 programming relates to the aberrant expression of TSLP-R (5), and DCs from
patients with occupational asthma (6) and
persisting disease despite strict allergen avoidance also display these features. As TSLP is
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Figure 1

Hypothesis of conditioning by the airway
epithelium of dendritic cells in asthma. The epithelium,
activated by environmental exposure to proteolytic allergens such as dust mite, releases cytokines that activate
DCs. This crosstalk could recapitulate the aberrant function observed in these cells from patients with atopic
asthma, which are primed to induce the polarisation of
CD4+ T cells into Th2 (producing IL-13) and Th17 cells.

F. Aboubakar, M. Lecocq & S. Ocak
Supports : FNRS-Télévie (2010-2012, 2015-2017),
UCL-FSR (2013-2015), SSS-IREC (mandat S. Ocak,
2012-2014), Fondation Mont-Godinne (2011-2012,
2013-2016), Fondation Willy and Marcy De Vooght
Grant (2015-2016).

In another study, DIGE analysis of a membrane-associated subproteome discovered overexpression of DPYL2,
GNAQ, RUVB1, and STMN1 in SCLC cell lines (11). Results were verified by Western blotting (WB) and/or IHC
in primary tumors, suggesting the relevance of investigating their functional relevance in SCLC. Association
with survival was found, requiring further validation in
larger clinical datasets. ¢

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is the most aggressive
subtype of lung cancer, with a five-year overall survival
as low as 5%. Molecular determinants of SCLC behaviour are still poorly understood and this deficiency has
translated into the absence of targeted therapies.
In a previous study, we analyzed 46 SCLC tissues by array genomic comparative hybridization (8). This led to
the identification of 70 regions of amplification and 55
regions of deletion (including 329 and 99 genes, respectively). Using molecular pathway analysis, a strong
enrichment was found in these regions of copy number
alterations for genes associated with the focal adhesion
pathway. These findings were verified at the genomic,
gene expression, and protein expression levels. Among
the genes represented in the focal adhesion pathway, the
Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) was strongly expressed in
primary SCLC tumors and constitutively phosphorylated
in five SCLC cell lines.
Based on this study, we performed in vitro experiments
with SCLC cell lines treated with a FAK inhibitor (PF573,228). Preliminary data showed that FAK activity is
required for proliferation, cell cycle progression, survival, and motility of SCLC cell lines, indicating a key role
of the FAK pathway in SCLC biology and suggesting
that FAK could represent a promising therapeutic target
in SCLC (9). Currently, our main research topic is to improve our understanding of the role of FAK in SCLC by
investigating the signaling events downstream of FAK,
the mechanisms responsible for increased FAK activity,
and the antitumoral potential of FAK inhibition in a SCLC
mouse model. Understanding the role of FAK in SCLC
may provide greater insight into the molecular steps leading to SCLC progression and, ultimately, may justify the
development of FAK-targeted therapeutic strategies to
reduce mortality from SCLC.
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Novel biological targets in lung
cancer. The FAK pathway in SCLC

Figure 2 Total FAK expression in a small-cell lung
cancer tissue. Two tissue microarrays consisting of
SCLC tissues coming from 85 patients were incubated
with an antibody against total FAK (A-17). In this figure is
displayed a representative image of SCLC tumor with moderate total FAK expression. Picture magnification: x200.

Novel therapies in nasal, lung and skin
diseases : clinical trials programme.
J Bousata, C Colbrant, Ph Collard, C Dalkhvist, F Duplaquet,
M Dury, Ph Eloy, V Erculisse, E Marchand, G Liistro,
B Mwenge, S. Ocak, Th Pieters, Ch Pilette, F Pirson, C Sohy,
Ph Rombaux, Y Sibille, D Tennstedt, O Vandenplas, S Viart.
A great energy is also devoted to develop clinical research, in order to provide patients with
innovative therapies and to participate to medical
developments at the bedside. The participation of
our clinical teams to early phase pharma trials (in
lung cancer, asthma & COPD, rhinitis, dermatitis)
is allowed by the research implication of the IRECPNEU physicians and research coordinators. ¢

We also investigated the prognostic value of FAK expression evaluated by immunohistochemistry (IHC) in
SCLC tissues from 85 patients (10). We confirmed that
total FAK was strongly expressed in a majority of SCLC
tumors (Fig. 2) but it was not a prognostic factor in patients with SCLC.
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Rheumatology research (RUMA)
Very much in contrast to a common belief, rheumatologists take care not only of elderly patients suffering from the consequences of aging of their musculoskeletal system but also – and nowadays mainly – of (very) young adults with inflammatory and
auto-immune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus
or systemic sclerosis, which may considerably impact not only their quality of life but
also their life span. Over the last decade, our interest has moved towards translational
and clinical research in these diseases.
Clues to success have been our databases, the systematic use of an appropriate clinimetrics, the possibility to harvest synovial tissue by mini-arthroscopy or PBMC from
active patients through leucopheresis and the set-up of an European network of clinical
researchers willing to collaborate in investigator-initiated randomized trials.
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F.A. Houssiau, F. Tamirou, S. Nieuwland-Husson
Over the last two decades, our group has gained an internationally recognized expertise in
the field of lupus nephritis (LN) clinical trials,
through the design, coordination and conduct
of investigator-initiated European studies aimed at improving the prognosis of this severe
manifestation of systemic lupus erythematosus. The results of these trials have been
implemented in the European and NorthAmerican LN treatment recommendations.
In a first randomized trial, the Euro-Lupus Nephritis Trial, we demonstrated that a
short-course of low-dose intravenous cyclophosphamide was equivalent to the more
heavily dosed NIH regimen, with less toxicity
(1, 2, 3). This scheme, popularized as the Euro-Lupus Nephritis regimen, now belongs to
the standard of care, including as background
immunosuppressive therapy for studies aimed at testing the potential add-on value of
targeted therapy (26, 27). In a second controlled study, the Maintain Nephritis Trial, we
compared azathioprine and mycophenolate
mofetil as maintenance immunosuppressive
therapy of LN and we could not demonstrate
superiority of the latter over the former (4, 5).
These results were confirmed in 2015, after
10 years of follow-up (9) (Figure 1). We currently coordinate a third randomized LN trial
in refractory patients, entitled RING, aimed at
demonstrating the efficacy of rituximab in LN
patients with insufficient response to at least
6 months of standard immuno-suppression.
These aforementioned academic-based studies have provided us with very long-term
data on patients suffering from LN, which
cannot be obtained through short-term industry-sponsored trials. Such data are of
pivotal importance because renal impairment
is mostly a late event in the course of LN,
which can be unmasked only by prolonged
follow-up. We are therefore in an ideal position to perform outcome research projects in
the field and, more specifically, to identify early predictors of long-term renal outcome. We
have explored this topic over the last 2 years,
taking advantage of our unique datasets.

Figure 1 Long-term follow-up of the MAINTAIN Nephritis Trial. Kaplan–Meier analysis of the probability of an
absence of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) (A), all types
of renal flare (B), proteinuric flare (C) and nephritic flare (D).
All patients received Euro-Lupus intravenous cyclophosphamide, followed by azathioprine (AZA) or mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF) as maintenance therapy. Survival curves
were statistically tested with the logrank test. HR (95% CI).
Numbers shown in abscissa are the number of patients at
risk in each group at each time point. Analysis was by intention-to-treat.

We first investigated whether the severity of
LN at baseline predicted long-term renal outcome of patients recruited in the MAINTAIN
Nephritis Trial. None of the clinical or pathological parameters measured at baseline
differed between patients with or without normal renal function 10 years later. By contrast,
proteinuria decreased much more promptly
within the first year of treatment in patients
with normal long-term renal function, whatever definition was applied (9) (Figure 2). Next,
using ROC analyses, we investigated the cutoff proteinuria value (measured within the first
year) which best discriminated patients with
poor and good renal outcome and found that
a proteinuria value <0.7 g/day at 12 months
maximized sensitivity and specificity for the
prediction of long-terme outcome (Figure 3).
The positive and negative predictive values
based on this cut-off were 94 and 31%, respectively, thereby indicating that almost all
patients (94%) reaching this target (64% of
the patients) will have a normal renal function in the long run but that two-thirds (69%)
of those not achieving the target at month 12
(36% of the cohort) will still have a normal renal function. Next, we investigated whether
addition of other renal parameters would
improve the prediction based on proteinuria
values alone. This was not the case. Thus,
inclusion of the results of urinanalyses (< 5
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red blood cells/high power field) in the target,
reduced the sensitivity from 71 to 41%, which
means that 59% of patients with good longterm renal outcome will be missed at one year
if the target includes the results of urinanalyses (10). Quite interestingly, a parallel study
performed on patients randomized in the Euro-Lupus Nephritis Trial, reached exactly the
same conclusions, namely that a target of 0.8
g/d at one year best predicted good long-term
outcome and that inclusion of disappearance
of haematuria jeopardized sensitivity (14).
Taken together, the robustness of our data
across two different trials leads us to propose
that a proteinuria cut-off value of 0.7-0.8g/d at
12 month should be used as primary outcome
for LN trials. Should our data be confirmed in
the large database collected within the frame
of the Lupus Nephritis Trials Network (www.
lupusnephritis.org), which we coordinate in
Europe, assessment of microscopic haematuria will disappear from the response criteria
in LN trials, thereby reducing unwanted noise
and increasing the likelihood of unmasking the
potential benefits of a study drug. Our current
outcome research is aimed at prospectively
testing the value of other early predictors of late
renal outcome, such as the presence of urinary
plasmablasts or long-lived plasma cells, which
can be identified in LN, as suggested by some
preliminary experiments. ¢

Figure 2 Differential kinetics of 24-h proteinuria de-

crease in patients with a good and poor long term renal
outcome. Data are shown at baseline and after 3, 6 and
12 months of treatment for patients with good long term
renal outcome (serum creatinine ≤120% of baseline value;
n=83) or poor long term renal outcome (serum creatinine
>120% of baseline value; n=21). P values indicated above
the columns were calculated by Mann-Whitney tests.
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Figure 3 Receiver operating characteristic curves for

predictive value of 24 h proteinuria month 12 of patients
randomised in the MAINTAIN Nephritis Trial. Sensitivity
(true positive rate; y axis) is plotted against 1−specificity
(false positive rate; x axis). The proteinuria (g/day) values
indicated in the graphs optimise sensitivity and specificity.
Figures in brackets are 95% CIs. AUC, area under the curve.

Clinical effects of new
rheumatoid arthritis therapies
P. Durez, M.S. Stoenoiu, L. Meric de Bellefon,
A. Avramovska, B.R. Lauwerys, F.A.Houssiau
Biologic therapies that target inflammatory
cytokines such as TNF or IL-6 have greatly improved the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). When a biologic DMARD is added early to
methotrexate (MTX) therapy, significantly greater
improvements in disease activity status, rate of
remission and radiographic outcomes are observed as compared to MTX monotherapy. However,
there is no clear consensus on when biologic
therapy should be introduced in the course of the
disease. In addition, not all RA patients respond
to current biologic therapies and responses are
not always maintained, suggesting that there
are additional drivers of RA pathogenesis, which
might serve as promising therapeutic targets.
Over the last 15 years, we recruited patients in
numerous international sponsored clinical trials.
In 2015, we also participated at the elaboration of
European treatment guidelines (17-21). In addition, we run several academic protocols in early
and refractory RA. Among them, we have implemented a comparative head-to-head treatment
with Tocilizumab (anti-IL6R antibodies) or Rituximab (anti-CD20 antibodies) in severe RA patients
refractory to TNF-blocking agents (collaboration
with C. Pitzalis, UK). The main objective of this

Translational research
in rheumatology
B.R. Lauwerys, J. Ducreux, C. Galant,
A. De Groof, A.-L. Maudoux, J. Marchandise,
L. Meric de Bellefon, M.S. Stoenoiu, P. Durez,
A. Nzeusseu Toukap, F.A. Houssiau
Our access to biological samples from a large
number of patients recruited at the Lupus and
the Rheumatoid arthritis clinics, gives us opportunities to perform biomarker and mechanistic
studies in these complex fields.
In the field of systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE), our previous work led to the demonstration of the biological efficacy of a therapeutic
vaccine aiming at blocking the biological activity of IFNα (IFNα-kinoid) (7). Based on these
results, a large international protocol was initiated in 2015 in order to evaluate the clinical
efficacy of this novel therapeutic concept.
High-throughput transcriptomic data obtained
in long-term peripheral blood samples from
IFNα-kinoid-treated patients also enabled us to
evidence that in vivo IFNα-inhibition induces a
significant decrease in B cell activation-associated gene expression pathways (11), and we
are currently dissecting the mechanisms of this
effect.
We are currently involved in a large Innovative
Medical Initiatives-funded European project
(PRECISESADS) dedicated to the development
of a new taxonomy of systemic autoimmune
disorders. The aim of this ambitious project
is to define diseases based on molecular mechanisms (which can be targeted by specific
therapies, in particular biologics), rather than
clinical or biological categories that overlap

many of these disorders. In the context of this
project, we are also performing high-density
transcriptomic studies on LN versus control
kidney biopsies, in order to identify molecular
patterns associated with poor long-term outcomes.
In the field of RA, we use synovial biopsies in
order to detect molecular patterns associated
with disease activity, and the effects of therapies. We usually obtained synovial biopsies
through a conventional needle-arthroscopy
procedure, but we are now mastering a new
minimally invasive ultrasound-guided biopsy
procedure, making possible to obtain material
from small metacarpo-phalangeal joints as well
(Figure 4).
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study is to identify gene expression biomarkers from the synovial tissue that can predict
the response to the treatment. We had also the
opportunity to develop a medical research program in which young patients with early RA are
included in a prospective cohort and followed for
five years (collaborative project with Ulg and ULB,
supported by CAP48 and the RTBF). The clinical
information collected on the activity of the disease, joint destruction, and functional capacity
will serve as a basis for the development of new
molecular biomarkers. ¢

We found that the expression of specific molecular pathways in the synovium is
disease-specific (12), and we used this observation in a BioWin-funded project to support the
development of the Rheumakit, a microfluidics
multiplex qPCR, now marketed by DNALytics
(Louvain-La-Neuve) for the diagnosis of undiffe-rentiated arthritis (www.rheumakit.com).

Figure 4 Ultrasound (US)-guided synovial biopsy
of the wrist (A, B, F-H) and of the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) (C-E) joints. Synovium biopsy needle
(A) as seen with US (B) at the wrist level. A guillotinetype needle with an open throw (*) is used to cut the
tissue. Prior to biopsy, MCP (C, D) synovitis is depicted by Gray Scale (GS)-US (C) and by color Power
Doppler (PD)-US (D). Wrist synovitis (F, G) is depicted
by GS-US and by PD-US (G). Histological images (E
and H) of the corresponding GS-US (C and F) and
PD-US (D and G) images showing blood vessel proliferation and strong inflammatory infiltrates in the
synovial sublining.
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Using synovial biopsy material, we also demonstrated that many therapies used in RA
(tocilizumab, an anti-IL6R antibody, but also Rituximab, a depleting anti-CD20 antibody, or even
methotrexate, a first line disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug) all target IL6-dependent T cell
activation pathways in the synovium. Only TNF
blockers, which rather inhibit cell proliferation
and innate inflammation, display markedly different molecular effects in RA synovitis (8). These
observations are an important step forward in
the development of individualized therapeutic
decisions in RA patients. In this context, we are
participating in a large international OMERACT
(outcome measures in rheumatoid arthritis clinical trials) initiative, aiming at the validation of
synovial biopsy markers as surrogates of disease activity and response to therapy (23).
In RA, disease activity (measured using validated clinical tools) is driven by the expression of
TNFα- and IL6-dependent pathways in the synovium. By contrast, disease severity, and overall
response to therapy, is strongly influenced
by TNFα-driven inflammation and activation of synovial cells. Thus, over-expression of
TNFα-dependent molecules in the synovium is
associated with higher disease severity and poor
therapeutic outcomes (13). This observation is
of importance, e.g. for patients’ stratification in
clinical trials, and we are collaborating with DNALytics in an international synovial biopsy study
funded by the Walloon region, in order to confirm
this observation. Taken together, these observations illustrate how the development of a new
molecular approach of diseases influences medical decisions in rheumatology. ¢
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Centre for Applied
Molecular Technologies (CTMA)
“The Centre de Technologies Moléculaires Appliquées (CTMA - Centre for Applied Molecular Technologies)”
is a mixed academic-clinical-military biotechnological platform mutualizing the resources of three partners:
1. UCL/IREC (Université catholique de Louvain/Institut de recherche expérimentale et clinique). CTMA is
the IREC-reference biotechnological platform (genetics and molecular genetics); it therefore directly
supports IREC-related research activities and teams while also developing proprietary research in the
field of technology and security.
2. CTMA carries out clinical routine analysis and clinical research in the field of genetics and molecular
genetics to support the medical activity of the academic hospital “Cliniques universitaires St Luc” (CUSL).
3. MOD (Ministry of Belgian Defence). CTMA hosts several research projects and activities for the MOD
to better control the biological risks related to the CBRN (Chimical, Bacteriological, Radiological & Nuclear threats) spectrum. As such, CTMA is the “Biothreat control unit of Defence Laboratory Department (DLD)” and is therefore specifically named DLD-Bio; from there its full acronym CTMA/DLD-Bio.
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CUSL : Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc,
MoD : Belgian Ministry of Defense

2. MISSIONS

Figure 1 shows the working architecture of the integrated CTMA/DLD-Bio platform with NATO-, EU-,
ESA-agencies or organizations, BE governmental authorities, academic-, industrial- and military-partners.

CTMA/DLD-Bio main missions are
(See Figure 2):

Figure 1 CTMA/DLD-Bio Organization Architecture
According to its integrated working structure, CTMA/
DLD-Bio hosts at the same location researchers from
the Belgian Defense and UCL/IREC/CTMA as well as
the clinical staff working for the academic hospital (Cliniques universitaires St Luc - CUSL). Accordingly, this
biological platform benefits from a genetics-dedicated infrastructure, emerging technologies, and a panel
of equipment specifically acquired to fulfill its academic, military and clinical missions. Taking advantage
of this mixed academic-clinical-military platform and
associated multidisciplinary activities, CTMA/DLD-Bio
has progressively developed a strong and extensive
clinical, academic and military national and international networking leading to several fruitful multinational
partnerships and projects as well as elective bilateral
partnerships throughout Europe and Africa. ¢

Figure 2 Missions - multidisciplinary support to the
biological spectrum of activities

•

Service activities: CTMA/DLD-Bio offers expertise
and technological support to IREC-researchers and
beyond; CTMA has also actively developed a service
activity for industry (e.g., fungal biomass production
for the preparation of vaccines) in CTMA-MYCO premises, Louvain-La-Neuve).

Centre for ApplieD Molecular Technologies

1. STRUCTURE

•

Dual military-civilian R&D activities: development
and/or use of new emerging technologies enabling better detection and protection against known
and unknown threatening infectious agents; Low/
high density gene expression profiling (biomarkers
in malignant and inflammatory diseases); Genome
characterization by re-sequencing (including Next
Generation Sequencing - High Throughput Sequencing); signal processing, machine learning and
biostatistical analysis.

• Expertise in EU Security: study of Belgian and Euro-

pean preparedness and responses to B-threats of the
CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
Threats) spectrum; scientific, technical and operational support to Belgian Defense Laboratories (CBRN);

•

Clinical activities for CUSL: development of diagnostic assays (e.g., infectious and genetic diseases,
pharmacogenomics & new biomarkers…)

• Academic courses in Molecular Biology, Genetics, in

Statistical Genetics & Multivariate Data Analysis and
CBRN topics and Training to Defense units.¢
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3.RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
To mutualize the benefits and resources, all
the research activities of CTMA are integrated
into a single and global R&D matrix which interconnects together each project in terms of
technologies, expertise and know-how. Financial
support is obtained from the Belgian Defense as
well as from the Brussels (Innoviris) and Walloon
(BioWin, WBHealth, Marshall Plan) regions, and
from federal (BELSPO) and international (EC, EDA
and ESA) institutions.
Figure 3 shows the strong interrelationship of the
whole research activity of CTMA and the link with
national and international organizations (for funding and cooperation) ¢
Figure 3 : R&D Matrix Civilian-Military Joint contribution

A) Research activities
to support IREC-related
research activities
As technological platform of the IREC institute,
CTMA offers technological support and expertise to IREC-researchers from multiple IREC
Research Labs.
CTMA provides to the IREC researchers access
and support to use numerous molecular technologies including (see Figure 4): quantitative
PCR, Sanger Sequencing, Pyrosequencing and
Next-Generation-Sequencing (Illumina-Miseq),
microarrays facilities (Affymetrix, Agilent, custom glass slide arrays…).

Figure 4 : CTMA provides access and support to various technologies
Table 1 presents on-going doctoral thesis
works where Prof Jean-Luc GALA is promotor
ou co-promotor.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the multidisciplinary
team from CTMA provides a support on different aspect of the research projects from the
experimental design until the data analysis and
the validation of new devices. ¢

Table 1 : On-going doctoral thesis at CTMA

Figure 5 : CTMA multidisciplinary support to IREC research projects.
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Table 2 : On-going collaborative projects between CTMA and IREC.

B) CTMA/DLD-Bio research

studies within the frame
of the Belgian Defense
Research Program

DLD 04 - Development of a mobile
platform for simultaneous identification
of main pathogenic biological agents
under operational conditions

limitation in sample analysis rate according to the
expending number of analyses required and the risk
of contamination. This study combines the Rolling
Circle Amplification (RCA) with the tridimensional
microarray Pamgene ® for the development of
tests enabling simultaneous identification of main
biological agents on a single platform and a single
multiplex assay. ¢

Centre for ApplieD Molecular Technologies

Table 2 presents the main research collaborative projects between the technological platform CTMA and
research fellows of other IREC research laboratories.

– (bacterial agents of Class A CDC and WHO list of
12 bastards)
(2012-2015) (688 k€)
Cathy DELCORPS, Anne-Sophie PIETTE, Stéphane VAN
CAUWENBERGHE

This study develops a portable microarray detection platform of all biological agents during a
single test, using patented sequence (CTMA/DLDBio WO/2005/090596). Previous studies have
developed an operational identification of hazardous biological agents capacity, but often detecting
only one agent at a time. In the absence of clinical
or epidemiological guidance, the identification of
biological agents is done sequentially, which may
require the completion of dozens of tests. This
leads to very high expenses and waste of time,

Figure 6 : Result from the multiplex PCR multiplex.
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DLD05 - Rapid detection and
characterization of micro-organisms
responsible for orthopedic infections
(2013-2017) (566 k€)
Catherine DUMONT, Elodie CARLIER
The aim of this project is to validate the diagnostic
value of transcriptomic and/or proteomic profiles
of synovial material in early inflammatory or infectious disease (arthritis). It is based on preliminary
data showing that gene expression profiles in synovial biopsies from patients with arthritis are able
to discriminate the samples according to the underlying disorder. The large-scale confirmation of
these data after will lead to the development of a
prototype of a diagnostic tool to be used in routine
rheumatology practice. ¢

HFM14/8 - Novel multiplex method
for identification of genetically
modified or acquired bacterial
resistance mechanisms
(2014-2018) (478 k€)
Yann DECACCHE
Cooperation : Department of Epidemiology and
Hygiene (Belgium Ministry of Health), Military
Medical Academy (Sofia, Bulgaria), Spitalul Clinic
de Urgenta (Bucharest, Romenia
The purpose of this new study is to integrate the
different tests created and validated during the previous studies (MED-04 and MED-20) in a multiplex
test single, simple, rapid and sensitive. This test will
be adapted to the clinical samples (hospital use or in
an operational setting) and environmental (intentional
dispersion or accidental biological agents in infrastructure). It will allow to clarify the priori antibiotics
ineffective or inefficient panel in a therapeutic setting.
This project targets 2 goals :
The first one is the identification of bioterrorism bacteria and the bacteria responsible for nosocomial
infections (clinical samples). The result of this research will be applicable to the medical sector (e.g.
bacteria EBLN) and the operating environment. For
clinical samples, the objective will be to establish the
respective detection limits of tests on real biological
samples and to adapt the test conditions accordingly.
For the fight against bio-terrorism, the aim is to
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develop a protocol for identifying fast, reliable and
operational resistance markers of the bioterrorismrelated infectious agents of class III (B. anthracis, Y.
Pestis, F. tularensis, B. melitensis et B. Mallei). The objective is to transfer the tests validated clinical strains
from class II to class III strains: gene sequences
used in valid tests will be compared to the new target strains sequences and tests will be adapted and
validated on basis of DNA extracted or inactivated
cultures. The second one aims to develop a new
methodology called “multiplex pyrosequencing”.
Several successive parameters will be tested, compared and validated in order to optimize the quality of
the signals of pyrosequencing obtained: the ratio of
various products of differential gene amplification, order of dispensation of the nucleotide and the quantity
of each pyrosequencing primer, the amount of DNA
necessary for amplification... These signals will be
then handled by a bio-informatics software which has
been developed within the CTMA and which allows
to break a global signal of pyrosequencing in each of
its components, each component corresponding to a
particular target sequence. ¢

MSP 16-4 Development of procedures
of biological agents inactivation
allowing their identification in optimal
security conditions for the laboratory
personnel
(2016-2019) (388 k€)
Cathy DELCORPS, Stéphane VAN CAUWENBERGHE
The aim of this study is to develop new procedures for
the inactivation of biological agents, without impeding
or decreasing the sensitivity of their detection and
identification methods.
Taking into account all of the available data on inactivation of biological agents, the close interaction of
this procedure with the identification by molecular
biology methods, and the established criteria for the
implementation in the deployable mobile laboratory,
the methods to be tested in this study will be mainly
chemical methods with and without additional exposure to UV.
In order to evaluate the different methods of inactivation, models of biological agents and their method of
specific detection by real time PCR will be developed.
Different methods will be tested by comparing their
effect on the viability of biological agents and on detection by PCR.
Finally, the selected method or methods will be tested
on a wide range of matrices and biological agents. ¢

(2015) (6 k€)
Mostafa BENTAHIR
Detection by qPCR is fast and reliable. However, new
emerging technologies for ultra-fast amplification
of nucleic acids are most appropriate for use in the
field in a context of crisis where the speed of gaining
results is very important for the decision makers in order to take the appropriate decisions.
These new isothermal technologies allow the targeted nucleic acid amplification at a constant optimal
temperature between 37 and 65°C. This amplification is done by means of easy to use instrument: the
fluorimeter which could replace the classical thermocyclers used in the qPCR based analysis process.
First step of the study: Validation of the sensitivity and
the specificity of the detection of Bacillus Anthracis
genetic markers ADK, B5345, LEF and CapA by the
RPA technology (Recombinase Polymerase Amplification).
Second step: Field validation of the reliability and robustness of the RPA technology in the Light Fieldable
Bio laboratory deployed for exercises within B-LiFE
and EC projects framework. ¢

C) Research within the

frame of the European Space
Agency (ESA)
B-LiFE- Biological Light Fieldable
Laboratory for Emergencies

– Phase II /Demonstration Phase/ESA IAP/ARTES2
(2014-2017) (Total consortium: 1.501 k€ / CTMA : 769 k€)
Nicolas DUBOIS, Jean-Luc GALA, Jean-Paul MARCEL,
Leonid IRENGE, Olga VYBORNOVA
Consortium: CTMA (Coordinator), Aurea Imaging
(Belgium), nazka mapps (Belgium), SES TechCom
(Bezdorf – Grand Duchy of Luxemburg)
Phase II / Demonstration Phase aims at delivering a
demonstrator at the highest Technology Readiness
Level (TRL 9).
The successful management of sanitary crises such as
CBRN threats, life threatening emerging diseases, outbreaks in remote areas, relies on the ability to perform
rapid detection and identification of pathogens. National
and international agencies dealing with the response to
bio-security crises will need mobile laboratory capacities
rapidly deployed close to the crisis area, autonomous
and transmission and geo-location capabilities.

Centre for ApplieD Molecular Technologies

Short Expertise Study:
Validation of an ultra-fast and
innovative method for the detection
and identification of spores of Bacillus
anthracis on the field

The B-LiFE project motivation is to bring the diagnostic capacity as close as possible to the crisis area, thus
providing an essential element of the fast response.
The B-LiFE project is adding to the bio-laboratory a set
of space technologies and functions improving considerably the quality of the offered services (See Figure
6): satellite telecommunications to communicate with
the distant reach back home base laboratory, stakeholders and end users, GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System) for geo-location and Earth Observation for site
selection and monitoring.

Figure 7 : B-LiFE – Integration of Space Assets to a
Biological Lab
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The proposed B-LiFE system will deliver its services
to the end-user based on geographical distant units
(see Figure 7): the light mobile field laboratory B-LiFE
on one side and various local and distant command
and control centers on the other, representing the
backend of the applications and services connecting
on the one hand to additional medical / biological
expertise and on the other hand to local/regional/national emergency response authorities.

B-LiFE- Biological Light Fieldable
Laboratory for Emergencies

– Ebola Mission at N’Zerekore (Guinea Conakry)
Phase II – CCN#1 /Demonstration Phase/ESA IAP/
ARTES20
((Dec 2014- March2015) (Total consortium : 335 k€ /
CTMA : 215 k€)
Jean-Luc GALA, Mostafa BENTAHIr, Elodie CARLIER,
Yann DECCACHE, Catherine DUMONT, Jean-François
DURANT, Leonid IRENGE, Jean-Paul MARCEL,
Anne-Sophie PIETTE, Nora TOUFIK, Stéphane VAN
CAUWENBERGHE
The B-LiFE consortium [CTMA (Coordinator), Aurea
Imaging (Belgium), nazka mapps (Belgium), SES
TechCom (Bezdorf – Grand Duchy of Luxemburg)] is
operating in cooperation with B-FAST and emergency.
lu in order to support the French NGO ALIMA

Figure 8 : B-LiFE - Transmission flow between the
Sampling Team, the CTMA Crisis Center and the Mobile
Laboratory
The demonstration phase methodology aims to
develop and/or integrate stepwise each sub-system of the B-LiFE system in order to reach at the
end of the process a full validated demonstrator at
a maturity level TRL (technology readiness Level)
9. Step-wise validation against the specified B-LiFE
performance requirements will be applied during the
Pre-operational Pilots on the field in Democratic Republic of Congo. The Pre-operational Pilots will allow
to demonstrate that integration of three categories
of space assets (satellite communication, satellite
navigation and EO/GIS) to a laboratory platform will
result in a highly performant field capacity for rapid
assessment of bio-threats anywhere in the world.
The main tasks of Phase II will focus on development/
integration of satellite communication and navigation tools, integration of laboratory and mission
management software into communication systems
for interoperability purposes, operational site selection and monitoring, optional UAVs, development of
inactivation system for biological samples, possible
transfer and integration of technologies developed
for space applications for power supply, portable glovebox and reduction of cold chain dependency. ¢
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Following international request assistance and approval of the Belgian government authorities, the
B-LiFE laboratory is deployed since 20 December
2014 in Guinea (NZERE KORE) as part of the humanitarian assistance protocol B-FAST (Belgian First
Aid and Support Team).
This Ebola mission is a new task (first addendum to
the B-LiFE Phase II contract (CCN#1)), performed
in parallel with the planned activities in the B-LiFE
Demonstration Project. The CCN#1 provides the opportunity of a precursor deployment in the frame of
which user needs and requirements will be gathered
and consolidated in a realistic scenarios. ¢

B-LiFE / B-Fast
Guinea - Nzere Kore

Figure 9 : B-LiFE / B-FAST Team departing to Conakry
at MELSBROECK (Belgium) Military Airbase

In addition to its rapid diagnostic capacity of
Ebola virus, it also featured premium satellite
communication capabilities provided by the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg Government emergency.lu that enabled secure communications
at very high speed to Belgian and international
operational centers. It also has an epidemiological mapping capability of the disease through its
collaboration with the European Space Agency,
the European Commission (DG ECHO and ERCC)
and COPERNICUS. ¢

Figure 11 : B-LiFE Bio Lab with its Staff at work.
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The B-LiFE laboratory is deployed in the Ebola Treatment Center NEZERE KORE led by the
French non-governmental organization ALIMA
(The Alliance for International Medical Action).
There are actively contributing to the fight
against the spread of the Ebola virus in Guinea.
B-LiFE mission is focused to quickly identify the
virus in biological samples and confirm infection
in suspected patients. The mobile laboratory is
also actively involved in the evaluation of the
effectiveness of a new clinical trial testing the
antiviral drug Favipiravir (French INSERM Study
«JIGI» meaning «hope» in the local dialect). The
aim is to reduce mortality among people infected
with Ebola virus. Started on 26th of December
2014 the antiviral - developed by the laboratory
Toyama Chemical, a subsidiary of Fujifilm - has
fully held its promises (cf INSERM press release,
5th and 15th Feb 2015). There is a 15% reduction
in the number of deaths in adults and adolescents with low viral load. The lab is also piloting
the evaluation of the Biofire technology, a new
extremely rapid diagnostic strategy promoted by
Biomerieux.

Figure 12 : Cured children after Favipiravir treatment
with B-LiFE bio-monitoring.

Figure 10 : Copernicus Image of B-LiFE deployed within the CTE ALIMA and close-up on the GART inflatable
SatCom Antennae.
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D) EU Seventh

Framework Programme (7FP)
Funded Research on Security
MIRACLE

- Mobile Laboratory for the Rapid Assessment of
CBRN Threats Located within and outside the EU
(2013-2015) (Total consortium: 1.131 k€ /
CTMA: 403 k€)
Pierre-Alain FONTEYNE, Mostafa BENTAHIR,
Olga VYBORNOVA
Consortium: Astrium-SAS–AST (France),
Bundes-ministerium der Verteidung–IMB (Germany), Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt (FFI) (Norway), Totalförsvarets forskningsinstitut (FOI)
(Sweden), Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI)
(The Netherlands), Public Health Agency Canada
(PHAC) (Canada), Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) (Ireland), Institute for Public Health
and the Environment (RIVM) (The Netherlands)
Development
of
mobile
laboratories,
structures and functions to support rapid assessment of CBRN events with a cross-border
or international impact.
CTMA is the coordinator of the project aiming
at the harmonization of the definition of a
CBRN mobile laboratory and identification of
the needs and solutions for deployment in and
outside the EU.
The overall objective of this feasibility study is
to provide a global deliverable “CBRN mobile
laboratory architecture(s)” that relies (a) on
a better understanding and definition of the
need and optimal solutions for mobile lab, and
(b) on a clear and straightforward interface
with existing EU capabilities / structures. ¢

EDEN

– End-user driven DEmo for CBRNE
(2013-2014) (Total consortium : 24.767 k€ /
CTMA : 285 k€)
FONTEYNE Pierre-Alain, VYBORNOVA Olga
Consortium: BAE Systems (United Kingdom), AstriumSAS-AST (France), FFI (Norway), Technoalimenti (Italy),
Selex (Italy), University Paris XII - SAMU (France), Skola
Glowna Slubzby Pozarniczej SGSP (Poland), Centre
for Science, society and citizenship (CSSC) (Italy), Astri
Polska Spolka Z Ograniczona Odpowiedzialnoscia APL
(Poland), Instituto Affari Internazionali IAI (Italy), CBRNE
Ltd (United Kingdom), CTMA, LDI Innovation OU LDI2
(Estonia), Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der
Angewandten Forschung E.V (Germany), Teknologian
Tutkimuskeskus VTT (Finland), Fondation sur la recherche
stratégique (FRS) (France), Indra Sistemas (Spain), Institut
national de l’envirronnement et des risques (INERIS)
(France), SICPA Product Security (Switzerland), Magen
David ADOM in Israel (MDA) (Israel), Premyslowy Instytut
Automatyki I Pomiarow (PIAP) (Poland), Hotzone Solutions
BENELUX (HZS) (The Netherlands), Agenzia Nazionale
per le Nuove Technologie, L’ENERGIA - ENEA (Italy),
Société Nuclétudes (NUC) (France), Omnidata (OMNI)
(Romania), Universidao del Pais Vasco UPV/EHU (Spain),
University of Reading (UREAD) (United Kingdom), Bruker
Daltonics (BRU) (United Kingdom), Ldiamon (Estonia),
Microfluidic Chipshop (Germany), Robert Koch Institut
(RKI) (Germany), European Virtual Institute for Integrated
Risk Management (EU-VRi) (Germany), Centrum Badan
Kosmicznych Polskeij Akadamii Nauk (Poland), Asociacion
de Investigacion de la Industria Agroalimentaria (AINIA)
(Spain), Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (UCSC) (Italy),
Umea University (UMU) (Sweden)
EDEN aims at demonstrating the added value of a
Light Fieldable Biology Laboratory (LBFL) for the
response to specific B threat scenarios. The LFBL
integrates a set of bricks either operational or at
least characterized by high TRL. Short cycle R&D
in collaboration with EDEN partners is required
to allow full integration of innovative system (e.g.
rapid low cost bio inactivation assessment).
CTMA is in charge of testing and validating the
LFL in the integrated demonstration of CBRN
resilience along the whole food chain, from
suppliers to potential casualties and integrates
the LFL tool in the EDEN toolbox. ¢
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Figure 13 : The Toolbox provides a common gate-way
for CBRNE service providers and users to easily access
data and added value products used and developed
during the project (Communication, Track & Trace, Situation Awareness, Modeling, Procedures, Protocols,
Guidelines…

PANDEM - Pandemic Risk and
Emergency Management

PANDEM specifically addresses the needs
and priorities detailed in the Horizon 2020
Work Programme crisis management topic
DRS-4. PANDEM will focus on the needs and requirements of users and first responders across
the spectrum of pandemic risk management.
PANDEM will bring together highly skilled and
multi-disciplinary senior experts from the health,
security, defence, microbiology, communications, information technology and emergency
management fields. Given the cross-border and
multi-sectoral context of the health and security
challenge for building pandemic risk management capacity, a systems-based methodology
will be applied and the final outcome will be developed for use in a pan-European setting. ¢

Accepted in December 2014 to start in 2015
(2015-2016) (Total consortium: 1.410 k€ / CTMA
and CRED: 188 k€)
Anne-Sophie PIETTE
Consortium: Coordinator - National University
of Ireland Galway (NUIG), Intelligence & Science
Applications (ISA), IGS Consulting, London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
(LSHTM), Public Health Agency of Sweden
(FOHM), Swedish Defence Research Agency
(FOI), UCL/CTMA, World Health Organization/
EURO (WHO/EURO)
The European Union (EU) faces a growing health
security threat posed by pandemics due to the
convergence of risk factors driving disease
emergence, amplification and dissemination
of pathogens with pandemic potential. Protecting the health and security of citizens in the EU
in the face of these pandemic threats requires a
coherent response by all stakeholders driven by
effective pandemic risk management. PANDEM
aim is to contribute to the reduction in the health,
socio-economic and security consequences
of future pandemics so that society will be better prepared at regional, national, EU and global
level. PANDEM will assess current pandemic
preparedness and response tools, systems and
practice at national, EU and global level in priority
areas including risk assessment and surveillance,
communication and public information, governance and legal frameworks. PANDEM aims to

Figure 14 : Pandemic Generation Process
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identify gaps and improvement needs leading to
the development of viable innovative concepts
and analysis of the feasibility of a future demonstration project to strengthen capacity-building for
pandemic risk management in the EU.
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REACHING OUT

– DRS-03-2015 demonstRation of EU
effective lArge sCale tHreat and crIsis
maNaGement OUTside the EU
Accepted to start in 2016
(2016-2019) (Total consortium:18.812 k€ / CTMA: 821
k€)
Anne-Sophie PIETTE, Olga VYBORNOVA
Consortium:
Industry : Airbus Defence and Space SAS (AIRBUS)
(France) (Coordinator), Astri Polska Spolka z
Ograniczona Odpowiedzialnoscia (APL) (Poland), BAE
Systems (Operations) Ltd (BAES) (United Kingdom),
Selex ES Spa (SES) (Italy)
SME’s : Atrisc (ATRISC) (France), LDI Innovation
OU (LDI2) (Estonia), Rinicom Limited (RINI) (United
Kingdom), Eureka Comunicazione Telematica srl
(EUREKA) (Italy)
Institutes : Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) (Italy),
Austria Institut fur Europa und Sicherheitspolitik (AIES)
(Austria)
Universities : Universitet I Agder (UIA) (Norway),
Université de Nice Sophia Antipolis (UNS) (France),
Universita degli studi di Napoli Federicao II (UNINA)
(Italy), Stockholms Universitet (SU) (Sweden),
End Users : Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
(UCSC) (Italy), UCL/CTMA, Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund
Deutschland e.V. (ASB) (Germany), Magen David
Adom In Israel (MDA) (Israel), Service Départemental
d’Incendie et de Secours de la Haute-Corse (SDIS 2B)
(France), Public Health England - Department of Health
(PHE) (United Kingdom), Institut de Radioprotection
et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) (France), Ministère de
l’Intérieur (SDPTS) (France), Fédération Internationale
des sociétés de la Croix-Rouge et du Croissant
Rouge – Shelter Research Unit (RCSRU) (Luxemburg),
Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon (ENSL) (France),
Ayuntamento de Madrid – civil protection (DGEPC) (Spain)
EU agency : European Union Satellite Centre (SATCEN)
(Spain)
NATO/STO : Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy
(VTT) (Finland)
Effective EU support to a large external crisis requires
new approaches. In response to this challenge and
to identified user and market needs from previous
projects, Reaching Out proposes an innovative multidisciplinary approach that will optimize the efforts,
address a wide spectrum of users and maximize
market innovation success.
This approach results in six main objectives: to
1. Develop a Collaborative Framework, with distributed
platforms of functional services,
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2. Implement a flexible and open “collaborative
innovation” process involving users and SMEs,
suppliers, operators and research organisations,
3. Develop, upgrade and integrate 78 new connectable
and interoperable tools,
4. Conduct 5 large scale demonstrations on the field:
• Health disaster in Africa (Epidemics in Guinea, with
strong social and cultural issues),
• Natural disaster in a politically complex region and a
desert environment (Earthquake in the Jordan Valley,
led jointly by Jordan, Israel and Palestine),
• Three global change disasters in Asia targeted
at large evacuation and humanitarian support in
Bangladesh (long lasting floods, huge storms and
associated epidemics,), EU citizen support and
repatriation in Shanghai (floods & storm surge),
radiological and industrial disasters impacting EU
assets in Taiwan (flash floods, landslides, storm surge
and chemical and radiological disasters), supported
and co-funded by local authorities,
5. Provide recommendations and evaluations for
future legal and policy innovations. The project will
be conducted under the supervision of senior endusers. It will be performed with flexible and proven
procedures by a balanced consortium of users,
industry, innovative SMEs, RTO and academia in
the EU and the demonstration regions. The main
expected impact is to improve external disaster and
crisis management efficiency and cost-benefit and
increase the EU visibility whilst enhancing EU industry
competitiveness and enlarging the market. ¢

BFREE (Biological Free mixed
CBRN samples for safe handling
and analysis)

– European Defense Agency (EDA) 1st Joint
Investment Programme on CBRN Issues
(JIP-CBRN1).
(2012-2014) (Total consortium: 1.200 k€ /
CTMA: 200 k€)
Mostafa BENTAHIR
International cooperation: FFI (Norway) (Coordination), Swedish Defence Research Agency
(FOI) (Sweden), CTMA, Bundeswehr Research
Institute for Protective Technologie NBC Protection – WIS (Germany), TNO (The Netherlands),
Ministère de la Défense - DGA - CBRN Defence
– CEB (France), Austrian Federal Ministry of Defence and Sport – BMLVS (Austria)
The project aims at obtaining an efficient
sample processing and risk mitigation method
for both ensuring safe handling and the following analysis of CBRN mixed samples. It
will focus on developing a set of validated procedures agreed among a network of European
nations to separate a potential mixture of CBRN
agents into distinct C, B, RN aliquots that are
further prepared and analysed simultaneously,
in parallel and/or successively, independent of
sample matrix and reducing the turn-aroundtime for analysis.
The scientific and technological innovation is
highlighted and edged on the development of
methods/protocols for removal of B agents, and
which do not have a negative impact on the CRN
agents, to ensure safety of personnel when performing the analysis of C and R agents. Various
methodologies will be tested among several European nations to recommend the most
optimal methods for rapid, reliable, sensitive,
specific, efficient and cost effective analysis of
CBRN mixed samples. BFREE will consider previous studies and results from NATO, EDA and
EU projects while focusing on improving one
of the first crucial steps in preparing the mixed
CBRN samples for analysis ¢

Figure 15 : Filtration model developed by CTMA for
separation and safe analysis of CBRN mixed samples.
The outcome of BFREE will provide European
harmonized approaches for civilian and military
laboratories and standardized operating procedures for handling such samples.

Risk Assessment for CB
Exposure after Decontamination
(RACED)– European Defense Agency

(EDA) 2d Joint Investment Programme on
CBRN Issues (JIP-CBRN2)
– European Defense Agency (EDA) 1st Joint
Investment Programme on CBRN Issues
(JIP-CBRN1).

CBRN Issues (JIP-CBRN2).
(2013-2015) (Total consortium : 865 k€ / CTMA :
169 k€)
Mostafa BENTAHIR
International cooperation: TNO (The Netherlands)
(Coordination), FFI (Norway), CTMA, Instituto de
Tecnologia Química e Biológica (ITQB - UNL)
research centre of Universidade Nova de Lisboa
(Portugal), Centro de Investigação da Academia
Militar (CINAMIL) Laboratório de Bromatologia e
Defesa Biológica (Portugal), Integrated Microsystems Austria GmbH (IMA) (Austria)
In military protection against chemical and biological (CB) warfare agents, decontamination is
a crucial step. In case of exposed surfaces, this
process aims at removing chemical and biological hazards from equipment, vehicles, buildings
and outdoor areas. Essential for successful
response to an attack involving CB agents is
to recover contaminated surfaces into assets
sufficiently clean to return for use. Ideally, decontamination is quick, extremely thorough and
environmentally inert.
However, removal of the last molecule or last
viable cell is utopic. This does not need to be
a danger, as long as the remaining number of
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E) European Defense
Agency (EDA) Research
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agent molecules or viable cells is below a critical level and does not pose a health hazard.
The challenge is to obtain insight into the status decontaminated objects with regard to the
remaining hazard. This exactly formulates the
problem the RACED project intents to tackle. In
an operational military setting it is not possible
to assess the remaining hazard. Moreover, even
in state-of-art laboratories it is very difficult
to measure the residual contamination after a
standard decontamination procedure. And even
if residual contamination is known, it is not
possible to relate that to the remaining health
hazard, let alone how to handle the forthcoming
risk. The overall challenge can subsequently be
formulated as: the need to find out how much of
what is left, how that can reach and affect humans and how can that risk be managed.
To counteract this cascade of challenges,
RACED takes the following staged approach:
1. Decontaminate a representative number of
CB agents / surfaces by standard means and
procedures. 2. To apply state-of-the art analytical and micro/molecular biological assays to
identify and quantify residual agent. 3. Simulate
and understand transport from decontaminated surface to exposure of human airways and
skin. 4. Relate exposure to toxicity and infectiousness, respectively. 5. Design a risk profile
and identify measures to mitigate or at least
manage those risks.
The end-result is a risk management tool that
allows the operational decision maker to rationally and confidently declare an asset clean, or
to re-launch a decontamination step or to abandon an asset as too dangerously contaminated
to maintain. In achieving this, RACED will deliver
a crucial contribution towards answering the
how-clean-is-clean paradigm. ¢
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EBLN – European Biodefense Laboratory
Network

(On going activity since 2008)
Leonid IRENGE, Anne-Sophie PIETTE, Mostafa
BENTAHIR, Elodie CARLIER.
International cooperation: Armament and Defence Technology Agency - NBC & Environmental
Protection Technology Division (Austria), CTMA,
Centre for Military Medicine - CB Defence and Environmental Health Centre (Finland), DGA Maîtrise
NRBC Le Bouchet (France) ; Institut für Mikrobiologie der Bundeswehr (Germany) ; Army Medical
and Veterinary Research Center (Italy); FFI (Norway); Ministry of National Defence, Science and
Military Education Department (Poland)
The objective of this project is to contribute
to the establishment of a laboratory network
and common genetic database. The project
will improve the EU capability to verify the use
of biological agents (B – agents) in the military
and civil context such as international regulations, e.g. BTWC (Biological and Toxin Weapon
Convention). In the case of a suspected use of Bagents, unambiguous identification of the agent
has to be performed. The forensic proof of use of
these agents must be such that it cannot be refuted. Microbial forensics has been implemented in
the US to ascertain whether an event was natural
or intentional and to verify the intentional use of
B-agents. Currently, Europe has capability gaps
caused by a lack of coordination, standardization,
and evaluation of methods to detect, identify type
B-agents. Coordinated efforts will contribute to
discourage B-terrorism and improve European
bio defense capabilities.
Identifying agents and sources in a forensic
context relies on a spectrum of features, including epidemiological data and high-resolution
analysis. A secure database on B-agents will be
established (e.g. sample handling and processing, detection and diagnostic methods, genome
sequence and other typing data) to further
strengthen the European bio defense capability.
In addition, implementation of technical developments in terms of more rapid analysis and higher
resolution will be pursued. Sharing experiences
on standardization and quality controls are also
essential elements of the project. Creation of a
strategic European bio defense network around
the database based on agent specific expertise
will be the end results of the project. ¢

(WALLEO3, Biowin, Other)
University’s development
cooperation (UDC) - Targeted
Interuniversity Pole
PIC– Support to improve the capacity

for detecting and identifying infectious
agents in the province of South Kivu in the
Democratic Republic of Congo

(2012 - 2016) (Total consortium : 330 k€ /
CTMA : 200 k€)
Leonid IRENGE
International Cooperation: CTMA, ULB Ecole
de santé Publicque (Bruxelles), Université
catholique de Bukavu Laboratoire biologie
Clinique (Bukavu, RDC), Institut National de Recherche Biomédicale (Kinsasha, RDC)
Africa is the cradle of some of the most deadly
infections. Management of infectious diseases
in the province of South Kivu (DR Congo) is a
challenge according to the serious impact of
infectious disease on related morbidity and
mortality and the risk of extension of outbreaks
from remote areas to crowded cities and from
RDC to European countries. The goal of the project is to improve the capabilities of identifying
infectious agents in each health district hospital
in the province of South Kivu.¢

ALLERT– Handheld Allergens Detector
Accepted in 2013 to start in 2014 (2014 – 2016)
(Total consortium : 1.538 k€ / CTMA : 350 k€)
Jamal BADIR, Bertrand BEARZATTO, Jérôme
AMBROISE
National Consortium: ZENTECH SA , LAMBDA-X,
CER GROUPE, CTMA
The scope of ALLERT project is to provide a practical,
portable, rapid and effective diagnostic system to detect allergens in foods. This project does not focus on
the IgE detection against specific allergens. The first
level is our answer to the need of testing quickly several allergens in the same time.
The second level includes innovation in photonic allowing a better collection of image data to enhance
quality of detection adapted to a mobile testing
The third innovative level will be the preparation of
samples. By using a standard preparation device and
a standard sample collection and filtration technique
we will avoid the extreme variation in sample preparation quality.The fourth innovative level will be in
the data analysis using specific algorithms to clean
images, analyze multiplexed spots and delivering a
result with traceability, communication features.¢
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F) Walloon Region
(RW), Regional R&D
Programme

BIOBACTIL WB – Health Optofluidic
biosensor immunoassay for detecting and
identifying bacteria in human samples matrixes.
(2014 – 2016) (Total consortium : 1.000 k€ /
CTMA : 180 k€)
Mostafa BENTAHIR, Olga MINEEVA
Consortium: UCL TELE, CTMA, MULTITEL, SIRRIS, L. FUNDP, ULG Microsys Lab
The aim of the project is to develop a lab-on-chip
demonstrator for detecting and identifying the presence of Neisseria meningitidis in cerebrospinal fluid
samples. The untreated sample is deposited on the
chip, than a “all or nothing” diagnostic answer is provided within 15 minutes. During the development,
the effectiveness of the system will be compared to
a standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. ¢
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G) Industry
Stallergènes
(2013 – 2016)
Marc DILLEMBOURG, Amandine DUPRAZFRAIZIER, Karine MAJOR, Audrey SINON
The project aims at producing freeze dried, gamma
inactivated, fungal raw material for use in allergy
research & treatment, starting from pure cultures &
inert substrates. A service type contract has recently
been signed with a biopharmaceutical industry leader
specialized in the treatment of severe respiratory
allergies. Consequently, selected strains have been
deposited at Mycothèque de l’Université catholique
de Louvain (BCCM/MUCL).
The production of
biomasses can be adjusted to the specificities of any
customer (scientific community or industrial sector)
in order to guarantee the quality of allergen extracts
made using our products. UCL-CTMA/MYCO meets
strict quality & safety standards, in compliance with
European regulatory requirements (origin, processing,
identification & purity). It has the equipment & expertise
allowing detection, identification & monitoring of
microbial contaminants of indoor & outdoor air.
Detection & monitoring is based on surface & air
sampling methods. Identification of airborne particles
is achieved by standard light microscopy, culture, SDSPAGE profiling & DNA signature sequences.
Another goal of the project is to perform research on
the quantification and analysis of proteins for test and
control purposes and in the context of allergy test. ¢

EQUIPMENT

Infrastructure :

Distant pre- and post-PCR rooms;
Specific rooms for DNA extraction;
PCR amplification and post-amplification
activities;
Several Biosafety level 2 (BSL2)
rooms and one biosafety glove box;
Access to academic and the federal
Laboratoire fédéral d’orientation (FOL)
BSL3 facility at Peutie Defense barrack.




Major equipment :

Standard molecular genetic laboratory

equipment: conventional DNA sequencer,
pyrosequencer, several PCR and quantitative
real-time PCR cyclers, spectrophotometer
and synchronous fluorimeter, nucleic acid
and protein extraction robots and quantification apparatus, etc…;
Automated Luminex bead plate
multiplex reader;
Automated Enzyme-linked immunospot
(ELISpot) reader;
HPLC Prominence Liquid chromatograph
(Shimadzu)
FreeZone 2.5 Liter Benchtop Freeze
Dry System (LabCongo)
Emerging technologies :
two dimensional low and high density microarray
scanner, colorimetric array scanner, tridimensional-microarray scanner, automatic spotters for
large scale and micro-piezoelectric spotting, hybridization station, probe station.
New Generation Sequencer (NGS) Illumina MiSeq II









Patents
• Method for normalization
of quantitative PCR and microarrays.
Filed under No. 61/556.655 (U.S. provisional
filed 07/11/2011).

Figure 16 : Conidia of Alternaria alternata (standard light
microscopy, x 400)
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• Method for analysing
a pyro-sequencing signal.
(AdvISER-PYRO: Amplicon Identification

using SparsE Representation of PYROsequencing signal). Patent application number 13
07 913.2, 2 May 2013 (internal file reference
number: UCL-057)
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Figure 17 : Ecole de santé Publique CTMA at level +1
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Figure 18 : CTMA mobile laboratory B-LiFE
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